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“IT SEEMS TO US…”
New License—Now What?
So, you’re one of the thousands of amateurs who have found motivation or opportunity to upgrade in the recent FCC rules
changes. Congratulations! By now your
new license either is on its way or already
has found its way into your mailbox.
What are you going to do with it?
Oh, sure, the first thing you’ll do is take
your new license out of its envelope, admire it for a moment, and sign it. You’ll
show it around and make a couple of photocopies. You may even laminate the
wallet-sized card and frame the certificate so you can hang it on the wall of your
ham shack.
Then what? Will displaying it be all the
use you ever make of your new passport to
a wider world of radio? It shouldn’t be.
Here are some suggestions on how to make
your license more than just a trophy.
Step one: If you don’t have any, borrow or buy some equipment that will let
you use your new privileges. It doesn’t
have to be new; unlike computers, radio
transceivers age gracefully. The operator
at the other end isn’t going to know
whether your signal is emanating from the
bargain-of-the-week at last Saturday’s
flea market or from the latest DSPenhanced budget buster.
Step two: If you don’t have a suitable
one already, build or buy the best antenna
you can and install it, temporarily if you
have to. If the best you can do is a piece
of wire fed through a tuner, so be it; just
make it as long and as high as possible,
and stay away from power lines and other
safety hazards. If you have to compromise (and who doesn’t?) don’t be afraid
to try different arrangements until you
find one that works the way you think it
should. Few activities in Amateur Radio
are as popular as experimenting with antennas, as hundreds of QST articles and
thousands of pages in other ARRL publications attest.
Step three: If you don’t do so already,
begin keeping a log of your contacts. The
FCC no longer requires it, but it’s still a
good idea to maintain a permanent written record of your on-the-air operating
history. Note your equipment and antenna
changes, unusual conditions, and other
special events. Years from now, when
leafing through your early log entries
brings back pleasant memories, you’ll be
glad you did. You don’t have to use a
computer, although you may want to if
you make a lot of contacts.

Step four: Find out when your local or
section public service net meets, and on
what frequency. Most commonly, these
nets meet on 75 meters in the early
evening on SSB. The ARRL Net Directory and the monthly Section News in
QST are good sources of information.
Many ARRL sections also maintain
Web sites with lists of nets, linked from
http://www.arrl.org/field/org/smlist.
html. Learn how to observe net discipline
and how to handle messages in a directed
net. Even if you don’t become a traffic
net “regular” it’s something every ham
should know how to do. Listen to a
session or two to find out how the net
operates, then check in yourself at the
appropriate time. You will be warmly
welcomed.
Step five: Set some reasonable goals
and go after them. A popular goal for HF
operators is Worked All States (WAS).
Collecting contacts and QSL cards from
each of the 50 states will teach you about
propagation and geography and is bound
to introduce you to some new friends in
other parts of the country. As you approach the goal it will also teach you
something about patience! After you’ve
done it once you can try for variations on
the theme: WAS on a single band or mode
or while operating QRP (5 W output or
less). The IARU Worked All Continents
(WAC) Award is a popular way to begin
expanding your horizons beyond North
America: just six cards (one from each
continent, not including Antarctica) are
required to claim your WAC certificate,
which makes great “wallpaper” for your
shack. Once you begin making contacts
overseas, visions of a DXCC certificate
for contacting 100 different countries will
begin to dance in your head. Go for it, but
don’t let the quest for new countries monopolize your operating time. Don’t
squander the opportunity to get acquainted with your counterparts in lessrare countries. Nothing will expand your
view of the world as quickly as the realization that you have a lot in common with
someone in a place you’d never heard of!
Step six: Compare notes and share your
new enthusiasms with others. You are fortunate to be sharing your upgrading experience with a large “class.” You can learn
from one another as well as from older
hands, most of whom will be glad to help.
See you on the air!—David Sumner,
K1ZZ
June 2000
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We’re At Your Service
ARRL Headquarters is open from 8 AM to 5 PM Eastern Time,
Monday through Friday, except holidays. Call toll free to join the ARRL
or order ARRL products: 1-888-277-5289 (US), M-F only, 8 AM to 8 PM
Eastern Time.
If you have a question, try one of these Headquarters departments . . .
Contact
Telephone
Electronic Mail
Joining ARRL
Membership Desk 860-594-0338 circulation@arrl.org
QST Delivery
Circulation Desk 860-594-0338 circulation@arrl.org
Publication Orders Sales Desk
860-594-0355 pubsales@arrl.org
Regulatory Info
John Hennessee 860-594-0236 reginfo@arrl.org
Exams
VEC
860-594-0300 vec@arrl.org
Educational
Educational
860-594-0301 ead@arrl.org
Materials
Services
Contests
Dan Henderson 860-594-0232 n1nd@arrl.org
Technical Questions ARRL Lab
860-594-0214 tis@arrl.org
Awards
Eileen Sapko
860-594-0288 awards@arrl.org
DXCC/VUCC
Bill Moore
860-594-0234 dxcc@arrl.org
Advertising
John Bee
860-594-0207 ads@arrl.org
Media Relations
Jennifer Hagy
860-594-0328 newsmedia@arrl.org
QSL Service
Martin Cook
860-594-0274 buro@arrl.org
Scholarships
Mary Lau
860-594-0230 foundation@arrl.org
Emergency Comm
Steve Ewald
860-594-0265 wv1x@arrl.org
Clubs
Field Services
860-594-0267 clubs@arrl.org
Hamfests
Gail Iannone
860-594-0262 hamfests@arrl.org

You can send e-mail to any ARRL
Headquarters employee if you know
his or her name or call sign. The
second half of every Headquarters
e-mail address is @arrl.org. To
create the first half, simply use the
person’s call sign. If you don’t know
their call sign, use the first letter of
their first name, followed by their
complete last name. For example, to
send a message to John
Hennessee, N1KB, Regulatory
Information Specialist, you could
address it to jhennessee@arrl.org
or N1KB@arrl.org.
If all else fails, send e-mail to

hq@arrl.org and it will be routed to
the right people or departments.

Technical Information Server
If you have Internet e-mail capability,
you can tap into the ARRL Technical
Information Server, otherwise known
as the Info Server. To have user
instructions and a handy index sent
to you automatically, simply address
an e-mail message to: info@arrl.org
Subject: Info Request
In the body of your message enter:
HELP
SEND INDEX
QUIT

ARRL on the World Wide Web
You’ll also find the ARRL on the World
Wide Web at:
http://www.arrl.org/
At the ARRL Web page you’ll find the
latest W1AW bulletins, a hamfest
calendar, exam schedules, an on-line
ARRL Publications Catalog and much
more. We’re always adding new
features to our Web page, so check it
often!
Members-Only Web Site
As an ARRL member you enjoy
exclusive access to our Members-Only
Web site. Just point your browser to
http://www.arrl.org/members/ and
you’ll open the door to benefits that
you won’t find anywhere else.
• Our on-line Web magazine, the
ARRLWeb Extra with colorful news
and features you won’t see in QST.
• QST Product Review Archive. Get
copies of QST product reviews from
1980 to the present.
• QST/QEX searchable index (find that
article you were looking for!)
• Previews of contest results and
product reviews. See them here
before they appear in QST!
• Access to your information in the
ARRL membership database. Enter
corrections or updates on line!
Stopping by for a visit?
We offer tours of Headquarters and
W1AW at 9, 10 and 11 AM, and at
1, 2 and 3 PM, Monday to Friday
(except holidays). Special tour times
may be arranged in advance. Bring
your license and you can operate
W1AW anytime between 10 AM and
noon, and 1 to 3:45 PM!
Would you like to write for QST?
We’re always looking for new material

of interest to hams. Send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope
(55¢ postage) and ask for a copy of
the Author’s Guide . (It’s also available
via the ARRL Info Server, and via the
World Wide Web at
http://www.arrl.org/qst/aguide/.)
Press Releases and
New Products/Books
Send your press releases and new
book announcements to the attention
of the QST Editor (e-mail
qst@arrl.org). New product
announcements should be sent to the
Product Review Editor (e-mail
reviews@arrl.org).
Strays and Up Front
Send your Strays and Up Front
materials to the QST Features Editor
(e-mail upfront@arrl.org). Be sure to
include your name, address and
daytime telephone number.

ARRL Audio News
The best way to keep up with fastmoving events in the ham community
is to listen to the ARRL Audio News.
It’s as close as your telephone at
860-594-0384, or on the Web at
http://www.arrl.org/arrlletter/audio/

A
Interested in Becoming
a Ham?
Just pick up the telephone R R
and call toll free
L
1-800-326-3942, or send
e-mail to newham@arrl.org.
We’ll provide helpful advice on
obtaining your Amateur Radio
license, and we’ll be happy to
send you our informative
Prospective Ham Package.

ARRL Directors
Atlantic Division
BERNIE FULLER, N3EFN
17668 Price Rd, Saegertown, PA 16433
(814-763-1529);
n3efn@arrl.org
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Delta Division
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323 Elliott Rd SE, Ft Walton Beach,
FL 32548 (850-244-5425);
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As an ARRL member, you elect the
directors and vice directors who
represent your division on ARRL
policy matters. If you have a question
or comment about League policies,
contact your representatives at the
addresses shown.

Get to Know Your Section Manager
The 15 divisions of the League are arranged into 71 administrative sections, each headed by an elected section manager (SM). Your section manager is the
person to contact when you have news about your activities, or those of your club. These news items could find their way into the pages of QST! If you need
assistance with a local problem, your section manager is your first point of contact. He or she can put you in touch with various ARRL volunteers who can help
(such as technical specialists).Your section manager is also the person to see if you’d like to become a section volunteer. Whatever your license class, your
SM has an appointment available. If your ARRL section has a Web site, the address can be found at http://www.arrl.org/field/org/smlist.html.
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Baldwinsville, NY 13027 (315-638-7551); w2lc@arrl.org
John V. Rodgers, N3MSE, 803 S Main St, Butler, PA
16001-6326 (724-287-0424); n3mse@arrl.org
Bruce Boston, KD9UL, 815 E 3rd St, Beardstown, IL
62618 (217-323-9809); kd9ul@arrl.org
Peggy Coulter, W9JUJ, 12330 SCR 200 E, Muncie, IN
47302 (765-288-0481); w9juj@arrl.org
Donald Michalski, W9IXG, 4214 Mohawk Dr, Madison,
WI 53711 (608-274-1886); w9ixg@arrl.org
Randy “Max” Wendel, N0FKU, 8539 Bryant Ave S,
Bloomington, MN 55420-2147 (612-888-5953);
n0fku@arrl.org
Roger “Bill” Kurtti, WC0M, RR1, Box 34, Rock Lake,
ND 58365 (701-266-5646); wc0m@arrl.org
Roland Cory, W0YMB, 815 2nd Ave W, Mobridge, SD
57601 (605-845-2400); w0ymb@arrl.org

Roger Gray, N5QS, PO Box 166, Searcy, AR 72145
(501-729-5489); n5qs@arrl.org
Louisiana
Mickey Cox, K5MC, 754 Cheniere-Drew Rd, West Monroe,
LA 71291 (318-397-1980); k5mc@arrl.org
Mississippi
Malcolm Keown, W5XX, 14 Lake Circle Dr, Vicksburg, MS
39180 (601-636-0827); w5xx@arrl.org
Tennessee
O. D. Keaton, WA4GLS, 141 Medearis Dr, Old Hickory,
TN 37138 (615-758-2329); wa4gls@arrl.org
Great Lakes Division
Kentucky
Bill Uschan, K4MIS, 800 Leawood Dr #27, Frankfort, KY
40601 (502-226-6784); k4mis@arrl.org
Michigan
Richard Mondro, W8FQT, 800 Dover St, Dearborn Heights,
MI 48127 (313-730-2111); w8fqt@arrl.org
Ohio
Joseph J. Phillips, K8QOE, 2800 Jupiter Dr, Fairfield, OH
45014-5022 (513-874-0006); k8qoe@arrl.org
Hudson Division
Eastern New York
Robert Leiden, KR2L, 19 Willowbrook Rd, Glenville, NY
12302 (518-399-9343); kr2l@arrl.org
NYC-Long Island
George Tranos, N2GA, PO Box 296, Bellport, NY 11713,
(516-286-7562); n2ga@arrl.org
Northern New Jersey
Jeffrey M. Friedman, K3JF, 1 Churchill Dr, Succasunna,
NJ 07876-1803 (973-927-8182); k3jf@arrl.org
Midwest Division
Iowa
Jim Lasley, N0JL, PO Box 5, Chillicothe, IA 52548
(515-935-4337); n0jl@arrl.org
Kansas
Orlan Q. Cook, W0OYH, 12110 West 71st St, Shawnee,
KS 66216 (913-631-0423); w0oyh@arrl.org
Missouri
Dale C. Bagley, K0KY, PO Box 13, Macon, MO 63552-1822
(660-385-3629); k0ky@arrl.org
Nebraska
Bill McCollum, KE0XQ, 1314 Deer Park Blvd, Omaha, NE
68108 (402-734-3316); ke0xq@arrl.org
New England Division
Connecticut
Betsey Doane, K1EIC, 92 Mohegan Rd, Shelton, CT
06484-2448 (203-929-7759); k1eic@arrl.org
Eastern Massachusetts Joel M. Magid, WU1F, 47 Drumlin Hill Rd, Groton, MA
01450 (978-448-5678); wu1f@arrl.org
Maine
William Woodhead, N1KAT, 63 1st Ave, Auburn, ME 04210
(207-782-4862); n1kat@arrl.org
New Hampshire
Michael Graham, K7CTW, 50 Joppa Dr, Merrimack, NH
03054 (603-424-6987); k7ctw@arrl.org
Rhode Island
Armand E. Lambert, K1FLD, 144 Summer St, Woonsocket,
RI 02895 (401-762-0536); k1fld@arrl.org
Vermont
Bob DeVarney, WE1U, 43 W Milton Rd, Milton, VT 05468
(802-482-4280); we1u@arrl.org
Western Massachusetts William Voedisch, W1UD, 240 Main St, Leominster, MA
01453 (978-537-2502); w1ud@arrl.org
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Northwestern Division
Alaska
L. Kent Petty, KL5T, 2229 Turnagain Parkway, Anchorage, AK
99517 (907-243-5856); kl5t@arrl.org
Eastern Washington Kyle Pugh, KA7CSP, W 5006 Houston Ave, Spokane, WA
99208 (509-327-5039); ka7csp@arrl.org
Idaho
Michael Elliott, K7BOI, 9832 W Gurdon Ct, Boise, ID
83704-4080 (208-376-3458); k7boi@arrl.org
Montana
Darrell Thomas, N7KOR, 743 33rd Ave NE, Great Falls,
MT 59404 (406-453-8574); n7kor@arrl.org
Oregon
William Sawders, K7ZM, 19821 Ponderosa St, Bend, OR
97702 (541-389-6258); k7zm@arrl.org
Western Washington Harry Lewis, W7JWJ, 10352 Sand Point Way NE, Seattle,
WA 98125 (206-523-9117); w7jwj@arrl.org
Pacific Division
East Bay
Andy Oppel, KF6RCO, 1308 Burbank St, Alameda,
CA 94501-3946 (510-523-3953); kf6rco@arrl.org
Nevada
Jan Welsh, NK7N, 59 Constitution Ave., Henderson, NV
89015-5702 (702-565-0242); nk7n@arrl.org
Pacific
Ronald Phillips, AH6HN, HCR 2 Box 6637, Keaau, HI
96749 (808-982-6513); ah6hn@arrl.org
Sacramento Valley
Jerry Boyd, K6BZ, PO Box 252, Igo, CA 96047
(530-396-2256); k6bz@arrl.org
San Joaquin Valley Donald Costello, W7WN, 1900 N Ashby Rd, No. 9,
Merced, CA 95348 (209-383-5739); w7wn@arrl.org
Santa Clara Valley
Glenn Thomas, WB6W, 502 Walnut Dr, Milpitas, CA
95035-4133 (408-263-9450); wb6w@arrl.org
San Francisco
Leonard Gwinn, WA6KLK, 2960 Blackhawk Dr, Willits, CA
95490-9704; wa6klk@arrl.org
Roanoke Division
North Carolina
John Covington, W4CC, PO Box 217122, Charlotte, NC
28221(704-843-7266); w4cc@arrl.org
South Carolina
Patricia Hensley, N4ROS, 164 N Main St PO Box 70,
Richburg, SC 29729-0070 (803-789-5810); n4ros@arrl.org
Virginia
Lynn Gahagan, AF4CD, 208 Velva Dr, Chesapeake, VA
23325 (757-545-1290); af4cd@arrl.org
West Virginia
O. N. “Olie” Rinehart, WD8V, 1256 Ridge Dr,
South Charleston, WV 25309-2434 (304-768-9534);
wd8v@arrl.org
Rocky Mountain Division
Colorado
Tim Armagost, WB0TUB, 6337 S Lafayette Pl, Littleton, CO
80121 (303-795-9683); wb0tub@arrl.org
New Mexico
Joe Knight, W5PDY, 10408 Snow Heights Blvd NE,
Albuquerque, NM 87112 (505-299-4581); w5pdy@arrl.org
Utah
Mel Parkes, N5UVP, 2166 E 2100 North, Layton, UT 84040
(801-547-1753); n5uvp@arrl.org
Wyoming
Robert Williams, N7LKH, PO Box 130, Wapiti, WY 82450
(307-527-7758); n7lkh@arrl.org
Southeastern Division
Alabama
Bill Cleveland, KR4TZ, 2113 Wildwood Place, Mobile,
AL 36609-2583 (334-661-3892); kr4tz@arrl.org
Georgia
Sandy Donahue, W4RU, 960 Ralph McGill Blvd NE, Atlanta, GA
30306 (404-875-9450); w4ru@arrl.org
Northern Florida
Rudy Hubbard, WA4PUP, PO Box 843, Milton, FL
32572-0843 (850-626-0620); wa4pup@arrl.org
Southern Florida
Phyllisan West, KA4FZI, 1410 Shelby Parkway, Cape Coral,
FL 33904 (941-574-3467); ka4fzi@arrl.org
Puerto Rico
Victor Madera, KP4PQ, PO Box 191917, San Juan, PR
00919-1917 (787-789-4998); kp4pq@arrl.org
Virgin Islands
John Ellis, NP2B, PO Box 24492, Christiansted, St Croix, VI
00824 (340-773-9643); np2b@arrl.org
West Central Florida Dave Armbrust, AE4MR, 1641 Baywinds Ln, Sarasota, FL
34231-3040; (941-923-1688) ae4mr@arrl.org
Southwestern Division
Arizona
Clifford Hauser, KD6XH, 8741 N Hollybrook Ave, Tucson,
AZ 85742 (520-744-9095); kd6xh@arrl.org
Los Angeles
Phineas J. Icenbice Jr, W6BF, 19323 Halsted St,
Northridge, CA 91324 (818-349-3186); w6bf@arrl.org
Orange
Joe H. Brown, W6UBQ, 5444 La Sierra, Riverside, CA
92505 (909-687-8394); w6ubq@arrl.org
San Diego
Tuck Miller, K6ZEC, 3122 E 2nd St, National City, CA 9195 0
(619-475-7333); k6zec@arrl.org
Santa Barbara
Robert Griffin, K6YR, 1436 Johnson Ave, San Luis Obispo,
CA 93401-3734 (805-543-3346); k6yr@arrl.org
West Gulf Division
North Texas
Donald L. Mathis, KB5YAM, 1190 Emerald Sound Blvd,
Oak Point, TX 75068-2236 (972-292-1203); kb5yam@arrl.org
Oklahoma
Charlie Calhoun, K5TTT, 16101 E 98th St N, Owasso, OK
74055 (918-272-9872); k5ttt@arrl.org
South Texas
E. Ray Taylor, N5NAV, 688 Comal Ave, New Braunfels, TX
78130 (830-625-1683); n5nav@arrl.org
West Texas
Charles C. Royall, WB5T, 2063 Putter Dr, San Angelo, TX
76904 (915-944-0469); wb5t@arrl.org
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By Steve Mansfield, N1MZA
Manager, Legislative and Public Affairs

Just as radio waves aren’t constrained by artificial boundaries, neither is ARRL’s
government relations effort. “DC Currents” covers behind-the-scenes activity you
need to know about in Congress, at the FCC and other regulatory agencies, as
well as at worldwide bodies such as the International Telecommunication Union.

Amateur Radio Spectrum Protection Act
Needs a Boost from ARRL Members
Congress has begun the slow drift into the summer doldrums, which will
be followed by the inevitable rush toward October adjournment. This is
the time for ARRL members to write their Senators asking them to
cosponsor the new Senate version of the Amateur Radio Spectrum Protection Act, S.2183. Both this bill and its House companion bill would require
the FCC to provide equivalent replacement spectrum should it ever reallocate
Amateur Radio spectrum.
The Senate bill currently has six cosponsors. They include Senators Daniel
Akaka (D-HI), Susan Collins (R-ME), Larry Craig (R-ID), Blanche Lambert
Lincoln (D-AR), Bob Smith (R-NH) and Olympia Snowe (R-ME). Senator
Michael Crapo (R-ID) introduced the bill in March. The House companion bill,
HR.783, introduced last year by Representative Michael Bilirakis (R-FL-9th)
currently has 147 cosponsors. A sample letter and links to the addresses of
your Representatives and Senators may be found on the ARRL Web site at
http://www.arrl.org/govrelations/hr783.html.

Wireless Privacy Legislation
Continues to Crop Up On The Hill

•

In spite of having passed the House of Representatives by an overwhelming margin, “Wireless Privacy”
legislation seems to just keep cropping up like weeds
on Capitol Hill. The activity is possibly in response to
concerns of some that the Senate may not take up the
House bill before the end of the session.
As readers of this column know (in excruciating
detail), the whole mess started back in February of
1997 when Congress held hearings on cellular telephone privacy after the widely publicized incident
involving taping of then-Speaker of the House Newt
Gingrich’s cellular telephone conversation. The implications for the cellular industry are obvious. One of the
key topics of the hearings was advertising in radio
publications offering to modify scanners to receive
cellular frequencies. Lawmakers were treated to demonstrations of just how easy it was to modify an offthe-shelf scanner to eavesdrop on cellular. The “scan-

Congressman Bilirakis Meets with Local Hams
 ARRL Southeastern Division Assistant Director Paul Toth,

NA4AR, reports that Representative Michael Bilirakis
(R-FL-9th) met with members of the West Central Florida
Section leadership in April. They discussed the future of Amateur Radio and the impact of Federal regulation. (Bilirakis introduced HR.783.)
Toth says Bilirakis commended Amateur Radio operators for
their continued commitment to public service in their communities. He also cited the role Amateur Radio played in the recent
rescue of Willem van Tuijl, the Dutch teenager who was shot and
seriously injured when his family was attacked by pirates
off the Coast of Honduras. “This was Amateur Radio at its finest”, Bilirakis said. (See “Media Hits” in this column.)
West Central Florida Section Manager Dave Armbrust,
AE4MR, shared his concerns about the impact of Deed Restrictions and Restrictive Covenants on Amateur Radio.
“Many of our operators are no longer active because Deed
Restrictions have prohibited them from operating their stations”,
Armbrust said. “We must find a way to give these operators and
those who wish to become hams the opportunity to perform
public service and emergency communications unimpaired by
these artificial barriers.”
Toth called on the Congressman to urge the FCC to expand
PRB-1 to include the preemption of Restrictive Deeds and
Covenants.
Other participants included West Central Florida Assistant
Section Managers Paul Knupke, Jr, KR4YL, and Biff Craine,

K4LAW, Pinellas County ARES Emergency Coordinator Ed
Behl, KG4ALG, and Pinellas County SKYWARN Coordinator
Jack Belich, WB4PBF. The meeting was hosted by the Lighthouse Amateur Radio Club and organized by Lighthouse
President James Massey, N3OHM.
PAUL J. TOTH, NA4AR

Rep. Michael Bilirakis (R-FL-9th) addresses hams in Palm
Harbor, Florida. Also pictured is Dave Armbrust, AE4MR,
West Central Florida Section Manager (far left).
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ner” witness at the hearing argued that it was
the responsibility of the cellular providers to
make the calls secure through improved technology, but he didn’t convince the Committee.
The result was HR.2369, introduced by Committee Chairman Billy Tauzin (R-LA-3rd).
The ARRL felt the bill was faulty and might
actually have banned shortwave listening and
scanner reception of public service transmissions. The bill created a great deal of consternation among scanner enthusiasts, and even a
grassroots campaign.
ARRL worked with subcommittee staff to
rewrite the bill to ensure that it didn’t unintentionally harm Amateur Radio. The language
we finally agreed on essentially only restricted
interception of cellular, PCS and certain
paging signals. It explicitly noted that signals
exempted by the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act of 1987 (ECPA) were still exempted. The bill, as redrafted, passed the
House by a vote of 414 to 1 and was sent to
the Senate, where nothing happened. It died at
the end of the session.
When the current Congress convened in
1999, Representative Heather Wilson (R-NM)
introduced essentially the same language in
HR.514, The Wireless Privacy Enhancement
Act, which passed the House by a vote of 403
to 3, and was sent to the Senate, where it
languished like its predecessor.
Earlier this year, as if the third time might
be a charm, Representative Chip Pickering
(R-MS-3rd) included the same language in his
HR.3489. Pickering’s staff says he put the
provision in because of concern that HR.514
simply would not move through the Senate.
The privacy provisions are only a small part of
Pickering’s bill, which also covers a range of
other cellular issues, including how cellular
phone calls may be taxed.
Amateur Radio was inadvertently drawn
back into the fray in hearings on Pickering’s
bill in April. That was when Thomas Wheeler,
President of the Cellular Telecommunications
Association, told a House Telecommunications
Subcommittee hearing that the privacy provision “reflects a compromise between CTIA
and the Amateur Radio community and it
ensures that citizens are not prevented from
listening to noncommercial radio frequencies
like those in the emergency or public safety
bands.” The ARRL, of course, worked with
Congressional committee staff, not CTIA,
although we always assumed there was another
party discreetly involved in the proceedings.
If the third time is a charm, the fourth time
is a puzzle, as the same language was also in
S.2326, recently introduced in the Senate by
Senators Ron Wyden (D-OR) and Conrad
Burns (R-MT). Burns is Chairman of the
Senate Communications Subcommittee. Hill
watchers suggest that maybe S.2326 was
introduced under the assumption that HR.514
would eventually begin to move. In addition,
Senatorial privilege being what it is, it might
be good to pass a bill with a Senate number
rather than a House number and then refer it
back to the House. In any event, whichever
bill you bet on to pass (or fail), the “privacy”
provisions don’t have an effect on legitimate
Amateur Radio operation.
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The Men Who Would Be Telecom Chairman Square Off
In anticipation of Republicans maintaining control of the House of Representatives next
•November,
Representatives W.J. Billy Tauzin (R-LA-3rd) and Michael Oxley (R-OH-4th)
have both launched campaigns to capture control of the influential House Commerce
Committee when the 107th Congress convenes in January, 2001. Tauzin is currently
Chairman of the House Telecommunications, Trade and Consumer Protection Subcommittee and Vice Chairman of the Finance and Hazardous Materials Subcommittee, and Oxley
is Chairman of the Finance and Hazardous Materials Subcommittee and Vice Chairman of
the Telecommunications, Trade and Consumer Protection Subcommittee. Both subcommittees are part of the Commerce Committee, which currently has five subcommittees
reporting to it covering a vast span of Congressional lawmaking jurisdiction and oversight
responsibility. At the heart of the contest is the issue of which Subcommittee Chairman
has the most seniority to take control of the Committee once the current Chairman, Representative Thomas Bliley (R-VA-7th), retires from Congress at the end of this session.
While Tauzin only has about a year more seniority on The Hill than Oxley, he spent 15
years as a Democratic Congressman, while Oxley has spent 18 years as a Republican.
However, House Speaker Dennis Hastert (R-IL-14th) says that he is inclined to credit
Tauzin’s entire career in Congress toward his seniority in spite of the fact that he did not
swap party allegiance until 1995. Oxley is currently a cosponsor of HR.783. Tauzin is not.

Congress Seeks to Curb Low Power FM Broadcasting
 After much sound and fury, and some very contentious Congressional hearings, the FCC

went ahead and released its rules authorizing the creation of a new low-power FM broadcasting service to allow community and church groups to broadcast on unused commercial FM
frequencies. However, HR.3439, introduced by Representative Michael Oxley (R-OH-4th)
which recently passed the House by a vote of 274-110, may dampen some of the FCC’s good
intentions. Opposition from commercial broadcasters hinged on concerns that the new licenses could create substantial interference to existing broadcast licensees. The new bill,
dubbed the Radio Broadcasting Preservation Act of 2000, directs the FCC to modify its rules
to prescribe more stringent distance separations between low power licensees and existing
commercial licensees. It also prohibits parties who have engaged in unlicensed operation (so
called pirate broadcasters) from obtaining a low-power FM license. The legislation invalidates previously issued low-power FM station licenses that don’t comply with such rule
modifications, and directs the FCC to conduct experiments to see whether or not low power
broadcasters will cause interference, and to publish the results. Broadcasting and Cable
magazine says that the fight may get more interesting in the Senate, as the League of Cities
and the AFL-CIO weigh in favor of the new service.

Media Hits
•

Amateur Radio was on ABC TV’s 20/20 and Good Morning America, CBS This Morning, Associated Press, People magazine, and was being looked at by NBC’s Dateline, when we went to press,
as well as scores of local broadcasts. Why? Because of the assistance Amateur Radio provided to the
van Tuijl family in the aftermath of a pirate attack off the coast of Honduras. Alert amateurs listening
to 20 meters heard the van Tuijl’s calling for help from their sailboat. They soon learned that Willem
van Tuijl had been critically wounded during the boarding incident. Phil Fiol, WB2BMC, first
intercepted the calls. Ed Petzolt, K1LNC and Dr Jim Hirschman, K4TCV, assisted the van Tuijls via
ham radio the night of the shooting. ARRL President Jim Haynie, W5JBP, made arrangements for
Willem to come to the US for medical treatment. For more details, see “Happenings” in this issue.
• A front page story in the Dallas Morning News focuses on the reduced Morse code testing
requirement as part of the FCC’s license restructuring. Quoted in the story are ARRL President Jim
Haynie, W5JBP and Fred Maia, W5YI.
• The New York Times gave a nod to the continued power of Amateur Radio to bring people together
in a story datelined Zvecan, Yugoslavia on how local ham operators kept families in touch with one
another both during and after the Bosnia conflict. The story notes that most of the messages these
days are what are called “OK inquiries” between friends and relatives as ethnic violence continues
to simmer.
• Jay Holladay, W6EJJ, made the front page of the Pasadena Star-News in a story on Amateur Radio
restructuring. The story, which was chock full of statistics, also quotes Robert Polansky, N6ET and
Alan Kaul, W6RCL. Holladay is an ARRL Honorary Vice President.
• The North Shore Sunday of Danvers, Massachusetts featured a two-page spread on Amateur
Radio, and mentions Andrew La Pointe, WD1Q, John Moore, W1TTQ, Joe Carty, KA1EXZ, Frank
Leonard, N1GRB and Melrose Cole, WZ1Q. The article lauds the many benefits of the Courage
Center’s Handi-Hams program, and well as the contributions of local hams in emergency communication.
• The Youngstown (Ohio) Vindicator featured James Viele, W8JV and Jack Sovik, KB8WPZ of the
Mahoning Valley Amateur Radio Association discussing their club’s many ham radio activities in
the context of the FCC’s recent restructuring initiatives.

UP FRONT IN

Where would you expect to find the ARRL Contest Branch
manager during last year’s November Phone Sweepstakes?
Definitely on the radio, but not at home. Dan Henderson, N1ND
(above right), had the opportunity to put one of the Vatican City’s
Amateur Radio stations on the air on November 21, 1999. Working
with HV4NAC station trustee Francesco Valsecchi, IK0FVC (right,
facing camera), and fellow American ham Father Tom Phillips, KB3DA
(right, operating), who was on sabbatical at the North American
College, Dan assisted with a brief four-hour operation that netted
about 400 QSOs on 15 meters. Francesco says that he has frequent
requests from visiting hams to operate the station. Unfortunately his
job requirements often keep him out of town, so he is unable to
accommodate most requests. Dan reports that working the receiving
end of a pile up is as challenging as trying to crack one!

Is Houston “ham hostile” city? Not at all,
but this Grainger Company billboard might
give you second thoughts! James,
WD5GNI, snapped the photo on his way
home from work.

Making dreams come true—from half
a world away. Ernest, DY1SSQ, of Antipolo
City in the Philippines earned his amateur
license, despite struggling with disabilities
caused by childhood polio. Although he
finally earned his ticket, Ernest couldn’t
afford a station. His plight came to the attention of Leslie, KB2KNX, in Schenevus, New
York, who proceeded to send all of the gear
you see in this photograph, and more.
June 2000
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DON FIELD, W2UAE

The first thing you do is dig a really big hole…
When Callaway (Missouri) Electric Co-op decided to
dismantle their old 150-foot communication tower, the
Callaway Amateur Radio League cheerfully offered to take
it off their hands. They moved the tower to a farm owned
by Blair, WB0PLY, and began the restoration. Emery,
KC0MV, Bill, KB0NXX and Arthur, N0VGX poured and
finished the concrete base. When the concrete was fully
cured, it was time to raise the refurbished tower (bottom).
On November 21, 1999, Bob, AA0CC climbed the
finished tower and installed the first antennas.

ARRL Atlantic Division Director Bernie
Fuller, N3EFN (left), and Sony Music International Plant Manager Stan
Nimiroski, K1DZA (right), meet in the
lobby of Sony’s Pitman, New Jersey
manufacturing center. Director Fuller
joined members of Delaware Valley Chapter
5 of the Quarter Century Wireless Association on a tour of the plant. Sony Corporation
actively promotes Amateur Radio among its
employees, including the establishment of
in-plant stations and clubs such as the Sony
Music ARC at their Pitman facility.

A chilly assignment. Bert, KC4/WA1O
(top), operated 20-meter CW and SSB last
winter from McMurdo Station, the Byrd
Surface Camp and along a 200-km traverse
route in western Antarctica. Bert and a
colleague were responsible for obtaining
ground-penetrating radar profiles of snow
and ice layers along the traverse route
(bottom). He hopes to return to the frozen
continent late this year.
20
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Those were
the days!

Rex, KK6MK, does his Field Day work
on 10 GHz with the 50 MHz and Up
Group of Northern California.

George, N6VNI (right), operates while Bruce, W6BLS,
handles logging duties at W6VLD, the Boeing Employees
Amateur Radio Society Field Day operation.

Harry, N5NSC, does a turn on 40-meter CW.

Greg, VE7SOD, hunts for signals on 15
meters at VE7NSR, the North Shore Amateur
Radio Club site in British Columbia, Canada.

Ron, KK6I (right), introduces nonham newcomer Martin
(left) to the fine art of Field Day soldering and antenna
construction.

Joy, KD5ATR (left) and Jaime, KD5GOB, work the
K5UZ VHF Field Day station.

The Field Day participation pins were so popular in 1999, we’re doing them again in
2000. To pick up one of these nifty badges all you have to do is participate in Field
Day. (Even if participation means nothing more than distributing bug spray!) You’ll
find more Field Day rules and details on the Web at http://www.arrl.org.
June 2000
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CORRESPONDENCE
Your opinions count! Send your letters to “Correspondence,” ARRL, 225 Main St, Newington, CT 06111.
You can also submit letters by fax at 860-594-0259, or via e-mail to: qst@arrl.org.
We read every letter received, but we can only publish a few each month. We reserve the right to edit your letter for clarity,
and to fit the available page space. Of course, the publishers of QST assume no responsibility for statements made by correspondents.

HF DIGITAL: LIVE VS. UNATTENDED
 There has been a significant increase in
digital activity on the HF bands in the past
year, as a result of the popularity of the new
PSK31 mode. However, a conflict of interests is evident within the US between
RTTY/PSK operators, who operate in the
tradition of two-way one-to-one human
contacts, and the users/operators of digital
mailboxes which use machine methods to
achieve their aims.
The two uses of the HF radio spectrum
are both equally valid but they are mutually incompatible. A separation plan is the
best way to solve this kind of conflict. FCC
rule 97.221 addresses this problem by
stipulating that “automatically-controlled”
digital stations should (on the HF bands)
be confined to specific sub-sections of the
digital bands. However, an exclusion clause
applies to systems that use bandwidths less
than 500 Hz and which only respond to calls
rather than initiate them.
Unfortunately the problem remains, with
mutual interference between “human-controlled” and “automatically-controlled” stations, especially now between the growing
band of PSK31 enthusiasts and digital
mailboxes with bandwidths of about 400 Hz
responding to calls outside the sub-bands
designated by Rule 97.221. This rule is no
longer effective and needs to be strengthened
to enforce harmony between the two groups.
I make two suggestions which could be
part of a possible rule-change petition. Firstly
that the term “automatically-controlled” be
replaced by the term “unattended”—it’s the
absence of an operator that is at the root of
this conflict, not the presence of a machine—
and secondly that unattended operations, regardless of bandwidth or call/response behavior, should (on the bands below 50 MHz)
be permitted in (and be confined to) designated sub-bands. It should be made clear that
within these sub-bands, attended operations—which rely on human interactions to
mitigate interference—have no protection
from unattended operations which may use
machine interactions to achieve this aim. It
is a vitally important part of my proposal that
machines have protection from live activity
within the sub-bands to which the proposed
new rule will confine them, to match the protection which live operators will get from
machines elsewhere.
The exact demarcation of the “unattended” sub-band edges is open to debate but
in order to take into consideration the pat24
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terns of activity outside the US and the recommendations of the IARU, these should be
based on the existing “automatically-controlled” sub-bands, with perhaps a modest
increase in size.—Peter Martinez, G3PLX,
Underbarrow, Kendal, Cumbria, United
Kingdom

38 YEARS AGO
 Last night (February 20, 2000) I received
a phone call that was totally unexpected. It
all started when I was a Navy Chief Photographers Mate going through Electronic
Photo Systems School in Pensacola, Florida,
over 38 years ago. I was K3SWW then. In
my spare time I did as much operating as
possible, talking to many people on the airwaves. One was a young boy by the name of
Chuck Keller, now WA4IIF. He was having
trouble with his transmitter. It would occasionally cut out and he would have to thump
it to get it working again. He lived in
Pensacola also, so I asked him for his address and told him that I would stop by his
house and see if I could help him solve his
problem.
I arrived at his house as promised and
took a look at the old Globe radio that he
had purchased second hand. Whoever had
assembled that radio had done the worst job
of soldering that I had ever seen. I did as
much work on that radio as my time allowed. I told Chuck to re-heat every solder
joint until the solder flowed smoothly over
the connections. With luck that would solve
his problem.
Shortly after that, I graduated from the
school and was sent to Guam. I never heard
from that boy again, until last night when I
received his phone call. He grew up and
entered the Navy, becoming an officer.
Chuck remembered me and decided to
search my trail of various amateur call
signs, which resulted in my present location. His goal was simple: Chuck wanted
to thank me for my assistance so long ago.
He said that my actions had made a serious
impression, teaching a valuable lesson that
he carried for years afterward.
I was utterly floored! Chuck was equally
astonished when I recounted the name of
his radio and the problems it presented. He
thought I had a fantastic memory. (As long
as he doesn’t ask me what day it is I can
put on a good show, because it might take
me seven tries to get it right!)
All my life I’ve tried to be nice to people
and lend a helping hand when I could, and

then I just forget about it. It’s just a normal
way of life for me. In that regard, Chuck’s
phone call was a shock—and it was one of
the nicest things that ever happened to me.
I guess there is a moral to this story. It
gets to the core of what it means to be an
Elmer. Whenever you can lend a helping
hand, even if it is nothing more than a word
of encouragement, you may be sowing
seeds that will eventually blossom into
plants with very deep roots.—Conrad
Bluhm, AC6B,Yerington, Nevada

A WELCOME CHANGE, BUT…
 As a CW operator I may be among the
minority, but I welcome the recent changes
brought about by license restructuring. I
feel that the changes are necessary for the
survival of Amateur Radio.
However, I do have one major concern
that I hope the ARRL will always remember. It is obvious that CW is now considered to be useless technology by a large
percentage of the ham population. Certainly
the newer digital modes can convey information more quickly, and the removal of
CW from the maritime industry was an affirmation of the rapidly changing times.
But if the HF bands begin to swell with
SSB and digital activity, what will become
of the CW subbands? Will the ARRL see
fit to provide a voice for CW ops standing
in defense of CW-only segments?
I think it would be a good idea for the
ARRL to start immediately toward the
awesome task of redefining the bands,
especially in the HF region. Eliminate the
Novice segments, create and fiercely defend some portion of every band as CW
only (perhaps the first 75 kHz of each
band), and maintain and promote a mindset
of respect and tolerance for those of us who
still enjoy outdated modes.—Wiley W.
Traylor, AA5FA, Radford, Virginia

RIGHTING AN OLD WRONG
 I have been an ARRL member for many
years and a General class ham since 1960. I
believe the ARRL has done a lot for the spirit
of Amateur Radio, and I thank you for that.
I am fully in favor of the new license restructuring, but a thought occurred to me as I read
the restructuring details in the February QST.
According to the Report and Order, any
Technicians who were licensed before
March 21, 1987 may claim credit for a new
General license. Wonderful! This is great
news for those Techs; they are “grand-

fathered” to a new General license!
So how about grandfathering me and
thousands of other General class hams who
lost our spectrum privileges many years ago
when Incentive Licensing was introduced?
Since we originally earned full spectrum
privileges at the time we were licensed, why
can’t we now be grandfathered to our original privileges?
Don’t get me wrong, I think restructuring is great, and as a very active CW operator I fully endorse the 5-WPM code test.
But as we streamline Amateur Radio and
level the playing field for the new century,
consider also as an opportunity to right an
old wrong.—Bob Eveslage, W0NYA, New
Ulm, Minnesota

DUMBING DOWN
 If I read one more letter or Internet
newsgroup posting talking about the
“dumbing down” of Amateur Radio licensing, I am going to scream. I got my Technician license, KB9TFC, in July 1998. At that
time it already seemed inevitable that the
FCC would reduce their Morse code requirement. I could easily have waited for
the FCC to make their decision, but I decided to take on the challenge of passing
the 20-WPM test. By July 1999 I had finally achieved Amateur Extra.
I am proud of what I accomplished. I
am proud of passing the 20-WPM code test.
But would I have been a “dumber” operator if I had decided to wait for the FCC to
reduce the CW requirements? Of course
not. For that matter, is a person “dumber”
if they prefer to remain a Technician and
avoid a code test altogether? Hardly. Morse
was never a test of intellectual ability.
Shame on those who will not accept
change! Amateurs should be about change;
they should be working to advance the
hobby. Amateurs should be pursuing the state
of the art. For this we need good minds, not
good fists. I have looked at the new question pool and the technical content is still
there. I am looking forward with excitement
to those who will be joining the ranks of
General and Amateur Extra operators in the
coming months and years.— Thomas C.
Baker, N9TB, Fort Wayne, Indiana

THE REAL VALUE OF “JUNQUE”
 When I responded to an ad for an old
smoke-pole (black powder gun), the owner
seemed amused when I also showed some interest in an old Hallicrafters SX-25 in his
basement. I was quickly arm-twisted into taking not only the SX-25 Hallicrafters, but also
a rusted box-o-bolts radio in a wicker basket.
My radios may have been junk, but to
me they were grand junque. After repairing
the SX-25’s phosphor-bronze tuning belts,
replacing the audio coupling capacitor, and
performing my first realignment; and after

a complete olive and brown crackle repainting and brass polish, and after stringing up
a random skywire antenna, I proceeded to
hear 37 states. The seed was firmly planted.
It just needed time to sprout.
As the years passed, I cut my teeth on
the SX-25, an SX-32, an SX-28A (superb),
an HRO, and finally an R-390A. The junque
pile grew and grew. It added test equipment,
and a supply of valves, capacitors, dial
lamps, power resistors…you get the idea.
I took time to move from receiving to
transmitting, but my son, KA3ZQD, and I
were finally licensed in 1992. It’s a decision
I’ll never regret—and I owe it all to an old
man with a ratty box of junque in a big
wicker basket. Think twice before discarding an old rig; give it to a young person instead. You never know what will happen. As
they say, one man’s junque is another man’s
treasure.—Bill Taylor, N3LRA, West Grove,
Pennsylvania

EMERGENCY IGNORED
 Recently I was involved in a situation
where a plea for emergency assistance appeared to be ignored. On Monday February 28 at about 0230Z, I was listening to a
heavy pileup of US stations trying to work
a JT1 on 28,495 kHz. This was not a split
operation—everyone was on 28,495. Suddenly, I heard a voice saying, “Emergency!
We need some help out here.”
The signal was fairly strong, and I tried
to make contact, but could not break through
the wall of stations calling the JT1. The caller
disappeared and I tuned around, finding the
distress signal again on 28,487. We made
contact and I found that it was a non-ham
using the mobile rig of a ham who had had a
serious automobile accident and was bleeding heavily. Luckily the non-ham had figured
out how to shift frequency. We established
that he was located in the desert east of Los
Angeles, and needed an ambulance badly. At
that time AE6H, K6SMF, K6FJC and others
joined in; all were located in California, and
could work the emergency caller directly.
Since they could provide much better help
than I could from Hawaii, I stood by. One
of them (AE6H, I believe) called the
California Highway Patrol for assistance.
I can’t prove it, of course, but I find it
next to impossible to believe that out of the
dozens of stations listening on 28,495 I was
the only one who could hear the emergency
caller. When he moved to 28,487 the
California stations plus other out-of-state
stations (including a VK!) who offered assistance could hear the caller quite well. But
on 28,495 no one else tried to contact the
caller, no one assisted me, no one seemed
to be interested in doing anything but snagging a new country. What’s happened to our
priorities?—Edward K.Conklin, KH7JJ,
Honolulu, Hawaii
June 2000
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By John Reisenauer Jr, KL7JR/VE8JR

Operation Deep Freeze—
The Last Chapter
In Canada’s Northwest Territories, the November Sweepstakes
takes place in the dead of winter. But even if the weather is cold—
the bands are hot, hot, hot!

Amateur Radio junkets often
take me to remote, picturesque places. This trip north
would be no exception. I
couldn’t think of a more fitting way to end
my latest book, Amateur Radio Up North:
A Decade of Radio Adventuring in Alaska,
Yukon Territory, Northwest Territories and
British Columbia, than to usher out 1999
by working the ARRL November Sweepstakes contest from Canada’s remote Northwest Territories.
North of 60º latitude, snow blankets the
ground from October to April. Beaches of
snow, rivers of ice and mountainous landscapes carpeted in evergreens combine to
form a perfect winter beauty.
As you read this, the residents of western Canada are getting used to a boundary
change. This vast region split into two separate territories on April 1, 1999. The western part remains Northwest Territories
(VE8), but the eastern area is now Nunavut
Territory (VY0). These are exciting times
in Canada’s frontier.
With three northern Sweepstakes under
my belt (1990 NL7TB/VY1, 1991 NL7VJ/
VY1 and 1993 VY1QST), it was time for a
little QRM from VE8.

My

Setting Up
Although the three-day drive from
Seattle was scenic, my mind was on the contest and operating from the Northwest Territories. Propagation was terrible during my
first two days “in country.” Waiting for my
partner, Mathew, VE8MN, gave me time to
operate HF mobile. There was a slim chance
he’d be able to get to Hay River from his
bush location, but with the late winter, his
“ice road” was still “open water.”
28
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“David and Goliath!”
The huge tropo-scatter
antenna to the right is
Goliath, an aging
remnant of the DEW
line system. It dwarfs
portable station VE8JR
on Vale Island in Hay
River, NWT.

Band conditions greatly improved early
the next morning. Ten and 20 meters were
wide open. It was now time for me to get
“serious”! The snow was impossibly white,
impossibly clean, crunching under my insulated boots. Snow-laden jack pines dotted the landscape. A brisk Arctic breeze
blowing carelessly off the Great Slave Lake
irritated my face as I worked on the tower
and antenna. The mercury had already
dropped to –15 ºC. I didn’t even want to
know what the wind chill factor was!
Months ago, my oldest son John,
KC7FVA, designed and installed supports
for a hinged base plate, bolted to the bed of
my truck, that would accept a 10-foot tower
“top section.” This is the same setup I’ve
used from the roof of my motorhome to
support a tribander!
My equipment included Kenwood TS570D and Yaesu FT-747GX transceivers, a
Vectronics VC-300M mobile tuner, a
Solarcon A99 vertical (10-17m) antenna, an
Outbacker 500 vertical (10-80m) on a magnetic mount, a 1-kW Honda “extra quiet”
generator and a Rohn 10-foot tower top
section with a 20-foot mast. I also kept a
fully-charged 12-V RV battery handy to
pick up part of the load and aid in starting
the truck, if necessary. Under an icy dark
sky and the aurora borealis, I was more than
ready to work the world.
Ten meters was crowded, with strong signals up and down the band. When I announced I was on Vale Island on the Great
Slave Lake, all heck broke loose. I vividly
explained my operating position and the
landscape in detail, including the government’s large tropo-scatter antenna located
nearby. Some of the locals told me it was
part of the “DEW line” anti-ballistic missile
early warning system. It must have helped

VE8JR mobile near Enterprise, NWT.

me attract signals because I easily worked
WAS and just missed Worked All Provinces
(Yukon and NWT couldn’t be found).
Signal reports of 59 both ways were
common, with several Japanese stations
reporting 20 over S9! DX stations making
the log included KL7, EU7, UA9, 9X, ZL1,
FK8, HK3, KH6 and JA1-5.
Vale Island, the old village of Hay River,
was qualified as NW-046 for the Canadian
Islands Awards (CIsA) program. I purposely operated below 28.500 MHz to work
new US Novices and Technicians. It paid
off, as I was kept busy for about five hours
giving many hams their first VE8 contact.
Dozens of contesters asked me where I’d
be for Sweepstakes. This surely was free
insurance for me, but 400+ QSOs had totally exhausted me. Hungry and sporting a
nasty sore throat, I pulled the plug. Despite
the aches and pains, the feeling of accomplishment was intense.
A few hours later I took advantage of
the “heat wave” (it was –5 ºC and it should
have been–40!) and hastily installed the
A99 vertical on the second-floor balcony
railing of my motel room. Northern proprietors are quite accommodating, especially
while they’re being patronized!
The vertical was about 30 feet above
ground and a snap to “hose clamp” to the
railing. In the next two days I worked 10,
15, 17 and 20 meters from the Caribou
Motor Inn in downtown Hay River. What a
feeling to be able to create pileups on several bands! About 400 more hams made
my logbook.
I was operating casually to save my voice
for the contest. New DX stations included
KH6, KL7, JA, YS, HL, RA, ZL, DU, OE,
SM, LA, ON, IZ, DL, YL, XE, VK and HK.
That’s not bad for a $49 vertical, eh?

The Great White North
The Northwest Territories and Nunavut
Territory include all of Canada north of the
60th parallel, except the Yukon and portions
of Quebec and Newfoundland. From the
60th parallel these vast territories stretch
3560 km to the North Pole and 4256 km
from east to west, covering almost 3.5 million square kilometers, including the islands in Hudson, James and Ungava bays.
This vast land is home to only 64,000
people. Yellowknife, the modern capital
city, has a population of about 18,000. Hay
River is about 200 miles south of
Yellowknife. A fast-growing town on the
south shore of the Great Slave Lake, Hay
River is the transportation hub of the north
with a population of about 3400. Five or
six communities spread out along the river
actually make up Hay River.

CQ SS CQ SS DE VE8JR
Outside, fierce Arctic winds blasted everything in sight. My truck kept my motel
room door from icing up (many others
weren’t as fortunate). Inside, I was snug and
warm, ragchewing with Butch, NN2T, an
old Sweepstakes friend. He was informing
the gang on 28.495 that he always works
the “rare” multipliers first and that he’d

ARRL November Sweepstakes station
VE8JR was housed at the Caribou Motor
Inn, Hay River, NWT. Our A99 vertical
antenna was clamped to the second-floor
balcony railing (see top of photo).
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The VE8JR motel room operating position during Sweepstakes.

soon have VE8JR in his contest log. It’s a
ritual with us!
The contest starts at 2100Z, about 20
minutes from now. Butch actually stacked
up contacts for me, as did the packet spots,
which explained the terrific rate I had at
the start of the contest!
The action was fast-paced on 10 meters.
Everyone wanted VE8, even early in the
competition. By the next morning I’d heard
“thanks for a clean sweep” at least 50 times.
It was a good feeling—even if I was struggling for VE multipliers!
After 0100Z, 10 meters would often fade
out and I’d QSY to 15 or 20 meters and
work the weak signals present there. I
really had to work hard, but it was better
than no contacts at all.
Ten meters was definitely hot! Most
commonly heard was, “Boy, I need you”
and “Hold on, VE8, I’m turning the house

NEW PRODUCTS
FINGERTAPPER KEYS
FROM MORSE EXPRESS
◊ Morse Express now carries a new line of
keys that are custom built in California by
Jim Richards, KD6VDH.
The FingerTapper straight key is a medium sized key with a machined solid brass
action on a 1/2 × 2 × 3 1/4-inch polished hardwood base. The trunnion is mounted in full
race bearings and includes adjustment
screws. The knob is unique, with a tapered
cylindrical brass cap and a hardwood rim.
Radio connections are made at thumbscrew-type terminals positioned at the back
of the key. A rubber pad is bonded to the
underside of the base—the total weight of
the key is approximately 14 oz.
30
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The VE8JR “DXpedition” QSL.

around!” More interesting comments were:
“You guys (VY1/VE8) are easy this year”—
K4WI; “I’ve worked VY1JA and you are
my third VE8!”—N0IJ; “Boy, do I love
you!”—VE3OGZ; “You are my first VE8
ever!”—AE5T; “Thanks a lot, you’re a lifesaver!”—W9BS; “There he is!”—N4GU;
“You’d better be in NWT!”—W7YAQ;
“You answered my prayers!”—KI6CG;
“You’re a good man. God bless you!”—
WN6K; and “Wow, you are easy!”—N6MJ.
I was pleased with the favorable propagation and the camaraderie on the bands.
Several times operators would let other ops
work me after I answered their CQs. You
just don’t find that kind of “bandwidth sharing” in other contests.
In 19 hours of operation I worked 650
stations (530 on 10 m) and 71 multipliers
for my “best ever” SS effort! Thanks to a
wild time on 10 meters, only four hours into

the contest I’d already made about 350
QSOs!

The companion FingerTapper’s singlelever paddle is similar in size, weight and
style. It shares the same machined brass
and hardwood construction. Contact spacing can be adjusted for a very light touch.
This is one of very few paddles that are

still available in a single lever (non-iambic) configuration.
The FingerTapper straight key or paddle
are priced at $99.95. For more information
contact Morse Express (a division of Milestone Technologies, Inc), 2460 S Moline
Way, Aurora, CO 80014; tel 800-238-8205;
fax 303-745-6792; sales@mtechnologies
.com; http://www.morsex.com/.
Next New Product

Time to Head South
Thanks go to all the ops who stood by
for me, spotted me on packet or helped ensure my success in any way. Special thanks
go to VE8MN for the local info, to VE8RZ
for licensing, to K7LQY for the LL home
and KL7KG and VE6CFD for the relays. I
will always remember my turn-of-the-century Northwest Territories DXpedition.
From a frozen winter wonderland of vast
contrast, harshness and beauty, hearts were
warmed and souls soothed in yet another
exciting Sweepstakes competition. The
North gets under your skin. You can’t just
walk away from it without feeling like
you’re missing something.
You can contact the author at PO Box 4001,
West Richland, WA 99353; kl7jr@owt.com.

STRAYS
ON-LINE DISTANCE CALCULATOR
◊ Pete Hoffswell, N9SSA, has developed an
on-line QSO distance calculator. You can
use this calculator to determine the distance
between two points, as well as QSO Miles
Per Watt (MPW). Check it out at http://
www.qsl.net/n9ssa/mpwcalc.html.
Next Stray

By Howard “Skip” Teller, KH6TY, and Dave Benson, NN1G

A Panoramic
Transceiving
System for
PSK31
Combine an inexpensive
transceiver, some free
software and you’re on
PSK31 at a rock-bottom
price! Add to that the fun
and pride of building the
transceiver and you’ve got
an irresistible package!
is a relatively new
digital mode, created
by Peter Martinez,
G3PLX, and covered
in detail in QEX. 1 Because of its narrow
bandwidth requirements and the Viterbi decoding built into the mode by Peter, PSK31
is ideally suited to Amateur Radio digital
communications using low power. However, the narrow bandwidth of the PSK31
signal—31.25 Hz—makes tuning PSK31
signals somewhat more difficult than tuning SSB and CW signals, because accurate
tuning to within only a few hertz is necessary for proper decoding. This requirement
has resulted in several attempts to make
tuning easier, such as the PSK31 tuning aid
described by Don Urbytes, W8GLV,2 and
the phase scope and waterfall display Peter included in his popular introductory
software for PSK31. It was during an e-mail
exchange with Peter that I hit on the idea
of eliminating the need for tuning altogether! The concept of the Panoramic
Transceiving System for PSK31 was born.

PSK31

1

Notes appear on page 37.

Purty, ain't it? A delight to the eye of any builder! Every component
and connector is mounted on the PC board—there are no danglers.

As Steve Ford, WB8IMY, put it so well
in his article, “PSK31—Has RTTY’s Replacement Arrived?,”3 PSK31 signals don’t
deedle-deedle like RTTY signals, or chirp
like the TOR modes, they warble, sounding
like high-pitched, warbling carriers as you
tune across them. If several PSK31 stations
are operating close together, they sound like
a bunch of caterwauling alley cats! It is virtually impossible to separate the individual
stations by ear, as the human hearing cannot distinguish between different tones very
close together in pitch, so some other technique must be used to separate stations and
the best way to do it is visually!

SoftwareThe Visual Solution
PSK31 stations are received just like
CW or SSB stations, by beating the incoming carrier with another carrier produced by

the receiver, creating a beat note, which, in
the case of CW, is an on/off tone. For SSB,
it’s a whole series of tones that represent
the human voice. Just as it is possible to
hear many CW stations at one time as a
collection of on/off tones of different pitch,
it is possible for many PSK31 stations to
also be heard at one time as a collection of
warbles. Each station on a slightly different frequency produces a slightly different
warbling tone, just as each CW station produces a different keyed tone. By scanning
the audio spectrum containing these warbling tones and displaying the tones graphically as on a spectrum analyzer, each
PSK31 station can be seen apart from the
others. This task is accomplished by the
software part of the system; a program
called DigiPan, for digital panoramic tuning. DigiPan has been released for general
June 2000
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Figure 1—A sample of DigiPan’s PSK31 signal display. At the bottom half of the
screen, the bar with the diamond-shaped cursor in it (the large bar at the left) is a
strong PSK31 station. (Incoming signals scroll from top to bottom; the newest signals
are at the top of the display.) The ongoing chatter—complete with typos—is readable
in the top half of the screen above the waterfall display.

use, and is reviewed in detail by Steve in
his PSK31 update article.4
DigiPan employs digital signal processing (DSP) techniques to decode the PSK31
warbles and present them as characters on
a computer display. A portion of a typical
DigiPan spectrum window is shown in Figure 1. The bright yellow bars represent the
signals within the passband. The left-most
signal with the diamond-shaped cursor in
it is a strong PSK31 station to which the
receiver is tuned. Time is displayed on the
Y axis, progressing from top (most recent)
to bottom (past).
To tune in and receive any of these stations, all you have to do is use the
computer’s mouse to point to the station’s
signal and click! The diamond-shaped cursor jumps immediately to the center of the
station signal and the chosen station’s trans-

mitted information appears on screen in a
receive window.
Other sections of the DigiPan screen are
devoted to buttons to control the functions of
DigiPan, the receive window and a window
for typing outgoing text. You can download
a copy of DigiPan free on the web at http://
members.home.com/hteller/digipan/.

The Transceiver
For DigiPan to provide a panoramic display with point-and-click tuning of stations,
it is necessary for the transceiver to provide panoramic reception and transmission,
which means the transceiver must be a special wideband design, capable of receiving
many PSK31 stations at one time. Therefore, the second important element of the
Panoramic Transceiving System is the
transceiver itself.
There are characteristics of PSK31 communication that dictate (and to some extent
simplify) the transceiver design. The narrow width of a PSK31 signal demands a
very low-drift design, typically less than

5 Hz over the course of a QSO. However,
the narrow signal width also means lots of
stations fit into a very narrow slice of
spectrum! The fortunate result is that it is
possible to make a simple, low-drift, crystal-controlled receiver and transmitter and
let the software perform the tasks of displaying the signals on the band and tuning
them in. The TR switching requirements
prove to be quite simple. Unlike CW, there
is no need for perfectly shaped keying or
fast break-in, and the transmit/receive function need be no more complicated than
throwing a switch. To ensure the most
reliable TR switching, we elected to use a
standard RS-232 signal (RTS or DTR)
available at the computer’s serial port to
control the TR changeover.
To properly transmit and receive a
PSK31 signal, it is necessary that the transmitter and receiver be operated linearly. Although it is still possible to overdrive the
transmitter or otherwise operate in a nonlinear range and have the signal decoded
successfully at the receiving end, you won’t
win any friends on nearby frequencies! The
spectrum of an overdriven transmitter signal extends well beyond the normal
narrowband signature. With the panoramic
display, your signal spectrum is displayed
for all to see, and you’re sure to get meaningful feedback from the stations you’re in
QSO with or who are on nearby frequencies!

Circuit Description
Dave: When Skip contacted me regarding the use of an existing linear SSB design for a PSK31 transceiver,5 I was naturally curious as to the modifications necessary to yield reliable operation. Those
amounted to extensive changes to improve
the LO stability, as discussed later, and a
new TR switching mechanism. Skip had developed a small outrigger board that contained the necessary PSK31 circuit functions, but the additional modifications to the
existing board didn’t lend themselves
readily to ease of reproduction. To eliminate the need for the hand wiring and modifying an existing SSB transceiver, I agreed
to incorporate the changes into a clean new
layout. The result of this collaboration is
shown in the schematic of Figure 2. The
following discussion highlights the changes
with respect to that earlier design.

Transmitter Section
Slide the board into the
optional case, attach
the panel and it's done!
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TR switching is controlled by an RS232-level signal (RTS)6 directly from the
computer. Comparator U5A responds to a
positive voltage input by turning on the
transmitter bias supply (Vsw) through U5B.
The components between those two comparator sections provide a time delay necessary for TR sequencing. Catch diode D7
ensures rapid turnoff of Vsw when switch-

ing back to receive—this suppresses an otherwise-sizable transient at the transmission
tail end.
Audio drive to the transmitter is provided by the computer sound-card’s LINE
OUT jack to J2. Q4 provides an effective
means of muting this input during receive
(more on this later). When Q4 is turned off,
the following amplifier stage also has no
bias and is quite effectively turned off as
well. Q6 is an emitter-follower providing a
nominal 50-Ω source impedance to U6.
This doubly balanced diode-ring mixer
normally passes little of the LO signal generated by the 9-MHz oscillator (Q7 and associated components). On transmit, audio
modulation applied via Q4-Q6 forms a 9MHz DSB signal at U6 pin 1. The IF filter
(Y7-Y10 and associated components)
passes only the lower sideband to yield a
9-MHz SSB signal. U7, a doubly balanced
active mixer, converts the 9-MHz SSB signal to 14 MHz. The second LO (Q8 and associated components) runs at approximately 5.073 MHz. Note that both of the
LOs use L-network matching to the mixers; this eliminates having to deal with
those annoying multifilar toroid windings!
Emitter-follower stage Q9 buffers the
high output impedance of U9; its output
feeds amplifier U8, an MMIC selected for
its small footprint and good stability. L8, L9
and associated components form a 14-MHz
band-pass filter that eliminates unwanted
images and spurs. The following two
amplifiers (Q10 and Q11) are virtual cutand-pastes of my earlier work except that
matching between those two stages is done
with another L network (L10, C38) that
eliminates another multiple-winding toroid.
L10 and all succeeding inductors need to be
self-shielded types (such as toroids).
D13, D14 and associated components
serve as a convenient test point for tune-up
purposes. If desired, an LED may be connected to TP2 to function as an RF-output
indicator. The output of this circuit is a dc
signal, so the LED may be remotely located
on an enclosure’s front panel. This reduces
the risk of RF feedback/coupling problems
caused by the proximity of wiring harnesses
to circuit components. When the transmitter is properly adjusted, the LED flickers
noticeably, and with a little practice, serves
as a rough guide to setting up the sound card
output level.

Receiver Section
The receiver retains the low-gain preamplifier and diode-ring mixer of my April
1997 QST design (see Note 5). Although
high in component count, it maintains the
relatively high immunity from overloading
(IMD) of that earlier work. The matching
between the first mixer post-amp and receive crystal filter was changed to an L-

network configuration to accommodate the
high crystal-filter impedance.
Because the host computer provides either a speaker-drive capability or an AF
output intended for use with amplified
speakers, there’s no need for the receiver
to provide significant audio-output power.
Audio amplifier stage U4BA uses a gardenvariety op amp to provide the necessary
gain. The remaining half (U4A) of that dual
device is pressed into service as a follower
for a peak detector (D5, D6 and associated
components). That circuit delivers AGC to
prevent strong signals from overloading the
product detector (U3) or the computer’s
sound-card channel.

Crystal Oscillator and IF Filter Design
Skip: Because PSK31 reception and transmission requires a highly stable frequency

control, we established a goal for drift performance of less than 5 Hz over the course
of a QSO (roughly 10 minutes). Ordinary
VFOs weren’t considered because they
aren’t stable enough, and PLL and DDS
designs were deemed too expensive and
complicated. Even commonly used VXO
circuits produce too much drift. Finally, I
found a combination of low-cost computer
crystals that made it possible to use a simple
crystal oscillator with minimum pulling
and, therefore, with very low drift.
A 9-MHz Cohn filter is used for the IF
and a 5.0688-MHz computer crystal employed in the first-conversion oscillator. By
adding a small value of capacitance in series
with the crystal, it was made to oscillate at
5.0695 MHz, above its marked frequency.
To bring the IF-filter and the conversionoscillator frequencies closer to those desired

Figure 2 (see next page)—Schematic of the PSK31 transceiver circuit. Unless
otherwise specified, resistors ar4 1/4-W, 5%-tolerance carbon-composition or metalfilm units. All small-value capacitors are NP0/C0G types; do not substitute. Unless
otherwise noted, equivalent parts can be substituted; n.c. indicates no connection.
Parts identified by NJ are available from the New Jersey QRP Club. Send an SASE
to George Heron, N2APB, 2419 Feather Mae Ct, Forest Hill, MD 21050 for a price list.
Proceeds benefit that club’s activities. Other parts are available from Digi-Key Corp,
701 Brooks Ave S, Thief River Falls, MN 56701-0677; tel 800-344-4539, 218-681-6674,
fax 218-681-3380; http://www.digikey.com and Mouser Electronics, 958 N Main
St, Mansfield, TX 76063-4827; tel 800-346-6873, 817-483-4422, fax 817-483-0931;
sales@mouser.com; http://www.mouser.com.
L6—3.3 µH self-shielded SMT inductor
C1, C7-C13, C25-C29—22 pF
(Digi-Key DN1118CT)
C2, C5, C6, C16, C30-C32, C101-C106,
L7—6.8 µH 5%-tolerance RF choke
C108-C117, C122-C124—0.01 µF
C3, C34, C36, C38, C40, C43, C51—150 pF (Mouser 43LS series)
L10—1 µH self-shielded SMT inductor
C4, C33, C37—680 pF
(Digi-Key DN1112CT)
C14—0.022 µF
C15, C19, C39, C118, C119, C121—0.1 µF L11, L13—13 turns #24 enameled wire
wound on a T-50-6 core (NJ)
monolithic cap
L12—14 turns #24 enameled wire wound
C17, C45, C46—47 pF
on a T-50-6 core (NJ)
C18, C24—10 µF, 50 V aluminum
Q1—J309 or J310 JFET (NJ)
electrolytic
C20—3.3 µF, 50 V aluminum electrolytic Q3—2N3906 PNP transistor
Q4, Q12—2N7000 MOSFET (NJ)
C21-C23—1 µF, 50 V aluminum
Q2, Q5-Q8—2N2222A or 2N4401 NPN
electrolytic
Q9—MPSH10 NPN transistor (Digi-Key
C35—4.7 pF
MPSH10)
C41, C42—330 pF
Q10—2N2219A NPN transistor
C44, C48—4-20 pF, 6-mm trimmer cap
Q11—2SC2078 NPN transistor; heat sink
(Mouser 242-4220)
(NJ)
C47—100 pF
T1—10.7 MHz IF transformer (Mouser
C49, C50—180 pF
42IF123)
C52-C100—Not used.
T2—4 bifilar turns #24 enameled wire on
C107, C120—220 µF, 25 V electrolytic
an FT50-43 core (NJ)
D1-D7, D10, D13-D15—1N4148/1N914
U1, U6—TUF-1 diode-ring mixer (NJ)
D8, D9—7.5 V, 500 mW Zener diode,
U2—MC1350P IF amplifier
1N5236
U3, U7—SA612AN mixer IC (NJ)
D11, D12—1N4001 power diode
U4—LM1458 dual op amp
J1-J3—Three-circuit, 1/8-inch PC-mount
U5—LM393 dual comparator
phone jack
U8—MAR-3SM MMIC (NJ)
J4—DB9 chassis-mount female
U9—78L08 8 V, 100 mA positive voltage
connector
regulator
J5—PC mount dc connector
Y1-Y5, Y7-Y10—9.00 MHz crystal,
J6—BNC PC-mount female connector
HC-49/US holder (Digi-Key X419); Note:
L1—4.7 µH, 5%-tolerance RF choke
All 9-MHz crystals must be within a
(Mouser 43LS series)
200-Hz frequency grouping.
L2—1.2 µH 5%-tolerance RF choke
Y6—5.0688 MHz crystal, HC-49/U holder
(Mouser 43LS series)
(Digi-Key X052)
L3, L8, L9—1 µH, Toko TK1411 (Digi-Key
TK1411)
Misc: IC sockets, TO-220 heat sink,
L4—10 µH 5%-tolerance RF choke
inductor-tuning wand (Digi-Key
(Mouser 43LS series)
TK9003), hardware, enclosure, PC board
L5—6.8 µH self-shielded SMT inductor
(see Note 6).
(Digi-Key DN1122CT)
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and to reduce the need for pulling the firstconversion-oscillator crystal, I selected
series-resonant crystals for the filter, but use
a parallel-resonant crystal for the firstconversion oscillator. In order to achieve
panoramic operation, the crystal filter in the
IF needs to be almost 4000 Hz wide. That is
accomplished by using small values of
capacitance and high termination impedances for the filters. The resulting filters
have a center frequency of 9.0015 MHz,
with –6-dB bandwidth points around
8999.5 MHz and 9003.5 MHz.
This choice of crystal characteristics
makes it possible to use off-the-shelf crystals to yield a transceiver design with a
zero-beat frequency of 14.073 MHz located
at the high end of the PSK31 activity. This
bit of serendipity made the design of a dedicated PSK31 rig irresistible!
The filters exhibit asymmetrical skirt
characteristics, so the BFO injection oscillator is set to the high side of the filter
passband to take advantage of the superior
roll-off characteristics there. This results in
improved rejection of opposite sideband
energy. This also results in LSB operation,
nonstandard on 20 meters. This proves to
be no handicap, however, because the
DigiPan software simply compensates by
displaying the panoramic spectrum in consistent left-to-right fashion regardless of
whether upper or lower sideband is specified. A signal arriving at 14.072 MHz, for
instance, results in a beat note or tone, of
1000 Hz. Similarly, an incoming signal at
14.071 MHz produces a tone of 2000 Hz.
The receiver frequency remains fixed at a
zero beat frequency of 14.073 MHz, and
tuning in any particular signal is only a
matter of instructing DigiPan to decode the
signal at a particular tone frequency by
pointing to it with the mouse and clicking.

Muting Considerations
Dave: It is not practical to disable the
sound-card microphone input during transmit through software control. Because the
sound card has high gain from the microphone input to card output, it’s also necessary to disable the receiver output during
transmit. Without this provision, the receiver output would wrap back into the

sound-card input, and appear along with the
transmit audio in the sound-card output,
causing unwanted modulation distortion or
even oscillation. Q12 provides an effective
low-resistance path to ground that shuts off
the receiver audio output during transmit
to prevent this problem. Similarly, the
sound card’s LINE OUT signal is present at
all times. Unless effectively muted before
it gets to the continuously functioning first
transmit mixer, U6, that mixer will generate 9-MHz DSB signals. These are, in turn,
audible in the receiver because of its high
sensitivity, with the same potential for unwanted oscillation. The two-stage muting
circuit (Q4, Q5) described earlier provides
the needed muting function.

Construction
Kits are available to ensure quick and
easy assembly. 7,8 If you decide to build this
transceiver from scratch, “ugly” or groundplane construction is the most convenient
(if not aesthetically pleasing) way to go.
The resulting performance with this construction method is good, because the plentiful ground-plane surface largely ensures
freedom from ground-path problems. Keep
all component lead lengths to a minimum.
I find it useful to add additional bypass capacitors on long wire runs for dc and audio
signalsthey help keep unwanted-signal
pickup to a minimum. The added capacitors can also serve as convenient standoffs
for other components. Where a bypass capacitor would disturb the circuit function
when used as a support, a high-value resistor (1 MΩ or more) or low-value capacitor
(5 pF) can often serve the same function.
Scratch builders should purchase a few
more 9-MHz filter crystals (about 50%
more) than specified and group them within
a 200-Hz spread using a test oscillator and
frequency counter or general-coverage receiver. Where NP0 (C0G) capacitors are
called for, don’t substitute a lesser type!
The latter are typically high-density types
and are notably lossy at RF. The performance difference between the two capacitor types in critical areas (such as the
transmit band-pass filter) is appreciable:
I’ve seen an incurred loss as great as 4 to 5
dB. Such attention to detail can make or

Rear panel or front
panel, call it what
you may, it's the
business end of the
box—nothing need
be mounted on the
other end panel. At
this stage, it's truly
plug and play!
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break a construction project.
The tuned circuits used in this project
use shielded (can-style) variable inductors.
For experienced builders, part substitutions
should pose no difficulty. Retain the component values shown in the schematic as
much as possible, since dramatic departures
will affect performance.

Transceiver Adjustment
Alignment is quite straightforward. Attach a 50-Ω dummy load to the rig’s antenna jack (J6). Connect a 12 to 14 V dc
supply to the transceiver at J5 and interconnect the computer’s sound-card microphone jack to the rig’s AF OUT jack (J1).
Run the installed DigiPan software to bring
up the panoramic display. Some adjustment
of the microphone gain setting on the
sound-card mixer recording control window may be needed as explained in
DigiPan’s on-line Help. The correct microphone gain setting yields a speckled blue
background across much of the panoramic
display. Plug a speaker into the AUXILIARY
LINE jack (J3), adjust L3 and T1 for maximum volume, and then readjust the microphone gain setting as needed. Set trimmer
capacitor C44 so that the background noise
on the display is centered within the 4-kHz
panoramic passband.
Set the sound-card output level to halfscale (click the speaker icon in the Windows
taskbar tray). Now click on the DigiPan TX
button. Measure the dc voltage at test point
TP1, adjusting L8 for maximum reading.
Move the voltmeter to test point TP2, adjust L9 for a maximum meter reading, and
then readjust L8 for maximum.

Frequency Alignment
The easiest way to perform this onetime procedure is to calibrate the transceiver
frequency against a known amateur signal.
Set the DigiPan View Frequency Display
selection to LSB and the Configure Start Frequency to 14073000. Transmit a CW signal
on 14071000 Hz and adjust C48 until the
CW signal’s signature (a single bright line
on the display) is directly under the 14071
tick mark on the panoramic display.

Operational Adjustment
Click on the DigiPan TX menu button
and adjust the speaker VOLUME slider on
the Windows taskbar tray for an outputpower reading of 1.5 W. As you type and
transmit text, the meter will flicker to
higher power readings and should peak at
approximately 3 W at the tail end of the
transmission.

Sending Pictures
Although slow compared to other picture-transmission techniques such as SSTV,
it is possible to send small color pictures

during the course of a PSK31 QSO. Perhaps the operator on the other end would
want to get a better idea of what you look
like. Because PSK31 is such a robust mode,
you can send a postage-stamp color photograph of yourself or an electronic 16-color
QSL card about four times larger than a
postage stamp in about eight minutes.
The process involves encoding the picture
as text, transmitting the text, and then decoding the text into a picture at the receiving end.
A public domain utility, BINHEX .EXE, which
can be downloaded from the Internet at
http://members.home.com/hteller/binhex
.exe, can used for encoding and decoding. The
DigiPan help file contains full details about
sending pictures by PSK31.

Results
Skip: Peter’s excellent work in making
PSK31 an ideal QRP digital communication mode has really proven itself. My very
first PSK31 QSO, using an output power
of only 1 W and an inverted-V antenna in
the attic, was with Valery, UT4UO in Kiev,
followed by many contacts with Scandinavian, German, Italian, Australian, North
African and South American stations. I
regularly work stateside stations every day
using only 1 W and my simple dipole antennas, with typical signal reports ranging
from 559 to 579. My signal isn’t as strong
as many others, but in the absence of QRM
or extreme fading, copy is almost always
solid! I never sign as a QRP station. If I
don’t mention the transmitter power output, everyone seems to think mine is a typical 50-W PEP station, only my signal’s a
little weaker than expected. When I disclose
the fact that I’m running only 1 W, everybody stands amazed!
The most significant thing I have learned
from this little experience is that PSK31
produces almost perfect copyeven down
to the noise level. That’s what amazes others and me the most. I was also pleasantly
surprised one day (after I had sent Dave a
PSK31-specific modification of his own
SSB QRP transceiver) when Dave heard me
sign with another station and called me using the same rig I had just sent him! For
the first time, I was in QSO with another
QRP station also running only 1 W!

Some Thoughts
With the wideband IF needed for the
convenience of panoramic operation, unwanted signals can get through the IF filter
along with the desired ones. Occasionally,
a very strong signal can either desense the
receiver and affect weak-signal reception,
or overload the receiver or the sound card.
AGC can reduce such overloading, but is
subject to pumping, particularly by strong
nearby PACTOR stations. The ultimate
solution to the unwanted strong-station

problem during panoramic reception is to
attenuate the signal before the AGC point
by switching in a narrow, tunable passband
filter at the reception frequency, or a tunable notch filter at the frequency of the
strong interfering station. Both such solutions are beyond the scope of this project,
but remain considerations for the future.
Fortunately, the enormous convenience of
panoramic display and point-and-click tuning far outweighs the occasional problems
caused by very strong unwanted signals.
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NEW PRODUCTS
RIG CONTROL SOFTWARE FOR
ICOM HF MARINE TRANSCEIVERS
◊ Creative Services Software announces
MRC version 1.0, a 32-bit radio control program for the ICOM IC-M700, ’M710 and
’M710-R HF marine SSB transceivers. These
ICOM models are popular choices for both
mariners and ocean-going amateurs.
The new software will allow the operator
to control these radios from their computers,
making tuning around the bands as easy as
using a VFO on a conventional amateur transceiver. The program allows you to vary transmit and receive frequencies, change the operating mode and tune the antenna on the fly.
MRC will run under Windows 95, Windows
98, Windows NT or Windows 2000.
MRC retails for $49.95 and includes a
cable that connects between a PC and the
NMEA interface connector on the ICOM radios. Free upgrades will be offered for any
subsequent 1.x software releases.
A limited capability demo version is available for download from the CSS Web site.
For additional information contact Creative Services Software, 503 W State St, Suite
4, Muscle Shoals, AL 35661; tel 256-7673739; fax 256-381-6121; info@cssincorp
.com; http://www.cssincorp.com.
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By L. B. Cebik, W4RNL

Having a Field Day with
the Moxon Rectangle
Good gain and a high front-to-back ratio are a couple of
reasons to consider this antenna for Field Day use.
ield Day antenna installations
tend to pass through phases.
Phase 1 is the starter for any
group: Get some antennas—usually dipoles and inverted Vs—into the air
and see how well they perform. Phase 2
rests on an evaluation of the initial results.
It generally consists of mechanical improvements to place the same or similar antennas higher using stronger materials. It
also includes making better use of potential antenna supports at the site.
Real antenna design work usually begins
with Phase 3. Based on the improved results with Phase 2 changes, the group begins to think about where they want the signals to go and how to get them there. At
this stage, the group takes its first steps toward designing wire beams for the HF
bands. (In Phase 4, we find the use of portable crank-up towers, rotators and multiband arrays. I’ll not delve into Phase 4 in
this article.)
Wire beams and arrays have one significant limitation: We can’t rotate them.
Therefore, we must resort to carefully
planned aiming during installation. Still,
we can only cover so much of the area
across the country with the beamwidth
available from gain arrays. Dreamers will
always wonder if they could have garnered
a few more contacts lost to the deep frontto-side ratio offered by most two-element
Yagi designs.
So let’s explore an alternative to the twoelement wire Yagi, one that is only about
70% as wide, side to side, and which offers
some other benefits as well: the wire Moxon
Rectangle.

F

The Moxon Rectangle
In its most fully developed monoband
form, a Moxon Rectangle outline looks like
the sketch in Figure 1. A is the side-to-side
length of the parallel driver and reflector
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wires. B is the length of the driver tails,
while D is the length of the reflector tails.
C is the distance between the tips of the two
sets of tails. If any dimension of the Moxon

Rectangle is critical, it is C. E, the total
front-to-back length of the array, is simply
the sum of B, C, and D.
The history of the Moxon Rectangle is

Figure 1—Outline of a Moxon Rectangle with various dimensions labeled. See the
text for an explanation of the labels.

Table 1
Dimensions of Wire Moxon Rectangles for 80-10 Meters
All dimensions refer to designations in Figure 1. Dimensions are in feet and apply to
#14 AWG bare-wire antennas.
Band
Frequency
A
B
C
D
E
(MHz)
80
75
40
20
15
10

3.6
3.9
7.09*
14.175
21.225
28.3*

99.98
92.28
50.69
25.30
16.88
12.65

15.47
14.28
7.82
3.87
2.56
1.90

2.16
2.00
1.15
0.62
0.44
0.35

18.33
16.92
9.35
4.70
3.14
2.36

36.96
33.20
18.32
9.19
6.14
4.61

*Because of bandwidth versus wire-size considerations, 40- and 10-meter design frequencies are below the mid-band points to obtain less than 2:1 50-Ω SWR over as much of the
band as possible. See the text for alternative strategies.

itself fascinating.1 Basically, it derives from
early experiments with a square shape by
Fred Caton, VK2ABQ, although the very
first experiments were performed in the
1930s. Les Moxon, G6XN, outlined in his
classic HF Antennas for All Locations, a
rectangular variant in which he remotely
tuned the driver and the reflector.2 Curious
about the basic properties of the rectangle,
I modeled and built variations of the design for about eight years, using wire and
aluminum tubing.3
The Moxon Rectangle has three properties that recommend it for Field Day use:
• It is not as wide as an equivalent wire
Yagi, because the two elements fold toward
each other.
• It offers—with the right dimensions—
a 50-Ω feedpoint impedance so no matching system is required (although use of a
choke to suppress common-mode currents
is always desirable).
• It presents a very useful Field Day pattern, with good gain and a very high F/B.
Figure 2 overlays the pattern for a typical two-element Yagi (reflector-driver
design) and the Moxon Rectangle. The pattern may appear odd since it uses a linear
decibel scale (rather than the usual log decibel scale) to enhance the detail at the pattern center. Although the Yagi has slightly
more gain, the Moxon’s deficit won’t be
noticeable in operation. Most apparent is
the F/B advantage that accrues to the
Moxon. In practical terms, the Moxon effectively squelches QRM to the rear. Of
equal importance is the broader beamwidth
of the Moxon. The azimuth pattern does not
show deep nulls off the ends of the beam
elements. Instead, the deep nulls are about
15 to 20° farther back. Signals off the beam
sides are stronger than those of a Yagi, even
though the rear quadrants themselves are
that much quieter than the Yagi. (At low
heights, from 3/8 λ to 1λ, the Moxon’s side
gain ranges from 2 to 6 dB greater than that
of a similarly positioned two-element Yagi.)
As a result, the Moxon provides useful signal strength from one side to the otheras
if it had good peripheral vision.
A Moxon Rectangle aimed in the general direction of the greatest number of potential Field Day contacts will generally
gather signals from a broader sector of the
horizon than most other antennas—with the
bonus of good QRM suppression from the
rear. Stations located near one of the US
borders may discover that a basic, fixed
Moxon Rectangle is all they need. For those
stations located inland and needing coverage in all directions, I’ll have a solution a
bit later. But first, let’s design a Moxon
Rectangle.

1

Notes appear on page 42.

Figure 2—Relative free-space azimuth
patterns at 14.175 MHz for a wire Yagi
(driver and reflector) and a wire Moxon
Rectangle. These patterns use a linear
decibel scale to enhance detail at the
pattern center (rather than the more
usual log-decibel scale). Compare the
pattern scale to that used in Figure 5.

Figure 3—The pattern of free-space gain
and 180° F/B across 10 meters for a #14
AWG wire Moxon Rectangle.

Designing a Moxon Rectangle
The objective in designing a Moxon
Rectangle is to produce a set of dimensions
for the wire diameter used that yields maximum F/B, maximum gain and a 50-Ω
feedpoint impedance at the design frequency. For this exercise, I chose #14 bare
copper wire, perhaps the most popular Field
Day antenna material. I also aligned the
maximum F/B and 50-Ω resonant feedpoint
frequencies. Of course, gain varies across
the band as it does with any two-element
parasitic array.
With these design criteria, Table 1 provides the dimensions of Moxon Rectangles
for 80, 75, 40, 20, 15 and 10 meters—all
potential Field Day bands of operation. The
design frequencies are listed with the band
of operation. Because the 40- and 10-meter
bands are wide relative to the wire size
used, I moved their design frequencies below the mid-band point in order to obtain
low-end coverage at an SWR under 2:1.4

The Moxon Rectangle functions by virtue of the mutual coupling between parallel element segments and the coupling between the facing element tips. Hence, the
gap between element tips (dimension C in
Figure 1) is the most critical dimension.
Measure the gap accurately and ensure that
the spacing does not change over time. The
other dimensions follow from setting the
gap in order to obtain the desired performance characteristics.
Figure 3 shows the gain and F/B curves
for a 10-meter version of the #14 wire
Moxon Rectangle, designed for 28.3 MHz.
I chose 10 meters because even the first
megahertz represents a very wide band.
Note that the gain curve is nearly linear
across the band. However, the F/B peaks
near the design frequency and tapers off—
more rapidly below the design frequency
than above it. Figure 4 shows a similar
curve for the 50-Ω SWR, with the rate of
increase more rapid below the design frequency than above it.
There is no absolute need to align the
maximum F/B frequency with the resonant
50-Ω feedpoint. We can move one or both
of them by small adjustments in the antenna
dimensions. To sample the rates of change
in performance parameters relative to small
changes in dimensions, I altered some dimensions of a 20-meter version of the antenna by one inch. (One inch at 20 meters
is, of course, approximately equivalent to
changes of four inches on 80, two inches
on 40, and a half-inch on 10 meters.) In all
cases, the gap (dimension C) is held constant.
• Decreasing or increasing the side-toside dimension (A in Figure 1) raises or
lowers the maximum F/B and the resonant
feedpoint frequencies by about 40 kHz. For
small changes in dimension A, the resonant
feedpoint impedance does not change.
• Increasing or decreasing only the length
of the driver tails (dimension B) by one inch
lowers or raises the resonant frequency of
the driver by about 70 kHz. The new resonant feedpoint impedance will be a few
ohms lower (for an increase in driver length)
than before the change. The frequency of
maximum F/B will not change significantly.
• Increasing or decreasing only the
length of the reflector tails (dimension D)
by one inch lowers or raises the peak F/B
frequency by about 70 kHz. The driver’s
resonant frequency will not significantly
change, but the impedance will be higher
(for an increase in reflector length) than
before the change.
With these guidelines, you can tailor a
basic Moxon Rectangle design to suit what
you decide is best for your operation.
One of the realities of Field Day is that
you will not operate your antenna in free
space. Actual antenna heights over real
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ground may range from 1/ 4λ to over 1λ,
depending on the band and the available
supports. To sample the operation of the
Moxon Rectangle at various heights, I modeled a 10-meter version of the antenna at
various heights, listed in Table 2 in terms
of fractions of a wavelength. The performance of versions for other bands will not
materially differ for equivalent heights.
Note that as the antenna height increases,
the take-off angle (or the elevation angle of
maximum radiation) decreases, as do the
vertical and horizontal beamwidths between
half-power points. These properties are in
line with those of any horizontally polarized array. Hence, the gain increases slightly
with antenna height increases. Figure 5
overlays the azimuth patterns for all of the
heights in the table to demonstrate the small
differences among them. Moreover, the
feedpoint impedance of the antenna undergoes only small changes with changes in
heights. Indeed, the excellent F/B performance at the low height of 3 / 8 λ holds
promise for 40-meter and lower-frequency
installations. The upshot of this exercise is
that a Moxon Rectangle falls in the class of
“well-behaved” antennas, requiring no
finicky field adjustments once the basic design is set and tested.
Of course, you should always pretest
your Field Day antennas using circumstances as close as possible to those you
will encounter at the actual site. Testing
over a prairie and operating in a forest can
produce surprises (and problems) for almost any antenna. However, the semiclosed design configuration of the Moxon
Rectangle tends to yield fewer interactions
with surrounding structures than antennas
with linear elements, an added advantage
for Field Day operations.

Moxon Rectangle. The antenna can accommodate you with fair ease. Following the
design lead of Carrol Allen, AA2NN, we
can design the Moxon Rectangle for direction-switching use. 5 Figure 6 shows the
outline. Essentially, we create two resonant
drivers using the same dimensions as for
the basic antenna. Then we load the one we
select as the reflector so that it becomes
electrically long enough to perform as a

reflector. Our loading technique employs a
length of shorted 50-Ω cable. By bringing
equal length stubs to a central point, we can
switch them. The one we short becomes part
of the reflector. The other one is connected
to the main feed line and simply becomes
part of the overall system feed line.
One switching caution: Use a doublepole double-throw switch so that you switch
the center conductor and the braid of the

Table 2
Relative Performance of a Wire Moxon Rectangle at Different Heights
above Ground
Height
(λ)
Free-space
0.375
0.5
0.75
1.0

TO angle
(Degrees)
—
34
26
18
14

Gain
(dBi)
5.9
9.5
10.5
11.0
11.3

F/B
(dB)
37.1
30.1
21.3
23.5
30.4

VBW
(Degrees)
—
44
32
20
5

HBW
(Degrees)
78
86
82
79
79

Feedpoint Z
(R± jX Ohms)
53 + j2
53 + j8
59 + j3
50 + j1
56 + j3

The modeled antenna is a 10-meter #14 AWG wire Moxon Rectangle at 28.5 MHz. Take-off (TO)
angle refers to the elevation angle of maximum radiation. The 180° F/B is used in this table.
Vertical bandwidth (VBW) and horizontal bandwidth (HBW) refer to the beamwidth between
points at which power is down –3 dB relative to the maximum power. The feedpoint impedance
(Z) is given in conventional resistance/reactance terms. See Figure 5 for comparative azimuth
patterns.

A Direction-Switching
Moxon Rectangle
If you live somewhere within the vast
central region of the country, you may be
interested in signals from both sides of the

Figure 4—50-Ω SWR pattern across
10 meters for the #14 AWG wire Moxon
Rectangle in Figure 3.
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Figure 5—Typical azimuth patterns of a wire Moxon Rectangle at different heights (in
wavelengths) above ground. Each azimuth pattern is taken at the elevation angle of
maximum radiation (take-off angle).

coax lines used as stubs. When in use as a
shorted stub, the line should not be electrically connected to the main feed line at all.
A plastic box used to insulate the coax fittings from each other makes a good Field
Day switch mount.
Table 3 lists the suggested dimensions
for Field Day directional-switching Moxon
Rectangles for 80 through 10 meters. Because two drivers are used, with their
shorter tails, the overall front-to-back dimension (E) of each antenna is smaller than
that of its one-way versions. The shorter
front-to-back dimension lowers the
feedpoint impedance by 5 to 7 Ω into the
mid-40-Ω range, still a very good match for
a coax feed line.
Table 3 also lists two stub lengths. The
shorter one is the basic length of a shorted
50-Ω stub to achieve the required reflector
loading. All of the designs required just
about 65 Ω inductive reactance to electrically lengthen the reflector so that the maximum F/B frequency aligns with the driver
resonant point. Hence, the basic stub length
for the shorted stub is about 52.4°. Because
you have a choice of cables with solid and
foam dielectrics, you must multiply the
listed length by the actual velocity factor
of your stub cable. In general, solid-dielectric 50-Ω cables have velocity factors of
0.66 to 0.67, while foam cables tend toward
a velocity factor of about 0.78. However, I
have found significant departures from the
listed values, so measuring the velocity factor of your line is a good practice. Otherwise, expect to cut and try lengths until you
hit the right one.
Because the shorter length of the stub
for some bands may leave them hanging
high in the air, I have also listed the lengths
of stubs that add a 1/2λ of line to them. The
loading effect will be the same as for the
shorter stub, but the lines may now reach a
more convenient level for switching, especially in field conditions. It is wise to keep
the lines suspended in the air, with the
switch box hanging from a tree limb or tied
to a post or stump. Again, multiply the
listed values of longer lines by the velocity
factor of the line you are actually using.
Finally, be aware that coax stubs are not
lossless and thus may slightly alter the performance of the array relative to the perfect lines used in models. In most cases,
the differences will not be noticeable in
practice.
The principles of reflector loading apply not only to Moxon Rectangles, but as
well to wire Yagis, deltas, quads and a host
of other two-element parasitic arrays. With
good preplanning, they yield antennas
simple enough to be manageable in the field.
At the same time, you gain the benefits of a
directional pattern that may nearly double
your score. In non-scoring terms, a direc-

tional-switching array means more effective
communication under almost all conditions.

Field Construction
of a Moxon Rectangle
Despite their simplicity and low cost,
wire beams can be ungainly. Hence, you
should survey the Field Day site in advance—and if possible, practice raising and
lowering the antennas. For the Moxon Rectangle, look for or plan for suitable supports
to stretch the antenna at its corners. Of
course, the higher the support, the better.
Because the Moxon Rectangle is only about
70% the side-to-side width of a comparable
two-element Yagi, its space requirements
are relatively modest, allowing the site designer somewhat greater flexibility.
Figure 7 outlines two types of systems
for supporting the Moxon Rectangle. Consider them to be only the barest starting
points for a real system. The four-post system at the left is suitable for any band. The
posts can be trees, guyed masts, or building corners. The rope terminating at the post

can be tied off there, if the ring point is
accessible. Or, run the rope over a limb or
through an eyebolt so that the corner can
be easily raised and lowered.
The ring at the end of the corner rope
through which the wire passes is used to reduce mutual abrasion of the wire and rope
and can be a simple loop in the rope or even
a plastic bottleneck. Because the shape of
the Moxon Rectangle is important, the corner bends should be locked. A short piece
of wire that runs from main wire to tail, but
which goes around the corner ring, can effectively keep the corner in place. A permanent installation might call for soldering the
ends of the locking wire to the antenna elements, but a short-term field installation can
usually do well with just a few twists of the
locking wire on the element.
The two-post construction method is
more apt to the upper HF bands. It uses a
long pole, PVC tube, or similar nonmetallic
structure to anchor the corner ropes. The
corner rope can be terminated at the pole or
passed through it and run to the post. The

Figure 6—Outline of a direction-switching Moxon Rectangle, using transmission-line
stub loading to electrically lengthen the reflector. See the text for details of the
switching arrangement.

Table 3
Dimensions of Direction-Switching Wire Moxon Rectangles
for 80-10 Meters
All dimensions refer to designations in Figure 6. Dimensions are in feet and apply to #14
AWG bare-wire antennas.
Frequency
Stub
Band
(MHz)
A
B
C
E
Simple
+1/2λ
80
3.6
99.98
15.47
2.16 33.10
39.78
176.39
75
3.9
92.28
14.28
2.00 30.56
36.72
162.82
40
7.09
50.69
7.82
1.15 16.79
20.20
89.56
20
14.175
25.30
3.87
0.62
8.36
10.10
44.80
15
21.225
16.88
2.56
0.44
5.56
6.75
29.92
10
28.3
12.65
1.90
0.35
4.15
5.06
22.44
Stub lengths are based on an inductively reactive load of 65 Ω for the reflector element at the
design frequency. Listed stub lengths are for 50-Ω cable with a 1.0 velocity factor. Multiply
listed lengths by the actual velocity factor of the line to obtain the final length.
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needs of at least some operators.

Figure 7—Four-pole and two-pole mounting arrangements for a wire Moxon
Rectangle, shown only in barest outlines.

sketch shows a two-anchor mounting for the
pole. The upper support ropes align the pole
horizontally. Thus, the rope should be locked
to the ring or other support to keep everything horizontal. Alternatively, you can brace
the pole directly to the support post, tree, or
mast so that it remains horizontal. The remaining attachment mechanisms are the
same as for the four-post method of support.
The rope that separates the driver and
reflector tails should not stretch. Its job is
to maintain the tail gap spacing as securely
as possible. In addition, since the degree
of coupling between tails is a function of
the wire diameter, the wire fold-back used
to make an attachment loop in the element
tails should be as tight and flat as possible
without weakening the antenna wire. For
added strain relief and dimensional precision for upper HF versions of the Moxon
Rectangle, it is possible to place the nonmetallic pole at or inside the perimeter of
the antenna. With some judicious use of
electrical tape where the elements end along
the pole, you can omit the tail-to-tail rope
altogether. For a larger, lower, HF-band
version of the antenna, you can use a rope
that runs from each front ring to the corresponding rear ring and tape the driver and
reflector tails wires to it.
For field use, lightweight coax (ie, RG-8X
for 50-Ω applications) helps reduce the
stress on the driven element(s) at the
feedpoint. However, where conditions permit, supporting the element centers is advisable. In fact, slightly Ving the elements
will normally produce no adverse effects in
performance. However, if you contemplate
42
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a shallow inverted-V form of the antenna,
pretest the assembly to assure that everything will work as planned.
Field Day antenna construction is a primary exercise in adapting easily obtainable
materials to particular site configurations.
Hence, it is not possible to provide universal guidance for every situation. However,
these notes should get you started. Survey
your local Home Depot and other such outlets for fixtures and nonmetallic connectors
that might prove useful for a Field Day antenna. You may find them anywhere in the
store. The plumbing and electrical departments are good starting places to find adaptable PVC fittings.
The Moxon Rectangle offers good potential for Phase 3 antenna improvements
in Field Day installations. It is certainly not
the only good antenna for this important exercise. The final decision you make in selecting an antenna should be the result of
extended planning activities that review:
(A) What is possible at the site; (B) what is
possible with the available construction
crew and (C) which antennas when properly oriented will improve communications
the most from a given site. What you learn
about various antennas that may be candidates for the next Field Day will serve you
well in the long run—both at home and in
the field.
Of course, the Moxon Rectangle—when
it has done its Field Day service—need not
be retired to storage awaiting next year’s
duty: It can serve very well in many
home-station installations. The size and the
signal pattern may be perfectly suited to the
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By Bob Larkin, W7PUA

An 8-Watt, 2-Meter
“Brickette”
Put 20 mW into this little amplifier and get a 26-dB increase in transmitted
power! Although the amplifier was designed initially for use with the DSP-10
transceiver, any 20-mW-output 2-meter exciter can enjoy the boost!
he DSP-10 transceiver 1 can be
used with UHF/microwave
transverters or as a very-QRP allmode rig on 2-meters. The rig’s
20-mW power output is sufficient for “barefoot” QSOs with locals, but that’s hardly a
big signal at any distance. Adding this little
amplifier increases your fun quotient by
raising the power level to 8 W, the high end
of the QRP plateau. This brickette can also
be used to drive an even higher-power, cascaded amplifier. Being a linear amplifier,
it’s suitable for use on all modes, including SSB, CW and FM.
The amplifier’s front panel is quite
simple, consisting of five monitoring LEDs.
Knowing that everything is working correctly justifies the small amount of circuitry
needed to operate these lights. The functions monitored include dc power on, transmit/receive status, power output, SWR and
dc overvoltage. All amplifier control is
done at the transceiver. Two RF cables connect to the transceiver output and receiver
input, avoiding the need for an input relay
in the amplifier.
This amplifier isn’t limited to use with
the DSP-10; any 2-meter transmitter that
can deliver an output of 20 mW to drive
the amplifier should work fine. In some
cases, it might be desirable to use an input
TR relay; there is sufficient room in the
amplifier for adding one.

T

Circuitry
At the heart of this amplifier is an integrated power-amplifier module, manufactured by Mitsubishi. Such modules are used
in many commercially manufactured transceivers and using one here makes amplifier construction and alignment simple.
Within the module are two cascaded linear1

Notes appear on page 47.

The five LEDs on the Brickette’s front panel signal the amplifier’s operating status.
The power-output (RF OUT) and SWR (HIGH VSWR) LEDs vary in brightness
depending on the forward and reflected power levels.

amplifier transistors, along with their associated matching networks and biasing
circuits for class AB operation. The module has 50-Ω input and output impedances.
All we need to do is add a circuit to turn on
the bias supply during transmit, install a
low-pass filter for harmonic control and
include an antenna-switching relay. To
monitor amplifier operation, we tack on
some simple circuitry.
Refer to the schematic in Figure 1. At the
input pin of the RF module, U1, we apply
20 mW of drive. Blocking capacitors for the
RF input and output ports are included within
the module. Bypass capacitors on the three
power leads are external, however. Ferrite
beads, L6 to L8, prevent problems that might
occur if RF gets on the power leads.
An L network consisting of L1 and C4
improves the impedance match to the module. Adding the network increases the output power by about 0.25 dB. Following the
amplifier is a directional coupler (discussed
later). Next is a five-pole low-pass filter. For
simplicity, it is configured with the same coil
and capacitor types as are used in the directional coupler. This filter attenuates the second and higher-order harmonics.

Separate connectors are available on the
DSP-10 for the transmitter output and the
receiver input. This simplifies adding the
antenna relay for the amplifier since no
switching is required at the amplifier input. A miniature relay is adequate at the
amplifier output. Providing an isolation of
about 30 dB, the relay, along with the PIN
attenuator that is part of the DSP-10, provides plenty of protection for the receiver.
A lumped-element directional coupler,
consisting of L2, L3 and C5 to C10, delivers power samples of the forward and reflected output signals. This directional coupler works quite well, providing a coupling
of about −28 dB and a directivity2 of 20 dB,
but only over a narrow (12-MHz) bandwidth. For our application, this is adequate.
Two diode detectors, built around D6 and
D7, generate low-level dc signals that indicate the forward and reflected powers.
These signals, in turn, are amplified by two
sections of op amp U2. The resulting voltages are displayed on two LEDs, green for
RF OUT (forward) power and red for HIGH
VSWR (reflected) power. The LEDs serve
as rough indicators of proper amplifier
operation.
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Figure 1—Schematic of the 8-W amplifier.
All resistors are 5% 1206 chips. These are
available in small quantities from Mouser
Electronics (Xicon). Unless otherwise
noted all capacitors are either 1206 or
0805 chips (either size fits on the board).
Capacitors less than 470 pF are NP0,
while values from 470 pF and up are any
general-purpose ceramic, such as X7R or
Z5U. Component sources listed here are
generally only a few of several that
manufacture equivalent parts. If the
amplifier is built without a pre-made PC
board, change the chip components to
leaded types. Component designations
for the LEDs differ from QST style. Parts
used in the amplifier are available from
one or more of the following sources.
Source abbreviations used in the parts
list precede the company name: (DK)
Digi-Key Corp, 701 Brooks Ave S, Thief
River Falls, MN 56701; tel 800-344-4539,
218-681-6674; http://www.digikey.com;
(ME) Mouser Electronics, 958 N Main,
Mansfield, TX 76063; tel 800-346-6873,
817-483-4422; http://www.mouser
.com; (RS) RadioShack—see your local
distributor; http://www.radioshack
.com; (RP) RF Parts, 435 South Pacific
St, San Marcos, CA 92069; tel 800-7372787, 760-744-0700; http://
www.rfparts.com.
C22—47 µF, 16 V surface-mount
electrolytic (DK PCE3033CT)
C26, C27, C28—470 pF, 50 V, leaded
ceramic (ME 140-50P2-471K)
D1—Yellow T1 LED (DK160-1079)
D2, D3—Green T1 LED (DK 160-1080)
D4, D5—Red T1 LED (DK 160-1078)
D6, D7, D9, D10—BAR74 diode (DK
BAR74ZXCT)
D8—5-A, 50-V power rectifier, SMC
package (DK S5ACDICT)
D11—1-A, 100-V power rectifier, SMB
package (DK S1BBDICT)
K1—SPDT 12-V dc miniature relay,
Omron G5V-1-DC12 (DK Z774)
L1—2t, #20 or 22, 1/8-inch ID; see
Figure 3.
L2-L5—52 nH; 5 turns, #26 enameled
wire on a T-25-17 toroid; see Figure 3.
L6, L7, L9, L10, L11, L13—Ferrite SMT
bead, 1206, 600 Ω at 100 MHz, Stewart
HZ1206B601R (DK 240-1019-1)
L8, L12—Ferrite SMT bead, 3 A, 1206,
100 Ω at 100 MHz, Stewart
HI1206N101R (DK 240-1008-1)
L14-L16—1.5 µH, 5 turns #22 or #24
enameled wire on an FT-23-43 core;
see text.
F1—2-A, 5×20-mm fuse (DK F948) with
two clips (DK F058)
J1, J5, J6—Phono jacks (RS 274-346)
J2, J3—BNC jack (RS 278-105)
J4—5.5-mm OD, 2.1-mm ID power
connector (RS 274-1563)
Q1, Q3—FMMT3906 PNP transistor,
SOT23 (DK FMMT3906CT)
Q2, Q4—FMMT3904 NPN transistor,
SOT23 (DK FMMT3904CT)
R15—2 kΩ adjustable resistor, Bourns
3329H-1-202 (DK3329H-202)
U1—RF amplifier module, Mitsubishi
M57732L, (RP M57732L)
U2—LM324AM dual op-amp (DK
LM324AM)
U3—78L05 5-V positive regulator, SO-8
package (DK LM78L05ACM)
Misc: PC board, enclosure 3.7×4.7×1.3
inches, Hammond 1590BB (DK HM152),
hardware.

Figure 2—Coil details. Arrange the turns on the four toroids as shown here. L2 and L3
might need to have their turns spacing adjusted during tune-up.

The OVERVOLTAGE indicator lights when
the dc supply voltage exceeds 14.5 V, but
does not automatically shut down the amplifier. The idea here is to supply a warning
mechanism. When RF is not applied to the
amplifier, it is quite resistant to supply overvoltage. As long as the supply overvoltage condition sets an alarm light, an observant operator will defer applying RF until
the voltage is reduced.
Amplifier control is handled by the
DSP-10. That transceiver has softwarecontrolled relay sequencing, providing
+5 V during transmit. Q2 and Q3 drive the
antenna relay from this control. A ferrite bead,
L11, and C24 keep RF at the antenna relay
from getting back into the control circuits.
D10 shunts the inductive kick from the deactivated relay coil. An LED, D2 (XMIT), across

the relay displays the amplifier TR status.
Q4 provides an output that can control
a follow-on amplifier. This output is an
open-collector, ground-on-transmit type,
compatible with many commercial and
homebuilt amplifiers. For added driver-circuit protection, a reverse-voltage shunting
diode, D11, is used.

Building the Amplifier
You could build the amplifier on a scrap
of PC board. In fact, my first version is built
that way (see the sidebar). For many builders, however, a PC board3 is a more convenient way to assemble the project and that
is shown in the photos.
This PC board is double-sided, with
plated through holes. The backside is a solid
ground plane allowing the board to be fas-

Did the Amplifier Always Look Finished?
No, it didn’t. Some people may be able to put a finished amplifier on a PC board and have
it work fine. I don’t seem to be able to do that!
My first step in designing the amplifier was to search for suitable RF modules, mostly via
the Internet. Once I selected the M57732L as having suitable power, gain and dc operating
voltage, I drew a schematic in my notebook. Originally, the circuit had automatic shutdown
for high SWR and full voltage regulation to deal with overvoltage. This looked too complex.
It was necessary to cut off the drive to the amplifier, and the regulator had to be a low-dropout
type (for these, the difference in voltage between the input and the output need be only a
fraction of a volt). I couldn’t find an integrated regulator that met my requirements and the
thought of building one using op amps and transistors used more parts than I could justify.
I opted for simplification, putting alarm lights on for SWR and overvoltage and turned the
automatic part over to the operator! A new schematic resulted, not unlike that of Figure 1.
I went to the ARRL Radio Designer† and simulated the directional coupler and low-pass filter.
A little playing around with the simulation showed that a single inductor value could be used
for both subcircuits.
Next, I built the “breadboard” version using scraps of PC board. Testing showed that
almost everything worked as expected. The overvoltage light did not have snap action,
though. That was caused by using a resistor where the ferrite bead, L13, is now. I ran the input
voltage temporarily up to 16 V and everything continued to function. Next, I left the amplifier
running for an hour and nothing overheated. I checked the intermodulation products and
harmonics and found them to be at satisfactory levels.
It was now time to layout the PC board. The experience of putting the breadboard
together allowed a smarter final layout. The first version was on two boards and some of the
connectors ended up on the front panel. This was all worked out for the final design.
—Bob Larkin, W7PUA
†

ARRL order no. 6796. ARRL publications are available from your local dealer, or directly from
the ARRL. See the ARRL Bookcase elsewhere in this issue, or check out the ARRL Web site
at: http://www.arrl.org/catalog/.
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tened directly to the aluminum enclosure.
Such construction works very well for RF
boards because a low-inductance ground
path can be maintained throughout, reducing any interactions between the various
circuits. However, this mounting method
does not allow component leads to extend
beyond the bottom surface of the board. I
dealt with this primarily by using surfacemount parts 4 and by carefully bending the
component leads so they behave like surface-mount parts.
All of the chip resistors, chip capacitors,
diodes, surface-mount ICs and ferrite-bead
chips are soldered to their board pads conventionally. Install the amplifier module
after the board is mounted in the box. The
antenna relay, fuse clips and the variable
resistor all have their leads bent away from
their host. Avoid making any bends close
to the component body; make the bends at
a point about 1/16 inch away from the component body. This approach eliminates mechanical stress on the lead attachment.
These components end up about 1/16 inch
above the board’s top surface after they are
soldered in place.
Figure 2 shows the construction of the
four toroidal inductors, L2 through L5. Experience shows the inductor values are quite
repeatable if the turns are always distributed
in the same manner around the core. As the
turns are pushed closer together, the inductance increases considerably. The matchingnetwork coil, L1, is noncritical and it should
be wound as shown in the part list and Figure 2; it should need little, if any, adjustment.
The LEDs all have long leads and are soldered to the board after bending the lead ends
by about 1/ 8 inch. Be sure to keep track of
the LEDs’ longer (anode) leads: Those leads
connect to the current-limiting resistors.

Putting the Board in a Box
Once the PC board is assembled, use it as
a template for marking the hole locations in
the enclosure, a standard Hammond die-cast
box. Mount the board flat against the box
bottom using #4-40 hardware. Because there
will likely be some mold marks and
box-identification letters where the board and
RF module lie, make the enclosure’s
inner-bottom surface reasonably flat; you can
do this with 60-grit sandpaper. Bend the leads
of the five LEDs to apply a slight forward
pressure on the lights as they slide into the
holes in the box front. That holds the LEDs
in alignment without needing adhesive.
Take care when tightening the PA module mounting screws to be sure that no pressure is applied to the ends of the module
cover. The leads from the module need some
trimming. They are above the board and need
forming to get to the board level for soldering. Don’t apply pressure at the edge of the
module cover when doing this. You may need
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Figure 3—Measured power output and dc-supply current as a function of drive power.
Notice that the output-power scale is not in decibels. This makes the output appear
less compressed than it really is. The 1-dB compression point is at about 4 W.

to hold each lead with needle-nose pliers to
keep from damaging the case. It should be
possible for the leads to reach the board surface within 1/8-inch of the cover.
Three short pieces of 50-Ω coax attach
the board to J1, J2 and J3. Solder lugs under the jacks provide for ground connections at one end and PC-board pads take
care of the other end of the coax.
Three leads run between connectors J4,
J5 and J6 and the PC board. Each of these
leads has a bypass capacitor (C28, C6 and
C27, respectively) at the connector. Short,
low-inductance leads are important on these
capacitors. To help keep the RF signals inside the box, a small inductor wound on a
ferrite core (L14, L15 and L16) is placed on
each wire. Position these inductors close to
their connectors. If #22 or #24 stranded hookup wire with thin insulation is used, it’s possible to wind the coils with the hook-up wire.

Turning on the Amplifier

Figure 4Measured intermodulation
distortion with a PEP output of 8 W.
Third-order products are down about
28 dB from peak power, fairly typical of
this amplifier type. Perhaps more important is that the fifth and higher-order
products continue to drop off as the order
increases. These higher-order products
are farther from the operating frequency
and thus generally more disruptive to
nearby stations. The current drawn during
this two-tone test was 670 mA.

Now, to see it work! First, connect a
50-Ω noninductive dummy load to the amplifier output.5 If you have a variable-voltage
power supply to use for initial testing, slowly
raise the dc supply voltage from 0 V to
13.8 V. Otherwise, you’ll need to rely on the
power-supply fuse as protection from any
serious construction errors when applying
the full 13.8 V. At full voltage, the current
drawn by the amplifier during receive should
be about 10 mA. Next, set the OVERVOLTAGE alarm. Adjust the voltage at the wiper
terminal of R15 to 4.68 V. 6 If you can vary
the dc supply voltage, the OVERVOLTAGE
LED should light at about 14.5 V.
When making the following adjustments,

it is necessary to adjust the turns spacing on
the toroidal inductors. For safety, do this only
when no RF drive is applied.
Connect the TR control to the DSP-10 and
connect J1, the amplifier’s RF input, to the
DSP-10 antenna connector. In CW mode,
increase the DSP-10’s RF power slowly until the RF OUT LED (D3) glows. Then adjust
the turns spacing on L2 and L3 to extinguish
the HIGH VSWR light (D4). This indicator is
about 10 times more sensitive than the RF
OUT LED, but it should be possible to extinguish the HIGH VSWR LED completely. Continue this adjustment process while increas-

Now you’re ready to get on the air with a
medium-sized signal. You can increase
power even further by cascading another
amplifier. Or, use some of the signal processing in the DSP-10 to work deeper into the
noise. QRP power levels have pushed the
idea of “working smarter instead of harder.”

Pretty outside and pretty inside, the Brickette’s construction reflects a caring hand. At
the top-left rear the RF-amplifier module can be seen fastened to the base of the
enclosure, which serves as a heat sink for the module. The relay is at the upper-right
and a kludge area is visible at the lower right behind the front panel.

This rear-panel view of the 8-W Brickette shows compact but uncrowded I/O
connectors clearly labeled.

ing the drive power. You can measure the
voltage at the output of the SWR op amp (U2
pin 14) and continue to minimize this voltage, although the VSWR LED is not lit.
Optimize the amplifier matching by measuring the power output as indicated by the dc
voltage at U2 pin 7 and adjusting L1’s turn
spacing (and perhaps changing the value of C4)
for maximum output at high drive. Don’t expect major changes with these adjustments as
the amplifier is inherently quite well matched.
While in transmit, check that the bias
voltage at pin 3 of U1 is about 4.9 V and
that the idling current with no RF drive applied is about 140 mA.

Performance
Figure 3 shows the power output and
current level for various drive levels. The

CW output is over 8 W for the two devices
that I tested. When tested with a two-tone
input signal and an output of 8 W PEP, the
IMD level is down 28 dB for third-order
products and 43 dB for fifth-order products
(see Figure 4). The strongest harmonic is
the second (at about 292 MHz) and this is
65 dB down from peak output, more than
enough to meet FCC 2002 requirements.7

Concluding Thoughts
Several areas on the PC board have either a ground plane section or pads for
mounting transistors, resistors and other
components. These areas are available to
you to use for modifications or additions
to the amplifier (perhaps you have an application that needs an input TR relay or
you need a different control circuit).

Notes
1
Bob Larkin, W7PUA, “The DSP-10: An AllMode 2-Meter Transceiver Using a DSP IF
and PC-Controlled Front Panel,” QST ,
 Part 1, Sept 1999, pp 33-41, —Part 2, Oct
1999, 34-40, —Part 3, Nov 1999, pp 42-45.
Additional information on that project is
available on the author’s Web site, http://
www.proaxis.com/~boblark/dsp10.htm.
Any future information about this amplifier
project will be placed at this Web site.
2
The directivity of a coupler is the difference,
in decibels, between the forward signal and
the reflected signal, when the coupler is
properly terminated in its designed load, in
this case, 50 Ω. Couplers constructed from
transmission lines have high directivity over
a very wide frequency range. These lumpedelement couplers are restricted in the frequency range where their isolation is high,
but offer simplicity instead.
3
Gerber files for making the PC board can be
obtained from the author. Alternatively,
unpopulated PC boards are available from
Mashell Electric, PO Box 5, Eatonville, WA
98328. Price: $20 each in the US, $21 in
Canada (air mail) and $22.50 (air mail) elsewhere. These boards have plated through
holes, a solder mask on the component side
and a silk-screened legend. Check their
Web site http://members.aol.com/w7slb/
w7slb.htm for details.
4
See Sam Ulbing, N4UAU, “Surface Mount
Technology—You Can Work with It!”,
QST Part 1, Apr 1999, pp 33-39;  Part 2 ,
May 1999, pp 48-50;  Part 3 , Jun 1999, pp
34-36; Part 4 , pp 38-41. Additional comments from Avery Davis, WB4RTP, can be
found in the QST Technical Correspondence, Feb 2000, p 70. Surface-mount
techniques are used for the DSP-10
transceiver. Some people were initially
concerned about dealing with the tiny components, but after constructing the board,
most builders felt that it went well.
5
A satisfactory dummy load for 144 MHz can
be constructed from four 200-Ω, 3-W metaloxide resistors. Arrange them in parallel
around a coax connector. Short leads are
important. Do not use wire-wound resistors.
6
The OVERVOLTAGE alarm triggers when the
dc supply voltage is greater than 14.5 V. If
an adjustable dc supply is available, you can
set this directly. Alternatively, set the voltage at the wiper of R15 to 0.360×(V − 0.6),
where V is the dc supply voltage.
7
Larry Price, W4RA, and Paul Rinaldo, W4RI,
“WARC97, An Amateur Radio Perspective,”
QST, Feb 1998, pp 31-34. By these rules,
an 8-W 2-meter transmitter must suppress
the harmonics by at least 52 dB. Greater
amounts of suppression are required for
higher power levels.

Bob Larkin, W7PUA, has been active since he
was first licensed in 1951 as WN7PUA. Bob
holds an MSEE from New York University and
is a consulting engineer for communication companies. His interests are primarily VHF/UHF
and microwaves; he is active on all bands from
10 to 10368 MHz, with a particular interest in
pushing the limits of weak-signal work. You can
contact Bob at 2982 NW Acacia Pl, Corvallis,
OR 97330; boblark@proaxis.com.
Photos by Joe Bottiglieri, AA1GW
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By Alan Dove, N3IMU

New York City ARES
Takes to the Water
Hosting competitive swimmers in a marathon-like race through the
shipping lanes that surround a densely populated island?
You’d better have hams on board!
was early on a Saturday morning.
Sane people were still asleep and
on dry land, but I was sitting atop
a cooler on the stern of a skiff,
bouncing on a mixed chop of boat wakes
in the East River. An overcast sky threatened rain and there was an unseasonably
damp chill in the June air.
The checkpoint captain was standing at
the console next to the skipper, watching a
slow procession of boats in the distance.
We were enjoying the first peaceful moments since the start of the race.
The respite was short-lived. The checkpoint captain looked at his watch, then turned
to me and rattled off a rapid-fire list of traffic for the radio net: “Tell Danny to go up to
Spuyten Duyvil. Have High Five hold station at the Queensboro Bridge and check off
the racers as they pass. Eddie’s boat should
stay here and follow the last contestant
upriver. We’re moving up to Hell Gate.”
“Net control, this is N3IMU on Amy II,”
I said, raising my voice and holding my
hand-held radio close to my mouth as the
skipper goosed the throttle and sent us surging north through the waves.
Within minutes, hams on the other boats
confirmed their orders and I continued listening to the net while hunched in the stern
of the boat, shielding my batteries and radios from the spray coming over the bow.
The New York City skyline slipped past as
we moved through the field of boats, slowing periodically to check on the contestants—swimmers!
Two thoughts that had been running
through my mind all morning: These people
are crazy; and this has to be the most interesting public service event I’ve ever seen.

It

The Race
The event is the annual Marathon Swim
Around Manhattan, which is exactly what
the name says. About two-dozen elite swim48
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Can you spot the swimmer? Each contestant was accompanied by a kayak and a
larger boat to protect the swimmer from the water traffic around New York City.

mers from around the world jump into the
water at Battery Park, near the southern tip
of New York’s most densely populated borough, and attempt to swim 28.4 miles in a
complete circuit of the island.
The race is timed so that the swimmers
can take advantage of some of the tidal currents in the city’s waterways. The timing is
primarily an issue of safety rather than a
way to make the swim easier. At certain
times of the day, the East River’s Hell Gate
produces whirlpools and eddies that can
easily pull boats off course and drag swimmers into danger.
For several years race organizers used
marine VHF radios and, more recently, cellular phones to communicate. But even in
a technologically advanced city, this arrangement was inadequate. “Communication has been our biggest weakness in the
past,” said Mark Green, the race’s checkpoint captain, at an early morning meeting
on the dock with the hams from the New
York City ARES group.
Each swimmer is accompanied throughout the race by a kayak and a motorboat.
This allows instant rescues and provides

visibility for the participants, who are otherwise almost impossible to see among the
waves. Race officials patrol the course on
checkpoint boats, making sure the support
boats stay close to their swimmers, watching for rules violations and keeping a close
eye on other waterborne traffic in one of
the nation’s busiest ports.
At the morning meeting, each checkpoint
boat is assigned a ham. Thinking that the
checkpoint captain would probably be on the
most comfortable boat, I immediately volunteered to accompany him. The other hams
were therefore quite amused when my boat
arrived, its salty-looking skipper standing
behind a weather-beaten center console, the
only seat an old cooler placed just forward
of the rattling engine. I suddenly realized
that the checkpoint captain’s skipper and
boat were chosen for experience and reliability, characteristics that do not always
correlate with luxury on the water.
Other checkpoint boats—most with
cushioned seats and some with cabins and
toilets—pulled up to the dock to pick up
the other hams, and we soon reached our
positions for the start of the race.

At an early-morning meeting, N2ZRC (wearing the hat), KE2UN
and N3IMU look on as checkpoint captain Mark Green explains
the day’s operations to other race officials.

Guy Richman, KC2AYG, enjoys a comfortable operating
position in the bow of a checkpoint boat.

A Host of Challenges
We knew that in addition to providing
communication we were having an audition
of sorts. If we could overcome the communication problems experienced during previous races we would probably be invited
back. If not, race officials would probably
go back to using cell phones.
John, KE2UN, the ARES Emergency
Coordinator for Manhattan, directed the
day’s ham operations. Anticipating some
difficulties getting RF out of the concrete
and granite canyons of the city’s waterways, John assigned two hams in cars to
drive around the city, following the race
along the shoreline. Marc, WB2DWC, and
Arte, N2ZRC, became mobile relay stations. As the race progressed, Marc and Arte
alternated net control duties on a simplex
frequency for hams who were unable to
reach the repeater we were using for the
course-wide net.

Murphy Shows Up
About midday the repeater suddenly decided to go haywire, and operations shifted
to the simplex frequency, often requiring
multiple relays for a single message. A major VHF contest scheduled for the same day
added more interest to the event as stations
from as far away as Pennsylvania started
turning up on our simplex frequency. We
also discovered that the area around Spuyten
Duyvil, near the northern tip of Manhattan,
was an RF “black hole,” where hams seemed
to vanish completely until they eventually
emerged on the Hudson River.
Late in the afternoon, Green, the checkpoint captain and source or destination of
the majority of the traffic on the net, congratulated me on the smoothness of the
hams’ communication system and said he
was impressed that there hadn’t been a single
glitch all day. I just smiled and nodded.

If the customer doesn’t know about
the problem, it’s not a problem.

Lessons and Plans
As the last swimmer reached the finish
line, my boat finally pulled up to the dock
(where my day on the water had started)
and I stood on solid ground for the first time
in 13 hours. I arrived home thirsty, hoarse,
sun and wind-burned, exhausted—and grinning from ear to ear. Sure, this was a “public service” event, but it was also a heap of
fun. In addition, it taught us some important lessons.
At one point we were told to be on the
lookout for a swimmer who was not accounted for at one of the checkpoints.
Knowing that the support boat captains
were supposed to monitor a marine VHF
channel, I asked the skipper of my boat if I
could borrow his VHF unit. A call to the
swimmer’s support boat yielded a response,
and we were soon pulling up alongside the
boat. The swimmer had decided to drop out
of the race and was safely on board.

Use the best means of communication
for the job—even if it’s not a ham
transceiver.
This event presented the hams with challenges they had never encountered before.
Most of the NYC ARES hams who helped
with the Marathon Swim also volunteer
each year for the New York City Marathon,
and there was general agreement that despite
the much smaller number of contestants, the
swim presents a far greater communication
challenge. Sitting in the rain on a pitching
boat while trying to transmit over the noise
of an outboard motor creates a new appreciation for the headphones and the waterproof “dry bag” you left at home.

Planning is crucial for any event, but so
is adaptability.

Throughout the day, race organizers
flooded us with praise, saying they couldn’t
imagine how they had ever held this event
without us. At the start/finish line, John
(KE2UN) also fielded questions from New
York City Parks Department officials who
were on hand for the event. News reporters
and spectators quickly figured out that if
they needed information about the progress
of the race, the hams were the ones to ask.

It takes time to answer questions from
the “peanut gallery,” but opportunities
for good publicity are rare. Take
advantage of them when they happen.
The Marathon Swim Around Manhattan
was a significant success for our ARES
group. A team of dedicated, skilled volunteers pulled together and overcame a series
of problems to provide communication for
a major athletic event. KE2UN was net control, while N2ZRC and WB2DWC ran the
mobile relay stations. WA3YRE acted as
alternate net control from the North Cove
Marina, and KC2EFQ, N2NDV, KC2COP,
KB2WCB, KC2AYG, N2EOI and N3IMU
were stationed on the checkpoint boats.
The organizers of the Swim have invited
us to help out again, and we have been working on ideas to improve our radio nets and
coverage. With a few portable APRS systems we could track the progress of some of
the kayaks and support boats without having to put a ham on each one. One of our
members is considering anchoring his sailboat near Spuyten Duyvil the night before
the race so he can set up a temporary repeater with an antenna at the top of the mast.
And most importantly, I plan to remember
my headphones, and to take a close look at
the accommodations on the boats before
volunteering for a particular assignment!
You can contact the author at 712 W
176th St, Suite 2A, New York, NY 100337502; alanwdove@earthlink.net.
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By Jean Wolfgang, WB3IOS

Kid’s Day Just Keeps
Growing

Your focus may be on Field Day, but
don’t forget Kid’s Day on June 17!

it’s June, it must be Kid’s Day! On
June 17, 2000, kids of all ages will
be invited to experience Amateur
Radio first hand. Many hams participate with their own children, grandchildren, nieces and nephews, but this event
isn’t just for relatives. Consider inviting
your coworkers and their children, or your
neighbor’s family. Not only is the event fun,
you’re sowing seeds that may someday
“blossom” into new Amateur Radio
operators.
Kid’s Day began in 1994 as the
brainchild of the Boring (Oregon) Amateur
Radio Club. (They asked the ARRL to
assume sponsorship in 1999.) The first
events were centered on a one-hour time
slot. Kids made contact and exchanged
favorite colors, contest fashion. The first
event was considered a success not only
because 40 kids participated, but also
because the children and the amateurs had
such an enjoyable time. The decision to
repeat the event proved to be a wise move
and it has grown ever since. The January
2000 Kid’s Day saw more than 1000
children participating in a six-hour event.
If you want your kids to have a great
time (and be ready to come back for more),
allow them to dictate the pace and duration
of the event. Kid’s Day should be a pleasure
for both of you. Do the kids appear to be
losing interest while you tune around
looking for signals? Why not let them try
their hand at tuning? If they are ready to
leave, don’t protest. It is better for a child
to have 15 minutes of fun than to be forced
to spend 1 hour at the radio long after his
or her attention has wandered elsewhere!
Besides, kids change their minds so often
that in a few minutes they may be sitting
beside you again.
One thing about Kid’s Day has held true
over the years: The comments from the
hams and kids haven’t changed much. The
children genuinely look forward to Kid’s
Day—and so do the adults!

If
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Steve Benell, WA9JNM, and his daughter enjoy Kid’s Day.

Kid’s Day Rules
Date: June 17, 2000.
Time: 1800 to 2400Z. No limit on operating time.
Suggested Exchange: Name, age, location and favorite color. You are encouraged to
work the same station again if an operator has changed.
Call: “CQ Kid’s Day.”
Suggested Frequencies: 28350 to 28400 kHz, 21380 to 21400, 14270 to 14300 kHz
and 2-meter repeater frequencies with permission from your area repeater sponsor.
Observe third party traffic restrictions when making DX QSOs.
Reporting: Logs and comments may be posted via e-mail to: kids@contesting.com.
You may review these postings at http://www.contesting.com/kids/. Those without
Internet access may forward comments to the Boring Amateur Radio Club at the address shown below.
Awards: All participants are eligible to receive a colorful certificate. Send a 9 × 12 SASE
to: Boring Amateur Radio Club, PO Box 1357, Boring, OR 97009. More details may be
obtained on the Web at: http://www.jzap.com/k7rat/.

By Bob Inderbitzen, NQ1R

Superfest 2000
Hams meet manufacturers at the big Amateur Electronic Supply open house.
ind of like a hamfest. Almost
like a convention. Call it what
you want, Superfest drew over
800
800 people to Amateur Electronic Supply (AES) headquarters in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin on April 7 and 8.

K

For the sixth year, the spacious AES warehouse was set up as a makeshift exhibit
hall where over 36 product lines were displayed. Manufacturing and publishing
representatives were on hand to greet attendees, and answer burning questions

about the latest equipment. Radio clubs
and area organizations participated in the
event which included guided tours of a
new emergency communications van
sponsored by Milwaukee-Waukesha
ARES. Rounding out the event were edu-

The busy front counter. Customers enjoyed shopping for
special bargains. In-store prize drawings were held throughout
the weekend.

AES staff welcomed hundreds of visitors throughout Superfest
2000. Posing at the front counter are (left to right) Carl Hansen,
WB9STM; Jim Pech, WB9LSR; Tom Pachner, N9UUJ and Mike
Hansen, N9LBQ. Not seen here is Molly Schreiber, Superfest
Coordinator.

Mike Broga, W9QS (middle) of Hal Communications with ARRL
members Harvey Friedrich, N9NDP (left), and Herbert Ladwig,
W9PHJ (right).

Among the staff attending on behalf of ARRL was Advertising
Manager John Bee, N1GNV (left) seen here with Bob Locher,
W9KNI (right) of Butternut antennas and Bencher paddles.
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Industry Powwow
A pre-Superfest gathering of manufacturing representatives was
sponsored at the lodge of AES owner Phil Majerus. Ray Grenier,
K9KHW, AES Manager of Marketing and Advertising, described the
full day “get-together” as a chance for Amateur Radio marketing personnel to “talk about issues facing the ham radio industry” and recent
license restructuring. ARRL Executive Vice President Dave Sumner,
K1ZZ addressed the industry attendees, stressing the importance of
ongoing local efforts in the areas of new ham recruitment. “As all politics is local, so is the case here, “ he said. Sumner also presented a
Saturday afternoon forum at Superfest. Outlining a vision for Amateur
Radio in the coming years, he spoke about ARRL’s future involvement
in supporting new technologies and technological education; collaborative efforts between amateur and scientific exploration; the increasing role of amateurs in providing emergency communications; and new
programs that promote personal achievements.

Note: A second industry meeting will be held in conjunction with
Ham-Com 2000 (the Texas State Convention) on June 8. Industry
members interested in attending the meeting should contact Evelyn
Garrison, WS7A, e-mail egarrison@earthlink.net.

Prospective hams Merv Milosch (left) and Bryan Halverson
(right) went home with a great deal of information about ICOM’s
extensive line of amateur transceivers.

At Yaesu’s busy booth, customers got a close look at the
company’s two new VHF radios.
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Enjoying a break during the industry meeting were ARRL
Executive Vice President Dave Sumner, K1ZZ (left) and
Katsumi “Naky” Nakata, KE6RD/JE3AVS of Alinco.

Leo Fahmie, KJ6HI of Kenwood (right) with Myrna Staal, K6MYM
(left) of M2 Antennas.

Heather Collier, K6HEY (left) and Ken Collier, KO6UX (middle) of
ADI/Pryme/Premier Communications with customer Joyce
Thompson, KB9TFE (right).

Robert Syms, KO6ZL (right) of Maha lead a Friday afternoon
forum about batteries, emphasizing Nickel Metal Hydride versus
NiCd technology.

Customers browsed Mirage’s large exhibit of amplifiers and
other products.

Richard Henf, KD4DQN (right) showing off GAP’s multi-band
verticals to James Nevitt, KG9LS (left) and Gehl Entwhistle,
KB9DVC (middle).

Cheryl Seiwald (right) of Kantronics with ARRL Advertising
Manager John Bee, N1GNV (left). Kantronics displayed their line
of digital mode controllers.

cational forums and license exams sponsored by the Milwaukee
Radio Amateurs Club.

Superfest 2000 Showcase

Dave Landis, WA3HDW (left) and Jeanna Landis (middle) of
International Antenna Corporation with Ken Eggert, W9MOT.

Among this year’s Superfest manufacturing and publishing
representatives were: ADI/Premier/Pryme; Alinco; Alpha Delta/
Outbacker; Amateur Radio Trader; ARRL; Ameritron; Badger
State Smoke Signals; Belden Wire & Cable; Bencher/Butternut;
Cable X-perts; Celestron; CQ; Cushcraft; FreePlay; GAP Antenna; Glen Martin Engineering; Gordon West Radio School;
HAL Communications; Heil Sound Ltd; Hy-Gain; International
Antenna; ICOM; Kantronics; Kenwood; Larsen; M2 Antennas;
MAHA; MFJ Enterprises; Mirage; Motorola FRS; Polyphaser;
SGC; Times Microwave Systems; Unified Microsystems;
Vectronics; W5YI and Yaesu.
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By Kirk A. Kleinschmidt, NT0Z

Support Your Local Hamfest!
Local hamfests have a certain charm that is by definition unattainable
by theme-park-size mega-hamfests and regional/national radio conventions. If you need a booster shot full of ham radio camaraderie and allaround fun, do like the title says and support your local hamfest.
sure I’ll never forget my first
hamfest. I was 14 years old
when I somehow convinced
my Dad to give me a ride to
the annual summer hamfest in St. Cloud,
Minnesota, some 30 miles from home. At
that time—1976 or 1977—the gathering
was held in a park adjacent to the Mississippi River on the north edge of Sauk Rapids. I could see the festivities from quite a
ways back as we approached. The booths,
tables and tailgaters seemed to stretch forever. I’ve since attended much bigger
hamfests, but as a first-timer, the St. Cloud
event seemed like a local version of the
Dayton Hamvention.
After paying the buck or so admission
(ah, the good old days!) I couldn’t decide
where to start and what to see first. Radios
and other exotic “thingys” were piled high
in every direction. And the people were,
too—most of them hams. A lot of these
folks seemed to know each other. They were
standing around in small clumps, chatting
away about repeater frequencies (repeaters
were a rarity in semi-rural Minnesota in
those days), AM power amplifiers and the

I’m

usual gallbladder operations.
I sacrificed the conversation (because I
didn’t know anyone it wasn’t too hard) and
gave in to my passion—radio gear! I made
a quick mental layout of the flea market and
tried to stick to a reconnaissance plan as I
tried to scan all possible offerings. My eyes
were bigger than my wallet, however, so
most of my shopping was of the window
variety.
Still, I had about $40 in my pocket, and
before the day was over I would manage to
spend most of it. My Dad would later
grumble about me bringing home more
“junk.” In those days I was a rabid scavenger of anything radio related. Some of the
older hams in the area had furthered my
cause by cleaning out their own junkboxes
and dumping the stuff in my basement. The
hamfest booty had lots of company!
After racing around the flea market area
until I was suitably exhausted, I managed
to meet a few people and have a few conversations. My hometown was home to only
five other hams, so I had to start branching
out somewhere!
Around suppertime—soon to be head-

Small hamfests attract vendors, too. Mike, KC5QCL, with Texas
Connectors showed up at the Brenham, Texas gathering last April.
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ing-home time—I drifted toward the sound
of the blues. Texas Blues, that is. A rather
decent blues band had started playing inside a small gazebo in the courtyard. As I
listened to the wailing guitar, I heard something else going on inside the rhythm. It was
slowly worming its way into my brain. Hey!
The bass guitar guy was sending “CQ DX”
as he plunked out his riffs!
When the tunes had switched to jazz,
there was that sneaky Morse code riff. And
because jazz was the order of the day, the
code now had a “swing” to it, as if it were
being sent by an old-timer pushing a
sideswiper key.
About this time the “corn feed” commenced. For you non-Midwesterners, a
corn feed is pretty much what it sounds like.
Anyone who so desires starts eating corn
on the cob until they can’t (or won’t) eat
any more. The steaming hot cobs are
plucked out of a huge vat of boiling water
by the “cob wrangler,” who wields a mighty
set of stainless steel tongs. Add a little salt
and an unlimited supply of fresh butter and
you have, well—a corn feed! Y’all might
“feed” on other stuff in various parts of the

Jeff, N5MNW, gains some “altitude” to snag a potential buyer at
the Brenham, Texas fleamarket.

country, but in the farm belt corn—not
Elvis—is King.
With an overfull belly and butter-slicked
hands, it was time to load my goodies into
the van. Dad had pulled up in the parking
lot and let loose on the horn a time or two.
I’m sure he was surprised to see me appear
so quickly. He had recently transported me
to an exam session at the FCC Field Office
in St Paul (100 miles from home). I started
out by taking the General-class exam…and
because I somehow managed to pass it, I
took the Advanced test “just to get a look
at it.” Two hours later (two hours late) I
made it to the parking lot. Dad had read
several newspapers—but I had managed to
pass both tests. I would soon be accessing
parts of the bands I once thought would be
off limits for years! No amount of grumbling could dampen my spirits.
This mix of wonders had hooked me but
good—and I’ve been attending hamfests
ever since (big, small and in-between).
Each one is different, of course, but each
one has its treasures. Sometimes it’s the
people I meet, sometimes it’s the goodies I
uncover, and sometimes it’s both. If you’re
still reading, it’s a safe bet that you’ve seen
right through the article’s transparent title.
Yes, this article is a blatant attempt to encourage you to attend at any and all
hamfests in your area—especially the
smaller gatherings.

Gripes Rebutted
When the subject of hamfests comes up,
people—even hams—can get a bit grumpy.
Let’s address a few of these issues to see if
we can overcome the typical objections.
• Big Fests get all the attention. There’s
nothing new here. Big fests—like big anything—get big attention. Little hamfests get
less attention, but they may offer more, especially to typical attendees. Search these
fests out by checking QST’s hamfest calendar, checking hamfest-related web sites
and asking local club members. They’re out
there—you just might have to dig a little
deeper to find them.
• The Internet and online auctions are
eating into the hamfest “market.” This is
absolutely true, and there is nothing you can
do about it. Internet commerce is reshaping all markets, ham radio included. The
Internet might be a good place to buy and
sell radio gear (and then again it might
not)—but it doesn’t have corn feeds, faceto-face conversation and cunning bass guitarists. In addition, hamfests allow you to
see and touch your potential purchases.
• There’s too much computer stuff and
not enough radio stuff. This, too, is true.
And unchangeable. Computers and ham
radio are inseparably bonded. And in a way,
computers are the modern ham radio
equivalent to millions of youngsters and

newcomers. In an ironic twist, radios are
now computers! You don’t agree? What
about direct digital synthesis, DSP, LCDs,
CMOS chips and radios with operating systems? What’s a computer and what’s a radio? It’s difficult to tell! Heck, I can hear
my computers on my radios—so I know
firsthand that computers are radios…
A reluctance to change is nothing new.
When SSB rigs had all but replaced AM
gear, the hard-core AMers felt left out. So
did the spark-gappers who’d been nudged
aside by the oscillator guys. Don’t let a little
computer gear—or a lot of computer gear—
ruin your enjoyment of ham radio and
hamfests.

Reasons to Get off the Couch
We all have our own reasons for attending hamfests, but in case you’re not already
chomping at the bit, let me suggest a few
more to spur you on. The list if far from
exhaustive.
• Meet others face to face. Ham radio is
typically a mike-to-mike (or key-to-key)
kind of communication. Seeing the folks
who are on the other end of the circuit is
good for the soul—and often a few laughs.
And whether you’re laughing with them or
laughing at them, laughing is still laughing!
• Know who’s on the repeater. This is
really a sub category of the paragraph
above. The folks who inhabit your “repeater
space” are often a bit more up close and
personal. Whether you’re meeting the local SKYWARN spotters or simply putting
a face to that much-discussed gall bladder,
remaining isolated isn’t good for you.
Meeting other hams in the flesh is a good
idea.
• Connect with local clubs (official and
otherwise). Want to meet the folks from the
local radio club(s)? They’ll be at the
hamfest—looking for you!
• Corn Feeds and Banquets. The way to
a ham’s heart is still often in the vicinity of
his stomach (Field Day experience provides
certain evidence of this). Whatever your
regional favorite, you can eat a lot of it at
the next hamfest.
• Flea markets are still fun and amazing. Who can resist the flea market portion
of any hamfest, big or small? Not you, I
hope! You can find a treasure (or six) and
even sell your excess stuff. Bartering and
haggling is still fun, especially face to face.
You’ll probably find stuff you didn’t even
know you wanted.
• Meet the vendors. Even if you’re totally disinterested in used gear and “miscellanea,” hamfests are great places to meet
manufacturers, vendors and resellers of
every shape and size. And almost every
hamfest is home to at least one of several
archetypal “guys” (or gals) who ply the

hamfest trade. You might meet Battery Guy
(with his thousands of rechargeable batteries for every conceivable application);
Antenna Guy (whose table sports an array
of assembled wire antennas that cost less
than the parts themselves do at your local
hardware store); or Connector and Coax
Guy (he’s often related to Antenna Guy).
Whatever the case, these are a bunch of
Guys you want to meet!
• Take a ham test. Ham radio exams are
still offered at local hamfests.
• Hunt for Foxes. Foxhunting (friendly
radio direction-finding competitions) are
especially popular on the coasts. While everyone else is eating corn, you can be
scrambling through the woods in search of
hidden transmitters. This is fun—and it
builds your appetite for the “feed.”
• Learn something new. Informative programs and presentations aren’t the exclusive property of big hamfests and radio conventions. And when you sign up for a presentation on DXing or PSK31 at a local
hamfest, you’ll probably have a better
teacher/student ratio and a more interactive,
relaxed environment.
• Win a prize. Although the door prizes
don’t often include the keys to a new European sports car, small hamfests have door
prizes and giveaways just the same. Your
chances of winning are definitely better, too.

Conclusion
I could go on and on—as if I haven’t
already! The message is simple. Just like
the title says: Support your local hamfest.
You’ll be glad you did. They’ll be glad you
did. And you’ll be making memories you’ll
cherish (or at least remember warmly) for
the rest of your days. I’ll see you there…

NEW PRODUCTS
VX-5 RADIO GLOVE FROM
CUTTING EDGE ENTERPRISES
◊ Cutting Edge Enterprises’ VX-5 Radio Glove
not only protects your Yaesu VX-5R from the
wear and tear that inevitably results from typical everyday use, it also provides a handy storage pouch for the unattached portion of the
transceiver’s three-section multiband antenna.
The VX-5 Radio Glove is constructed of
glove quality leather. The PTT button and the
top knobs of the radio are easily accessible
with it safely in the pouch. Vent holes in the
leather serve as paths for the transmit and receive audio. Velcro equipped top flaps hold
the radio securely but still make it easy to pop
the pouch open for viewing the display or for
removing the H-T for keypad operations.
Price: $19.95. For further information,
contact Cutting Edge Enterprises, 1803 Mission Street, Suite 546, Santa Cruz, CA 95060;
tel 800-206-0115, fax 831-426-0115, cee
@cruzio.com.
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By Jean Wolfgang, WB3IOS

Ed Petzolt, K1LNC—
1999 ARRL International
Humanitarian Award Winner
he ARRL International Humanitarian Award was created to recognize the efforts of Amateur
Radio operators who selflessly
use their time and talent to aid others
throughout the world. The 1999 ARRL International Humanitarian Award goes to an
amateur who meets these criteria completely: Ed Petzolt, K1LNC, of Hobe
Sound, Florida.

KH2TD, while they were anchored near
Honduras. Jacco’s son, Willem, was shot
and seriously wounded in the attack. After
the boy was airlifted to a hospital, Ed was
able to phone patch the van Tuijls via Amateur Radio so that they could discuss their
son’s condition with the hospital authorities. He was able to call the hospital with
the help of information from the US Embassy in Tegucigalpa, Honduras.

Terror in Guatemala

40 Years of Service

On June 29, 1998 Ed responded to an
emergency transmission from Elam,
TG9XQS. Within seconds he learned that
Guatemalan terrorists had kidnapped four
missionaries and taken them into the jungle.
They threatened to execute their hostages
one by one unless they received a ransom
of $300,000. Elam, the husband of one
hostage and the father of another, had managed to elude capture and make his way to
his ham rig—the only means of communication from the remote location.
Ed phone-patched Elam to the US Embassy in Guatemala City. Alerted to the
situation, the Guatemalan officials dispatched military and police personnel to
Elam’s compound.
For the next seven hours Ed remained
at his radio to provide communications and
relay information that would eventually
contribute to the successful rescue of the
hostages and the capture of the terrorists.
Ed is quick to acknowledge the help and
support of Bud Palmer, KC4LCD, Tim
Reeves, WB4WUK, and everyone else who
helped keep the frequency clear.
The story of Petzolt’s efforts is detailed
in “Guatemala Rescue!” in The ARRLWeb
Extra for September 1, 1998, on the
ARRLWeb Members Only site at: http://
www.arrl.org/members-only/extra/features/1998/0901/1/index.html.

Ham radio has been a large part of Ed’s
life for about 40 years. He became interested in radio as a young boy and passed
his Novice test in 1959 with the patient help
of his Elmer, W1ODS (SK). Less than a
year later, he upgraded to General and presently holds an Amateur Extra. K1LNC is
an active member of the Jupiter Tequesta
Repeater Group in Jupiter, Florida, as well
as the Martin County ARES/RACES. Ed is
also an active ARRL Volunteer Examiner
and an ARRL Official Emergency Station.
As if that wasn’t enough, Ed has also been
assisting the FCC in successfully identifying sources of deliberate interference to the
repeaters in his area.
While Ed was living in Toronto, Canada
(as VE3NBX) his father in Massachusetts
became seriously ill. Several hams made it
possible for Ed to stay in contact with his
family and he has never forgotten their
kindness. He continues to show his gratitude to the ham community by offering a
toll-free telephone service through the Intercontinental Traffic Net and the Maritime
Mobile Service Net for US and Canadian
military personnel, as well as maritime
mobiles.
One of Ed’s most memorable moments
on the air occurred while he was still living in Canada. During the Gulf War he ran
a phone patch for a sailor aboard a US naval vessel. When the sailor’s wife gave birth
to their first child, Ed made it possible for
the sailor to hear his newborn son’s cries
over the radio.

T

Saving Lives, Mending Hearts
Using Amateur Radio to save lives has
become almost routine for K1LNC. While
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Pat and Ed Petzolt

testing a cellular telephone for one of his
business clients, Ed witnessed a terrible
traffic accident. He attempted to reach
emergency services with the cell phone, but
the system was down. Ed quickly grabbed
his H-T and accessed the repeater autopatch
to call 911. Several people were critically
injured, but thanks to Ed and the H-T help
arrived in minutes.
In February 2000 he put his station to
work arranging heart surgery in the United
States for Hillary Michele, a nine-month
old girl from Honduras who suffers from a
congenital heart condition. (Although she
appears to be on the road to recovery, she
will need further surgery in the future.)
Most recently, Ed played a key role in
the March 2000 incident in which pirates
attacked the family of Jacco van Tuijl,

Accepting Nominations for 2000
Do you know someone like Ed?
Perhaps this is the year to honor them
with the ARRL 2000 International
Humanitarian Award. Additional
informa-tion and a nomination form
are available by calling 860-594-0219,
or e-mailing jwolfgang@arrl.org.

WORKBENCH
PROJECTS AND INFORMATION FOR THE ACTIVE AMATEUR

The Doctor is IN
Q

Q

A

A

Tim, WD8OQX, asks, “I live in an apartment and I need
to run a length of coax from my radio through a window
to an outdoor antenna. The trick is that I need to do it without
modifying or damaging the window. Do you have any ideas?”
The Doctor was once faced with a similar problem while
living in a condominium. My solution was the old open-thewindow-slightly-and-place-a-board-there scheme.
See Figure 1. Cut a piece of 2 × 4 lumber so that it fits snugly
into the lower sash. Drill a hole large enough to pass your coaxial
cable. Pass the cable through the board and through the window.
Close the window onto the board and use another length of board
between the top of the window and the upper frame to prevent the
window from being opened from the outside. Connect the coax to
your antenna, but leave enough slack in the cable to form a drip
loop just outside the window. Finally, buy some packing foam
material and use it to block any drafty gaps created by your new
installation. When it’s time to move, the entire assembly can be
torn down in minutes without damage to the window.

Q

What is the precise ratio of frequency (in hertz) to bandwidth (in meters)? I have seen a six-digit figure floating
around, but that may not be very exact. It’s likely that the ratio
number could go on forever in precision, but can you give it to
me in as many digits as possible?
Is this sufficiently precise?
1 Hz = 299,792,458 meters
You’ll find a terrific page on the Web for looking up constants
at: http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Constants/index.html.

A

Gene, WA2FLN, asks, “For the last 20 years I’ve been
feeding my antenna with a length of Belden RG-8U coax.
If I place a dummy load at the antenna I still measure a 1:1
SWR in the shack, but I wonder whether I should replace the
old feed line anyway. What do you think?”
The conductors inside the cable have a tendency to oxidize
over time and the dielectric may begin to absorb some moisture. All of this leads to increased loss, which will make your
SWR look better than it actually is. I would consider 15-20 years
to be the useful limit for coax, but it will vary quite a bit depending
upon the environment and the materials used to make the coax.
If you really want to evaluate the condition of your coax, the
best thing to do is to measure the RF power at the input of the cable,
and at the dummy load on the other end. Subtract the input power
from the power measured at the dummy load and you’ll know how
much RF you’re losing in the cable. Compare the total loss to the
specifications for your cable. This will tell you how much your 20year-old coax has departed from its original pristine condition. For
RG8U, the power loss in a 50-foot section at 14 MHz should be
roughly 0.4 dB, which is about 9 W out of 100 W.

Q
A

Frank Caputo, WA2AAW, asks, “What is an iambic
keyer or iambic keying?”
An iambic keyer is an electronic keyer that can be operated
by a set of two paddles. By convention, for a right-handed
person, the right paddle (index finger) produces continuous dits
when depressed and the left paddle (the thumb) produces continuous dahs. The iambic part comes into play when the paddles are
squeezed together (both thumb and index finger). This causes the
iambic keyer to produce an alternating dit-dah-dit-dah.
From Webster’s dictionary: i·amb (ìıàmb´, ìıàm´) noun
A metrical foot consisting of an unstressed syllable followed by a
stressed syllable or a short syllable followed by a long syllable, as in
delay.

Q
A

Figure 1—A narrow 2x4 with a properly drilled hole will pass
a coaxial cable through a window without damaging or
modifying the window itself.

Colin, VE1CSM, asks, “I’ve built a computer interface
for use with my Kenwood transceiver. The interface works,
but it seems to be generating interference. Can you help?”
Computer interfaces and their connecting cables are all
potential sources of interference, both in terms of RF radiated from the cable and in terms of RF feedback into the devices
the cables are connected to.
The fix for both involves two parts: proper shielding and common-mode noise suppression via the use of ferrites. If you haven’t
put the interface into a metal box, that’s the first thing you want
to do. Second is that you would want to use a cable where all the
signal-carrying conductors are enclosed in a foil (preferably) or
high-density braid shield. A stranded braid wound around the
outside of the other wires is not sufficient.
Even with all that, you may still have problems. The next step
is the judicious application of Type 43 ferrite cores. To suppress
common-mode signals (where the interfering signal is being
picked up by the whole cable), you would take a suitable-size
ferrite and wrap a number of turns of the cable around it. Donutshaped (toroid) cores are best in that they couple the energy back
into the core, whereas rods tend to “leak” a little at the ends. As
far as the number of turns goes, more is generally better, but there
June 2000
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Figure 2—An antenna tuner installed between a transceiver and amplifier will provide a 1:1 SWR for the transceiver to prevent
power foldback. However, the tuner does nothing for the SWR between the tuner and the amplifier.

is a limit. If you wrap three turns around the ferrite and it helps,
that’s great, but if it doesn’t, it usually means you need more
turns. However, if you get a dozen turns around the ferrite and it
doesn’t help, chances are two dozen turns won’t be any better.

Q

Lionel, F5APZ, asks, “When I attempt to use my old
Gonset linear amplifier with my ICOM IC-751 transceiver,
there is a 3:1 SWR between the radio and the amp. Of course, this
causes the 751 to fold back to only 50% output. What could be
causing this?”
My guess would be a problem with the amplifier-input
circuit. A lot of older amps used tuned inputs that were
switched as you changed bands. Over time, the values of the coils
or capacitors can change, resulting in the input impedance changing. If you have the manual for the amp, take a look at the schematic. If the input circuit has adjustable coils or capacitors, you
can try tweaking them for a better match. You could also use an
antenna tuner between the rig and the amp, although you may still
experience some power loss in the input circuit after the tuner.
(Remember: An antenna tuner does not change the SWR at its
output. See Figure 2.)
Although Gonset is long out of business, you might still be
able to obtain a copy of the manual if you need one. To find a
source for old equipment manuals, access the Web and go to the
ARRL Technical Information Service page at: http://www.arrl
.org/tis/ and click on the TISfind link.

A

Q

I’ve been connecting to the Internet with my shack PC at
28.8 kbps. Just this week I received word that DSL will
soon be available in my area and that it would greatly accelerate my Internet access. What can you tell me about DSL?
DSL stands for stands for digital subscriber line, and it takes
advantage of the fact that the total capacity of the telephone line
coming into your home is vastly under-utilized. Simple voice communication uses only about 1% of the available bandwidth, leaving huge
amounts of unused capacity that can support digital transmissions.
DSL uses your telephone line by skipping analog conversion.
That is, there is no digital-to-analog conversation process like you
see (and hear) in conventional modems. Instead, DSL keys digital
data directly on the line. The result is mind-boggling speed—theoretically as high as 8 mbps (megabits, or millions of bits, per second), which is more than 250 times the rate you get at 28.8 kbps.
And because the analog voice signal and digital DSL signals use
different frequencies, they can be transmitted simultaneously. So
not only do you get much higher transmission rates, you can leave
your computer connected to the Internet 24 hours a day and still
receive telephone calls—all over a single copper phone line.
Of course, there is a catch. (Isn’t there always?) DSL signals
attenuate rapidly with distance. For most DSL technologies, the
signal is only viable for 18,000 feet. In other words, if you don’t
live within about 31/ 2 miles of your phone company’s central office, you can forget about DSL. That excludes something in excess of one-third of all homes in the United States.
DSL actually comes in a number of flavors. One of the most
common is ADSL (asymmetric digital subscriber line). Most
home and small office computer users download a lot of data off
the Web, but send relatively little data in the other direction.

A
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ADSL makes use of that by reserving more bandwidth for downstream data flow—from the Web to your computer—than upstream. With ADSL, downstream speeds of up to 6 mbps are
possible (although 1.5 mbps is more typical); upstream tops out
at 640 kbps. ADSL requires the installation of a voice/data splitter at your home. A slightly slower version, called DSL Lite, does
the splitting at the phone company. Other varieties include HDSL
(high bit-rate DSL) which carries equal amounts of data in both
directions and has a maximum rate that is lower than ADSL;
RADSL (rate-adaptive DSL), which analyzes the capacity of a
customer’s phone line and adjusts the rate accordingly; and VDSL
(very high data rate DSL), which can send data at an astonishing
rate of 55 mbps, but only for about 1,000 feet.

Q

Our club is considering an APRS (Automatic Position
Reporting System) balloon project. The payload—a GPS
receiver, packet TNC and 2-meter transmitter will total about
4 pounds. How much helium is the flight going to require?
Your ordinary weather balloon, when filled with helium, is
lighter than air and floats upward as descending air pushes it
out of the way. Like a bubble in water, the helium goes up to make
room for the air going down. The buoyant force that acts on the
helium is equal to the weight of air that the helium displaces.
A cubic foot of air weighs about 0.078 pounds, so the upward
buoyant force on a cubic foot of helium is about 0.078 pounds. A
cubic foot of helium weighs only about 0.011 pounds. The difference between the upward buoyant force on the cubic foot of helium and the weight of the helium is the amount of extra weight
that the helium can lift: about 0.067 pounds. Since your payload
is going to weigh in at about 4 pounds, you’d need about 60 cubic
feet (4 / 0.067) of helium. I’d recommend 100 cubic feet to provide
a good rate of climb and to take into account other weight factors.

A

Q
A

How fast do electrons flow in copper wire?

It turns out that the electrons in copper travel quite slowly
even though electricity travels at almost the speed of light.
That’s because there are so many mobile electrons in copper (and
other conductors) that even if those electrons move only an inch
per second, they comprise a large electric current.
The fact that electricity itself travels at almost the speed of
light just means that when you start the electrons moving at one
end of a long wire, the electrons at the other end of the wire also
begin moving almost immediately. But that doesn’t mean that an
electron from your end of the wire actually reaches the far end any
time soon. Instead, the electrons behave like water in a long hose.
When you start the water moving at one end, it pushes on water
in front of it, which pushes on water in front of it, and so on so that
water at the far end begins to leave the hose. In a wire, the motion
proceeds forward at the speed of light in the wire (actually the
speed at which electromagnetic waves propagate along the wire),
which is only slightly less than the speed of light in vacuum.
Do you have a question or a problem? Ask the doctor!
Send your questions (no telephone calls, please) to:
“The Doctor,” ARRL, 225 Main St, Newington, CT 06111;
doctor@arrl.org; http://www.arrl.org/tis/.

By Gary Gordon, K6KV

Launch Your Field Day Antenna
with a Flingshot
You can build this handy device in one evening. And when you’re finished, you’ll have
the fastest, easiest, and most attention-getting way to put up an antenna.

or many hams, the premier annual operating event is
Field Day. Its allure seems to be its challenge to
our ingenuity: selecting and configuring portable
equipment and antennas that can be rapidly deployed
at a remote site, simulating an emergency situation.
Although many types of antennas have been used for Field
Day, most hams rely on wire antennas supported by trees. Dipoles,
G5RVs and other balanced wire antennas are compact, lightweight

F

and don’t need counterpoises to really “get out.” The only real
problem is how to get them strung up in the trees.

The “Flingshot”
One practical and effective solution to this problem is a contrivance that’s probably as old as radio itself. The modern version
is cobbled together from a slingshot and a fishing reel. Its inventor
has long since been forgotten and, as far as I know, the device has
never had a formal name. I call mine a flingshot. It’s fun, it works
and it’s guaranteed to attract an audience.
In case you’ve never seen one in action, picture the handy
contraption gracefully lofting a fishing sinker just over the top of
your favorite 100-foot tree. Streaming behind the sinker—much
like a wire-guided missile—is a trail of monofilament fishing
line, spooling freely from the flingshot’s fishing reel. Once the
sinker clears the treetops, it seems to hang momentarily before plummeting back to earth. In mere seconds you have
snared the inaccessible top of a tree that’s probably older
than you are.
To finish the skyhook, cut off the sinker and tie a
heavier line (such as 1/13-inch Kevlar1) in its place. This
line will eventually support one end of your antenna.
Make a knot that won’t snag by folding the heavier line
over while doing all the tying with the thinner line. Crank the
monofilament back onto the reel, leaving only the Kevlar line
draped over the tree.
Drape a second tree in the same manner and tie one end of each
Kevlar line to opposite ends of your antenna. Pull firmly to stretch
your antenna and tie off the lines. It’s simple! For a permanent
installation, however, replace the Kevlar lines with Dacron.

Making a Flingshot

The author
poses in
the “launch”
position with
a flingshot.

To begin you’ll need a slingshot, a fishing reel and (possibly)
a sacrificial fishing pole handle. These items can be found in attics, garages and basements—maybe even yours! If you consider
building the slingshot component, just make sure it’s strong
enough to resist breaking.
The fishing reel must be a spinning reel. If you try to use a
baitcasting reel, the line will surely break as the 60-mile-per-hour
sinker tries in vain to accelerate the spool to 20,000 RPM.
1

0.075-inch Kevlar line is available from The Radio Works, tel 800280-8327.
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My smaller flingshot (left) and CMOS-III keyer (atop
a Schurr paddle) make up part of my portable station.

Close-up photo showing the construction of the larger flingshot.

flight, giving a rough indication of the
maximum altitude reached. Four seconds
corresponds to 48 feet, five seconds to
100 feet, six seconds to 144 feet and seven
seconds to 196 feet.
The only trick in using a flingshot
seems to be passing the monofilament
reasonably neatly through the fork of the
slingshot and back to the sinker. If you’re
not careful, the leader may snag and break
(which will happen now and then no matter how careful you are).

Safety First

The main challenge in building a flingshot is deciding how to
attach the reel to the slingshot (a low and forward position is
required). One way is to salvage ferrules, parts and handle from a
fishing pole. Another method involves attaching a forward-projecting dowel to the slingshot handle and using hose clamps to
secure the reel. For my miniature flingshot, the reel’s attachment
foot has been shortened, screwed and epoxied into a recess cut into
the handle of a home-made slingshot.

Setup and Test
Be sure to use a sufficient length of heavy-duty monofilament
fishing line—with at least 200 feet of line on the spool. Spools are
generally marked as to their capacity, making this decision easy.
I load my larger spools with 240 feet of 25-pound-test monofilament. To give the line its desired twist, the spools should initially
be filled at the store or by using an electric drill (not by cranking
the reel). Most spools are removable, and it’s a good idea to take
along a spare.
The lead sinkers should be round or nearly so. Although the
heavier ones won’t carry as far, they drop through trees better. The
two-ounce size is a good all-around choice and can easily reach 80
feet in height. Pack some one-ounce sinkers for the occasional 150foot tree, along with some spares, and you’ll be ready for anything.
Test your new gear in a large deserted parking lot, well away
from other people, power lines, cars and structures. Wear safety
glasses in case something breaks under load (or your sinker hits
the base or sides of your slingshot). Aim up at a steep angle, but
not straight up, and let it fly. A stopwatch can be used to time the
60
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Be sure to read the safety instructions
that come with your slingshot (if you purchased it)—especially those on how to
hold and aim it. They will advise you on
pulling the pouch back to the side of your
cheek—and sighting over one fork—and
never, ever, towards your eye. Make sure the “landing zone” is
clear. Although the sinker will drop slowly through the tree, your
aim might not be that good! And needless to say, don’t point the
flingshot straight up or you will be aiming at you know who!
Finally, never attempt to shoot a line over power cables and do not
select trees that have power cables running through or near them.

Summary
After reading this brief introduction to the flingshot, I hope
you’ll stop trying to throw spark plugs or baseballs over the treetops when it’s time to string your antennas. The flingshot is easier
to use, won’t dislocate your shoulder and, unlike your arm, can lob
a lead sinker over almost any tree you’re likely to encounter.
21112 Bank Mill Rd
Saratoga, CA 95070
gary_gordon@agilent.com

STRAYS
PROG LINE MANUALS
◊ John Kelley, N1XSE, has manuals for the General Electric
“Prog” line of mobile FM transceivers. These units have been
popular for their ability to be easily converted for amateur 2-meter
FM use. For more information e-mail pqrkchqp@aol.com.
Next Stray

By Michael A. Covington, N4TMI

Solving Sound Card
Microphone Problems
Tired of wrangling with unruly sound cards and microphones when configuring your
computer for speech or sound applications—Amateur Radio included? With the secrets
revealed here you’ll soon be hearing the sweet sounds of success!

here are two problems you’re likely to face the first time
you try to use a microphone with your computer’s
sound card. First, many microphones don’t work—at
all! Second, even if you get the microphone working properly, speech recognition software (already widely available and soon
to be bundled into Microsoft Windows) and other applications may fail
to “hear” you talking.
Both problems stem from the fact that sound cards are designed for
use with electret microphones that contain their own preamplifiers.
Even with the proper amplified microphone element the sound card
expects a rather strong signal.
A typical tape recorder or PA system microphone puts out about
1 mV RMS. Sound cards expect about 15 mV. That vast gulf is
spanned by the built-in preamp.
When recognizing speech, your sound card probably expects an
even stronger signal to separate voice information from background
noise. The cure is simple: Use a headset microphone placed about four
inches from your mouth. Your spoken speech sounds are 20 dB louder
there than they are only three feet away.
But don’t put the microphone right in front of your mouth—put
it to the side, instead. Otherwise, the puff of air that accompanies
consonant sounds (such as P and T) will produce an annoying
pop (broadcasters call this a “plosive”). You can verify the sound
quality by using the Windows Sound Recorder to record and play
back your voice.
Why doesn’t an ordinary microphone work when you plug it into
a sound card? Mainly because its output is too low, but also because
the sound card uses the three conductors of the stereo plug in an unexpected way.
Figure 1 shows how a typical miniature stereo plug is configured.

T

Figure 1—A stereo plug has three conductors: tip, ring
and sleeve.

Figure 2—Schematic diagram of a simple microphone
preamplifier for use with sound cards. RadioShack part
numbers are shown in parentheses.
Q1—MPS3904 (276-2016)
R1—100-Ω, 1/4-W resistor (271-1311)
R2—220 kΩ, 1/ 4-W resistor (271-1350)
C1—0.22 µF, 50-V capacitor (272-1070)
PL1—Miniature stereo phone plug configured to match sound
card input
Microphone—Dynamic microphone suitable for tape recorder
or PA system
Other—Microphone input connector (if needed); enclosure
(film can or the like); shielded cable as needed

The three conductors are called “tip,” “ring,” and “sleeve,” and normally carry left channel audio, right channel audio, and ground, respectively. But the microphone input is different, and there’s a lot of
variation among different sound cards. The sleeve is still ground—and
that’s the only thing you can rely on. The ring usually isn’t an audio
input at all; it’s the power supply for the electret microphone, delivered through a resistor. The tip is usually the audio input, and it may
have a power-supply resistor, too.
Fortunately, you can add, to any ordinary microphone, a one-transistor amplifier that will boost its signal, taking power from the sound
card and using the sound card’s built-in resistor as its load. Figure 2
shows how. I’ve obtained excellent results with this circuit and a
RadioShack 600-Ω dynamic microphone. Higher-impedance microphones from tape recorders also work well. With some sound cards
you may need to change the 220 kΩ resistor to a smaller or larger
value. Try everything from 100 kΩ to 1 MΩ and see what gives the
best results. The whole circuit can be built on a tiny scrap of perfboard
and enclosed in a 35-mm film can.
285 St George Dr
Athens, GA 30606
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By H. Ward Silver, N0AX

Test Your Knowledge!
Across
1. Current at the operating point
5. Company that made transistorized radio kits
8. Breakdown from too much voltage
10. Low-power IC technology (abbreviation)
12. Power dissipation (abbreviation)
13. First name of the founder of Collins Radio
14. Operating region in which current stops flowing
16. Low noise amplifiers cost a…
19. Local oscillator (abbreviation)
20. Most transistors are made of this element
21. Control terminal for field-effect transistors
23. Parameter that measures ac current gain
24. Slang for a metal package
25. Current that flows when a device is off
27. A transistor no longer in control of current flow
is probably…
28. Unit of high voltage (abbreviation)
30. Infra-red (abbreviation)
31. Batteries supply this type of current (abbreviation)
33. Logical inversion
34. Analogous to a collector in an FET
37. Internet Service Provider (abbreviation)
39. Oscillator (abbreviation)
41. Turn upside down
47. Circuit with two transistors connected emitter-to-base
48. One type of bipolar transistor
50. What Hamlet had to decide, or base-emitter abbreviation
51. Logic zero and logic one are a Boolean…
52. Pulses per second (abbreviation)
54. A circuit clock provides this type of reference
55. The other type of bipolar transistor
57. Control voltage in a bipolar transistor (abbreviation)
58. Where the action is. A diode has only one of these
59. Milliseconds (abbreviation)

Down
1. Earliest type of transistor construction
2. When the transistor is fully on
3. Milli-micro (abbreviation)
4. Inverse of twice
5. This keeps the cool
6. US company that made the first IC calculator
7. Type of miniature coax connector
9. One of the two noncontrol electrodes of a bipolar transistor
11. Analogous to a bipolar emitter
15. Cut-off frequency (abbreviation)
17. Reproduces signals accurately
18. When operating properly, a PLL is…
22. Complement of 9 Down
23. A high-current device is a power…
26. Material that makes low-noise microwave amplifiers
29. Abbreviation for voltage at an FET drain. V____
32. Synonym for flattopping
34. Simplest bipolar semiconductor
35. Many transistors make up these (abbreviation)
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36. Current that can’t
make up its mind
(abbreviation)
37. How smart you are,
or current at the
quiescent point of
operation
38. These enclose the
transistor
40. A weak power
supply does this in
response to a heavy
current drain
42. Voltage at the load
(abbreviation)
43. Internal transistor temperature (abbreviation)
44. Current flow across a semiconductor junction causes voltage
_____
45. Slang for Morse code dots
46. The terminal of a transistor at the reference voltage is referred to
as _____
49. Radio _____
50. Greek letter signifying dc current gain
53. Rectifier made from a layer of intrinsic (undoped) semiconductor
placed between P- and N-type material.
56. First two variables of thermal noise equation
22916 107th Ave SW
Vashon, WA 98070
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SHORT TAKES

Arrow II Satellite Antenna
The Arrow II is billed as a “satellite antenna,” but I soon
discovered that this clever design could play many roles. The chief
feature of the Arrow II is its portability. This cross-Yagi beam
offers 3 elements on 2 meters and 7 elements on 70 cm. The
individual elements are made from aluminum arrow shafts (hence
the name of the antenna) that screw into each other through holes
in the aluminum boom. When it’s time to travel, the boom can be
quickly split into two short pieces and all of the elements removed.
The entire split-boom version of the antenna can be disassembled
and packaged into a container only 22 inches long and about 4
inches in diameter.
According to the text that appears on the packaging, you
can assemble the Arrow II in one minute. If you have had a lot of
experience with the antenna, that’s probably true (although you’d
still be moving extremely fast!). I timed myself on the first
assembly and I managed to get the antenna put together in 13
minutes. That’s still pretty good for a multielement beam.
The 2-meter and 70-cm inline gamma matching sections are
pretuned and outfitted with BNC feed line connectors, which
makes the process of getting the Arrow II on the air that much
easier. Of course, you can retune the antenna if you have an
accurate VHF/UHF SWR meter or antenna analyzer.
We purchased the model 146/437-10WBP, which includes a
10-W diplexer. The diplexer is installed on a small board that
rests beneath the foam rubber handgrip. The diplexer combines
the 2-meter and 70-cm feed lines into a single piece of coax
running from the grip to your dual-band radio. Since the Arrow II
is primarily designed to be used with FM H-Ts, the 10-W rating
is more than adequate. If you were going to run more power with
the Arrow II, however, you would need to use a higher-power
diplexer, or run separate lines to the individual feed points.

and the results were impressive. During one session we were able
to work the satellite at only 15° elevation with just 2 W output
from our H-T. It was interesting to note that flipping the antenna
from horizontal to vertical polarization on 70 cm (a twist of the
wrist is all it takes) made a substantial difference in the received
signal strength from UO-14. During our tests, horizontal
polarization produced the strongest signals.
The Arrow II was so light (only 19 ounces), it was easy to aim
the antenna with one hand and operate the H-T with the other.
The beam patterns are fairly broad, so precise positioning isn’t
necessary. You can listen to sample audio from our UO-14 tests
in the Amateur Radio section of my personal Web site at: http://
home.att.net/~wb8imy/home.htm.
One afternoon I carried the Arrow II to a hilltop outside of
town and made a few prearranged terrestrial FM and SSB contacts
on both 2 meters and 70 cm. Each contact was a success and the
reports were good. (One of my contacts spanned more than 200
miles on 70-cm SSB.) In this instance I was running 50 W on
both bands, bypassing the diplexer and connecting to the gamma
matches directly. I also had the antenna mounted on a small tripod.
It’s obvious that the Arrow II would make a fine antenna for casual
VHF/UHF contesting in the field. I suspect it would also be a
good choice for transmitter hunting.
The Arrow II is intended to be a portable antenna, but for those
of us who must mount our beams in attics, the Arrow II would be
something to consider as well.

A Worthy Field Day Choice
If your Field Day plans include the FM repeater satellites such
as AO-27, UO-14 and SO-35, the Arrow II is an antenna to consider.
You can transport the antenna to and from the Field Day site with
ease. When a satellite is about to pop over the horizon, you simply
pick up the Arrow, aim and “shoot.” (I had to get the archery
analogy in here somewhere!) The Arrow would also be useful for
the low-Earth orbiting CW/SSB birds such as OSCARs 20 and 29.
It can even function as a 2-meter uplink beam for RS-13.
When you aren’t hunting satellites, you can put the Arrow II
to use grabbing terrestrial Field Day contacts on 2-meter and
70-cm SSB. If you’re running more than 10 W, however, don’t
forget to bypass the diplexer.
Manufacturer: Arrow Antenna Company, 1803 S. Greeley Hwy,
#B, Cheyenne, WY 82007; tel 307-638-2369; arrow146@aol.com;
http://members.aol.com/Arrow146/index.html. Model 146/43710 (single-piece boom), $73; model 146/437-10BP (split boom),
$79; model 146/437-10W (single-piece boom with diplexer), $132;
model 146/437-10WBP (split boom with diplexer), $139.

On the Air with the Arrow II
We tested the Arrow II with the UoSat-14 FM repeater satellite
RICK LINDQUIST, N1RL

QST Product Review Editor Joe Bottiglieri, AA1GW, makes a
contact through UoSat-OSCAR 14 with the Arrow II.

Steve Ford, WB8IMY
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HINTS & KINKS
WHIP ANTENNA STORAGE FOR YOUR MOBILE
◊ When I sold my station wagon and moved the mobile rig and antenna
into a new sedan, I lost a convenient storage place for my 6-foot
whip, just above the headliner. I could only stick an antenna through
an opening in the back seat from the trunk. If you want to carry
passengers, this is inconvenient and antennas can get filthy in the
wind outside the car. I didn’t want to get the seats or passengers dirty.
What I needed was a readily available place under the car.
One evening I was looking at my great-grandfather’s Civil War
sword on the wall when an idea came to me. Why not make a
sheath for my antenna?
My antenna sheath is made of CPVC pipe. This material is
used for both hot and cold plumbing in house construction. It is a
little different from PVC pipe. It has a yellowish tint, thinner walls
and smaller connectors. The antenna sheath consists of six pieces
of CPVC. Starting at the “business end” there is a 3/4-inch threaded
screw cap and a 3/4 threaded male to 3/4 slip-joint adapter. Next,
there’s a short (about three inches) piece of 3/4 pipe, a 3/4 to 1/2
coupler, then a 6-foot piece of 1/2-inch pipe and finally a 1/2 cap.
All of these parts—except the 3/4 cap—are bonded together with
CPVC glue. (See Figures 1 and 2.)
The short piece of 3 / 4 pipe accommodates the antenna
connector. The connector bottoms against the 3/4:1/2 adapter so
that the connector sticks out of the sheath about 1/4 inch. This
allows you to grip it with your thumb and forefinger when the
3
/4 cap is unscrewed and withdraw the whip. Adjust the length of
the 3/4 pipe to suit your antenna.
I mounted the sheath under the car with the screw-cap end at
the bumper. Cable ties secure the sheath to the car every so often,
starting at the rear bumper and going toward the front of the car.
The last cable tie is at the 1/2-inch cap end, about midway along
the length of the car.
The CPVC pipe need not follow a straight path. If the 1/2 pipe
is bowed a little, the whip stores just fine. Just make sure that the
assembly does not interfere with the vehicle suspension and is
well clear of the exhaust system. The exhaust system could melt
the CPVC pipe and possibly cause a fire if it’s too close.
I have found this a very convenient arrangement for quick
access to the antenna. After the picture was taken, I thought it
would be nice to paint the whole sheath flat black. You can hardly
see it under my car now.—Raymond J. Schneider, W6JXW, PO
Box 550, Big Stone Gap, VA 24219-0550; w6jxw@arrl.net

MASTR II MOBILE TO REPEATER KINKS
Hints and Kinks is fortunate! After the GE Mastr II

Figure 2—The sheath in place on the author’s car. Stay clear
of the exhaust and suspension systems, and watch out for
big rocks!

modifications appeared in the April column, I received e-mail from
Robert A Voss, N4CD. Robert worked for GE Mobile Radio from
1971 to 1983 in Radio Systems Engineering as a Design Engineer
of Mastr II Base Station Products in Lynchburg, Virginia. He sent
additional information and suggestions about the radio. Here they
are!—Ed.
◊ The Mastr II mobile was designed as a simplex unit. As such, to
achieve economies of production, several things were done.
Several of these impact the modification of the radio for duplex
operation. For example, the 10 V regulator output was switched
between receive and transmit, running the exciter on transmit,
running additional receiver circuitry on receive. By running both
at the same time, you exceed the design maximum current drain
on the 10 V regulator. It will probably last a long time so long as
you don’t run it at a 70°C ambient temperature.
By running the receiver oscillator during transmissions, the
mobile unit will no longer meet required FCC spurious emissions
for commercial service. There is no shielding between the
transmitter and receiver; in fact, the regulated 10 V common power
source couples many spurs, and the close circuit proximity does
the rest. This could result in spurs that fall on nearby commercial
receive channels or site problems with intermods. Attention to
several performance areas are key to the Mastr II product line design:
1. Attention to spurious emissions and to internal spurs (so that
all channels in the desired frequency range would be trouble free);
2. Availability of alternate-side injection kits for those
frequencies that would never work; and

Figure 1—Parts of the under-chassis antenna sheath. Size the parts to suit your antenna.

Bob Schetgen, KU7G
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3. Meticulous shielding and isolation on radios designed for
duplex operation.
The modifications may also degrade receiver performance. The
transmitter circuit has many low-level spurs; depending upon
operating-frequency choices, you may have 20 or 60 dB of
desensitization. Again, there is absolutely no receiver protection
against transmitter oscillator/multiplier spurs, so you might pick a
repeater pair where there is total wipeout. (Changing to oppositeside injection could fix this problem.) This was not normally a
problem because the transmitter oscillator was off while receiving
in simplex mobiles.
At “highband” (VHF), GE normally used a phase-locked-loop
exciter (after the initial models) in radios designed for repeater
service. This exciter has 10 dB less sideband noise (is quieter)
and requires 10 dB less duplexer rejection. You might find these
radios around. At UHF, they used the same exciter because the
offset spacing was 5 MHz. At HF, it was sometimes only a couple
hundred kilohertz in commercial service.
GE did make a mobile repeater. It is in the “E” package, which
is twice as tall as the standard package. It features a totally shielded
receiver compartment, all leads are bypassed and it has separate 10
V regulator systems for the receiver and transmitter circuitry. It
runs fairly low power, so you could run moderately high duty cycle
with no problem. An internal duplexer was often included.
The Mastr II base stations had shielded receiver and transmitter
compartments. Extra filtering was provided for power leads, and
every lead in and out of the compartments was bypassed. Separate
10 V supplies ran the transmitter and receiver circuitry. It could
run full power all day and night—with only slight drop in power
at 60°C ambient temperatures. (EIA guidelines allowed a 3 dB
drop.) With the optional fan, output dropped less than 1 dB at
120°F ambient.
For ham service, you can likely get away with the
modifications described in the April column. However, it probably
would be helpful to put a spectrum analyzer on the output of the
system after you set it up. If there are out of band spurs, it might
help to place a good cavity band-pass filter with sharp selectivity
in the transmitter lead. Also, check the receiver sensitivity.
Obviously, a repeater also needs an IDer and a means to remotely
shut if off to comply with FCC requirements.—Robert A Voss,
N4CD, 3133 Charring Cross, Plano, TX 75025; n4cd@arrl.net

Figure 3—(A) Try adding a director to a garage opener
antenna. The result is a radiation pattern (B) with improved
forward reception. Reduced rearward reception may reduce
RFI problems. See text.

WEATHER CAPS FOR CONNECTORS
◊ The rubber caps sold to protect floors from chairs and canes
work nicely as protective end caps for coaxial connectors. The
5
/8-inch size is just right for SO-239s. The 3/4-inch ones fit over N
connectors with a bit of a squeeze. They are great for keeping
dirt and moisture out when storing or transporting equipment,
say for Field Day or mountain-top operation. They are available
in most hardware stores. Where I bought them, they sold both
white and black.—Emil Pocock, W3EP, Box 100, Lebanon, CT
06249; w3ep@arrl.org

GARAGE-DOOR-OPENER DIRECTOR
◊ Is your garage door opener hard of hearing? By adding a “director,” you should get a great improvement in reception. Openers typically use a simple hanging piece of hook-up wire as an
antenna. Adding a second element at the appropriate spacing creates a directional pattern. (See Figure 3.) Cut the second wire
about 5% shorter than the first and hang it about six inches toward the street from the main wire. Determine the best spacing
experimentally.
The added directivity may reduce RFI, too! Reduced reception off the back may diminish false operation from unwanted
RF.—Richard Mollentine, WA0KKC, 7139 Hardy St, Overland
Park, KS 66204-1710.
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Silence that Whistling Antenna!
◊ Does your ham radio antenna whistle while you drive? A few
years ago, I read that new GM cars were equipped with antennas
that don’t whistle. A look around a parking lot produced what I
thought was the fix—a normal antenna wrapped with wire and
then covered with something like heat-shrink tubing. That sounds
simple enough, and if it didn’t work, I wouldn’t lose much money.
Wrap something nonconductive, say 1/16 to 1/8 inch string or
grass-trimmer line (not wire—it will affect your SWR), around
the antenna in a neat, evenly spaced spiral. One turn per inch
is too tight. Use tape to anchor the string. Once the string is
wrapped around the antenna, slide heat-shrink tubing on and heat
it. The tubing is tough enough to survive repeated encounters with
parking ramp overhangs, signs and trees.
My hunch was correct. The string-wrapped antenna no longer
whistles. How? I think it has something to do with breaking up
the antenna’s surface area.—Bob Morrow, N7PTM, 5254 Brindisi
Ct #5, Middleton, WI 53562; bobmor@chorus.net
QST invites you to share your hints with fellow hams. Send them to “Attn:
Hints and Kinks” at ARRL Headquarters (see page 10), or via e-mail to
rschetgen@arrl.org. Please include your name, call sign, complete
e-mailing address, daytime telephone number and e-mail address on all
correspondence. Whether praising or criticizing an item, please send
the author(s) a copy of your comments.

PRODUCT REVIEW

ICOM IC-756PRO HF/6-Meter Transceiver
By Rick Lindquist, N1RL
Senior News Editor
A sign on my office door—placed there
as a gag (I think) by a colleague—exhorts
“Try to keep up!” In the technological arena,
where your new PC devolves into trash
within 18 months, keeping up is becoming
exceedingly difficult. Is the day that far off
when we’ll view our amateur transceivers the
same way we view our PCs—as just so much
future techno-junk?
While Amateur Radio manufacturers undoubtedly would love an environment where
hams traded in their HF rigs every couple of
years, we can’t envision that scenario anytime
soon. We hams, by and large, want to get our
money’s worth, and few among us are eager to
be the first on the block to shift paradigms.
Hams often are accused of keeping a safe
distance from that “cutting edge” we keep
hearing about. Manufacturers who must be
on the so-called “bleeding edge” to stay competitive in other markets have coaxed us
along. Still, when something new and/or different rolls by, many of us view it with flintyeyed suspicion.
This time, it’s the ICOM IC-756PRO, the
“all-DSP” progeny of the IC-756. The
IC-756PRO offers oodles of creature features, plus you’ll never need to buy an optional crystal filter for this transceiver (which
can add another kilobuck to the cost of fully
outfitting some transceivers). The PRO’s
heavy reliance on DSP, however, had some
in the amateur community wondering if it
really can get the job done.
The first Amateur Radio transceiver designed to rely on digital signal processing instead of crystal filters—the Kenwood
TS-870 with its then state-of-the-art 16-bit
DSP—came on the market a scant five years
ago. Subsequently, the PC-controlled Kachina
505DSP—the closest thing yet to a paradigm
shift for Amateur Radio—was the hit of the
Dayton Hamvention a few years back. Despite
being competent performers, neither radio lit
the marketplace on fire. More recently, TenTec lowered the bar to ownership of a PC-controlled DSP transceiver when it introduced the
under-$1000 Pegasus.
The ICOM IC-756PRO offers an attractive
package that contains the fruits of ever-lower
manufacturing costs for digital devices and an
operating interface that’s familiar and fun. It’s
also a different kind of radio.

What’s the Dif?
The natural tendency of most hams will
be to wonder if the IC-756PRO is just an

updated IC-756 with more digital bells and
whistles. The answer is yes—and no.
Yes, all the buttons and knobs are in the
same places, but the PRO takes advantage
of the economy of digital technology to pack
lots more goodies into the same-sized box
with a computer-style TFT display that’s to
die for. Yes, the PRO relies almost exclusively on DSP for receiver filtering. All hardware filters are ceramic types. Crystal filters are not even optional.
The PRO’s DSP is the most advanced on
the amateur market. At its heart is a 32-bit
floating point ADSP chip. The analog-todigital converter is 24 bit. In terms of what’s
out there in the Amateur Radio marketplace
already, the IC-756PRO offers next-generation digital capabilities. Yes, it’s even more
fun to use than the “original.”
No, this is not your father’s ’756. For all
intents and purposes, this is a totally different radio.

Talk is Cheap
As it is with anything new and different,
the IC-756PRO has generated its fair share of
Internet chatter. We’ve observed that the amateur community often muckles onto just about
any new HF offering as a potential candidate
for sainthood, the end of the search for the Holy
Grail, the next great contest or DX box. Manufacturers don’t help matters when they tout
their products as “the ultimate” or “the finest.”
When the transceiver doesn’t quite live
up to these overblown expectations, there’s
a tendency to deprecate the transceiver or the

Bottom Line
The ICOM IC-756PRO’s DSP is the most
advanced currently available in an amateur
transceiver. With a 32-bit floating point ADSP
chip at its heart, the PRO delivers tremendous filter flexibility, a striking color display
and an incredible array of standard features.

Joe Bottiglieri, AA1GW



manufacturer (or both) for not being all that
it could be. Self-appointed technocrats then
weigh in with their advice on what the manufacturer should have done to engineer a product that meets their demanding tastes.
And so it was when the PRO debuted.
Some appeared ready to trade in a TS-850,
FT-990, or even an IC-781 and put a PRO
in its place. A few bold souls even ventured
forth to become the first kids in their respective neighborhoods to own one (we always
like to think that everyone first waits for the
Product Review to appear in QST ).
Early postings from these new owners—
and from others who had had a chance to at
least try out a PRO—gave rise to other reflector threads focusing on the PRO’s signal-handling capabilities. This is, after all,
where the rubber meets the road in a transceiver. As the old saw goes: “If you can’t
hear ’em, you can’t work ’em.”
Concerns were resurrected that, lacking
crystal filters, the PRO couldn’t possibly perform as well as the conventional transceivers. Some worried aloud whether strong signals within the bandpass of the receiver’s
15 kHz ceramic roofing filter would overtake
the DSP and continue to trigger an AGC response even though the signals no longer were
audible (ICOM says the PRO incorporates
multiple AGC loops). Indeed, early observations showed that on CW, the digital brickwall filtering eliminated the signal, but more
often than not, some key clicks lived on over
a larger portion of the band than with a crystal-filtered radio. “It’s not objectionable with
one or two strong signals, but everyone wonders what will happen when it’s DX contest
time, and there are S9+20 dB signals every
500 Hz throughout the band,” one early user
said. Some fretted about strange noises and
“intermod” because of the digital filters.
We found that, by and large, the PRO is
able to “hear ’em,” even in a band busy of
contesters and a multitude of strong signals.
In doing so, it can exhibit tendencies—per-
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Table 1
ICOM IC-756PRO, serial number 01313
Manufacturer’s Claimed Specifications
Frequency coverage: Receive, 0.03-60;
transmit, 1.8-2, 3.5-4, 7-7.3, 10.1-10.15,
14-14.35,18.068-18.168, 21-21.45,
24.89-24.99, 28-29.7, 50-54 MHz.
Power requirement: Receive, 3.5 A; transmit, 23 A (max).
Modes of operation: SSB, CW, AM, FM, FSK, AFSK.
Receiver
SSB/CW sensitivity, bandwidth not specified,
10 dB S/N: 1.8-30 MHz, <0.16 µV;
50-54 MHz, <0.13 µV.

Measured in the ARRL Lab
Receive, as specified1; transmit, 1.8-2, 3.4-4.1,
7.0-7.5, 9.9-10.5, 13.9-14.5. 17.9-18.5,
20.9-21.5, 24.4-25.1, 28-30, 50-54 MHz.

Receive, 2.9 A; transmit, 25 A. Tested at 13.8 V.
As specified.
Receiver Dynamic Testing
Noise Floor (mds), 500 Hz filter:
Preamp off
Preamp one
Preamp two
1.0 MHz
–117 dBm
N/A
N/A
3.5 MHz
–127 dBm
–135 dBm
–141 dBm
14 MHz
–128 dBm
–136 dBm
–140 dBm
50 MHz
–126 dBm
–132 dBm
–140 dBm
AM sensitivity, 10 dB S/N: 0.5-1.8 MHz, <13 µV;
10 dB (S+N)/N, 1-kHz tone, 30% modulation:
1.8-30 MHz, <2 µV; 50-54 MHz, <1 µV.
Preamp off
Preamp one
Preamp two
1.0 MHz
9.1 µV
N/A
N/A
3.8 MHz
3.1 µV
1.1 µV
0.6 µV
50 MHz
2.8 µV
2.0 µV
0.7 µV
FM sensitivity, 12 dB SINAD: 28-30 MHz, <0.5 µV;
For 12 dB SINAD:
50-54 MHz, <0.32 µV.
Preamp off
Preamp one
Preamp two
29 MHz
1.2 µV
0.4 µV
0.2 µV
52 MHz
1.2 µV
0.7 µV
0.3 µV
Blocking dynamic range: Not specified.
Blocking dynamic range, 500 Hz filter:
Preamp off
Preamp one
Preamp two
3.5 MHz
127 dB
125 dB
122 dB
14 MHz
127 dB
125 dB
120 dB
50 MHz
127 dB
130 dB
122 dB
Two-tone, third-order IMD dynamic range: Not specified.
Two-tone, third-order IMD dynamic range, 500 Hz filter:
Preamp off
Preamp one
Preamp two
3.5 MHz
92 dB
92 dB
90 dB
14 MHz
95 dB
92 dB
88 dB
50 MHz
93 dB
84 dB
89 dB
Third-order intercept: Not specified.
Preamp off
Preamp one
Preamp two
3.5 MHz
+13.5 dBm
+4.7 dBm
–5.0 dBm
14 MHz
+15.4 dBm
+4.3 dBm
–6.9 dBm
50 MHz
+15.2 dBm
–4.2 dBm
–6.2 dBm
Second-order intercept: Not specified.
Preamp off, +64 dBm; preamp one, +63 dBm; preamp two, +43 dBm.
FM adjacent channel rejection: Not specified.
20 kHz channel spacing, both preamps on: 29 MHz, 76 dB; 52 MHz, 82 dB.
FM two-tone, third-order IMD dynamic range: Not specified.
20 kHz channel spacing, both preamps on: 29 MHz, 78 dB; 52 MHz, 77 dB.
10 MHz channel spacing: 52 MHz, 105 dB.
S-meter sensitivity: Not specified.
S9 signal at 14.2 MHz: preamp off, 64 µV; preamp one, 16 µV;
preamp two, 8.3 µV; 50 MHz, preamp off, 68 µV;
preamp one, 30 µV; preamp two, 7.8 µV.
Squelch sensitivity: SSB, CW, RTTY, <5.6 µV; FM, <1 µV.
At threshold, preamp on: SSB, 1.1 µV; FM, 29 MHz, 0.4 µV; 52 MHz, 0.4 µV.
Receiver audio output: 2 W into 8 Ω (THD not specified).
2.2 W at 10% THD into 8 Ω.
IF/audio response: Not specified.
Range at –6dB points, (bandwidth):
CW-N (500 Hz filter): 342-857 Hz (515 Hz);
CW-W: 74-1262 Hz (1188 Hz);
USB-W: 226-2725 Hz (2499 Hz);
LSB-W: 229-2730 Hz (2501 Hz);
AM: 65-3428 Hz (3363 Hz).
Spurious and image rejection: HF & 50 MHz,
First IF rejection, 14 MHz, 102 dB; 50 MHz, 70 dB;
(except IF rejection on 50 MHz): 70 dB.
image rejection, 14 MHz, 114 dB; 50 MHz, 115 dB.
Transmitter
Transmitter Dynamic Testing
Power output: HF & 50 MHz: SSB, CW, FM,
HF: CW, SSB, FM, typically 110 W high, 1.0 W low; AM, typically
100 W (high), 5 W (low); AM, 40 W (high),
37 W high, >1 W low; 50 MHz: CW, SSB, FM, typically 107 W high,
5 W (low).
1.0 W low; AM, typically 38 W high, >1 W low.
Spurious-signal and harmonic suppression: ≥50 dB
HF, 57 dB; 50 MHz, 66 dB.
on HF, ≥60 dB on 50 MHz.
Meets FCC requirements for spectral purity.
SSB carrier suppression: ≥40 dB.
As specified. >60 dB.
Undesired sideband suppression: ≥55 dB.
As specified. >65 dB.
Third-order intermodulation distortion (IMD) products: Not specified. See Figures 1 and 2.
CW keyer speed range: Not specified.
6 to 47 WPM.
CW keying characteristics: Not specified.
See Figure 3.
Transmit-receive turn-around time (PTT release to
S9 signal, 23 ms.
50% audio output): Not specified.
Receive-transmit turn-around time (tx delay): Not specified.
SSB, 20 ms; FM, 11 ms. Unit is suitable for use on AMTOR.
Composite transmitted noise: Not specified.
See Figures 4 and 5.
Size (hwd): 4.4×18.4×11.2 inches; weight, 21.1 pounds.
Note: Unless otherwise noted, all dynamic range measurements are taken at the ARRL Lab standard spacing of 20 kHz.
Third-order intercept points were determined using S5 reference.
1
Sensitivity degrades progressively below 150 kHz and above 58 MHz. Noise floor at 30 kHz is –89 dBm and at 60 MHz is –100 dBm.
An expanded test result report for this transceiver is available on the ARRL Members-Only Web site. Printed copies are also available for those without
Web access.
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Figure 1—Worst-case spectral display
of the IC-756PRO transmitter during
two-tone intermodulation distortion
(IMD) testing on HF. The worst-case
third-order product is approximately
31 dB below PEP output, and the worstcase fifth-order is approximately 49 dB
down. The transmitter was being
operated at 100 W output at 28.350 MHz.
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Figure 2—Spectral display of the
IC-756PRO transmitter during two-tone
intermodulation distortion (IMD) testing
on 6 meters. The third-order product is
approximately 34 dB below PEP output,
and the fifth-order is approximately
40 dB down. The transmitter was being
operated at 100 W output at 50.200 MHz.
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Figure 4—Worst-case tested HF spectral
display of the IC-756PRO transmitter
output during composite-noise testing at
14 MHz. Power output is 100 W. The
carrier, off the left edge of the plot, is not
shown. This plot shows composite transmitted noise 2 to 22 kHz from the carrier.

Figure 5—Spectral display of the
IC-756PRO transmitter output during
composite-noise testing at 50.2 MHz.
Power output is 100 W. The carrier, off
the left edge of the plot, is not shown.
This plot shows composite transmitted
noise 2 to 22 kHz from the carrier.

haps idiosyncrasies is a better word—that
most can overlook but that some users might
find undesirable or even unacceptable. More
on those in just a bit.

The panel layout is essentially identical
to the IC-756. Traditionalists will appreciate the conventional analog-style multifunction meter that reads out not only signal
strength but power output, SWR, audio compression level and ALC. Modernists will
appreciate the fact that you can call up a fully
digital “meter” on the display.
Tuning is accomplished using a large,
comfortable rubber-trimmed knob equipped
with a “finger dimple.” You can adjust the
drag on the tuning knob using a screwdriver.
Smaller analog-style controls—some of
them concentric—and a plethora of pushbuttons round out the control interface.
There are more than 70 front-panel controls.
Users encountered few mysteries while
attempting to bend the IC-756PRO to their
respective wills. As one veteran user—already an avowed IC-756 fan—put it: “It’s
one of the more intuitive radios I’ve used
recently. The color screen is terrific, and the
ergonomics—including the rear panel—are
excellent.” Another user judged the ergo-

Where to Start?
The most striking thing about the
IC-756PRO is its display. It’s easy to get distracted by it—lost in the depths of its beauty,
as it were. (Sorry, we were getting carried
away there for a moment.) Unlike the monochrome panel of its ancestral namesake, the
PRO’s approximately 31/4 × 4 1/4-inch screen
defaults to a bright and colorful image. But
it’s not just there for good looks. It’s both
the focal point of the transceiver and an integral component of the operating interface.
ICOM has carried on its tradition of “F”
(function) keys associated with the display—
begun with the IC-781—to change operating parameters. This aspect, coupled with the
color screen, give the user a bit more of the
look and feel of a PC-controlled radio, even
without the PC.

Figure 3—CW keying waveform for the
IC-756PRO showing the first two dits in
full-break-in (QSK) mode. The equivalent keying speed is 60 WPM. The upper
trace is the actual key closure; the lower
trace is the RF envelope. Horizontal
divisions are 10 ms. The transceiver was
being operated at 100 W output at
14.2 MHz. Note that both dits are
somewhat shortened. Only the first dit
is shortened in semi-break-in mode.

nomics on the PRO “the best of any Japanese radio in a while.”
“Terrific” might be an understatement.
The black-background display shows your
main frequency in cyan numerals that stand
approximately 1/4-inch tall. The other text and
numerals on the display are crisp and sharp
and easy to see and read at any reasonable
viewing angle.
Don’t like the display fonts? They’re easily changed! (How many other radios let you
do that?) The “Basic 1” default is quite readable, but if you don’t like the outline font on
the sub receiver, you can switch to Basic 2
that renders the sub receiver’s frequency in
a shaded font. “Pop” is a more happy-golucky kind of font. There’s also something
called “7seg” that lends an LED sort of look
to the readout. In addition, there are two italic
fonts and something called “classic” (sorry,
no Olde English).
In the default setting, the PRO declares the
active mode within a small text “blimp”—
black text on tan. You’ll always know which
is the “transmit” VFO—it’s marked with a red
“TX” inside a red oval. Go to SPLIT function
and the display presents a bold “SPLIT” alert—
black text on red.
RIT is marked with a black text on small
green blimp, and the RIT frequency readout
is 3/16-inch high numerals. By the way, there’s
receive and transmit incremental tuning, plus
a convenient CLEAR button that works during transmit.
Functions—which vary with mode—line
the left-hand side and bottom of the display
screen. These functions—essentially what
often would be “menu functions” on a typical transceiver—are associated with keys
that rim the display. The F-1 through F-5
keys are immediately below the display.
Beneath these are very similar-looking
buttons that let you select modes ( SSB, CWRTTY , and AM/FM , plus the all-important
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FILTER button and an EXIT button that is this

radio’s version of the Escape key).
As with the original ’756, a row of tiny
stem controls are on the bottom, left-hand
edge of the front-panel apron. These include
the MIC GAIN , RF POWER , COMP , KEY
SPEED, and BK-IN DELAY controls.
But enough about the cosmetics.

Getting Around
As was the case with its predecessors, the
IC-756PRO makes it exceptionally easy to
get out and move around the available spectrum. You can band hop by pressing the individual band buttons or the GENE button
(for general-coverage). These summon
triple-stacking registers, so each push on a
given button sets up another frequency,
mode, filter and AGC setting within that
band, so you can have a CW, SSB and an
RTTY or PSK31 frequency and settings in
each register!
To suit any knob spinner, the radio can
be set up so that the faster you crank, the
faster it changes frequency. Pushing the TS
(tuning step) button allows even greater alacrity. For slower, finer tuning in CW or RTTY,
the PRO offers the 1/4 button.
Of course you can also enter frequencies
directly using the keypad.

A Wide, Wide World of Digital Filters
The PRO’s digital filters implementation
means you’ll very likely never be at a loss
for a filter that will help you single out the
station you want to hear. ICOM calculated
that you have 44 different filter combinations
for SSB and CW, 32 for RTTY, and three for
AM and FM. Three filter settings remain
available at any given instant.
Along the top of the display screen the
radio’s filter settings are spelled out in both
text and numerals and by use of a small icon
representing the bandwidth in effect. Pushing the FILTER button steps you through the
three filters in place at that time. For SSB,
the default filters are 3.0, 2.4, and 1.8 kHz;
for CW, they’re 800, 500 and 250 Hz.
Want more detail? Push and hold the
FILTER button and prepare to enter the
IC-756PRO’s digital dimension (with
apologies to QST columnist Stan Horzepa,
WA1LOU). This action brings you to a
“FILTER” subdisplay on the bottom of
the screen that shows in text and graphics
what filters are in play. Changing them is
simple. Say you’d rather have a bit narrower SSB filter for the FIL 1 position.
With that filter position selected, press the
BW key (F-1 in this case) and, while holding it in, turn the tuning knob.
You have a great deal of latitude on SSB
and CW—as wide as 3.6 kHz and as narrow
as a 50-Hz sliver. The RTTY, AM and FM
filters settings are predetermined. For AM,
your choices are 9, 6 and 3 kHz; for FM,
you’ve got 15, 10, and 7 kHz; for RTTY,
1 kHz, 500 Hz, 350 Hz and 250 Hz.
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But wait! There’s more!

A Great Set of (Radio) Knobs
Beyond the filters, the TWIN PBT passband
tuning controls are the receiver’s most potent adjunct weapon to fight QRM, and they
work very effectively. These concentric controls let you adjust the passband width of the
DSP filter you’ve got selected, outside of the
narrowest filter bandwidth setting. You use
the TWIN PBT knobs to further fine-tune the
basic filter choices, in essence creating new
filters which the IC-756PRO displays and
also remembers for later use. Sometimes,
what might be thought of as an “extreme”
setting can make all the difference.
The degree of TWIN PBT latitude depends
on the filter selected and the passband width.
Filters are automatically memorized in each
mode, and PBT settings are memorized for
each filter. The PBT CLEAR button illuminates when the PBT is in use. Pushing and
holding the button for two seconds clears any
PBT settings.
The digital NOTCH button is a three-step
affair. Press it once and get the automatic
notch. Press it again for the manual notch,
and use the NOTCH knob to vanquish the offender. Press it again and the notch function
is off.
Users unanimously appreciated the combination of DSP filter settings, the PBT, and
the digital notch. “The notch filter and PBT
are outstanding,” one user enthused. “I’ve
never used a PBT this effective. Many offending signals are just gone, and it’s really
easy to use.” Declared another: “I was very
impressed with the filtering, including the
notch filter—wow!”

Doing the Numbers
Some of the test results from the ARRL
Lab show that PRO is not about to unseat
the (much more expensive) IC-781 or the
later IC-775DSP (one of the early generation “IF DSP” radios) from their lofty
perches among the best receivers on the
market. Strictly on the basis of our Lab testing (see Table 1), the PRO receiver’s strongsignal handling capability is not as quite as
good as either of these two radios. Our tests
revealed a respectable 127 dB of blocking
dynamic range and 95 dB of two-tone, thirdorder dynamic range. The added flexibility
provided by its multiple preamplifiers and
attenuators however, permits the user to find
the right level of receiver sensitivity for
nearly any situation. Within its price class,
even going just by the numbers alone, the
PRO’s basic receiver performance holds its
own.
But there is more to the story than just
those two receiver-performance numbers.
(Some of that story is covered here; some of
the rest can be read in the Expanded Test Result Report offered by the ARRL Lab.) In
some ways, the PRO’s receiver performance
shines.

One thing that was noted in the course of
our Lab testing, and by all of our review
team, was that the DSP-based filter performance is very sharp. When you tune the receiver off of a signal that you are listening
to, it quickly drops off the edge of a very
steep skirt.
Most users agree that the PRO’s filters
were very solid in the face of nearby signals.
“This radio is revolutionary in the way it provides the user the ability to design their own
filters,” one new owner declared. “The razor-thin settings can be exceptional and there
is none of the ‘blowby’ that you generally
observe with a crystal filter and its broader
skirts. Even a very loud signal is simply not
readable 100 Hz away with a 100-Hz bandwidth setting.”
When using the wider filter settings, although the passband is wider, the signals still
seem to “drop off the edge of a cliff” when
the receiver is tuned and the signal falls outside of the filter passband.
During the CQ World Wide 160 Meter CW
Contest, we were able to pull out QSOs 200
to 300 Hz apart. Yes, we could still hear some
key clicks, but they were not a major issue
and were pretty minimal by the time you were
400 to 500 Hz away. The Lab wanted to know,
however, whether these clicks were artifacts
of the receiver’s DSP (as had been rumored
in some of the reflector discussions about this
radio) or whether they were actual transmitted keying sidebands. Clearly, key clicks
could be heard if the receiver was tuned very
close to a transmitted signal.
We turned to the Lab for further investigation. They found that if our Lab’s test generator was switched on and off, very distinct
transients could be heard.
We went back and had a look at some of
our published transmitter keying photos from
previous reviews. Most modern radios exhibit CW keying rise and fall times that are
much sharper than the 5 ms that is often
touted as “optimum.” Turning our signal
generator on and off results in “square-wave”
keying—rich in key clicks. Maybe some of
what we were hearing could be attributed to
the transmitters.
To answer this, we tried an “acid test.”
On 7 MHz, we generated an S9+30 dB keyed
signal, using a function generator and signal
generator to create near-perfect CW (virtually no key clicks). Using the PRO’s 50-Hz
filter setting, we were easily able to copy a
weaker signal 100 Hz away from our “local”
QRM. On 20 meters, we generated an S5 signal and plunked down our S9+30 dB QRM
source nearby. We were able to get within
about 400 Hz before copy got problematic.
(Don’t try this with a signal much weaker than
that, however.) In no case were any additional
key clicks observed from this “perfect” CW
signal, even if we inserted up to two additional S9+40 dB signals 10 kHz away.
It looks like some of what is being heard
on the air is actually being transmitted. The

sharp filter skirts explain this. We did some
A/B comparisons between the PRO and our
W1INF club station’s IC-765, with a 500 Hz
filter. The ’765’s 500-Hz crystal filter is
pretty good, but a strong signal 1 kHz away
can still be heard weakly (albeit at a 1500
Hz audio tone). That amount of normal filter “blowby” in the IC-765 was enough to
mask the weaker keying sidebands generated
by a typical over-the-air signal. On the PRO,
the nearby signal was inaudible—only the
keying sidebands remained.
The overall effect is that the sharp skirts
of the IC-756PRO’s digital filters buy you
more than you lose.
We tried the 50 Hz and 100 Hz filter settings to see if we could distinguish among
the various calling stations in a huge DX
pileup (for XR0ZY). Some minor clicking
aside, it was possible to pull out quite a few
individual stations and hear only that signal.
The ARRL Lab tests generally include an
“in-band” intermod test in which two signals
are present in the receiver passband simultaneously. A spectrum analyzer is used to
measure any intermodulation that occurs
between these two signals. The test results
looked good (they are published in the Expanded Test Result Report), but ARRL Laboratory Supervisor Ed Hare, W1RFI, noted
that he could hear intermod. Puzzling.
A bit of further experimentation revealed
something unusual—although the in-band
IMD was quite good during the “steadystate” conditions of CW signal generators,
if one or both of the two tones was keyed on
and off, the IMD rose audibly for a fraction
of a second. By careful manipulation of the
spectrum analyzer, this could be seen, as well
as heard. (This was not affected by the AGC
settings.) This does appear to be an artifact
of the receiver DSP.
How bad is it? That depends. In most
cases, the effect can be eliminated by using
the very DSP that might be causing it. You
simply narrow the receiver IF so that only
one signal can be heard. Based on the reports
of the reviewers, this does not seem to affect the SSB performance. This could be one
of those things that is just “different” about
the sound of a DSP radio.
The performance characteristics of the
IC-756PRO’s transmitter also deserve attention. Although the close-in transmit IMD
(third and fifth order) is about average, on
most bands, the higher-order IMD (ie, the
IMD that might be heard several kHz up and
down the band) is reasonably low.
What is especially notable about this transmitter is its low level of transmitted composite noise (see Figures 4 and 5). Particularly on
HF, this rig’s local oscillator is very clean, a
factor that will affect not only how this radio
sounds to others on other parts of the band,
but also how the band sounds on this radio.
Our tests revealed that none of the receiver
numbers, even the close-in dynamic range
measurements, were noise limited.

We’ve gone to great lengths to describe
the PRO’s abilities and limitations in receiving CW. Its CW transmitting characteristics
seem to be outstanding. One CW maven described its keying as “perfect in every way.”
If you enjoy full-break-in CW, the QSK is
quiet and “free from clacking relays,” one
user noted. If you don’t think the CW is perfect, the shape of the transmitted CW note
can be altered through menu settings.
SSB was where the PRO really shone—
receiving and transmitting. You can use
much narrower filters and PBT settings in
SSB than you’d likely be able to get away
with using crystal filters and still retain intelligibility. The tighter filters were a bit on
the ringy side, and the narrower settings will
roll off the higher-frequency audio components, possibly limiting intelligibility. But its
1.8 kHz setting does a superb job of minimizing adjacent QRM. A twist or two on the
PBT can eliminate upside or downside QRM.
The PRO can be made to sound stunning
on the air. It has provisions to tailor transmitted audio to run the gamut from tightly
compressed and equalized contest audio to
full-bodied “broadcast” audio. On-air reports
confirmed the effectiveness of these various
permutations and combinations to suit a particular occasion. There are separate menu
adjustments for transmit bass and treble. In
addition, a front-panel key lets you choose
from wide, medium, or narrow (constricted
audio bandpass) modes with the compressor
either on or off.

Band Scope
This transceiver has what could be the
first “band scope” that’s truly useful and
good-looking. Current signals show up in
pale green; if the function is enabled, signal
peaks heard—but not necessarily still there—
are in the background in pale blue, at least
until you change frequency. This also can be
deactivated, but it’s convenient for locating
signals that were there and might return.
You can apply separate preamps or attenuators to the ’scope. One veteran contester and DXer liked the ability afforded
by the scope to see what was going on
nearby. His station has four phased verticals
on 80 and can switch directions instantly.
“With the spectrum scope, this means I can
tell whether an off-frequency signal is coming from an interesting direction without
even tuning to the signal!” he said. “That
feature could spoil me in a hurry.”
If you want to tune to the signal, it’s possible to freeze the display and you can tune
the “cursor” or “marker” to one of those “interesting” signals for a listen. It’s possible
to select a marker for the main receiver or
one for the sub receiver. The IC-756PRO also
lets you apply up to 30 dB of attenuation to
the scope without affecting the received signal. You can adjust the scope’s “span” from
±12.5 kHz to ±25, 50, or 100 kHz.
The scope also shows your own signal

on transmit, although you can disable this
feature.

Digital Voice Recorder
Is it live or is it DVR? The digital voice
recorder is yet another “extra” you won’t
have to buy with the PRO, and it’s nothing
short of waaay cool. Setting up and using
the DVR is simple and fun. It’s also easy to
name a given memory slot—four for transmit, four for receive and each up to 15 seconds long.
The DVR lets you record your own audio to spare your voice during the long contest weekend. You also can record audio
from the receiver, but you can’t play it back
on the air (lest anyone be tempted). A mike
level adjustment is available to set your recording level, and a transmit level setting
allows you to match your “live” and DVR
audio levels. Although the DVR is accessible
only in one of the voice modes (ie, SSB or
AM/FM), once it’s up on the screen, you can
switch to CW or RTTY and record away.
One of the really slick aspects of the DVR
is that when you record audio off the air, the
PRO automatically stamps the memory with
the frequency, mode, time of day (but not
date) and cut length.
You can apply an up to 20-character name
to each transmit memory by pushing the
NAME key, selecting numbers or letters, and
using the main tuning knob to pick the characters you need.
Now for the downside on this fine feature: If you’re running the DVR, you can’t
bring up the band scope or any other menu
window at the same time—something you’d
most likely want to be doing during a contest. Bummer! Perhaps the DVR can be controlled remotely (via PC) while the band
scope or other menu is up on the display.

Memory Keyer
The memory keyer in the PRO appears
to be identical to the one in the IC-746. Each
memory holds 54 characters. Filling the
memories involves pushing an EDIT button
and using the main tuning knob to select the
numerals, letters, characters and spaces. The
keyer will generate consecutive serial numbers for contesting, including so-called “cut”
or abbreviated numbers (such as “n” for 9
and “a” for 1). Some ops will be disappointed
that the PRO keyer does not offer an option
to record CW strings sent manually.
The keyer paddle plugs into the ELECKEY jack on the radio’s front panel. Via the
menu, this jack can be set up to accommodate a keyer paddle, emulate a “bug” or serve
as a straight key jack. A separate, singlefunction straight key jack is on the rear
apron, where it’s also convenient for keying
the radio from a PC logging program or other
keying source.
A KEYER CW-KEY menu accesses the software adjustments for keyer repeat time, dot/
dash ratio, rise time, polarity and keyer type,
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and to let you use the mike UP/DOWN buttons as a keying source.

Dualwatch
Dualwatch permits you to listen to two
different frequencies in the same band at the
same time. This might come in handy for
example, if you’re working a pileup in split
and want to keep half an ear on your transmit frequency, or if you’re waiting for another station to show up on another frequency while working someone else.
There are some limitations here. Both signals have to be the same mode and, as we
said, in the same band. Pushing the
DUALWATCH button puts the sub receiver on
the same frequency and mode as the main
receiver. You then can set up the second frequency. Using the BAL (balance) knob, you
can then crank in as much audio as you want
(up to and including 100%) from the secondary channel you want to monitor. The S meter
shows a combined signal strength, by the
way. Pushing CHANGE or SPLIT immediately
gives you the ability to transmit on that frequency. It’s that easy!
It’s possible to scan on the main readout all
the while conducting your conversation on the
sub receiver channel. You do this by employing Dualwatch in combination with split.
When enabled, the Quick Dualwatch setting automatically sets the sub receiver to the
main frequency and activates Dualwatch
when you press and hold the DUALWATCH
button.

Memories Galore
Memory keyers for CW and voice aside,
the PRO also offers 99 regular memories and
2 band-edge memories plus five or 10 “memo
pad” memories. All memories retain frequency, mode, antenna, filter settings and,
if desired, an alphanumeric memory name
up to 10 characters long.
A MEMORY screen can let you view the
contents of up to 13 memory channels (seven
is the default), and you can select a memory
channel from that screen if you like, or use
the UP/DOWN buttons to step through the
ones already programmed.
The radio also offers handy scratch pad
memories that are great for contesting or
DXing.

The Great RTTY Mystery
We were blown away by the built-in
RTTY decoder that reads out several lines
of conventional 45-bps Baudot code right on
the screen. It works so well that we were dismayed that ICOM did not go the full distance
and integrate transmit capability as well,
such as the Patcomm 16000 (see “Product
Review,” QST, February 1998) did. That
would have made it perfect (well, maybe
PSK31, too—then it would be perfect).
Still, the RTTY decode capability works
superbly, and it even includes a snazzy indicator on the display for quick and accu72
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rate tuning. One user found the receive-only
function very useful for casual monitoring.
“A lot of evenings, I’ll pop into my shack
for a couple of minutes to see what’s going
on, and it’s a hassle to boot up my computer
to find out who’s transmitting on RTTY,” he
said. “If I hear someone I want to work, then
I can turn on my computer.” This user said
the RTTY decoder copied very well compared to his PC soundcard software.
The transceiver has five RTTY filters, and
you can pick a passband width of 1 kHz,
500 Hz, 350 Hz and 250 Hz. The TPF “twin
peak filter” for RTTY can boost the mark and
space frequencies to further improve readability.

Idiosyncrasies
Several operators have noticed what
we’ll call “idiosyncrasies” while using the
IC-756PRO. For example, at some wider filter settings and with a band filled with signals, the radio generates a low-level rumble.
This was confirmed by looking at the band
scope. When no signals were present, the
rumble was gone. The more signals in the
bandpass, the more rumble. This is especially noticeable when using headphones
that have above-average low-frequency response. With headphones or a speaker that
rolls off the lower frequencies, you probably
won’t notice it. One new owner told us he’d
sent his radio back to ICOM for repair or
adjustment because of this phenomenon.
“ICOM indicated that what I’m hearing is
an ‘artifact’ of the quiet receiver design,”
he reported, adding that reducing the RF
gain does eliminate the “minor problem.”
Other users said they just got used to the
rumble and ignored it after a while.
Some operators complained that the PRO
degraded the tone of strong CW signals,
making them sound “flutey” or even a bit
on the rough side. As one user described it,
the receiver seemed to be on the verge of
overloading, even to the point of occasionally clipping signals, resulting in distortion.
We noticed it too, especially on stronger
signals, compared to the same signal monitored on the TS-850 we had on hand. This
tends to be just slightly less noticeable with
the noise reduction off. Besides the roughness or flutiness, the PRO has a habit of introducing pops on the “make” of each CW
element. One user compared it to the sort of
effect characteristic of direct conversion receivers employing audio-based AGC systems. Once again, less gain yielded a bettersounding received signal. Adjusting the AGC
parameters can help.
The PRO also reacts differently to atmospheric noise. One user speculated that the
“crinkling cellophane” noise he was hearing
at wider bandwidths was related to “realnoise signals” coming into the receiver. The
noise was “an artifact of the way the DSP
presents clipped noise peaks in the audio,”
he theorized.

ICOM attributes this effect to the sharp
skirts created by the digital filters. Their response to this statement is: “Poor shape factor results in lots of high frequency hiss.
Sharp skirts kill the hiss—all that you hear
is the low frequency noise.”

This and That
• Not since the days of tube-type transceivers have we had to wait for a radio to
“warm up” after turning it on. We’ve been
spoiled by “instant-on” technology. The
IC-756PRO’s boot-up “DSP calibration”
screen took us back a generation. “I thought
I got away from this when I sold my Drake
C line,” one tester moaned. It only takes
about 10 seconds, but perhaps to assuage the
user’s impatience (or stroke his or her ego),
ICOM lets you put your name, call sign or
other personal legend on the boot-up screen.
• The display features a very accurate 24hour clock and on/off timer functions.
• A radio like this that’s reliant on software/firmware can provide a lot of flexibility, letting you insinuate your particular
tastes on various parameters that used to remain sealed off from prying fingers. The
PRO offers a table that lets you pick tuning
rates and steps for various modes; you also
can adjust such parameters as CW keying and
AGC time constants within given ranges.
• The radio tends to get a bit warm after
extended use. The cooling blower is a bit
noisy. It even made the radio shudder at
times.
• The noise reduction function was—as
one user put it—“awesome.” The NR is continuously adjustable, and it can impart some
“processor noise” at extreme settings. But
users appreciated its ability to ameliorate or
eliminate hiss, spatter peaks, atmospherics
and other QRN and, in the words of the same
user “make the radio easier to listen to for
long periods.”
• The PRO’s noise blanker, like others
we’ve encountered in ICOM radios, tends
to be modestly effective (not all users agreed
on this—at least one called it “useless”), but
on an active band, enabling the noise blanker
brings up the same sort of snaps, crackles
and pops we heard on the IC-706 series. On
the other hand, it worked just fine to eliminate typical household noises such as a
vacuum cleaner or an oil burner igniter.
• The PRO includes some convenient FM
features. Via the menu, you can set FM split
offsets for HF (ie, 10 meters) and 50 MHz
and enable the Quick Split function. When
working repeaters, you just press and hold
the SPLIT button, and it automatically invokes the proper transmit frequency on the
sub receiver. The NR function works in FM.
CTCSS encode, decode and tone scan are
included.
• The Instruction Manual is as easy to
follow as it is to handle, with clear, concise
language. For relative newcomers, it helpfully defines certain terms many of us take

for granted, such as “AGC” and “attenuator.”
It includes practical tips (for instance, how
to use RIT and transmit incremental tuning
or ∆TX, as ICOM calls it) to point up the
real-world value of certain features. It’s
sprinkled liberally with diagrams and graphics, including pinouts for all connectors and
large block diagram and schematic fold-out
inserts. A separate section details control
commands for external control via an ICOM
CI-V interface to a PC.

Grand Finale
The IC-756PRO can wear a lot of hats,
as we found out. As we’ve suggested, this

might translate into compromises on the
features or performance you desire for your
particular type of hamming. That said, however, we found that the PRO can hang tough
in a contest, will hear the DX, sounds fabulous on SSB and CW, and has bells and
whistles that most amateurs only dreamed
about a decade ago.
It’s an easy and enjoyable radio to use. All
but the most particular operator likely would
enjoy owning one. “Other than the feeling that
the receiver could be better, I love this rig,”
said one experienced contester. “And it has
been a long time since I used a radio where I
felt like I wanted to go out and buy it.”

We would like to thank Randy Thompson, K5ZD; David Sumner, K1ZZ; Mark
Wilson, K1RO; Dave Patton, NT1N; John
Bloom, KE3Z; Tony Brock Fisher, K1KP; Ed
Hare, W1RFI; and the ARRL Lab staff for
their help in preparing this review.
Manufacturer: ICOM America, 2380
116 th Ave NE, Bellevue, WA 98004; 425454-8155; fax 425-454-1509; 75540.
525@compuserve.com; http://www.
icomamerica.com. Manufacturer’s suggested retail price: $3600. Typical current street price $2975. UT-102 Voice
Synthesizer Unit, $74; CT-17 CI-V Level
Converter for PC control, $169.

Ten-Tec 1210 10-Meter to 2-Meter Transverter
Reviewed by Joe Bottiglieri, AA1GW
Assistant Technical Editor
If you were to engage the average ham in
a lightning round of word association, I’d
bet dollars to donuts (a wager that seems to
be getting precariously close to even odds)
that the reflex response to the phrase “two
meters” would almost universally be “FM.”
Admittedly, the vast majority of the activity on this band is frequency modulated.
Ask any of us who have had the chance to
experiment on 2 meters using sideband and
CW though, and we’d regale you with tales
of long-haul tropo openings, the brief signal
bursts of meteor scatter, watery-sounding
aurora and even the thrill of hearing your
own signals beamed back to earth by a satellite. You can experience some of these
propagation modes on FM, but SSB and CW
didn’t earn the title “the weak signal modes”
for no reason.
Nearly all of us have 2-meter FM equipment. When initially shopping for radios for
this band however, few are willing to ante
up the added green stamps necessary for the
purchase of a multimode 2-meter transceiver.
Even used multimode VHF gear seems to
command near ransom sums.

An Alternative
If you’ve already got HF equipment, a
transverter—a device that will take receive
and transmit signals from one band and convert them to receive and transmit signals on
another—is a viable alternative to a standalone radio.
There are a handful of manufacturers that
offer transverters. These units are designed
to allow you to use your existing HF (and
sometimes VHF) gear to gain access to individual bands of frequencies ranging from
6 meters up to the extreme microwaves.
Ten-Tec currently offers three: the
1208—a transverter that will allow you to
convert the 20-meter band coverage of an HF
transceiver to 6 meters; the 1209—a similar
unit to convert 2 meters to 6; and—the sub-

ject of this review—the Ten-Tec 1210.
Connect the 1210 to the antenna jack of
a multimode HF transceiver that covers the
10-meter band, a 12 V dc power supply and
a 2-meter antenna; adjust the radio’s RF output to between 4 and 20 W and presto!—
instant 2-meter multimode.

Kit or Assembled?
The 1210 is available in two versions—
either factory assembled or in kit form. The
price difference is considerable—a C-note—
so if you don’t mind spending some time (my
construction time was around 14 hours) at
the workbench, you can save yourself about
40%! Personally, I find building equipment
nearly as much fun as operating it. We ordered the kit.
Ten-Tec has been in the kit business for a
long time, and their experience shows. The
quality of the components, the board, the
enclosure and the manual is excellent.
The 4 × 5 1/4-inch glass-epoxy PC board
is plated-through and clearly silk-screened
with the component numbers and position
outlines.
The rugged three-piece enclosure has a
textured black finish and the power and
transmit LED indicators, the power switch,
and the antenna and transceiver connectors
are labeled with bold white lettering. The
finished kit has the look and feel of a comBottom Line
The Ten-Tec 1210 transverter lets you
add 2-meter multimode operation to your
existing 10-meter or multiband HF transceiver at a fraction of the cost of a
standalone transceiver.

mercially built unit.
The 51/2 × 8 1/2-inch spiral-bound 48-page
Instruction Manual is very well written and
covers related topics far beyond just the assembly, alignment and operation of the
transverter. The documentation also includes
an 11 × 17-inch sheet of paper with a complete schematic on one side and parts placement diagrams (copies of those printed
within the manual pages) on the reverse.
These duplicate diagrams allow you to
quickly determine a specific part’s location
without constantly having to flip through the
pages of the manual.
Along with the manual and schematic
sheet you’ll find a Kit Addendum and two
Special Bulletin sheets. Read them very carefully and pencil in corrections or “SEE ADDENDUM” notices in the manual before you
begin assembly. Failure to do this will lead
to dire consequences—details later!

Laying the Groundwork
In addition to a very basic selection of
electronics hand tools, you’ll need a voltohm meter, digital voltmeter or digital multimeter (VOM, DVM or DMM). A wattmeter
capable of making measurements at VHF, a
2-meter transceiver (your FM H-T or mobile
radio will do) and a frequency counter or a
receiver that will cover 116 MHz are also
required.
While it’s tempting to dive right in and
pull parts from the various plastic bags and
stuff them into the board, do yourself a favor and take a complete inventory first. Use
your favorite method to sort and organize the
parts to make them easy to locate when their
number comes up.
If you near the end of the assembly process
and end up with extra parts, you’ll know you’ve
left something out somewhere. If you get down
to the last resistor or capacitor and discover
that the one you’ve got left is the wrong value,
you’ll know that you’ve put the desired part in
the wrong location. (Trust me on this. I inadvertently swapped a couple of the molded inductors and discovered it this way.)
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Table 2
Ten-Tec T-Kit 1210 10-Meter Transverter

Figure 6—Inside the Ten-Tec 1210 10- to
2-meter transverter. Nearly all the unit’s
components are mounted on a single
4 × 51/ 2-inch glass-epoxy PC board.

Manufacturer’s Claimed Specifications
Measured in the ARRL Lab
Power requirements: Transmit, 2.0 A;
Transmit, 1.9 A (at 10 W )
typical output); receive, 100 mA,
receive, 100 mA. Tested at 13.8 V.
12-14 V dc.
Size (hwd): 1.5x5.0x8.0 inches; weight, 2.0 lb.
Frequency coverage: Receive and transmit, As specified (determined by transceiver).
144-145.7 MHz.
Modes of operation: CW, SSB, FM
Tested on CW, SSB, AM and FM.
Receiver
Receiver testing
Conversion gain: ~17 dB.
19.0 dB.
Noise figure: Not specified.
7.6 dB.
Image rejection: ≥60 dB.
90 dB.
Transmitter
Transmitter testing
Transmit RF input: 20 W (max).
5-20 W input required for typical 10 W
output.
Transmit RF output: 10 W (max)
As specified.
Spectral purity: ≥56 dB.
58 dB at 10 W output. Meets FCC
requirements.

Just Going Through Some Phases
Assembly is accomplished in seven
“phases.” Five of these end in Progress Tests
of the various subsystems. The last includes
the final alignment.
This construction method really helps alleviate the “is-this-thing-going-to-workwhen-I-finally-finish-putting-it-all-together?” jitters. If you do run into a situation
where a particular stage fails a progress test
or exhibits unusual behavior, the search for
trouble can usually be limited to that phase.
The seven-phase construction procedure
also provides convenient stopping points to
take time out for life’s other distractions—
eating, sleeping and working for example!

Toriod-a-phobia
Looking back over QST product reviews
on kits that have appeared in previous issues,
it’s usually at about this point in the story
where we begin describing the trials and
tribulations of winding toroidal coils. Not so
this time around folks—no toroidal coils are
wound in the building of this kit.
The three coils that are builder constructed are made by simply winding some
bare wire around the threads of a #6-32 screw
in two instances and some enameled wire on
a 1/4-inch drill bit or dowel rod in a third. It’s
actually kind of fun!

Fair Warning
Assembly of this kit went very smoothly.
If you’ve got even rudimentary circuit board
soldering skills and access to some basic
tools and test gear you should have absolutely no problem at all transforming this
collection of parts into a working transverter.
There are a couple of details I’ll bring up
here that may save you some grief.
One of Ten-Tec’s Special Bulletins involves a modified mounting method for Q10;
a stud-mounted RF transistor (MRF2628).
The installation discussion is on page 39 of
the manual.
The new mounting scheme involves po74
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sitioning a washer on the stud of the transistor between the underside of the circuit board
and the aluminum heat sink and then bending the leads down to the surface of the
board. Don’t (as I did) overlook your handwritten note in the manual reminding you to
refer to the Special Bulletin and solder it
flush with the board.
Also on page 39 is a step describing the
installation of Q9, a 2SC1970 transistor used
for RF drive. This component needs to be carefully positioned if the hole in its case and a
required insulating washer are to line up with
a mounting hole in the previously mentioned
heat sink. While the manual explanation
seems to indicate that doing a test fit of the
heat sink is optional, the odds of locating this
transistor properly without actually temporarily mounting the heat sink seem Powerball
slim. Moving the transistor even the slightest
amount after soldering it in place is a serious
pain! (I know this from experience.)

CQ 10—err, ah —2 Meters!
Set-up and operation of the 1210 is easy.
The antenna connector of your 10-meter radio—a Kenwood TS-570S in my case (don’t
read too much into this—I own a wide variety of makes, models and vintages) is
jumpered to the SO-239 connector marked
10M TRANSCEIVER 20 WATTS MAXIMUM

on the rear panel of the transverter. A suitable
2-meter antenna is plugged into the 2M ANTENNA jack. A 12 to 14 V dc supply capable
of at least 2 A is required for power. The only
control on the 1210 is the POWER switch.
The HF transceiver’s RF output power
must be set to 20 W or less—much more than
that and you’ll be breaking out the soldering
iron and test equipment again. The
transverter is capable of about 10 W of RF
output on 2 meters.
To determine the 2-meter frequency that
corresponds to the 10-meter frequency shown
in the HF radio’s display, you simply add 116.
If your 10-meter frequency display shows

28.000 MHz, the 2-meter frequency will be
144.000 MHz (28.000 + 116 = 144); if the
display indicates 29.700 MHz, the resulting
2-meter frequency will be 145.700 MHz.
This brings up an important point: the 2meter frequency coverage of the transverter
is limited by the frequency agility of the connected HF radio. Most HF transceivers will
cover from 28 to 29.7 MHz on 10 meters—a
few stock radios might go as high as 30 MHz.
As most of you already know, nearly every current HF transceiver can be modified to
extend the range of transmit frequencies beyond the US amateur band limits. Since the
transverted signal will be within our allocations on 2 meters, it’s perfectly okay to modify
your HF radio to expand the frequency range
for transverter operation.
While nearly all terrestrial SSB and CW
activity occurs below about 144.3 MHz,
some may want to extend the limit above
145.7 MHz to access the satellite subband
between 145.8 and 146 MHz. An HF radio
with extended coverage might also provide
wider coverage of the 2-meter repeater and
FM simplex frequencies.
One of the neatest things about using a
transverter is that you get to enjoy all of the
features and modes that are already built into
your HF rig. Multiple memories, split frequency operation, IF shift, DSP, noise
blankers, memory keyers and more—are all
still available. In the case of my TS-570S,
there’s even a “transverter” menu setting that
allows me to display the actual 2-meter operating frequency directly, and the radio already has built-in CTCSS tone encode and
decode capabilities for the 10-, 6-, and now
2-meter repeaters. What could be cooler?
Manufacturer: Ten-Tec Inc, 1185 Dolly
Parton Pkwy, Sevierville, TN 37862; 800-8337373; 865-453-7172; fax 865-428-4483;
sales@tentec.com; http://www.tentec.com.
Price: Model 1210 transverter kit, $139;
Model 1210A transverter (factory assembled), $239.

TECHNICAL CORRESPONDENCE
MFJ-259 SWR ANALYZER AND
COAXIAL CABLE SHORTS
By Donald L. Smith, N6NAX, 2102 W
Lupine Ave, Phoenix, AZ 95029
◊ In “Using the MFJ-259 SWR Analyzer to
Find a Short Circuit in Coaxial Cable,” 1
Emerson M. Hoyt, WX7E, says 180 feet is
the longest cable measurable using the
method described because 1.8 MHz is the
lower-frequency limit of the MFJ-259. Of
course, the longest measurable cable is also
dependent on the cable’s velocity factor. For
example, with 1.8 MHz being the MFJ-259’s
lower-frequency limit, if the velocity factor
of the cable being checked is 0.86, then the
longest cable measurable by this method is
470 feet, assuming both ends of the cable
are accessible. The diagram in Figure 1 explains this reasoning.

LEVEL-TRANSLATOR BONUS
By Gerry Fasse, W8GF, 11320 Darla Ct,
Warren, MI 48089; W8GF@aol.com
The translator described in my article “An
FT-1000 TTL/RS-232 Level Translator,” 2
can also be used with other Yaesu transceiver models including the FT-736, FT-757,
FT-767 and FT-990. There are some minor
CAT-connector pin-out variations, however,
so be sure to verify the connections.
I’ve discovered many ICOM radios, including the IC-736 and IC-738 have a REMOTE jack that outputs TTL signal levels.
By using an appropriate mating connector,
the level converter will work just fine with
those radios.

TVI SOURCES AND LAMP-FAILURE
MECHANICS
By John W. Roberts, Jr, KQ4WR, 7 Lincoln
Ct, Whiting, NJ 08759; KQ4WR@aol.com
◊ The “Free Energy Concentrator” item in
Technical Correspondence some months
ago brought to mind a couple of signal-generation sources I’ve run into. 3 Back in
the 1950s, when I used to run 300 W on
10 meters, I received a TVI complaint from
a neighbor several houses away. When I
went to check the complaint, I noticed a
1

Emerson M. Hoyt, WX7E, “Using the MFJ259 SWR Analyzer to Find a Short Circuit in
Coaxial Cable,” Technical Correspondence,
QST, Oct 1999, p 66.
2
Gerry Fasse, W8GF, “An FT-1000 TTL/RS232 Level Translator,” QST , Sep 1999,
pp 46-47.
3
Mitchell Lee, KB6FPW, “Free Energy Concentrator,” Technical Correspondence,
QST, Oct 1999, pp 66-67; see also Feedback QST Feb 2000, p 71.

Figure 1—Just how long a cable can be measured depends not only on the
MFJ-249’s lower-frequency limit, but the cable’s velocity factor as well.

long-wire antenna in the neighbor’s back
yard. When I asked what it was for, she
showed me her son’s crystal set. I disconnected the antenna from the crystal set and
ran some tests. They showed that the crystal was generating harmonics from the
strong signal the antenna received, and the
same wire was radiating the harmonics.
Some time ago, I found another source
of TVI. The 120-Hz modulation on the signal was an important clue, so I started turning off every appliance I could find. The
offender turned out to be a light bulb! Replacing the bulb eliminated the TVI.
Speaking of light bulbs, back in the ’70s,
I discovered a source of very early pilotlamp failures in a product I’d designed. I
found that the long lamp bracket was mechanically resonant with vibrations from an
adjacent cooling fan. Adding a rubber cushion to the bracket cured the problem!

COAXIAL RF CHOKE BALUNS
By Bob Mandeville, N1EDM, 94 Florence St,
Brockton, MA 02401; n1edm@access.net
◊ My friend Bill Ward, W1ULJ, brought up
a good point (actually, two) about coaxialcable RF-choke baluns when he showed me
his antenna “farm.” One item I knew about,
one I didn’t.
Such a choke is a coil of coaxial cable
placed near the antenna feedpoint. Its coil
shape causes it to act like an inductor (a
choke) to prevent—choke—RF from coming down the feed line and radiating. You
want the antenna to radiate, not the feed
line. Bill’s two points were:
1. Many hams wrap the balun like a hank
of rope, because it’s easy to do, but it is
also less effective. A properly wound choke
has a diameter of about six inches or more.
Using a coffee can (or bleach bottle) as a
form, wrap the balun’s turns around the
form. Lay each successive turn adjacent to
the previous one. Remove the form when
winding is finished. Reinforce the coil with
wood splints, filament tape, etc, to help it
retain its shape. Remember, the choke will

Paul Pagel, N1FB



be exposed to the wind and weather year
round, so build it to last.
2. Don’t use foam-dielectric coax for
your RF choke (this is the one that I didn’t
know). When such coax is wound as a coil,
over time the center conductor migrates
through the soft dielectric. This destroys the
characteristic impedance of the cable and
might eventually cause the center conductor to short to the shield. The migration
process is hastened by exposure to direct
sunlight—which is where 99.9% of all
choke baluns usually find themselves!
For coaxial cable to exhibit the proper impedance, the center conductor must be centered in the dielectric. Once the center conductor migrates from the center, the cable’s
nominal characteristic impedance changes.

MATCHING LOW-IMPEDANCE
ANTENNAS
By Albert E. Weller, Jr, WD8KBW, 1325
Cambridge Blvd, Columbus, OH 43212;
a-nweller@worldnet.att.net
◊ Bob (NP4B) Zimmerman’s article “Simple
Offset Feeding of Wire-Element Beams,” 4
on antenna matching by offset feeding recalls methods—other than the delta or
gamma matches or their variants—of matching low-impedance antennas.
In the specific case of a 13.3-Ω feedpoint
impedance, a very simple near match can be
obtained by using a 1/ 4-λ transformer of 25or 26.5-Ω line: two 90°, 50- or 53-Ω coaxial
lines in parallel. The resulting SWR is only
1.06 and would probably not be noticeable.
This 1/ 4-λ transformer is actually the
simplest form of a parallel-line transformer:
two transmission lines connected in parallel. In the general case, the two lines can
be of different lengths and different characteristic impedances. Thus, with two
75-Ω lines of 136.57° and 43.43° lengths,
a 13.3-Ω impedance can be transformed to
50 Ω as depicted in Figure 2. Another line
4

Bob Zimmerman, NP4B, “Simple Offset Feeding of Wire-Element Beams,” QST, Oct,
1999, pp 45-46.
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Figure 2—A parallel-line transformer used to transform 13.3Ω
to 50 Ω using 75-Ω lines.

Figure 3—A parallel-line transformer using 50- and 75-Ω lines.

Figure 4—An alternating-line transformer with the output
line (13.3 Ω, 24.04°) formed by a parallel line transformer.
(See Feedback, August QST, p 76.)

Figure 5—A series-line transformer with the input line
(37.5 Ω formed by two 75-Ω lines in parallel).

combination is that of a 116.01° length of
50-Ω line in parallel with a 53.79° length
of 75-Ω line as shown in Figure 3.
If the match were made with an alternating-line transformer (a series line using two
line sections of equal length with characteristic impedances equal to the desired load and
source impedances), lines having 13.3- and
50-Ω characteristic impedances, each 24.04°
long, are required. The 13.3-Ω line can be
synthesized by parallel 50-Ω lines having
lengths of 68.99° and 7.02°. See Figure 4.
For a series line transformer using a 75-Ω
output line, the input line must have a characteristic impedance between 25.79 and
38.68 Ω. A 37.5-Ω line (two equal lengths
of 75-Ω line) suggests itself. See Figure 5.
Many other combinations are possible.
With a combination of a series section and
a paralleled section (such as shown in Figures 3 and 4) any impedance (including
complex impedances) can be matched to a
source impedance of Z0 by line sections
with a characteristic impedance of Z0.

PEGASUS TRANSCEIVER BC QRM
By Dean E. Nold, W9KX, 906 Dencry Ln,
Delray Beach, FL 33483-5912
◊ After reading Paul (N1II) Danzer’s Product Review of the Ten-Tec Pegasus transceiver, I wanted to buy one!5 But how could
I justify to my wife buying a new rig when
I already own two Omni VI-Plus transceivers? I didn’t! I suggested to my good friend
that he should buy one!
When Joe, KU4PH, was discharged from
the hospital, he asked me to help him unpack and set up his new Pegasus. Everything
went well until we turned on the receiver.
We couldn’t believe our ears! Because of
heavy splatter, all we could receive were a
5

Paul Danzer, N1II, “Ten-Tec Pegasus HF
Transceiver,” Product Review, QST, Feb
2000, pp 63-67.
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few signals! We finally located the offending signal at 1420 kHz: a local AM broadcast station located two miles from Joe’s
QTH. Later, we determined that when we
turned on the receiver’s 20-dB attenuator, the
splatter disappearedbut so did all the DX
signals! A call to the broadcast station revealed that they were transmitting 5 kW and
would be reducing their power to 500 W
during nighttime hours, a power reduction
10 dB. That evening, with the Pegasus attenuator turned off, and the broadcast station transmitting 500 W, there was no
evidence of splatter. Because the second
harmonic of the broadcast station was at least
30 dB below its carrier, we could eliminate
the receiver overloading by attenuating the
signal by 30 dB or more.
Paul Clinton, Ten-Tec’s Service Manager, informed us that we were the first to
report broadcast-station front-end overload.
(Eight months later, Ten-Tec advised us that
they had reports of only three or four hams
who experienced similar overload problems.) Paul reported that the engineers were
investigating several options to solve this
problem. Instead of making modifications
to the Pegasus at the board level, I felt there
was a simpler solution to our problem.
Several years ago, I had good luck using
50-dB attenuation telephone-RFI and TV
high-pass filters made by I.C.E. (Industrial
Communication Engineers, LTD) and I knew
they manufactured a large array of other filters.6 Their filter model 402X is a ninth-order Chebyshev high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency just below the 160-meter band.
(The X suffix denotes transceive capability
as needed here.Ed.) The filter’s insertion
6

Industrial Communication Engineers, Ltd,
PO Box 18495, Indianapolis, IN 462180495; tel 800-423-2666, 317-545-5412, fax
317-545-9645. You can find more about
these filters at http://www.inducomm.net/
pieces/fitersrf.html#bcbEd.

loss is only 0.25 dB in the passband and it’s
rated for operation at power levels up to
300 W. The filter is housed in a heavy-duty
aluminum enclosure equipped with SO-239
connectors and a grounding lug and costs
$35, plus shipping. From the attenuation
curves, we determined that the filter would
reduce a 1420-kHz signal over 30 dB, perfect for our situation. After the filter was
installed, the overload problem was gone!
Now I can get back to my original objective: playing with Joe’s Pegasus!
I.C.E. makes another filter that I would
label “bulletproof.” The model 400X filter
has a cut-off frequency just below 3.5 MHz
and is rated at 300 W. This filter will attenuate a signal by over 70 dB and the
signal’s second harmonic well over 50 dB!
However, you would lose use of the 160meter band. This filter costs $36, plus shipping. The I.C.E. filters can be used with any
transceiver experiencing broadcast frontend overload as long as the power passing
through the filter is less than 300 W. TenTec is fully aware of our approach and has
given it their approval.

FEEDBACK
◊ Please refer to Bob Witmer, W3RW, “The
W3RW 6- and 10-Meter Long Wire,” QST,
Apr 2000, Fig 3, p 47. The common long section length should be 93 feet 6 inches.
—Tnx Bob Witmer, W3RW
◊ Please refer to Wayne Yoshida, KH6WZ,
“Some Tools and Tricks of the Hobby,” Technical Correspondence, QST, Apr 2000, pp 7879. Sears apparently no longer carries the
Craftsman tap and die set I mentioned. While
browsing a local Orchard Supply and Hardware (Club OSH), I came across a similar tap
and die set: The Vermont American number
21767. The sticker price was $32.99.—Wayne
Yoshida, KH6WX

HAPPENINGS

Amateur Radio Survives Restructuring Transition
Despite dire predictions from some
quarters, the “Big Day”—Saturday, April 15,
2000—dawned with nary a “10-4,” a “roger
beep” or “echo box” to be heard on the
Amateur Bands. During the first weekend
of restructuring, fledgling Generals and
Extras were out in force on the HF bands,
trying out their upgraded privileges and
proudly appending the required “interim
AG” or “interim AE” to each ID.
“I’m real new to the HF frequencies,”
conceded one Tennessee amateur April 15,
as he nonetheless adroitly engaged in QSOs
with several other hams on 40 SSB. The
amateur had just upgraded from Tech Plus
to Extra.
Another operator in Maryland was
typical of those out over the same weekend
exercising their new wings on SSB after
making the leap from Technician to Extra.
“I just this morning upgraded my ticket,”
he said.
Amateur Radio has passed another
milestone in its long history without
incident. For the first time in more than 60
years, applicants seeking an Amateur Radio
license with full HF privileges didn’t need
to take at least a 13 WPM Morse code exam.
ARRL Hudson Division Director Frank
Fallon, N2FF, was among those urging

veteran hams to put out the welcome mat
to all newcomers. “They will need
guidance, not hostility and transferred
anger from those unhappy with the new
FCC license structure,” he said in an open
letter published in the division newsletter,
The Hudson Loop. Fallon advised
experienced hams to be generous with their
help, to be tolerant of mistakes and to be
“friendly and tactful when you offer
suggestions for improvement.”
One “interim AGer,” Anthony Van
Ameyden, N8WJQ, told the ARRL he was
gratified to encounter “a gracious and patient effort” to help newcomers during a 40meter SSB net he monitored. “Despite some
of the doom and gloom about the new licensees entering the new HF bands, I was
very pleased to be a part of the ham community when I listened in and realized that
all operators on the net patiently waited for
the new licensees to receive their first contacts,” he said. “Congratulations are in order for these fine examples of what Amateur Radio is all about.”
Meanwhile, the ARRL-VEC team didn’t
need a reminder that restructuring had
struck. It’s been dealing with an increased
influx of applications since January.
“You’re a little early. It’s taking about a
PAUL TOTH, NA4AR

month,” Assistant to the ARRL-VEC
Manager Wayne Irwin, W1KI, told a newly
upgraded caller on April 17. The caller had
tested March 22, but his new license grant
hadn’t yet shown up in the FCC database
or in his mailbox. “You upgraded
yesterday?” Irwin asked another caller.
“You’re not going to see it for about three
to four weeks.”
The overwhelming volume of activity as
a result of upgrade fever put things behind
the dime at VECs. Although it hired on
extra help, ARRL-VEC was struggling to
keep up. “The phones ring non-stop with
inquiries, and the e-mail runneth over,”
ARRL-VEC Manager Bart Jahnke, W9JJ,
said on the Monday after restructuring
became effective.
During the April 15-16 weekend,
thousands of hams took advantage of strategically scheduled upgrade and paperworkprocessing VE sessions, including some
held at the stroke of midnight. Jahnke said
he’d gotten word of individual sessions
with as many as 135 attendees. ARRL-VEC
alone registered nearly 250 separate
sessions for April 15.
Georgia Section Manager Sandy
Donahue, W4RU, took part in a “dual”
exam session held April 14 and 15 in
conjunction with the fourth annual
Southeastern VHF Society Conference near
Atlanta. “At 10 PM, we gave a ‘last gasp’
exam session under the old rules,” Donahue
said. At midnight, the VEs initiated the
first-in-Georgia exam session under the
new rules. “We were overwhelmed by the
RICK LINDQUIST, N1RL

Extra class candidates anxiously watch the “Midnight Madness” VE team in the
West Central Florida Section process their upgrades. Left to right are VEs Harvey
Hernandez, N4TEC, and Don Buffington, W9DAB; candidate Dan Hawthorne,
W4LGM; VEs Misty Nickerson, NV1F, and Alice King, AI4K.

Rick Lindquist, N1RL



Linda Brodhurst of the ARRL-VEC staff
helps handle the growing mountain of
paperwork.
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response,” he said. One examinee even flew
in from Belgium.
“The fact that this many amateurs
showed up at midnight and waited almost
until dawn for us to complete the process
speaks volumes about the interest in our
hobby in the wake of the license
restructuring,” Donahue said.
Nearly 90 applicants turned out for the
Utica Shelby Emergency Communications
Association’s attempt to be the first in the
nation to offer amateur exams under the
new rules. Testing began at the stroke of
midnight during its special VE session in
Mt Clemens, Michigan. Club spokesperson
Paul Valko, W8KC, said applicants started

lining up outside as early as 7:30 PM.
Elsewhere, more than 100 applicants
turned out in the wee hours of April 15 for
Florida’s first VE session under the new rules.
By the time the sun had set on the first
weekend of restructuring, seven VE sessions
in the 10-county West Central Florida Section
had processed upwards of 300 license
upgrades. In Colorado, Jeff Ryan, N0WPA,
reported nearly 400 upgraders at seven
ARRL-VEC testing sessions April 15.
A VE “paperwork” session April 15
at ARRL Headquarters processed 60 applications. “They felt there was some
special prestige to be able to show they
did it at ARRL HQ,” said VE and ARRL

staffer Dan Miller, K3UFG.
Perhaps as a point of pride, more than a
few hams hustled in the weeks remaining
before April 15 in an effort to upgrade under
the old rules. One was ARRL Field and
Educational Services Manager Rosalie
White, WA1STO, who upgraded to Extra.
Another was Don Wenger, WD8OTT—also
now “interim AE”—who said the League’s
code tapes did the trick for him after years
of struggling with the code. He passed the
20 WPM code test on the very last night it
was possible to do so.
“I hold nothing against a 5 WPM Extra,
but for my own personal satisfaction I did
it the ‘old way,’” he said.

Hams Help Get Wounded Boy from High Seas to Hospital
A dramatic and tragic situation that
unfolded off the coast of Central America
in late March generated a lot of positive
publicity for Amateur Radio. It also caught
a family from The Netherlands in the
media’s glare.
Amateur Radio operators from the 20meter Maritime Mobile Service and
International Traffic Nets helped get a
wounded boy to safety following an attack
by what were being called “pirates.” The
episode attracted intense media attention
after ARRL President Jim Haynie, W5JBP,
helped arrange for the injured youth to be
brought to the US for medical care.
The nightmare began the afternoon of
March 28 for the family of Jacco van Tuijl,
KH2TD, as he and his 13-year-old son,
Willem, were in inflatable dinghy, not far
from the family’s 44-foot sailing sloop,
Hayat. Wife and mother Jannie van Tuijl,
KH2TE, remained aboard the vessel. Jacco
van Tuijl said they were anchored behind a
reef with a couple of other sailboats in the
vicinity—one at anchor—some 50 miles off
the coast of Honduras. The van Tuijls had
been on a high seas family adventure for five
ARRL PHOTO

The van Tuijls in Willem’s hospital room
at Children’s Medical Center in Dallas.
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years and were on their way back to The
Netherlands when the incident occurred.
Father and son were visiting acquaintances aboard the other anchored sailboat
when Jacco van Tuijl spotted an open
wooden boat with four or five men aboard
come alongside his vessel.
“All of a sudden, I see them crawling
aboard my boat,” he recounted the next day
in a phone-patch interview via Ed Petzolt,
K1LNC (see “Ed Petzolt, K1LNC—1999
ARRL International Humanitarian Award
Winner” on page 56 of this issue).
Fearing something amiss, Jacco van
Tuijl and his son headed back toward their
vessel to find out what was going on.
“About 20 yards away from my boat, one
of these guys got nervous and got out a
gun,” van Tuijl recalled. “My wife was
screaming, ‘Get away, get away, they’re
tying me up.”
When van Tuijl and his son tried to escape
in the dinghy, the pirate began firing upon
them. Van Tuijl said bullets tore into the
dinghy, deflating one side of it and flipping
the small vessel over and nearly sinking it.
One bullet struck Willem. “We ended up in

the water, and I’m starting to yell and scream
at these guys, ‘He’s killing my son.’”
At that point, van Tuijl said, the
marauders got back into their vessel. After
first approaching the father and son in the
water, the pirates fled, taking the damaged
dinghy and its outboard motor along with
them.
Van Tuijl told the ARRL during the phone
patch that he hauled his injured son back to
his sailboat and got him aboard. “My son has
no feeling in his legs anymore, so we pulled
him up,” he said. “He’s got a hole in his side
and lots of blood coming out.”
At the urging of someone aboard a
neighboring sailboat, van Tuijl got on his
ham radio to seek help, breaking into a QSO
involving Phil Fiol, WB2BMC, in Florida.
Fiol moved KH2TD down to the Maritime
Mobile Service Net on 14.300 MHz while
the other operator, Ray Faber, WB1AVE,
called the US Coast Guard. The Coast
Guard, in turn, summoned the Honduran
Navy, which came up on frequency several
hours later.
Meanwhile, the other two vessels in the
vicinity and the van Tuijl’s then pulled
ARRL PHOTO

Jannie and Jacco van Tuijl, center, field questions at a press conference staged by
Children’s Medical Center of Dallas. ARRL President Jim Haynie, W5JBP, is at the
left. On the right is Jeff Koch, NU5Z, the chief of staff for US Rep Pete Sessions of
Texas.

anchor and headed for Honduras. “It took
me the whole night to get [t]here, by engine,
all the time hoping my son would survive,”
he said.
Fred Moore, W3ZU, and others spent
some 14 hours on the Maritime Mobile
Service Net that night, rendering whatever
assistance they could to facilitate Willem’s
rescue and transfer to a hospital in
Honduras.
Moore’s ability to speak fluent Spanish
turned out to be crucial. “At one point, there
was so much chaos and some confusion
because the Honduran Navy people could
not understand English well,” he said. With
the blessing of the net control station,

Moore stepped in to restore order.
Moore remarked later that during such
situations it’s often hard for some hams to
resist the urge to put in their two cents
worth. Sometimes, he said, egos get in the
way of common sense. But he urged
operators encountering an emergency net
to simply “be quiet and listen” unless they
can be genuinely helpful.
In addition to translating, Moore said he
was able to get position reports and, in
general, coordinate communication
between Jacco van Tuijl and the Hondurans,
up to and including the airlift of Willem and
his mother, Jannie, KH2TE, to a hospital
in La Ceiba, Honduras.

Another guardian angel was Miami
physician Dr Jim Hirschman, K4TCV.
Summoned to the frequency by Beryl
Nelson, VP5DB, Hirschman provided the
van Tuijls with medical advice and moral
support during the long ordeal. The
following morning, Petzolt—alerted by
ARRL Headquarters—provided phone
patch communication between the parents
after Willem and his mother had been
picked up and airlifted to a hospital in La
Ceiba, Honduras. Following emergency
surgery on the boy, doctors there
recommended he be transferred to the US
for further treatment.
With no sleep since the day his son was

News in Brief:
• Wayne Mills, N7NG, joins ARRL HQ staff: ARRL Executive
Vice President David Sumner, K1ZZ, announced April 14 that
noted DXer Wayne Mills, N7NG, would join the Headquarters
staff as Membership Services Manager, effective May 2. He
succeeds Bill Kennamer, K5NX, who retired in March. First
licensed in 1953 at age 10, Mills has served as the Rocky Mountain
Division DX Advisory Committee Representative since 1996 and
as chairman of the DXAC since March 1997. He also served on
the DXCC 2000 Committee. He is best known for his operating
on DXpeditions over the past 15 years, most recently from
TX0DX. He holds BSEE and MSEE degrees from the University
of California-Davis and just sold his two-way radio
communication sales and service business in Jackson, Wyoming.
• Brennan Price, N4QX, joins ARRL HQ team: Brennan Price,
N4QX, of Atlanta, Georgia, has joined the Field & Educational
Services staff at ARRL Headquarters. A graduate of Vanderbilt
University and Georgia Tech, Price brings his experience with
repeater coordination issues and as a Volunteer Examiner to his
new position. His duties involve working with the Official
Observer/Amateur Auxiliary program and serving as the National
Frequency Coordinating Officer, a liaison with the coordinating
community.
• HQ Web developer needed: Want to put your Web application
development experience to work? ARRL Headquarters is looking
for a Web Specialist with experience in HTML/CSS and Javascript
and the ability to devise Web-based solutions using PHP, Perl and
MySQL on the Linux platform. Forward resumes to Bob Boucher,
c/o ARRL, 225 Main St, Newington, CT 06111. E-mail resumes
are accepted (rboucher@arrl.org). The ARRL is an equal
opportunity employer.
• South Africa, Australia adopt 5 WPM for full HF access:
South Africa and Australia have joined a small but growing list of
administrations that have adopted a 5 WPM Morse code test
requirement for full access to the HF bands. South Africa has a
new Class A3 ticket—with a distinctive ZT call sign prefix—that
provides “full license” privileges at up to 100 W output, plus a
new entry-level Class B license with more restricted privileges
that’s aimed at school-aged youth. The 12 WPM Morse code
requirement remains in place for the Class A1 “full license” in
South Africa. The Australian Communications Authority has
agreed to merge the privileges of the current Intermediate and
Unrestricted licenses, effectively lowering the code requirement
to 5 WPM for full HF access. The change will take place just in
time for the expected influx of visitors for the Olympics in Sydney.

Under the plan, Australian Intermediate licensees will get the
same HF privileges as so-called “full call” licensees. The two
license classes and their distinctive call signs blocks would
remain, however, as would the 10 WPM code requirement for
the Unrestricted ticket. The general issue of Morse code licensing
requirements is expected to be a topic for debate at the IARU
Region 3 conference the WIA will host later this year. Discussion
of the International Radio Regulations regarding the Morse code
requirement is not expected to come up prior to the World
Radiocommunication Conference set for 2003.
• Mir back on FM, SSTV: With a new crew aboard for the first
time in eight months, the Russian Mir space station was on the
amateur bands in mid-April working both FM simplex and SSTV
on 2 meters (145.985 MHz). On FM, the operator, cosmonaut
Alexandr Kaleri, identified variously as R0MIR and U8MIR.
Kaleri and Sergei Zalyotin arrived aboard Mir in early April.
Hundreds of earthbound hams were delighted to experience the
return of SSTV images from the Mir space station on April 16. A
new QSL card was expected to be available in June. QSL routes
will be announced.—Farrell Winder, W8ZCF, and Ian Coots,
VK3YIC
• KF2GC is new Northern New York SM: Thomas A. “Tom”
Dick, KF2GC, of Saranac Lake has been appointed Northern New
York Section Manager to replace Chuck Orem, KD2AJ, who has
stepped down. The term of office expires January 1, 2001.
• K6BZ is new Sacramento Valley SM: Jerry Boyd, K6BZ,
became Sacramento Valley Section Manager April 1. He was
appointed to succeed Jettie Hill, W6RFF, who has stepped down.
Boyd expressed his appreciation to Hill for his 16 years of service
as Sacramento Valley SM and for his many years of work in the
ARRL Field Organization.
• QST Cover Plaque Award winner: The winner of the QST
Cover Plaque Award for April was Frank King, KM4IE, for his
article “A $20 HF Mobile Antenna.” Congratulations, Frank!
ARRL members are reminded that the winner of the QST Cover
Plaque award—given to the author(s) of the best article in each
issue—now is determined by a vote of ARRL members. Voting
takes place each month on the ARRL Members Only Web site at
http://www.arrl.org/members-only/qstvote.html.
• West Central Florida Section gains another county: The
ARRL Board of Directors has authorized the transfer of Pasco
County from Northern Florida to West Central Florida. The
change was effective April 15. ARRL members in Pasco County
recently voted overwhelmingly in favor of the switch.
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shot, Jacco van Tuijl then sailed his boat
solo up the coast of Honduras toward
Roatan, to be closer to the hospital so that
he could visit his son. Maritime Net
participant and net control station Mike
Pilgrim, K5MP, says that during van Tuijl’s
trek to Roatan, amateurs on the Maritime
Net kept him awake and offered encouragement.
Pilgrim, who was directly in touch with
van Tuijl, reports that Jim Tracey,
KF6NLA—aboard his own boat in French
Harbor, Roatan—“organized a group of
mariners and ultimately met Jacco’s boat
outside the reef-lined entrance to the harbor
and safely assisted him to a marina.”
Pilgrim said Tracey also arranged for a
month of free dockage on Roatan for
Jacco’s sloop and a temporary home for the
family’s cat, Ketchikat.
Jacco van Tuijl stayed with Hector
Godoy, HR3HGB, in La Ceiba. Godoy
helped the van Tuijls in their dealings with
the Honduran hospital as well as in
communication with the US.

With Willem ensconced in the Honduran
hospital, Petzolt mounted efforts to get the
youth transported and admitted to a US
hospital. When those efforts faltered,
Haynie’s office stepped in. After a call to
the office of US Rep Pete Sessions of Texas,
Haynie announced that Children’s Medical
Center of Dallas would accept Willem as a
patient and would send its air ambulance
to Honduras that day to retrieve him and
his parents.
The boy has been hospitalized in the
Dallas area since late March. At press time
he was reported in stable condition. He
suffered kidney and spinal cord damage,
and the prognosis is that he will be
paralyzed from the waist down.
“He’s doing fine,” Jacco van Tuijl said in
April. “He’s recovering really quick.” But he
said Willem had not really come to grips with
the long-term implications of his injuries.
Van Tuijl said he and his wife decided
to get their Amateur Radio tickets during
an extended stay in Guam. Both hold
General class licenses. He agreed that the

decision to get licensed turned out to be a
good one.
In public statements, both parents have
expressed their gratitude to the Amateur
Radio community for its assistance and
support. Jacco van Tuijl indicated the
family was taking things one day at a time
at this point. “It’s a big disaster, yes,” van
Tuijl said, “but he didn’t die.”
He says he hopes the name of his
vessel—Hayat—will be a good omen. In
Turkish, his mother’s native language, van
Tuijl said, “it means ‘life.’ That’s got to be
a good sign.”

Family Caught in Media’s Headlights
As a result of the pirate episode, the van
Tuijl family has been getting its “15 minutes
of fame.” Their story has been featured in
major newspapers and on local and national
television. It was highlighted in People
magazine’s April 24 edition. A report on
NBC’s Dateline news magazine was said to
be in the works. The calamity also will be
detailed in Cruising World magazine.

FCC News
FCC WARNS GENERALS OFF ADVANCED CLASS
SUBBANDS
Within days of April 15 when the new amateur licensing rules
took effect, the FCC said a lot of newly upgraded General class
licensees began asking if they were allowed to operate in the
Advanced class subbands. “The answer is: Absolutely not,” said
the Bill Cross, W3TN, of the FCC’s Public Safety and Private
Wireless Division. “No privileges changed for any license class.”
Cross pointed out that the Advanced class license did not cease
to exist under restructuring, although the FCC no longer accepts
applications for Novice or Advanced class licenses. Current
Generals do not earn Advanced class privileges until they upgrade
to Amateur Extra class, at which point they earn both Advanced
and Extra privileges, he said.
Cross cautioned newly upgraded licensees to check the revised
Part 97 rules carefully to make sure they’re not operating beyond
their privileges. “Now that they’ve gotten the license, it’s time to
look at the real rules,” he said.
The FCC reminded General class operators that they may apply
only for Group C (1×3) or Group D (2×3) vanity call signs.
Generals are not entitled to apply for Group B (2×2) call signs.
Amateurs also are reminded that in order to apply for upgraded
volunteer examiner privileges or for a vanity call sign reflecting
new license status, a licensee first must have been issued an
upgraded license grant by the FCC. Interim privileges conveyed
by a Certificate of Successful Completion of Examination—or
CSCE—not sufficient for either purpose.
Revised FCC Part 97 rules are available on the ARRL Web site
at http://www.arrl.org/field/regulations/news/part97/.

VANITY FEE TO REMAIN $14 THIS FISCAL YEAR
The FCC has proposed keeping the annual regulatory fee for
an Amateur Radio vanity call sign at $14 ($1.40 per year for the
10-year license term). That information was released in a Notice
of Proposed Rule Making, MD Docket 00-58, proposing Fiscal
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Year 2000 annual regulatory fees.
FY 2000 began last September. The fees are paid in arrears.
The FCC said it anticipated 8000 vanity call sign applications
during FY 2000.

FCC INVITES CLOSER PARTNERSHIP WITH OFFICIAL
OBSERVERS
ARRL Official Observers will be encouraged to play a more
regular role in Amateur Radio enforcement, now that the FCC has
established a credible Amateur Radio enforcement presence.
“The FCC is in this with them—we’re all in the same boat,”
said Special Counsel for Amateur Radio Enforcement Riley
Hollingsworth, following a meeting earlier this year with the ARRL
Enforcement Task Force.
Hollingsworth said he’s been able to make good use of
information supplied by Official Observers in amateur cases. “The
problem has never been anemic OO complaints or a lack of quality,
it’s just been a matter of whether the FCC was present on the
enforcement front,” he said. Hollingsworth told the Enforcement
Task Force that OOs can often help him to fill the gaps in cases
he’s already familiar with.
The League had invited Hollingsworth to attend the ETF
meeting to compare notes with him and to stress that the League
wants enforcement to remain an important FCC initiative.
Since taking over the amateur enforcement helm in the fall of
1998, Hollingsworth has said he first wanted to re-establish the
FCC’s enforcement credibility before encouraging greater
participation by the OOs. Hollingsworth told the Task Force that
when the ARRL felt the FCC’s credibility was re-established, the
FCC would be ready to ask the OOs for more help. The Task Force
concurred that the time was right to gradually fold the Official
Observers back into the enforcement blend.
Hollingsworth said that while the rate of amateur-related
complaints has declined, he’s not planning to let up on the pressure.
“We’re still pedaling as fast as we can right now,” he said.”

While the story has been a public relations
bonanza for Amateur Radio, the close and
rather private van Tuijl family is not
especially comfortable being in the spotlight.
Media attention built in early April with
a segment on ABC’s 20/20 news magazine.
The program recounted—in TV’s typically
compressed fashion—the events that led to
the pirate attack on the family’s sailboat off
Honduras and Willem’s dire injuries when
he was shot by the intruders.
In addition to interviews with the
parents, the ABC report included interviews
with Haynie, Godoy, Petzolt and
Hirschman. It also included audio segments
provided by Frank Moorhus, AA2DR.
“We didn’t want to do this at all,” Jacco
van Tuijl said of the ABC piece. “We didn’t
want to get into publicity so much.”
Van Tuijl said the family was led to
believe that ABC would mention the
Willem Fund, and that softened their
reluctance. The fund was established
through Haynie’s business office to assist
the family in dealing with Willem’s current

and future expenses. “So we had the idea
we were doing this for Willem, and they
didn’t do that, which disappointed me
really.”
In general, the van Tuijls deemed the
ABC coverage a bit too sensational and
melodramatic for their tastes. “The whole
ordeal was basically too big to put that in a
10-minute time frame,” van Tuijl said.
A media event in Dallas staged in late
April by New Line Cinema to promote its
ham radio-related movie Frequency
brought together three of those involved in
helping to rescue Willem and bring him to
the US. On hand in addition to Willem’s
parents were Haynie, Sessions, and Petzolt,
who had not met the van Tuijls.
Van Tuijl said he expected to retrieve
his sailboat from Honduras and sail it—
with the help of a friend or two—to the US.
“Eventually, I think we have to go back to
The Netherlands, but we also maybe would
like to stay in the States,” he said, framing
the family’s dilemma. He acknowledged the
huge obstacles to remaining in the US, but

Amateur Enforcement News
• FCC questions “Captain Truth” suspect: The FCC has zeroed
in on a Newton, North Carolina, Extra class licensee as a prime
suspect in its “Captain Truth” investigation into unidentified
Amateur Radio transmissions and malicious interference. FCC
Special Counsel for Amateur Radio Enforcement Riley
Hollingsworth wrote John M. Yount, K4QIJ, on March 29, citing
FCC and other close-in monitoring evidence to indicate that Yount’s
station was the source of “malicious interference and jamming” on
20 and 75 meters. The FCC said its evidence shows the malicious
interference and jamming occurred at various times between March
1999 and March 2000. “Radio direction finding bearings have led
to your residence and antenna,” Hollingsworth told Yount. The FCC
said part of its monitoring evidence resulted from work done by the
FCC’s High-Frequency Direction Finding facility in Columbia,
Maryland. The FCC said its evidence indicated that Yount had made
unidentified transmissions, transmissions identified by the call sign
K4OKA as well as by “Captain Truth” and other names. The call
sign K4OKA is assigned to John A. “Al” Abernethy of Hickory,
North Carolina. Abernethy last year lost his HF privileges for six
months following an FCC inspection visit to his station in early
1999 and complaints of deliberate interference.
• W5YI-VEC rebuilding Puerto Rico VE program: Fred
Maia, W5YI, says the W5YI-VEC is starting afresh in Puerto Rico
with its Amateur Radio examination program. Citing a lack of
confidence in the integrity of his Amateur Radio testing program
in Puerto Rico, Maia said he decertified all but one of his program’s
seven Volunteer Examiner teams there after meeting with some of
his VEs in April. For now, the Arecibo Observatory Amateur Radio
Club—KP4AO, under the leadership of Bill Genter, KP3O, will
be the only W5YI-VEC accredited VE team in Puerto Rico. All
other VE teams are “null and void,” Maia said. The Arecibo club
will approve any VEs in Puerto Rico, announce, coordinate, and
receive the paperwork for all testing sessions, he said. Maia also
says he has responded to all FCC inquiries into alleged W5YI-

he said the best rehab facilities and
opportunities for his son are here.
“We just want the best for Willem,” he
said.
Donations are invited to Willem Fund,
c/o Southwest Bank, 1603 LBJ Freeway,
Suite 100, Dallas, TX 75234. The Willem
Fund is not an ARRL activity.

DAN MILLER, K3UFG, NAMED
CERTIFICATION SPECIALIST
Dan Miller, K3UFG, has been tapped to
provide ARRL Headquarters staff support
for the League’s nascent Certification and
Continuing Education Program. As ARRL
Certification Specialist within Field and
Educational Services, Miller’s immediate
challenge will be to develop a pilot program
in Emergency Communications. The pilot
program may serve as a template for future
continuing education modules.
Miller is stepping into his new
responsibilities with enthusiasm and
optimism. “Recent developments and
renewed interest in Amateur Radio, thanks

VEC examination irregularities in South Carolina as well in Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands. Contact Fred Maia, W5YI, at
fmaia@texas.net, or Bill Genter, KP3O, at wgenter@asem.net.
• Hams cited for operation on Citizens Band: The FCC in
February and March wrote Advanced licensees James W. Walls,
NC4JW, and Jerry W. Cartner, K4JWC, Tech Plus licensee James
R. Christie, KF4QWR, and Technician licensee Thomas F.
Reynolds Sr, N4TFR, all of Salisbury, North Carolina, citing
information that the licensees had used amateur gear on the Citizens
Band and on other nonamateur frequencies. The FCC also alleged
they had been selling transmitting equipment that did not meet
FCC certification standards over the air on those frequencies and
operating above authorized CB power limits. In separate letters,
Hollingsworth warned that such operation could jeopardize their
amateur licenses.
• FCC sets aside new grant after earlier cancellation: The
FCC wrote former Amateur Radio licensee Lonnie H. Allen of
Crane, Missouri, on March 15, 2000, setting aside the March 8
grant of a Technician license, KC0HJP, to Crane. On February 23,
the FCC had canceled Allen’s General license, N0TBO, after he
failed to appear for retesting by January 31, as requested. Special
Counsel for Amateur Radio Enforcement Riley Hollingsworth told
Allen that the FCC had set aside his most recent Amateur Radio
grant “due to allegations that raise questions about your
qualifications to hold an Amateur Radio license.” Allen reportedly
took a Technician examination March 4 under the supervision of a
W5YI-VEC volunteer examiner team. That application has reverted
to pending status. The FCC also wrote Allen on March 28
requesting his response to several questions regarding complaints
about his operation on the Southwest Missouri Amateur Radio Club
146.91 MHz repeater and possibly on other repeaters.
Hollingsworth gave Allen 30 days to provide details and said failure
to respond would result in dismissal of his pending amateur
application. The FCC warned Allen that he has no authority to
operate radio transmitting equipment.
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to the restructuring, leave no doubt that
such a Continuing Education program is
both needed and wanted,” he said. “The
next step is to formulate the means by
which this can be accomplished.”
The ARRL Board of Directors approved
the self-education Certification Program for
radio amateurs at its January meeting. It’s
aimed at inspiring amateurs to continue to
acquire technical knowledge and operating
expertise beyond that required to become
licensed. The League plans to have the initial
phases of the program in place later this year.
Miller’s strong background in education
includes teaching both students and
teachers, as far back as his military days in
the 1960s. He and his K3UFG call sign hail
from Erie, Pennsylvania.
Since mid-March, ARRL members have
had the opportunity to participate in
discussion forums on the ARRL Members
Only Web site, http://www.arrl.org/
members-only/forums/w-agora.php3.
Forums include discussions on a wide range
of ideas relating to certification and
continuing education in general, as well as
more focused “special topics” forums.
Interim forum moderator L.B. Cebik,
W4RNL, invites ARRL members to
contribute ideas, help answer challenging
questions or help formulate aspects of the
program in any or all of the forums.
The forums now include Emergency
Communications; Teaching and Training in
Amateur Radio; Web-Based Education;
Testing, Measurement, and Troubleshooting; Integrating Elmers into
Continuing Education; Morse—CW
Proficiency; Advanced Communications
Electronics Topics; Hands-On Experiments
in Continuing Education; and Presentations
and CEU Credits.
“If these prove fruitful, we may add
more special topics forums,” Cebik said.
Since the forum opened, upwards of 1000
comments have been posted.
RICK LINDQUIST, N1RL

Dan Miller, K3UFG.
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Member interest has been particularly
high in the Emergency Communications
forum led by Pat Lambert, W0IPL. Lambert
has already developed a tentative outline
with the aid of other forum participants.
Miller agrees that no other single topic
affects more people than Emergency
Communications does.
With a strong team of volunteer
technical and educational advisors, plus the
support and participation of the
overwhelming majority of active hams,
Miller said, “we can enter the new
millennium as the most proficient Amateur
Radio operators ever in the history of our
wonderful hobby.”
Members are encouraged to suggest
specific programs and areas of study or
skills development they would like to see
as part of the Certification Program. All
comments posted are available for all
participants to read. Return visits are
encouraged. “All ideas are welcome and
valuable in shaping the program to come,”
Cebik said.

REGULATORY MATTERS TOP ARRL
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AGENDA
The ARRL Executive Committee heard
reports on several regulatory matters
confronting or affecting Amateur Radio
when it met April 1 in Irving, Texas.
ARRL General Counsel Chris Imlay,
W3KD, told the Committee that petitions
for partial reconsideration—one of them
from the ARRL—had been filed in the wake
of the FCC’s “restructuring” report and
order, WT Docket 98-143. The Petitions
were placed on public notice on April 18.
Imlay noted that once public notice has
been given, interested parties may file
opposition comments. The FCC does not
solicit supporting comments for such
petitions, and it’s under no obligation to
consider them, he said.
A Petition for Rule Making that seeks
to eliminate the Citizens Band rule
prohibiting communication over distances
greater than 250 km was among other
items the committee discussed. The ARRL
has commented in opposition to the
petition, RM-9807, filed by Popular
Communications Contributing Editor Alan
Dixon, N3HOE.
The League’s comments said longdistance communication was contrary to the
fundamental purpose of the CB Radio
Service, and legalizing it would encourage
the use of illegal power amplifiers. “The
Amateur Radio Service is the proper forum
for the desired long-distance communi—
cations sought by the Dixon petition,” the
League told the FCC, which was expected
to dismiss the petition.
The Committee discussed encouraging
additional PRB-1 legislation at the state

level on the assumption that local land-use
authorities would more likely be aware of
state statutes than of federal regulations.
Ten states now have PRB-1 legislation in
place. Legislatures in several other states
are considering PRB-1 bills.
Imlay also updated the Committee on
the status of experimental license
applications in the Los Angeles area for
airborne microwave downlink video in the
band 2402-2448 MHz. Separate petitions
were filed on behalf of the County and the
City of Los Angeles. Imlay said the City’s
application was granted, and the license
WB2XEN issued. The ARRL has filed a
Petition for Reconsideration. The ARRL
also continues to object to the County’s
application.
The Executive Committee next meets
July 20 in Hartford, Connecticut. Minutes
of the April Executive Committee meeting
are available on page 83 of this issue or
at http://www.arrl.org/announce/ec_
minutes_463.html.

5 MHz EXPERIMENTAL OPERATION
CONTINUES
Participants in the WA2XSY experimental operation on 5 MHz have established beachheads on a possible site of the
next amateur HF band. The FCC issued the
Experimental license for the 5 MHz tests
to the ARRL in January 1999.
One goal for the project is to demonstrate that an amateur allocation at 5 MHz
would improve emergency communication
capabilities by filling the gap between 80
and 40 meters. Several WA2XSY participants are phone net members in the
Caribbean and Gulf area who frequently
handle hurricane-related traffic and now
must alternate between those two bands.
Recent tests among the 15 participating
stations—WA2XSY-1 through WA2XSY15—have involved contacts and roundtables on CW and PACTOR. Activity has
centered on two frequencies, a primary and
an alternate, between 5100 and 5150 kHz.
To avoid interfering with existing services,
the participants are confining their operations to a less-populated 50-kHz segment.
Operations consist of short transmissions
to determine propagation characteristics.
The International Amateur Radio Union
Administrative Council has approved a
long-term goal of “a narrow allocation,
even on a shared basis, in the vicinity of
5 MHz.” The League’s experimental license
is considered one step in documenting the
Amateur Service requirement. Interest has
been expressed in expanding the experimental activity outside the US. The Radio
Society of Great Britain HF Committee has
been considering 5 MHz and may
participate in the US tests if it can get
operating authority in the UK.

MOVED & SECONDED
MINUTES OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Number 463
Irving, Texas
April 1, 2000
Agenda
1. Approval of minutes of January 20, 2000
Executive Committee meeting
2. FCC matters
3. General legal matters
4. Antenna matters
5. Legislative matters
6. International matters
7. Organizational matters
8. Recognition of new Life Members
9. Affiliation of clubs
10. Approval of conventions
11. Date and place of next EC meeting
Pursuant to due notice, the Executive Committee of the American Radio Relay League, Inc., met
at 8:30 AM Saturday, April 1, 2000, at the Dallas/
Fort Worth Airport Marriott Hotel, Irving, Texas.
Present were the following committee members:
President Jim Haynie, W5JBP, in the Chair; First
Vice President Joel Harrison, W5ZN; Executive
Vice President David Sumner, K1ZZ; and Directors Frank Butler, W4RH, Frank Fallon, N2FF,
Tom Frenaye, K1KI, and Fried Heyn, WA6WZO.
Also present were Directors Jay Bellows, K0QB,
and Edmond A. Metzger, W9PRN, and General
Counsel Christopher D. Imlay, W3KD.
1. On motion of Mr. Fallon, the minutes of the
January 20, 2000, Executive Committee meeting
were approved in the form in which they had been
distributed.
2. FCC matters were reviewed as follows:
2.1. Mr. Imlay noted that the ARRL petition
for partial reconsideration in the FCC’s biennial review proceeding, WT Docket 98-143, was timely
filed. Another petition for reconsideration was also
filed. Neither petition has been placed on public notice by the Commission. The only procedural avenue
available for other interested parties once public
notice has been given is to file oppositions; supporting comments are not solicited and the Commission
is under no obligation to consider them. Without dissent, it was agreed that no further ARRL filings appear to be necessary in this proceeding at this time.
2.2. Mr. Imlay reviewed the status of applications for experimental licenses in Los Angeles.
Sep-arate applications for airborne microwave
downlink video in the band 2402-2448 MHz were
filed on behalf of the County and the City of Los
Angeles. The City’s application was granted and
the license WB2XEN was issued; the ARRL has
filed a petition for reconsideration. On September
23, 1999, the ARRL filed an objection to the
County’s application. The County filed an opposition to our objection on March 9, 2000. An ARRL
reply to the opposition is now due. Mr. Imlay is
preparing the reply with assistance from Southwestern Division Vice Director Art Goddard, W6XD.
2.3. The ARRL filed comments on January 31,
and reply comments on February 29, in ET Docket
No. 98-80. The comments support the FCC’s adoption of CISPR standards for conducted emission limits below 30 MHz and support improvements in testing procedures. An ex parte presentation to FCC
staff may be desirable to explain our concerns about
testing procedures. It was agreed that Mr. Imlay
should continue to work with Laboratory Supervisor Ed Hare, W1RFI, to prepare such a presentation.
2.4. Mr. Imlay noted that the ARRL had filed
comments and reply comments in response to RM9797, the Microtrax petition seeking access to, inter
alia, the band 2300-2305 MHz for a personal location system. The ARRL has had a request pending
since 1996 to upgrade the amateur allocation in the
band from secondary to primary. The 5-MHz bandwidth is insufficient in any event for the Microtrax
system; a waiver of out-of-band emission limits

would be required if the system were to use this band.
2.5 Mr. Imlay reviewed briefly the status of
our efforts to protect the amateur allocations between 2300 and 2450 MHz. Incompatibilities in
planned uses of 2305-2320 MHz in Mexico,
Canada, and the US are exerting additional pressure on the 2300-2305 MHz band.
2.6. Clearwire Technologies has withdrawn its
petition for reconsideration of some aspects of the
Commission’s decisions in WT Docket No. 97-12,
which eased certain restrictions on amateur spread
spectrum operation. Mr. Imlay noted the continuing
interest of advocates of unlicensed emitters in gaining
a measure of interference protection for their devices.
2.7. On December 20, 1999, the ARRL petitioned for reconsideration of the dismissal of our
petition, RM-8763, that had sought clarification of
the FCC’s PRB-1 limited preemption of local and
state antenna regulations. The reconsideration petition has a narrower focus than the original petition and was one of the subjects discussed during
recent meetings between ARRL officials and FCC
Commissioners and staff. The Committee discussed seeking additional state-level legislation
similar to PRB-1; such laws are beneficial since
local land-use authorities are more likely to be
aware of state statutes than of federal regulations.
2.8. A petition by the California Six Meter
Club, RM-9806, seeks expansion of the modes of
emission allowed in the band segments 50.0-50.1
and 144.0-144.1 MHz. The ARRL has not filed
comments but will consider doing so if the petition
leads to a Notice of Proposed Rule Making.
2.9. The ARRL has commented in opposition to
a petition, RM-9807, by Alan Dixon seeking the elimination of the CB rule prohibiting communication over
distances greater than 250 km. The ARRL comments
note that long-distance communication is contrary to
the fundamental purpose of the CB Radio Service, and
that legalizing it would encourage the use of illegal
power amplifiers. Individuals who have a serious interest in long-distance propagation have ample opportunity to pursue this in-terest in the Amateur Radio
Service. The FCC is expected to dismiss the petition.
2.10. The FCC has not yet acted on the ARRL
petition, RM-9404, that seeks a low frequency (LF)
allocation for the Amateur Radio Service. Mr. Imlay
said he expected the petition would be dealt with in a
few months.
2.11. The ARRL, the W4VEC VEC, and the
W5YI VEC have filed applications to be appointed
FCC Club and Military Recreation Call Sign Administrators. An FCC public notice announcing
these appointments is expected shortly.
2.12. Mr. Imlay reported that the FCC staff is
working on an Order with regard to Kenwood’s request for a declaratory ruling or waiver to legalize the
use of their Sky Command system in the 2-meter band.
2.13. The FCC has initiated a Notice of Inquiry on the subject of software defined radios, ET
Docket No. 00-47. The comment deadline will be
75 days after publication in the Federal Register,
which has not yet occurred. On motion of Mr.
Heyn, it was voted that staff is requested to summarize and provide an analysis of the implications
of software defined radios for the Amateur Radio
Service for circulation to the Board.
2.14. The FCC intends to issue a Notice of
Proposed Rule Making in ET Docket No. 98-153
concerning Ultra Wideband Systems. The ARRL
commented in response to an earlier Notice of
Inquiry, voicing concerns about the potential for
harmful interference to existing radio services.
2.15. Mr. Imlay distributed a copy of FCC
Chairman Kennard’s recently released Report Card
on Implementation — Draft Strategic Plan for a New
FCC for the 21st Century. The document provides
insight into the Chairman’s current priorities.
2.16. Two Texas amateurs have filed a
petition seeking changes in the HF subband allocations for different modes of emission; no RM num-

ber has yet been assigned. After discussion it was
agreed that there is no need to plan to file comments,
because the FCC indicated in WT Docket No. 98143 that it is not ready to address subband issues.
2.17. Mr. Imlay reported that the FCC is interested in learning whether the ARRL would be willing,
in accordance with the Satellite Home Viewer Improvement Act of 1999, to play the role of a neutral
entity to resolve questions of whether viewers are eligible to receive satellite service in the absence of an
adequate local broadcast signal. He was asked to gather
additional information to be shared with the Board.
2.18. Mr. Frenaye noted that the Land Mobile Communications Council petition seeking reallocation of parts of the 70-cm amateur band has
not been withdrawn, although it is understood that
LMCC is now looking for relief elsewhere. He
related his recent experience with a manufacturer
of Part 15 devices and expressed the view that it
may be productive to bring our concerns directly
to such manufacturers in order to encourage them
to select frequencies outside the ham bands. He
also requested an inquiry into whether any of the
geographical restrictions on the use of the 420450 MHz band can be lifted in light of possible
changes in operations of the primary occupant.
3. Mr. Imlay reported briefly on the status of legal
proceedings to which the ARRL is and has been a party.
During this review the committee was in recess for
luncheon from 11:57 AM to 1:44 PM. During the recess, Messrs. Haynie, Harrison, and Sumner went to
Children’s Medical Center in Dallas to meet Jacco and
Jannie van Tuijl, KH2TD and KH2TE, who had been
airlifted with their son Willem to Dallas the previous
night for emergency medical attention following a
tragic shooting incident off the coast of Honduras.
4. Legal and regulatory matters with regard to
amateur antennas were reviewed as follows:
4.1. Mr. Imlay reported the status of several
legal proceedings concerning amateur antennas.
An excellent reply brief has been filed by attorneys representing Lenard J. Persin, WB4HZQ, in
his appeal of an adverse decision in U.S. District
Court. The appeal was funded by the ARRL at the
direction of the Executive Committee.
4.2. Mr. Bellows provided a progress report
on behalf of the ad hoc committee that was created
to study how the ARRL provides support for
antenna cases. The committee has reached consensus on most issues and expects to submit its final
report for consideration in July.
5. Mr. Sumner reported that there are now 143
co-sponsors of HR.783, the Amateur Radio Spectrum Protection Act. A companion bill, S.2183,
has been introduced in the Senate with five initial
co-sponsors; additional co-sponsors are being
sought. Letters from constituents play an important role in encouraging co-sponsorship.
6. International matters were discussed as follows:
6.1. A written report was received from International Affairs Vice President Stafford. Mr.
Stafford has been corresponding by e-mail with
lapsed International Members to acquaint them with
recent improvements in services. He will represent
the ARRL at the Board Meeting of the Radio Amateurs of Canada later this month and at the international convention in Friedrichshafen, Germany, in
late June. His report noted the issues facing Amateur Radio at the upcoming World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC-2000) in Istanbul.
6.2. Mr. Sumner noted that Mr. Haynie and
he will represent the ARRL at the celebration of the
75th anniversary of the founding of the International Amateur Radio Union, to be held in Paris
April 18. A meeting of the IARU Administrative
Council will be held in conjunction with this event.
Mr. Sumner reported briefly on the work of an
IARU committee that is reviewing the IARU organizational structure; comments were solicited and
have been received from several member-societies, and are now being analyzed. He reminded
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Committee members that he will be in Istanbul
for WRC-2000, returning for the ARRL National
Convention in Dayton if conference developments
permit. Finally, he noted that Mr. Stafford will head
the ARRL delegation to the IARU Region 3 Conference in Darwin, Australia, at the end of August.
6.3. Mr. Harrison reported briefly on his recent trip to the Netherlands for a meeting of the principals involved in putting Amateur Radio on board
the International Space Station. With regard to the
anticipated launch of the AMSAT Phase 3D satellite
in July, he noted that even if the launch takes place
and is successful, it will be a couple of months
before the satellite is available for general use.
7. Organizational matters were considered as
follows:
7.1. Mr. Heyn noted that there is a Standing
Order for a quarterly report of IARU-related expenses to be provided to the Board and requested
that distribution of the report be resumed.
7.2 The committee discussed relations between
the ARRL and other Volunteer Examiner Coordinators. The ARRL/VEC appears to be on track. Mr.
Haynie announced that beginning April 15 for a trial
period, applicants who pay the $6.65 application fee
to ARRL/VEC will be entitled to a coupon in that
amount that can be used toward ARRL membership.
7.3. Mr. Haynie reported on recent discussions with officers and members of REACT, the
majority of whom appear to be licensed amateurs.
7.4. On motion of Mr. Frenaye, it was voted
that the ARRL Fund for the Promotion of Amateur
Radio Direction Finding is established. The initial
purpose of the fund is to accept and distribute donations and grants in support of US representation
at international ARDF events. On further motion
of Mr. Fallon, it was voted to provide initial funding in the amount of $2,000 and to request that the
ARRL Foundation match this amount.
7.5. Arrangements for the 2000 Second
Meeting of the Board, to be held July 21-22 in
Hartford, were discussed briefly.
7.6. Mr. Heyn requested that the resumption
of the review of ARRL Articles of Association and
Bylaws be included on a future Executive Committee agenda. He also observed that the Standing
Orders are in need of review and that revisions to
the Director’s Workbook are required.
8. On motion of Mr. Frenaye, 55 newly elected
life members were recognized and the Secretary
was instructed to list their names in QST.
9. On motion of Mr. Fallon, the following clubs
were declared affiliated or their earlier affiliation
by mail vote was ratified:
Category 1
Hamilton Wireless Association, San Rafael, CA
Rains Amateur Radio Association, Point, TX
Westside Amateur Radio Club, Inc., Marrero, LA
Category 2
Harrison Radio Club, Judsonia, AR
Roadrunners Microwave Group, Dripping Springs, TX
Category 3
Blacksburg Middle School Amateur Radio Club,
Blacksburg, VA
Georgia Youth Science Technology Center
Amateur Radio Club, Atlanta, GA
Highlander Amateur Radio Club of University of
California, Riverside, CA
NIU College of Engineering Radio Club, DeKalb, IL
University of Wisconsin Superior Amateur Radio
Club, Superior, WI
The ARRL now has the following numbers of
active affiliated clubs: Category 1, 1847; Category
2, 19; Category 3, 133; Category 4, 15; Total, 2014.
10. On motion of Mr. Butler, the holding of the
following ARRL conventions was approved or
their earlier approval by mail vote was ratified:
2000
Arkansas State, April 21-22, Little Rock, AR
Alabama Section, May 6-7, Birmingham, AL
Midwest/Dakota Division, June 2-3, South Sioux
City, NE
Eastern Washington Section, August 5-6, Spokane,
WA
Colorado Section, August 20, Golden, CO
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West Virginia State, August 26, Weston, WV
Arkansas Section, September 16, North Little
Rock, AR
West Central Florida Section, December 2-3,
Palmetto, FL
2001
Northwestern Division, June 1-3, 2001, Seaside, OR
11. It was agreed that the next meeting of the
Executive Committee will be held at 4:00 PM Thursday, July 20, in Hartford. Unless compelling business arises in the meantime, the agenda will be limited to receiving the report of the ad hoc committee
on ARRL support of antenna cases for the purpose
of preparing a recommendation to the Board.
During the course of the meeting the Committee noted with regret the recent tornado that caused
loss of life and severe damage in Fort Worth and
nearby towns, and expressed gratitude to the radio
amateurs who assisted with communications.
There being no further business, the meeting
was adjourned at 5:00 PM.
Respectfully submitted,
David Sumner, K1ZZ
Secretary

LIFE MEMBERS ELECTED APRIL 1, 2000
Bill G. Alexander, KR6G; Wendell H. Bailey,
W3WHB; Bruce M. Balog, WA1FVZ; Frank E.

Bartel, KC6ABS; Alfred Berger, WZ9B; Kevin L.
Bishop, WB8XX; Terry D. Borden, N2IED; Phyllis
M. Cipolla, N2AGY; Barry Cohen, WB2DUH; William T. Courtlangus, K2DD; Nate Dixon, N7OS;
Linda Dockstader, K7LSK; James W. Duvelius,
KB8YKR; Kenneth P. Eckel, AB5A; George W.
Edwards, K5VUU; Doug Forman, N7BNT; Edwin
G. Fuqua, N4VHA; Cathy J. Gardenias, N6DXC;
Robert M. Gee, W4GEE; Tollie B. Gilliam, KR4GK;
Matthew G. Gloor, KC8IOF; Dean S. Grinch,
WA8OMQ; J. E. Gross, N1XWE; Budi R. Halim,
YB0HD; Angela C. Hayworth, KF4FUZ; Charles
Hoff, KQ6HN; Hiromichi Ishio, WH2Y; Stephen C.
Jackson, WD8QCN; James L. Jaeger, K8RQ; Brad
Johnson, KI0AK; Anthony Kariotis, KD1AK; Joseph T. Kelley, KA3SEU; Joseph P. Kratky,
KA9KBU; George Lavallee, N0SBU; Vicky
Luetzelschwab, KB5EAM; Jane E. Marks,
KC6RWS; Royce S. Martin, N7DBC; Mike Marx,
N0RGA; Henry N. McCarl, W4RIG; Jeffery S.
McElfresh, N4MRH; Akira Minagawa, JA0JHA;
Laurence D. Nelson, KC6NYG; Robert R. Percival,
VO1IY; Willie S. Porter, KB4BLL; Thomas V. Reiff,
KT4QZ; Joe V. Shreve, WD5EGK; David N.
Singletary, KD5AII; William F. Sopha, W8USR;
Walter W. Spector, W6WS; Terry W. Stogner,
N5SVF; David M. Thompson, K4GWH; Charles E.
Thompson, KE6DRN; Pamela S. Von Behren
Merritt, KF6ZOY; Kenneth Wessels, W0SX; Steven
H. Zlotnick, N2IFA.

NEW BOOKS
ZENITH RADIO:
THE EARLY YEARS 1919-1935
By Harold N. Cones and John H. Bryant with
Martin Blankinship and William Wade
Published by Schiffer Publishing Ltd, 4880
Lower Valley Rd, Athlen, PA 19310 (ISBN 07643-0367-8): $29.95
Reviewed by Bob Schetgen, KU7G
Senior Assistant Technical Editor
◊ This book is a wonder of nostalgia for radio’s
early days. It has three main sections: (I) History of Zenith Radio, (II) Color Portraits of
Zenith and Chicago Radio Laboratory Radios
and (III) Illustrated Catalog and Database of
CRL and Zenith Products.
The book opens with Ralph Mathews and
Karl Hassel who founded the Chicago Radio
Laboratory (CRL) company at the Mathews’
family home in 1919. Mathews built his first
station (9IK) in 1912. By 1915 he was selling
parts to finance college. In 1917, he was
elected an ARRL Director. His license changed
to 9ZN, and his products were known by his
call sign. The first CRL QST ad appears in the
June 1919 issue on page 30, and by the end of
1921, 9ZN was followed by “ith” to form
“Z-Nith.” The book is full of such stories, with
many advertisements and photos of the persons, equipment and factories of early radio,
both amateur and broadcast.
Much of the story involves Commander
E. F. Gene McDonald the leader (some say
personification) of Zenith. His work with expeditions (eg, MacMillan’s arctic expeditions)
did much to publicize Zenith, amateur and
broadcast radio. Chapter 5 (26 pages) presents
those expeditions and McDonald’s private
yachts. The authors found McDonald’s personal files (1922 to 1958) in the rafters of an

old Zenith TV assembly plant. The influence
of that resource is evident.
Section II is 32 pages of charming color
plates. It’s enough to make every reader a
Zenith collector.
The Section III graphics are less beautiful
than those in Section II, but the product-line
coverage is more complete and includes advertisements for many Zenith innovations.
The catalog is nearly complete from 1919
through 1932, but there are far more models
than images from 1933 through 1935. (Reference materials list many models for which
images are unavailable; some of those models may not have been produced.)
The database is the most complete CRL/
Zenith listing ever compiled. The list of Zenith products (1922 to 1935) includes a rarity
index and present-value ranges. Under a deceptively simple heading “Notes” is a brief
history of production: which models were produced, model features and differences.
The book is printed on coated stock that
is well suited to your coffee table, but it
will also be useful at auctions, antique
shops and flea markets. (The publisher used
uncoated stock in Section III, so you can
easily make notes there.) Although I’m not
an avid Zenith collector, I found the book
intensely interesting.
Next New Book

HOW’S DX?

3C0R—Annobon Island 1999
By Elmo Bernabe Coll, EA5BYP
Apartado 3097
Alicante, 03080
Spain
It was during our last visit to the Republic of Equatorial Guinea in 1998, invited
by our good friend Ramon Gomez de
Salazar, 3C1GS, that we started to envision
a possible DXpedition to Annobon Island.
From that first moment we were aware of
the difficulties a project of that scope would
entail, but thanks to Ramon Gomez’s perseverance we were able to meet the various officials in charge of approving our
requests. I would like to acknowledge the
kindness, interest and attention that the
Guinean authorities showed us at all times.
We had to wait 10 long months until
April 1999 when Ramon Gomez told me the
good news. He already had the necessary
licenses and permits to operate from the rare
island of Annobon. The happiness I felt at
that moment was indescribable. I had in my
hands the 3C0R licenses. All the parties understood the importance of a DXpedition to
Annobon; this island was among the top

The 3C0R DXpedition QSL. Everyone who worked this one should have their direct
cards by now. All 23,000 cards were done by hand—no computer labels!

most wanted on the DXCC list. I remember
the moment I p2honed Vincent, my good
friend and travel companion. We both
agreed that we had to work very hard to
make this a successful DXpedition. It would
entail many preparations. We had to find
sponsors, transportation and equipment. In
addition, we had to choose the most appropriate dates for the best conditions.

Planning and Preparation
In May 1999 at the annual Lynx DX
Group Convention held in Santa Pola, Spain
we announced the great news to the delight
of the attendees. They all wanted to read for
themselves the documentation accrediting
our project. The Lynx DX Group and the
Clipperton DX Club (CDXC) took it upon
themselves to contact the clubs, associations
and individual DXers for support for the
DXpedition. The response was overwhelming, making the 3C0R DXpedition a reality.
With the sponsors being handled by Lynx
and CDXC, we were able to concentrate on
the operation itself. We selected September
12 to 26 for the DXpedition window. We felt
that a 10-day operation was needed in order
to satisfy the DX community. During our
preparations we met daily with Ramon on a
schedule on 15 meters. Soon he informed me
that he had found a boat in Sao Tome (S9)
that could take us to Annobon. I immediately
telephoned John, the captain of the Nere-

Vic, EA5YN (left) and Elmo, EA5BYP
(right), operated about 18 hours each
day from Annobon.

Bernie McClenney, W3UR



Balandra, a 12-meter long sailboat, to discuss our plans and get information on the
rates, characteristics of the boats and other
technical details. The asking price was
within our budget, even though the ship
seemed a trifle small for sailing those treacherous waters. At any rate, we were assured
of transportation. John mentioned that if the
weather was good the trip would take 24
hours.
Going to Sao Tome did not present
many problems. We would take the
Alicante—Madrid—Ivory Coast—Sao
Tome route. From an operational point of
view our objective was to maintain three
stations on the air 24 hours a day. We had
at our disposal three Kenwood TS-570D
transceivers, two laptop computers to store
and process the logs, a RTTY modem, two
Yaesu FL-2000 amplifiers and multiple
antennas.
Our departure date was getting closer
and we didn’t want to leave anything undone. Our pilot stations were Tony, EA5BY,
Angel, EA5FVY, and Gaby, OD5NJ. On the
night of September 11 we went to the
Alicante airport to do most of our shipping
since we had a lot of equipment and wanted
to do as much as possible ahead of time.
This resulted in our first scare. Each kilo
of excess baggage would cost us 4,200 pesetas (about $27). We were able to justify
the expense knowing that it would not be
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so costly on the return trip. Most of the
equipment would stay on the island.

Arrival at Annobon
We arrived on Annobon on the morning of the 15th. Before our eyes was a marvelous paradise in the middle of the ocean.
After taking care of customs formalities,
we proceeded to unload our material, kindly
assisted by the island’s inhabitants. We were
not in very good physical shape after the
rough crossing, but we managed to transport
everything, walking through the streets of the
capital, San Antonio de Pale, constantly observed by numerous citizens who greeted
us in perfect Castillian Spanish. The
Annobonese are a marvelous people, their
lives dedicated principally to fishing and
whatever agriculture volcanic soils can give.

First Call
At noon we started to erect the Yagi antennas, prepare the generators, boot up the
PCs and check the rest of our equipment. At
1700Z we ate for the first time since we left
Sao Tome, and after recuperating our
strength somewhat, Elmo made the first call
on 20-meter SSB. Meanwhile, Vicente, who
was going to operate on CW, finished adjusting his equipment. The first station in the log
was EA5BY, followed by my good friend
Gaby, OD5NJ. From there on, the pile-up
was tremendous. I have to admit that during
the next four hours my skills in the pile-up
were not as good as I would have liked.
Neither my physical nor psychological condition was at its best. By 1900Z Vicente
launched his first CW QSO with NI4H.

Dealing with Murphy
It wasn’t long before we realized that
our PCs had been damaged during the trip.
The amplifiers seemed to be acting up as
well. At midnight we decided to rest and
recuperate for the next day.
The first thing we did early the next
morning was to evaluate the overall damage. If the damage was too extensive, it
would prevent us from operating on some
modes. The result was the following: The
PCs were definitely glitched and one of the
amplifiers was out of commission. The
generators gave us trouble several times.
Each time they broke down we had to leave
the shack to repair them. This put limits on
our time for rest. We could not sleep more
than three and a half hours each day, but
the healthy food, based on fish and fruit,
helped us recuperate immediately.

Wading through the Pile-ups
Without losing our enthusiasm, and even
less our hopes, we started to activate the
different bands. In spite of all our efforts,
and much to our sorrow, it was not possible
to work 6 and 160 meters. RTTY was out
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of the question on any band.
The pile-ups were terrible. It had been a
long time since we had seen so much excitement as was provoked with 3C0R. On the
other hand, the opportunity to tour the island
was tempting, but we did not want to abandon the pile-ups. At every moment we were
aware of the importance of our operation and
wanted to repay the trust of the eager DXers
throughout the world.
The local authorities showed considerable interest in our operation, and we received a pleasant visit from Father
Edelmiro, of the Claretians, offering his
help. His agreeable conversation touched
on interesting aspects of the daily life of
the island and its inhabitants.
At noon on the 23rd we finished our
expedition. There was news of a new storm
on the way. We didn’t want it to surprise us
during our crossing and make us lose the
different connections during our flight
home. The last station worked on CW was
G3UDW and on SSB the last station was
RA3AJ. We achieved a total of 23,000 contacts and operated on 16 band/modes.

Future Possibilities
We left on the island a complete HF station, including a Cushcraft antenna. We are
considering a collaboration and solidarity
project with the people of Annobon, similar
to the joint project realized some time ago
with the DX group in Cuba. If anyone is interested in this project please contact me.
We want to thank Ramon Gomez de
Salazar, 3C1GS, for his inestimable help and
great effort, without which the 1999 Annobon
DXpedition would not have happened. We are
also grateful to Don Eleuterio Casas, Provincial Chief of the island, and to the authorities
on Annobon, as well as all the Annobonese,
for their kindness, congeniality and the wonderful reception we received. We also appreciate the assistance given to us by the Ministry
of Transportation and Communications and to
the Directorate of General Security of the Republic of Equatorial Guinea.
Of course, an expensive DXpedition like
this would not have been possible without
financial help from the various associations, clubs and individuals who have put
their trust in us.
We would like to thank the following sponsors: NCDXF; INDEXA; Clipperton DX Club;
Chiltern DX Club; Eastern Washington DX
Club; GM DX Group; GXXF; Cushcraft; Bit
Radio; Lynx DX Group; K1WY DX Association; ODXG; Tabarca Island DX Club; The
Daily DX; RSGB; REF; Bitronic; TelecomAntennas; Cuba DX Club; Five Nine Magazine and Abra DX Brazilian Association.

DXCC NOTES
The International Telecommunication
Union has assigned the prefix block 4WA-4WZ

Mark Wenig, KC2IC/3B8MW (left) and
Robert (Pat), 3B9FR, on Rodriguez Island.

to the United Nations Transitional Authority in
East Timor (UNTAET). UNTAET has full legislative and regulatory authority in East Timor.
According to DXCC Criteria 1. Political
Entities, (b) assignment of a prefix by ITU
qualifies UNTAET (East Timor) for addition
to the DXCC List. Contacts made after 1
March 2000 will count for DXCC credit, with
cards accepted after 1 October 2000.

MAURITIUS AND
RODRIGUEZ ISLANDS
Mark Wenig, KC2IC/3B8MW, sent a quick
note to our readers about Robert, 3B9FR. Mark
is a US Foreign Service Officer who just returned back to Washington DC after an assignment on the island republic of Mauritius. He
was the Public Affairs Officer in the US Embassy in Port Louis and his call was 3B8MW.
“The island of Rodrigues (also referred to
as Rodriguez, but pronounced (Rod-reegz) by
the locals), located about 400 miles northeast
of Mauritius, is part of the republic of
Mauritius. There is only one ham operator on
Rodrigues: Robert Felicite, 3B9FR, who goes
by Pat on the air (I have no idea why). Last
October, in my capacity with the embassy, I
had a chance to visit Rodrigues and Robert.
“Robert’s QTH is in the hills behind the
island’s capital of Port Mathurin. I found
Rodrigues to be a delightful place, with no traffic and where people don’t have to lock their
doors (in stark contrast to today’s Mauritius).
In fact, people often say Rodrigues is the way
Mauritius (used to be). I can believe it.
“By the way, before Mauritius I was
ET3MW in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. I lived
there for 3 years while I was Cultural Affairs
Officer at our embassy”.

WRAP UP
That’s all for this month. Thanks to EA5BYP,
K5NX, KC2IC and OD5NJ for helping to make
this month’s column possible. Until next month,
see you in the pileups!—Bernie, W3UR

PUBLIC SERVICE

Seeking Grants for ARES and RACES
By Steve Ewald, WV1X
Assistant Field Services Manager
A team of Amateur Radio Emergency
Service (ARES) members recently asked
the staff at ARRL Headquarters for advice
on how to obtain a grant to help fund some
equipment so that they could perform more
reliably in the event of an emergency. The
inquiry sparked the idea for this month’s
column. With little resources on hand to
tackle the subject, the ARRL Section Emergency Coordinators (SECs) were asked to
provide any background information they
had on obtaining grants or donations on behalf of ARES or Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service (RACES). Many SECs
spread the inquiry within their respective
sections, and the response was excellent!
Thanks to all who contributed information,
shared your grant-related experiences and
offered referrals.

Rick Cantin, AA1TI, is shown operating
HF on Amateur Radio from inside the
Braintree Emergency Management
Agency’s mobile command post in
Massachusetts. This vehicle, formerly an
ambulance, was donated to the
Braintree EMA. Area radio amateurs and
the EMA staff use it for emergencies
and public service events like the
Boston Marathon. Thanks to Rick
Cantin, AA1TI, and Robert Salvaggio,
WB1GON, Director of Braintree EMA.

Your Road to Success
The route toward successfully obtaining
grant money or equipment donations for
emergency and public service communications is likely to go in different directions
for each ARES or RACES group. However,
as comments from experienced radio amateurs reveal, there is some common ground
that all groups should cover to reach a successful destination.
Over the last 12 years, Dave Lamb,
WA6BRW, the ARRL District Emergency
Coordinator in Santa Barbara County
(California), has been able to procure funds
from two charitable trusts as well as city donations. Dave writes, “A state-of-the-art repeater was needed in my area. We are surrounded by mountains, and radio communications can be difficult. It has been proved
that government agencies, i.e. city and state
fire departments and the US Forest Service,
have great difficulty communicating with
each other during various forest fires in our
area. Even their telephone cell systems
would lock up and nothing got through.
“I emphasize that you must show the
powers [in charge of grant money] that there
is a real need for what you’re attempting to
accomplish. Try and obtain a letter of support from one or more city officials like the
fire chief or the US Forest Service commander. Once this is done, the next step is to
find, in your area, the type of trusts that are
available. Many of them specialize only in
certain areas, such as teaching, or helping in

other social ways. Find the ones that would
be more receptive to your request such as
funds used for public-safety benefits.
“In the State of California, one can go
to the following Web address and pick up
enough information and forms. It is put out
by the Attorney General for the State. The
address is: http://caag.state.ca.us/charities. This will be a big help. It answers most
of the questions [for Californians] necessary to get started.”

The Need for Tax Exempt Status
To be able to ask for grants or donations,
it’s important for your group or club to do
one of two options: (1) Establish itself as a
tax-exempt organization with the Internal
Revenue Service—such as a 501(c)(3) corporation or (2) Become associated with a
local entity that already holds this status.
Doug Burke, WB8CFV, of Kalamazoo,
Michigan said, “You need an organization
that will allow the givers to make the contributions under favorable tax consequences. In our case, we used the 501(c)(3)
status of the Red Cross because we work
closely with them.”
Rick Elushik, N8GGO, an ARRL Emergency Coordinator, reports that the Ottawa
County (Michigan) ARES has combined
with West Michigan Search and Rescue and
West Michigan Search Dogs (all volunteer
organizations) to form the Volunteer Emergency Services Support Agency (VESSA).

Rosalie White, WA1STO



VESSA, with 501(c)(3) status, was established to financially support the efforts of
the member organizations. So far, VESSA
has succeeded in acquiring a $10,000 corporate grant and a $30,000 Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) grant.
Stan Darmofal, WD8OWN , of the
Alcona County (Michigan) ARES group
wrote to say that they were successful in
obtaining two grants and a significant number of smaller donations from corporations
and individuals for their communications
and command trailer project in Alcona
County. The close association between
ARES and the Alcona County Emergency
Management office has enabled the ARES
to raise funds through the county’s taxexempt status. Foundations, corporations
and others were able to donate or issue
grants to their county government. Stan describes the Alcona County ARES situation:
“Given our extremely small county
population (11,000) with a fairly low earnings per capita, we approached the county’s
Emergency Management Office and the
Board of Commissioners and proposed the
following arrangement: We would do all of
the work to arrange funding, donations, design, build etc, if they would agree to ownership held under the county’s Emergency
Management Office, license fees, maintenance, insurance, garage the vehicle(s) and
set up a special account for this purpose in
the county Treasurer’s office. They said yes.
Actually, it is a great deal for the county
since we made provisions for the trailer to
be multi-purpose (command center, damage
assessment, public service radio capability,
etc). This also allowed us to obtain letters
of endorsement from all of our public service entities and further solidified our
excellent working relationship.
“We recognize the control risk associated with non-ownership, but it is judged
as small. Given that most of us wear many
‘hats’ in the county and may be doing Red
Cross work one hour and volunteer fire duty
the next, the important outcome is to have
the communications and command trailer.
In addition, the Emergency Manager has
agreed to a working agreement that gives
our organization (RACES/ARES) first use
of the trailer and the ability to use it for any
other Amateur Radio public service use.”

Inside the 501(c)(3) Status
Rick Elushik, N8GGO, wrote the fol-
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lowing three article segments from his experienced position with VESSA.
“The IRS lists several types of not-forprofit organizations on their Web page, but
we have found that corporations are glad to
donate to a 501(c)(3) corporation for four
primary reasons: (1) The monies going to a
501(c)(3) corporation are tax deductible. (2)
The money is used for the benefit of the public and not for club members or individuals.
(3) There is a legal accountability for the
money. (4) Once monies are placed in a
501(c)(3) corporation for public use, the
monies donated or the equipment purchased
must always stay in public use. They cannot
be transferred to a different type of 501(c)
company or into an individual’s hands.”

How to Apply
“To get started (the procedures will vary
from state to state), an organization will
have to develop a Constitution and ByLaws. In Michigan, we have to file for
‘Articles of Incorporation’ with the Attorney General’s office. The forms can be
found at http://www.ag.state.mi.us under
‘charities.’ Once the Articles of Incorporation are received, Form 1023 needs to be

Public Service Stats
Field Organization Reports
Public Service Honor Roll
March 2000
This listing is to recognize amateurs whose public service
performance during the month indicated qualifies for 7 0 or
more total points in the following 8 categories (as reported to
their Section Managers). Please note the maximum points for
each category: 1) Checking into a public service net, using
any mode, 1 point each; maximum 60. 2) Performing as Net
Control Station (NCS) for a public service net, using any
mode, 3 points each; maximum 24. 3) Performing assigned
liaison between public service nets, 3 points each; maximum
24. 4) Delivering a formal message to a third party, 1 point
each; no limit. 5) Originating a formal message from a third
party, 1 point each; no limit. 6) Serving as an ARRL field
appointee or Section Manager, 10 points each appointment;
maximum 30. 7) Participating in a communications network
for a public service event, 10 points each event; no limit. 8)
Providing and maintaining an automated digital system that
handles ARRL radiogram-formatted messages; 3 0 points.
Stations that qualify for PSHR 12 consecutive months, or 18
out of a 24-month period, will be awarded a certificate from
HQ on written notification of qualifying months to the Public
Service Branch at HQ
1077
AD4IH
1000
NM1K
503
K9JPS
437
W9RCW
374
N5JZ
303
N5NHJ
242
N2YJZ
241
KK3F
237
KA2ZNZ
228
K7VVC
213
WB5ZED
211
N2OPJ
209
WB2UVB
208
AC4CS
200
KJ3E
N2LTC
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196
WA9VND
195
W7TVA
194
W4ZJY
W6DOB
K7BDU
NN7H
193
N5NAV
182
W4EAT
180
WB4TVY
179
KA4FZI
173
W2EAG
W5ZX
WB4GM
172
W2RJL
KC5OZT
170
N8FPN
K6YR
N2RPI
169
KB2VVD
168
KA2GJV

167
K1FP
166
W6IVV
164
N7YSS
NY2CQ
163
K2GTS
K4SCL
162
K4IWW
161
KF1L
W6QZ
160
N2XOJ
KB2VVB
159
N5OUJ
158
WA1FNM
K9FHI
157
KC4VNO
156
N2JBA
155
WN0Y
NR2F
KC4ZHF
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154
KA5KLU
KB2KLH
KC2AHS
152
WA1TBY
K2DN
WD9FLJ
150
KC4TLG
KD4GR
149
KR4MU
K9RTB
W7NWP
148
WD8MIO
N0KJ
W3YVQ
WX8Y
KB8ZYY
147
WA5I
145
KA4UIV
144
KB5W
W0OYH
N3WK
N2KPR
KT6A
143
KT4PM

142
N8FWA
W5GKH
N2CCN
WO0A
W0LAW
141
N5XGI
W2MTA
W2AKT
WA3HJC
W9YCV
W7ZIW
AF4PU
K5DPG
140
WA4DOX
N2WDS
K4RBR
N3WAV
N9BDL
139
WA1JVV
AF4GF
138
K3JL
KE4JHJ
K2UL
WD4JJ
W7GB
137
KA1GWE
K4AKC

filed with the IRS. An instruction and form
package can be printed off the IRS Web
page at http://www.irs.gov and then under
‘Forms and Publications,’ locate Form 1023
in the listing. A publication with much information regarding a 501(c)(3) corporation
can be found at http://www.irs.gov/prod/
forms_pubs/pubs/p5570307.htm.
“To help speed this whole process,
gather the forms and instructions for both
the State and the IRS, and make sure your
constitution and filing to the State for the
Articles of Incorporation contain the language from the IRS documents. Most of this
language states how the money will be used
and what happens to the money or equipment if the corporation should dissolve. [It
is also helpful and can streamline the process if you contact another ham group in
your state that has achieved this status and
inquire about their experiences.—Ed]
“Also, beware that many states may require a ‘solicitors license’ in order to solicit funds over a set amount. That set
amount will probably be different for each
state. In Michigan, the amount is anything
over $8,000 a year. Filing fees may be required. We paid $250 to the State to file
W2GUT
K4BW
WA2CUW KA0DBK
WB9GIU
99
KE6MIW 82
K1SEC
KC6NBI
WB4UHC
98
KE0K
KB1CTC
81
KB2VYZ
KE4GYR AC4ZO
WB4PAM WA4QXT
K8AE
97
80
W4PIM
WA1QAA
K4WKT
KA7TTY
96
AA4BN
AA4YW
KB4BWY
K8LEN
79
W4XI
KB5YAM
95
K4BG
K1JPG
KD4HGU 78
K3UWO
94
KF4HJW
KD5P
AF4CD
KG4CHW KD6YJB
93
77
K4AIF
W7VSE
92
KD1SM
W4PZA
76
AA4HT
K8ZJU
90
75
K4MTX
KA2BCE
KA1OTN K4BEH
89
N4MM
KC4PZA 74
88
W4CC
N4CQR
KD5AHW
WJ3K
73
K8VFZ
KA9FVX
87
72
N9KNJ
K3CSX
W2LC
KE3FL
86
71
KC8HTP N1LAH
WA4EYU
70
85
K5UCQ
KC8GMT N8JGS
84
N2ZMI
N1LKJ
KB2VSR
KA1VEC KB2YBM
KK1A
N2AYK
W2CC
KC2ETU
KE4DNO
83
K8SH
The following stations qualified for PSHR during the month
indicated, but were not listed in previous PSHR columns:
(January) W5ZX 162. (February) K4FQU 422, KA4FZI 196,
WA9VND 196, KJ4N 172, KC4ZHF 143, KD4GR 140, N7DRP
122, KA7AID 120, KE4IFD 118, WA4EIC 112, K6AGD 108,
KC7SRL 107, W8SZU 98, WB4PAM 95, AA4BN 94, KE4WBI
88, KD4HGU 88, KK1A 86, KG4CHW 84, KB4WBY 83, KC7SGM
76, W7VSE 76, W7VSE 76, KD7FLE 72, KC7SGL 70.

136
KB3AMO
N2XJ
135
N0SU
N1VXP
AA3SB
AA8SN
WB2QIX
KB2RTZ
WB2GTG
134
WB0ZNY
N5JUU
K4YVX
NN2H
WA2UKX
W1PEX
N2AKZ
133
NY2V
132
W2WFN
131
AA3GV
WA0TFC
KB5TCH
W9CBE
130
KF6OIF
129
K5DMC
KE1AI
KC2DAA
WU4C
W7LG
128
WD9HII
N5GG
K7MQF
WB2FGL
127
KD1LE
KG2D
K5IQZ
126
NZ1D
N7DRP
KC7ZZB
W2CS
K0IBS
WA2YBM
KB2VRO
AF4NS

K4FQU
125
W4NTI
AA2SV
W1ALE
K6VOA
124
K5VV
KC2EOT
KF4NFP
123
W9ZY
KA0KPY
KF6UMU
N7AIK
121
KA7AID
W3KV
W3IPX
K9GBR
W4AUN
K7GXZ
K9LGU
KA4HHE
120
NC4ML
AA8PI
K0PIZ
N9TVT
K7GXZ
119
KI4YV
KB2ETO
118
N8DD
W4CKS
KA2DBD
W2FR
W3OKN
117
W4DGH
WD0GUF
W5MEN
KO4OL
KJ4N
116
W3BBQ
WX4H
WI2G
115
KB0DTI
114
W3CB

AB4XK
KT4SJ
113
AF2K
W2JHO
112
KT4TD
AG9G
W2MTO
111
W2PII
K2PB
K5MC
110
W0WEB
109
WA8EYQ
W0WWR
KB2WII
KO6RZ
KC6SKK
108
KA2CQX
N9MN
WA4EIC
KD4WBI
107
AA2ED
N2GJ
106
WA8SSI
KG0IV
K5MXQ
105
N3SW
N3RB
104
W7EP
WB4ZNB
KF4KSN
WA4GLS
KJ7SI
102
WA8DHB
KG5GE
101
WB2ZCM
KA4LRM
W8SZU
100
W5XX
KC3Y
N3ZKP

for the Articles of Incorporation. Other fees
may apply. This whole process can take
several months to complete, but can be very
beneficial to the organization and to the
community served.”

The Search for Funds
“Once the above process has been completed, it is time to search for funds.
Develop a plan for a specific program. This
plan includes what the program is, how will
it benefit the community, how will the program be implemented, and the cost of the
program. Be as specific as possible.
“Decide which agencies or companies
will be approached for funds, and then contact those agencies to find out what their
procedures are for donating monies or
equipment. Be prepared to make a personal
presentation to the agency after the paperwork is submitted.
“Do not go to a possible donor and tell
them that you want some money so you can
buy radios and other stuff even if it is for public service. If you only want one radio donated,
list the manufacturer, model number, total
cost, and what that radio will be used for. Have
a plan, be organized, and be specific.”
Section Traffic Manager Reports
March 2000
The following ARRL section traffic managers reported: AK, AL,
AR, AZ, CO, CT, DE, EMA, ENY, EPA, EWA, GA, IA, ID, IL, IN,
KS, KY, LA, MDC, MI, MN, MO, MS, NC, NFL, NH, NLI, NNJ,
NNY, NTX, NV, OH, OR, ORG, SBAR, SC, SD, SDG, SFL,
SNJ, STX, TN, VA, WCF, WI, WMA, WNY, WPA, WWA, WY.

Section Emergency Coordinator Reports
March 2000
The following ARRL section emergency coordinators
reported: CT, ENY, EWA, IN, KY, MDC, MI, MN, MO, NLI,
NV, OH, SD, SFL, STX, TN, VA, WCF, WMA, WV.

Brass Pounders League
March 2000
The BPL is open to all amateurs in the US, Canada and US
possessions who report to their SMs a total of 500 points or
a sum of 100 or more origination and delivery points for any
calendar month. All messages must be handled on amateur
frequencies within 48 hours of receipt in standard ARRL
radiogram format.

Call
WX4H
KK3F
NM1K
AD4IH
N2LTC
W6DOB
W1PEX
K7BDU
K7VVC
W7AMM
W6IVV
KT6A
WB5ZED
W5SEG
K9JPS
W4EAT
W9RCW
N0KJ
KA2ZNZ
WA9VND
W9IHW
KC5OZT
WB2GTG
W9YPY
KB5W
KA2GJV
AB4XK

Orig
8
23
858
956
0
1
0
16
56
104
8
2
27
46
0
1
0
23
16
11
0
3
4
0
—
0
1

Rcvd
1572
2488
320
129
624
482
133
510
452
397
441
478
491
426
438
386
364
333
319
384
310
292
242
264
—
289
262

Sent
2010
138
994
987
651
602
886
504
508
465
523
431
378
406
43
369
4
346
243
244
59
294
337
297
—
245
239

Dlvd
12
80
4
3
28
45
29
10
4
28
0
4
18
30
427
3
362
10
83
17
255
11
13
0
—
0
3

Total
3602
2729
2176
2075
1303
1130
1048
1040
1020
994
972
915
914
908
908
759
730
712
661
656
624
600
596
561
537
534
505

BPL for 100 or more originations plus deliveries: K9GU 212,
N5JZ 200, K5NHJ 192, WZ7V 192, K8LJG 127.
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Twenty-Eight Years of Sporadic E
Six-meter DX has been all the rage since
last October, as Solar Cycle 23 neared its
predicted peak. Although F-layer propagation was not as exciting as expected this
past winter, the effects of heightened solar
activity were evident in all parts of the
world. Solar activity (as measured by sunspot number or solar flux) may continue to
build during the summer, but for complicated reasons, the resulting maximum
usable frequencies are much lower than in
winter. Thus, little can be expected from
the F layer for the next few months.
That is not the end of 6-meter DXing.
Sporadic E (E s) never fails to provide many
days of strong single- and double-hop propagation across the US and Canada and into
adjacent areas of the Caribbean. Multiplehop sporadic E makes possible contacts from
the eastern half of North America to Europe
a dozen days or so each summer. In addition, there are usually several days with
multihop E s openings from the western
states to Hawaii, Alaska, and even Japan.

Figure 1—Total minutes of 88-MHz sporadic-E propagation observed annually, May
through August, from San Antonio, Texas. These data were compiled by Pat Dyer,
WA5IYX. Details are available at http://home.swbell.net/pjdyer/iyxsusum.htm.

Noted 6-meter
DXers contemplate
the possibilities of
Cycle 23 over beer
at the Bear Pub,
Sandown Park,
England, in
February 1998.
From left to right
are Bob Sohl
(W6BYA), Geoff
Brown (GJ4ICD),
Hatsuo Yoshida
(JA1VOK) and
Chris Tran
(GM3WOJ).

Look Ahead to the
Summer-2000 Season
So, what are the chances that this summer will provide above average E-skip
conditions? That question cannot be answered with any degree of certainty, as
sporadic E is notoriously fickle and nearly
impossible to forecast even a day in advance. Sporadic E does appear more often
during from May to August than at other
seasons, and on average, Es peaks around
11 AM and 6 PM local time. Aside from a
few other subtle statistical probabilities of
occurrence, not much else is certain about
sporadic-E appearance at VHF.
Thus, the safest answer is that 6-meter
sporadic E will undoubtedly appear on many
days this summer, but there is no way to be
sure whether there will be more or fewer
openings than in previous years. Six-meter
operators have noticed considerable variation in the number of days, duration and
other indicators of E-skip activity from year
to year. This has given rise to some speculation about whether E s is truly a random
occurrence, or might it follow an underlying pattern that can aid in its prediction?
Some amateurs and professionals have
conjectured that sporadic E appears less
often during each solar cycle maxima than
at other times, suggesting that E-skip activity may be quite depressed this summer.

The reasoning is based on the assumption
that a quiet geomagnetic field favors the
formation of sporadic E, but the geomagnetic field is more likely to be disturbed
with greater solar activity. Although this
relationship has not been demonstrated satisfactorily, it does not necessarily rule out
some sort of link between sporadic E and
solar-geomagnetic activity.

Long Cycles of Sporadic E?
Some hints of such a relationship are
suggested in the data compiled by Pat Dyer,
WA5IYX. Pat has made systematic observations of sporadic-E on the FM broadcast

This Month
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June 10-12
June 17-18

Artieds Meteor Shower
Peaks
ARRL June VHF QSO
Party
SMIRK Contest

band (88 to 108 MHz) over the past 28 years
from south Texas. For as many as 18 hours
a day, week after week with hardly a day
missed, Pat has monitored the FM band for
signs of sporadic E. Over the years, he has
written several articles for amateur and professional journals based on his meticulous
data. Recently, he has posted his monthly
summaries and other interesting information on his public Web site, http://
home.swbell.net/pjdyer/index.html.
Pat’s systematic records of 88 MHz oblique sporadic E are among the best available anywhere. There are few other similar
data sets based on continuous observations
from the same location that cover so long a
period of time. Observations at 88 MHz
provide a convenient way to gauge overall
sporadic-E activity, as the frequency is high
enough that only the most intense sporadicE events show up in the data. Corresponding sporadic-E activity at 50 MHz is considerably greater.

Emil Pocock, W3EP  Box 100, Lebanon, CT 06249 (Voice 860-642-4347, fax 860-594-0259)  w3ep@arrl.org
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Pat’s annual sums of 88 MHz sporadic-E
minutes during the summer season are presented graphically in Figure 1. These data at
minimum confirm that there is considerable
variation of sporadic-E activity from year to
year, at least as observed from south Texas
at 88 MHz. Further inspection suggests that
the annual variations in 88-MHz sporadic E
are not random. Rather, the variation seems
to follow an underlying cycle of about six
years, as marked from trough to trough.
The unmistakable troughs came in 1979,
1985 and 1992; low points at the beginning
and end of the graph suggest that 1972 (or
an earlier year) and probably 1998 are also
trough years. These certain and probable
troughs make a regular sequence spaced at
7, 6, 7 and 6-year intervals. If these data
really do reflect a long-term cycle of sporadic-E activity, then there may be reason
to suggest that there will be more minutes
of sporadic E during summer 2000 than any
of the previous three years. Pat will be able
to confirm or refute this forecast in just a
few months! In the meantime, enjoy the
E-skip season.

What Does It Mean?
The peaks and troughs evident in Pat’s
E s data do not correspond directly to the
1979-81 and 1989-91 solar activity maxima,
as indicated by the smoothed 13-month sunspot numbers. Thus, it is difficult to make a
simple correlation between solar activity and
sporadic E. If anything, the peaks of sporadic-E activity seem to correspond more
closely to the rise and fall of each cycle,
rather than to maxima or minima. These periods are usually associated with higher-thanaverage levels of geomagnetic activity, thus
suggesting that sporadic E may actually appear more often when geomagnetic activity
is generally higher. This quite unexpected
conjecture requires further analysis to
determine any possible validity.

ON THE BANDS
On-the-air activity within the US and
Canada above 144 MHz was generally low
during March. There were no reports of unusual tropospheric ducting, no sporadic E and
no aurora—which is a bit of surprise for the
equinox period near the peak of the solar
cycle. Fortunately, there was a great deal of
worldwide 50 MHz activity. Indeed, March
was probably the best month ever for worldwide 6-meter DX so far this cycle. Dates and
times are all UTC unless otherwise noted.

Six-Meter DX
The solar flux was in the 200 range for most
of March, which supported 50-MHz propagation throughout much of the world. The longest
paths during the spring season are generally
east-west and adjacent to the equator. Shorter
single-hop north-south paths perpendicular to
the equator remained strong. Even these generally limited paths generated some incredible
DX activity from every continent on the globe.
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Clint Walker, W1LP, operates about half the year from aboard the SS Chemical
Pioneer , which makes regular runs between the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific
Northwest.

Nevertheless, much of the US and Canada
was shut out of some of the most spectacular
contacts. East Coast operators, for example,
had to be content with a few short-lived openings into South America. There were more
opportunities from the West Coast and across
the southern tier of states, but even these were
constrained to South America and a few countries of the Pacific. Most of the excitement
came from the rest of the world.
The following summaries contain information compiled from the OH2AQ Internet
packet cluster, the 50 MHz DX Bulletin (published by Victor Frank, K6FV), and Internet
Six News (posted by Geoff Brown, GJ4ICD).
Other reports came directly from G4UPS,
HP2CWD, LW5EJU, K1JT, WB2AMU,
KI5GF, K5SW, W5UWB, K6LMN, W7KQU
and those acknowledged by name in the text.
Many thanks to all.

DX from the US and Canada
DXers in a band across the southern United
States, from Southern California to Florida,
enjoyed the bulk of the DX to South America
and the western Pacific. South Americans
boomed into the southern part of the country
on more than a dozen days during March. The
most common country prefixes reported were
LU, CX, PY, HK, HC, and HC8. Chile was
represented by CE3BFZ, CE3SAD, XQ6ET
and XQ2BNZ. Texans reported ZP5PT and
ZP5PRO on March 12 and 13.
Mel Sadecki, KC7IJ (Idaho), and other stations throughout the Rocky Mountain West as
far north as British Columbia reported scattered
contacts into South America on March 1, but
the 12th provided the best opportunity for US
stations outside the favored southern tier of
states. N7EIJ (Washington) and others from
Ohio to New England found HC2FG, HK3YH,
and perhaps a few other South Americans with
loud SSB signals. Steve McDonald, VE7SL,
logged 8 LU and 4 CX stations that day.
Australia and New Zealand provided the
only other source of consistent DX fare for
southern US stations from California to
Florida. The most productive dates were
March 11, 12, 15, 23, 29 and 30. The Pacific

Northwest had an unusual opportunity to work
VK and ZL stations on March 11. A Washington-state ham reported New Zealand stations,
and VE7SL made three ZL contacts that day.
Despite high activity from many other
Pacific DXCC entities, US stations reported
few additional contacts. Notable exceptions
included K6FV, who found FK8CA (New
Caledonia) on March 12. NI6G had a CW contact with TX0DX (Chesterfield Island) on the
23rd, one of the first contacts to that new
DXCC entity.

Caribbean, Central and South America
Meanwhile, South Americans were working the world. Those in Brazil (PY), Argentina
(LU) and Uruguay (CX) commonly worked
North Africa and southwestern Europe on
many days, including CN, EH8, ZB, CT, EH,
EH6, 9H and I. Also participating in the European openings were PY0FF and PY0FM
(Fernando de Noronha) ZP5RPO (Paraguay)
and CP1FG (Bolivia), the latter much in demand by US stations.
XE, TI, HP, YV, PY, LU, CX, HK and CE
stations worked Japan on more than half a
dozen days. Brazilians seemed most favorably
located to make additional contacts into the
rest of Africa, the Middle East and Asia.
Among their catches were S29AT (Sao
Tome), TU2OJ (Ivory Coast), several VR
(Hong Kong) stations, HL5XF (Korea),
BV2DP (Taiwan) and BG7OH (China). Also
reported were VP6BR (Pitcairn), H44PT
(Solomon Islands) and V73AT (Marshall Islands) in the Pacific.
PY5CC, one of the leading 6-meter DXers
in the world, came up with some of the most
remarkable contacts of the month. His log included OD5/JY4NE (Lebanon), ZA/N7BHC
(Albania) for country #176, SV9ANK (Crete)
#177, S21YJ (Bangladesh) #178, DS5MHF
(Korea) #179 and E4/G3WQU (Palestine)
#180. That astonishing list of long east-west
near-equatorial paths shows just what is possible during the spring season.
Other stations in the Caribbean and South
America made some interesting contacts during the month. Louis Anciaux, HP3XUG

144 MHz Standings
The 2-meter standings are compiled each April 1 for publication in June. Stations included in the published standings must work a
minimum of 10 states. To ensure that the standings reflect recent activity, information must be submitted within the previous two
years. Stations dropped for lack of recent reports will be reinstated with a current update. You don’t have to work additional stations
to remain in the standings, but please confirm your continued interest at least every two years by sending a report. You can obtain
a VHF/UHF report form by sending a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: World Above 50 MHz, ARRL, 225 Main St, Newington,
CT 06111. Reports can also be submitted by e-mail to standings@arrl.org.
Call

QTH

States

DXCC

Grids

NH
NH
MA
VT
CT
ME
NH
ME
CT
MA
CT
MA
MA
MA
ME
MA
MA
CT
NH

50
50
50
50
45
43
41
36
36
34
33
30
29
29
27
26
22
18
17

104
28
23
18
22
33
14
6
5
4
3
5
3
2
2
4
2
2
2

—
—
201
195
232
154
190
176
212
106
160
110
—
94
78
88
59
52
44

Best
DX
(Km)
—
2240
2304
2276
2583
2534
2501
2491
2265
2380
2450
2743
2049
2363
1947
2340
2095
1093
2034

K1CA*
AF1T*
W1JR*
W1AIM*
K1UHF*
WA1JOF*
K1SIX*
W1REZ
K1TEO
N1PM
W3EP/1
W1LP
K1AE
W1GHZ
N1RWY
WA1ECF
K1MAP
K1WVX
WA1HOG
W2CNS*
N2WK*
W2UAD
WB2CUT
W2MPK*
K2OVS
WV2C
WA2BAH
K2WKA
WB2VVV*
K1JT
W3HHN
KA2MCU
WA2ZFH
W2FCA

NY
NY
NY
NJ
NY
NY
NY
NY
NJ
NJ
NJ
NY
NY
NY
NY

50
46
39
37
36
36
33
32
32
26
26
25
24
21
21

22
34
3
2
8
4
4
3
2
6
2
2
2
3
2

125
276
140
149
—
106
133
102
128
96
61
70
63
47
59

2367
2298
2315
—
—
2812
2450
2010
—
2080
2145
2024
2010
2208
1472

W3CMP*
KI3W*
K3VGX*
W3ZZ*
N3FA*
AE3T
W3BO
K3KEL
WA3BZT*
WA3DMF
NO3I
W3SZ*
N3JNX

PA
PA
PA
MD
PA
PA
PA
PA
DE
MD
PA
PA
PA

50
50
50
38
37
37
35
35
33
32
30
19
14

64
61
26
6
17
3
3
2
17
4
1
18
3

409
337
151
235
122
—
121
123
111
55
103
80
43

—
—
—
2538
2420
2510
2200
2120
2418
2050
—
2110
975

W4MW*
WA4MVI*
NB2T
K4MRW
WB4JEM
K4KAE
K4RF
W4DEX
W4MOS
N4CH
W4WTA
K4ZOO
KD9KP
WB5APD
WB2QLP

NC
SC
FL
AL
FL
SC
GA
NC
FL
VA
GA
VA
TN
GA
FL

50
50
43
41
40
40
40
40
39
39
38
37
36
35
34

36
33
2
5
7
6
4
—
9
6
3
4
3
4
6

—
—
78
252
188
194
212
—
—
196
162
185
151
135
214

—
2498
2270
—
2226
2387
2147
—
—
2600
2413
2315
2180
1825
2050

(Panama), completed over near-equatorial
paths with FK8CA, VP6BR, JA, YB (Indonesia) and P29BBL (Papua New Guinea). Among
the notable contacts Ed Rodriquez, WP4O,
made were TR8XX and TR8KPJ (Gabon) and
7Q7RM (Malawi), in addition to several ZL
stations on March 14. Hans Heinrich, HK3YH,
ran a huge pileup of JA stations on March 4
after 1315 via the long path to the southeast.

Europe
Six-meter DX from southern Europe and
the adjacent Mediterranean (including
Cyprus, Israel and Jordan) was restricted primarily to southerly paths toward South
America, Africa and the adjacent Indian
Ocean. In addition to working nearly all of

Call

QTH

States

DXCC

Grids

TN
VA
TN
VA
GA
VA
AL
TN

34
34
30
28
28
22
19
17

3
2
4
2
2
2
—
1

154
111
143
104
101
49
50
48

Best
DX
(Km)
—
2023
1949
2175
—
1379
1146
1736

KC4QWZ
K4RTS
AA4H
W4EUH
W4KXY
AD4DG
KD4FMN
KG4BMH
W5ZN*
W5UWB*
WD5AGO*
W5RCI*
W5LUA*
W5FF*
K5SW
W5HUQ*
WA5IYX
K5TN
N5HYV
WA5TKU
W5OZI
N5QGH

AR
TX
OK
MS
TX
NM
OK
AR
TX
OK
LA
TX
TX
TX

50
50
50
50
50
50
47
41
32
32
28
27
24
19

37
29
32
23
—
—
5
11
2
1
1
—
2
—

305
104
—
259
—
149
287
150
110
128
105
80
138
81

2850
2197
2088
—
—
—
2269
2735
2243
2025
—
—
2268
—

WA6PEV*
K6AAW*
KV6J*
K6QXY*
N6ZE*
N6YM
N6RMJ
KC6ZWT
N7STU

CA
CA
HI
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

50
50
26
23
22
21
18
17
16

52
36
16
8
16
4
4
4
3

—
235
84
—
104
142
149
100
107

—
3831
400
3794
2600
3822
4017
3934
2118

W7CS*
W7HAH*
AA7A*
W7RV*
N7EIJ*
N7WS
K7XC*
WA7GSK
K7HSJ
N7MWV

AZ
MT
AZ
AZ
ID
AZ
NV
ID
OR
WA

50
50
48
44
39
39
31
29
14
12

90
88
47
—
25
18
16
1
1
3

410
483
387
169
194
120
162
173
59
83

3776
—
2983
—
2399
2100
4056
3032
2125
4321

K8BHZ*
W8PAT*
KU8Y*
WA8WZG*
N8XA
KE8FD
K8MD
WA8EOJ
K2YAZ
KB8JVH*
W2CE
N8KOL
WA8NPX
KB8O
W8QXO
WA8LKD
WB8XX
N8NQS
N8VEA
KB8RJS

MI
OH
MI
OH
OH
OH
MI
OH
MI
OH
WV
OH
OH
MI
OH
MI
OH
MI
OH
MI

50
50
50
46
45
41
40
39
38
37
37
37
36
36
36
35
32
31
29
27

45
34
23
21
11
5
3
3
2
6
3
2
3
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

362
123
269
196
161
249
194
199
158
127
—
140
150
171
—
115
117
129
102
98

2278
1758
1891
2235
—
2275
1362
2198
2070
2160
1290
2035
2103
—
2092
1942
1759
2042
2223
—

South America, southern Europeans logged an
astonishing number of African and Indian
Ocean stations. Included in their logs were
ZD9ZZ (Tristan de Cunha) in the South Atlantic; ST2SA (Sudan), 5U7DG (Niger),
5N9RGP (Nigeria), 3C5I (Equatorial Guinea),
TU2OJ (Ghana), 9G5ZW (Ghana), TR8XX
(Gabon), 9U5D (Burundi), D3SAF and D4/
CT1EKF (Angola), 9J2BO (Zambia), Z22KQ,
Z22JE and Z21FO (Zimbabwe), 7Q7RM
(Malawi), and V51KC (Namibia) in Africa;
and 5R8EE and 5R8FU (Madagascar), FH/
TU5AX (Mayotte), VQ9QM (Chagos) and
S79MX (Seychelles) in the Indian Ocean.
Several ZS (South Africa) stations worked
into northern Europe, providing many welcome contacts for G, GJ, F, PA, ON, OZ, OE,

Call

QTH

States

DXCC

Grids

N8PUM

MI

20

2

69

Best
DX
(Km)
2188

N0AKC*
W9UD
KA9CFD
W9JJ
W9JN
N9NJY
W9EME
KF9WM
N9LAG
WA9PWP
WA1MKE
N9HF
N9ISN

WI
IL
IL
WI
WI
IL
WI
IN
IL
WI
IN
WI
WI

49
47
45
43
40
38
38
33
31
30
24
22
20

21
3
4
3
2
3
3
2
4
2
2
2
2

222
204
220
—
197
105
—
104
91
127
83
—
92

2350
2000
2819
2560
2261
2100
2500
1560
—
1940
1800
—
2021

W0HP*
K0FF*
W0LD*
NJ0M*
W7XU
N0LL
K0GJX
WA0BWE
N0QJM
N0HJZ
W0OHU
W0VD*
W0DFK
K0CJ
KW0A
W0FY
KM0T
K0GU*
W0JRP
N0KQY
KD0PY
N0NZ
W0ZQ
N0KE*
N0UK*
K0VSV
K0AWU
KA0PQW
N0DQS
W0PHD
WA2HFI/0
K0RZ*
KR0I
KA0ZYD
KB0VUK
NE0P
N0SWV
KF0UK

MN
MO
CO
MN
SD
KS
MN
MN
SD
MN
MN
MO
MO
MN
MO
MO
IA
CO
MO
KS
IA
NE
MN
CO
MN
IA
MN
MN
IA
MN
MN
CO
MO
MN
MN
IA
CO
MN

50
50
50
48
48
47
46
46
46
45
45
44
44
44
44
44
43
42
41
41
41
39
38
35
35
33
33
33
33
31
28
25
25
24
20
16
16
13

81
26
—
36
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
26
3
2
2
—
2
37
3
2
2
2
2
6
3
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

—
230
156
270
243
377
240
167
195
226
152
263
226
—
231
214
135
278
208
187
206
153
180
219
144
149
83
—
120
116
120
97
85
99
97
52
67
46

—
2185
2378
2110
2180
2378
2804
2570
2180
2400
2040
—
1450
2330
2300
—
2308
2400
2150
2310
2174
2224
2610
2200
2053
1835
2095
2122
2048
–
2057
2390
1595
2160
1870
1200
1200
925

VE3KH*
VE3AX*
VE6TA*
VE3FKX*
VE3TMG
VE9AA
VE2PIJ

ON
ON
AB
ON
ON
NB
PQ

50
48
42
41
30
27
10

52
33
25
7
1
2
2

300
—
170
—
121
99
41

1985
2225
2425
—
1973
1537
1056

—Information not provided
*Some contacts made using EME (moonbounce)

DL, OK, LZ, YO and SP stations unable to
work much else. On March 8, ZS stations
added RN6HW (Russia), UU7JM (Ukraine)
and EY8CQ (Tajikistan) to their usual fare of
Europeans.

Africa
African stations not only made many contacts into southern Europe, but also worked
South America and Asia. EH8 (Canary Island)
stations logged several PY and LU calls, as
well as CP1FG and PY0FF. EH8BYR made
an unusual contact with ZL2KT on March 15.
At least 10 African countries made Japanese
contacts during several days in March.
Dave Heil, 5H3US (Tanzania), provided
an incredible list of countries he worked from
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East Africa during the month. Calls and prefixes included in his March log were EH8,
CN8KD, S92AT (Sao Tome and Principe),
TR, 3C5I, D3SAF, 9U and S79MX from the
rest of Africa and the adjacent Indian Ocean;
from southern Europe and the Mediterranean,
EH CT, I, 9H, ZA, 9A, Z3, YU, SV, YO, LZ
and 4X; Caribbean and South Americans KP4,
J37LD (Grenada), PY and PY0FF; and from
Asia, many JA, VR, BV2DP, BG7OH and
XW2A (Laos).

Japan and East Asia
Contacts made from Japan and to a lesser
extent from adjacent DXCC entities, including
Hong Kong (VR), Taiwan (BV), China (BA)
and Korea (HL) were widespread. They included every continent. Central and South
American contacts have been summarized elsewhere. HP3XUG was a new country for many
Japanese, including JA1VOK, who made a
long-path contact at 1520 (midnight in Japan)
on March 11. Japanese contacts with the rest of
Asia, Africa and Europe are extensive and can
only be briefly summarized.
In addition to the more common contacts
with Pacific-area prefixes DU, YB, VK, ZL,
9V, FK8, V7, KH2, 3D2 and KH6, Japanese
DXers also logged T88GM (Belau) and the
newest additions to the DXCC list, TX0DX
(Chesterfield) and 4W6UN (East Timor).
Other Asian stations worked from Japan included UN3G (Kazakhstan), EY8MM and
EY8CQ (Tajikistan), S21YJ (Bangladesh) and
XW2A (Laos). JA operators worked extensively throughout Africa, including 3C, 5H,
7Q, 9J and 9U prefixes, as well as 4S, 5R, FH,
FR, VQ9 and 8Q in the Indian Ocean.
The list of North African, European and
Mediterranean prefixes worked from Japan is
equally astonishing, especially as these paths
were open for both short- and long-path contacts on several days. Prefixes logged by the
Japanese included CT3, EH8, EH9, CT, EH,
PA, ON, I, IS0, 9H, SV, 5B, 4X and JY.
JA1VOK reported that JH7VEP/6 worked
EH7KW on March 3 at 0058 via the long path,
the first Spanish station of Cycle 23, followed
by JR6HI to CT1DYX.
Prefixes worked by Richard Lu, BV2DP, just
during the first five days of the month also suggest the variety of contacts available from East
Asia. His log included relatively nearby countries
BA, JA, DU, P2, 9M and VK, but also KH0, V7,
S2, 4S and 8Q. On March 10, he added Z22KQ.

The Pacific
In addition to working the southern US and
much of the western Pacific, New Zealanders
made some unusually long contacts to Spain
and the Canary Islands. ZL2KT and ZL2AGI
found EH8BYR on March 16. EH7KW logged
four ZL calls on the 29th. VP6BR logged EH
(Spain) on at least five days during the month.
Among his many other contacts were those
with HP2CWB, WP4O and Mediterranean
prefixes JY, 5B, 4X and 9H on March 22.
Contacts made by FO0AAA (Clipperton) included those with PY, TI, HC, ZP and HP.
KH7R (Hawaii) had an especially fine day on
March 28, when he logged Europeans G, ON,
PA, DL, SP, OE, OK, S5, YU, Z3 and LZ,
along with FR in the Indian Ocean.

W1LP/mm
Clint Walker, W1LP/mm, had an interesting four days as his ship steamed south along
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the Pacific Coast of North America. Clint was
passing through grid DK77 (off the southern
coast of Mexico) on March 11, when LU and
CX stations starting coming in stronger than
usual around 1930. Around 2330, the LUs
starting running pileups of JA stations, giving
them 59 reports. Soon after, W6s started working ZL and VK. Clint put out some CQs and
roused FK8CA at 0049. He continued calling,
even after the LUs had disappeared, and was
rewarded with a string of JA contacts beginning at 0220, but along a southerly skewed
240° path. Clint ended the day at 0415 with a
VP6BR contact on CW.
The next day started out much the same,
with strong signals from LU and PY early in
the morning while running south through
DK95. He logged J87AB (St Vincent) prior to
1800, then worked a few KH6s. At 2350, Clint
added five VK4 stations as the South Americans made their afternoon appearance, again
running JAs with loud signals. Beginning at
0300, Clint copied P29BPB/b for over an hour,
but no contacts resulted.
The usual PY, LU, CE and ZP stations
boomed through the evening of March 13,
although Clint noticed more distortion than
usual on the Chileans. At 2330, Clint easily
worked 3D2TC with a big signal. The P29BPB
and VK4GRG beacons were coming through
by 2300 and two more VK4s went into the log
as Clint’s ship continued south toward the
Panama Canal.
Conditions seemed to taper off by March
14, as the LU and PY stations did not come
through until 2300. Clint worked OA4AHW,
probably on backscatter. The P29 beacon
stayed in only for about half an hour after 0300,
but then Clint heard EH8BYR weakly calling
CQ on SSB via a southerly skewed scatter path.
The scatter was intensely strong (Clint could
hear his own scatter signal in between Morse
characters), but repeated calling on CW did
not attract the attention of EH8BYR. VP6BR
came pounding through at 0500 and Clint tried
a 432 MHz schedule with TI5KD, relayed
through VP6BR. No 432 MHz signals were
heard, but it was certainly worth a try.
Clint runs 100 W from a TS-570 to a
three-element Yagi rigged to the ship’s superstructure about 80 feet above the water line.
Attached to the mast are also Yagis for 144
and 432 MHz. Wherever he goes, Clint has a
perfect 360° horizon and the best ground plane
available.

VHF/UHF/MICROWAVE NEWS
Paul Shuch, N6TX, Honored at Dayton
The Dayton Hamvention honored noted
VHFer Paul Shuch, N6TX, with its Technical
Excellence Award during the annual Hamvention held this past May in Dayton. The
award recognizes his pioneering work in UHF
and microwave receiver design and for design
of Amateur Radio astronomy equipment. He
has also written nearly 100 articles for Amateur Radio publications, including Ham Radio
and QST. Shuch has been active on the VHF
through microwave bands since the 1970s and
has been executive director of the SETI
League for the past several years.

Mobil Ham Discontinued
As of this past March, the Japanese magazine Mobil Ham has discontinued publication.
With it goes the “V-UHF DX Topics” column,
one of the most informative sources of VHF

news from Japan and the western Pacific generally, especially about 6 meters. Much of the
credit must go to Hatsuo Yoshida, JA1VOK,
who has written the column since January
1989. Throughout this period, Hatsuo has also
been one of the most consistent contributors
of 6 meter news to the “World Above
50 MHz,” but fortunately Hatsuo continues to
send reports. “V-UHF DX Topics” will be
missed by tens of thousands of readers worldwide.

SMIRK Contest
The annual Six Meter International Radio
Klub Contest runs during the weekend of June
17-18. See details in the “Contest Corral” elsewhere in this issue. Results of the 1999 contest
can be found on the SMIRK Web site at www.
smirk.org.

FEEDBACK
BD, the bearing and distance program used
to calculate distances for the VHF through
microwave distance records table published in
May, was written by Michael Owen, W9IP
(not W3IP as published). The single asterisks
after seven of the distances represent new
records since last publication.

VHF/UHF CENTURY
CLUB AWARDS
Bill Moore, NC1L
Century Club Manager
The ARRL VUCC numbered certificate is awarded to amateurs
who submit written confirmations for contacts with the minimum
number of Maidenhead grid-square locators (indicated in italics) for each band listing. The numbers preceding the call signs
indicate total grid squares claimed. The numbers following the
call signs indicate the claimed endorsement levels. The totals
shown are for credits given from February 4 to April 17, 2000.
The VUCC application form, field sheets and complete list
of VHF Awards Managers can be found on the Web at http://
www.arrl.org/awards/vucc/. Please send an SASE if you
cannot download the forms online. If you have questions relating to VUCC, send an e-mail to vucc@arrl.org.
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NEW PRODUCTS
R8 HF MULTIBAND
VERTICAL ANTENNA
◊ The Cushcraft R8 covers 40, 30, 20, 17, 15, 12,
10 and 6 meters. It is 281/2 feet tall and weighs
approximately 23 lbs. The R8 is rated for up to
1500 W (CW).
For more information visit your favor Amateur Radio products dealer or contact Cushcraft
Corporation, 48 Perimeter Rd, Manchester, NH
03103; tel 603-627-7877; sales@cushcraft
.com; http://www.cushcraft.com.

Next New Products

QRP POWER

Atlanticon 2000
Every so often we all must take time to
“recharge” our mental batteries. QRP symposiums are a great place to accomplish this
task. The official end of winter (for me,
anyway) came on March 25 and 26 at the
Ramada Inn in Chadd’s Ford, Pennsylvania, the location of Atlanticon 2000. George
Heron, N2APB, and the New Jersey QRP
Club are the prime movers behind what has
become the largest annual East coast QRP
event. This year’s agenda featured wellknown guest speakers, building forums, two
building contests, QRP vendors and lots of
socialization. I think the greatest benefit of
these events is the face-to-face sharing of
ideas, information and techniques.

Marketplace of Ideas
A group of world-class QRPers presented topics that inspired and entertained
a crowd of about 150 for most of the weekend. Starting on Friday evening, Skip
Arey, N2EI, gave a technical workshop on
“Manhattan-Style homebrewing,” where
you use a piece of PC board as a ground
plain and epoxy or superglue little PC pads
around on the top side. The pads are used
as connection points, much like terminal
strips, to secure the components. Jim
Nestor, WK8G, finished the workshops with
“Developing with the PIC Microcontroller.”
Saturday morning started with an exploratory trip to the hotel conference center.
Who should I encounter but Ed Hare, W1RFI,
ARRL Lab Supervisor, setting up the Tuna
Tin 2 special-event station. Ed drove his rusty,
decrepit Chevy C-1500 pickup truck (affectionately known as the Deathmobile) down
from Newington. This morning found Ed a
bit disheveled (hair akimbo…yeah, I know at
least he’s got hair), eyes glazed, in dire need
of coffee. I scrounged some java and, in
an attempt to duplicate ARRL Lab coffee, I
scraped some rust from the Deathmobile into
the coffee cup and gave it to Ed. Within moments he was back among the living so I guess
my secret formula worked!
At 9 AM on Saturday the forums kicked
off with Joe Everhart, N2CX, presenting his
10-meter monitor receiver, “The Band Aid.”
Gary Diana, N2JGU, followed with “A
Microcomputer-Controlled Squelch.” Dave
Benson, NN1G, of Small Wonder Labs
took the floor next and gave an outstanding
tutorial on PSK31.
After lunch the forums resumed with
Mike Gipe, K1MG, doing a super job with
his chosen topic; “Operating QRP…It’s a
Contact Sport.” Thanks to Mike, none of
us went to sleep after lunch and we all

Rich Arland, K7SZ



Joe Everhart, N2CX, shows off his
“Band-Aid” 10-meter receiver during his
forum presentation at Atlanticon.

learned how to do the “Happy Dance.”
Preston Douglas, WJ2V, followed Mike
with an excellent in-depth presentation on
“Manhattan-Style Construction.” Originally this was to be presented by Chuck
Adams, K7QO, but Chuck was forced to
cancel his plans at the last moment and
Preston stepped in to fill the vacancy.
Next up was Jim Kortge, K8IQY, who
presented “A 40 meter-to-2 Meter 2N2222Based CW Transverter.” Anyone who has
seen Jim’s construction projects will attest
to this man’s talent and expertise. Ed Hare,
W1RFI, was up next with “The Amazing
Saga of the Tuna Tin 2” followed by “The
League, QRP and YOU.” If you haven’t
heard the story of how the original TT-2 was
lost from League HQ and then found in a
box of junque at a hamfest several years
later, then you have missed a compelling
saga in the annals of QRP.

Schmoozing and Hospitality
After dinner, festivities resumed in the
hospitality hall where we were all encouraged to mingle, schmooze and enjoy a host
of homebrew equipment brought in for display. All pre-paid attendees were given a
SNAP transmitter kit (to be built “Manhattan-Style”) for the building competition. The
diversity of construction techniques was
amazing. Yours truly didn’t win the top prize
in the building competition, but I did garner
an honorable mention, at which time I performed the “Happy Dance”. I also ended up
with a POQET pocket computer and accessory package courtesy of Rod Cerkoney,
N0RC. Man, this was the high point of the
weekend for me! Thanks to Rod’s generosity, the POQET has a good home!
Hospitality hall was packed with vendors. Small Wonder Labs had a nice selection of kit rigs. Joe Everhart, N2CX, was
there selling Gusher Antennas. Embedded
Research had a display of all their prod-

Gary McCaughey, W2UX (left), receives
the SNAP building contest award from
Preston Douglas, WJ2V (center), as Jim
Kortge, K8IQY, winner of the “Open
Competition,” looks on.

ucts and was doing a brisk business. Vern
Wright, W6MMA, was demonstrating his
new portable/mobile antenna. Although
Dave Fifield, AD6A, was unable to attend
he sent flyers featuring his “Red Hot” rigs.
I supplied my RH-20 transceiver to complete the display. The American Key Company was on hand selling miniature paddle
sets and straight keys.

Awards and Door Prizes
Highlight of the Atlanticon 2000 was the
drawing for the big door prize: a K2 kit
courtesy of Elecraft. Tim Stabler,
WB9NLZ, won the K2. Tim was so happy
he couldn’t quit hugging the K2 box! The
MFJ CUB transceiver kit went home with
David Sarraf, N3NDJ. Top honors in the
SNAP transmitter building competition
went to Gary McCaughey, W2UX, who took
home a Red Hot Radio RH-40 transceiver
kit. Second place (a NorCal SMK-1 kit)
went to David Gwillam, KB2TQX. The
SNAP building competition also had three
“First Effort” mentions: Ruth Frock,
KU4WH, John Cawthorne (10 years old)
and Marcus Gwillam (8 years old). Congratulations to all winners and especially
to the three “First Effort” winners. Keep
meltin’ solder!
Jim Kortge, K8IQY, won the first place
in the open building competition and received a Small Wonder Labs DSW-40 for
his efforts. Second place in the open competition went to Gary Diana, N2JGU, who
received a FAR Circuits gift certificate.
All too soon Atlanticon 2000 was over.
What a great time! Prior to my departure
George Heron, N2APB, assured me that
Atlanticon 2001 was in the planning stages.
George and all the Atlanticon crew are to
be commended for doing an outstanding job
of organizing and hosting this event. Next
spring plan to attend Atlanticon 2001…a
QRP Odyssey!

25 Amherst Ave, Wilkes Barre, PA 18702
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JOHN DEVOLDERE, ON4UN

Amateur Radio events rarely are held in
locations as distinguished as the Sorbonne
in Paris. The International Amateur Radio
Union was accorded that honor for the ceremony on Tuesday afternoon, April 18,
2000, marking the 75th anniversary of its
founding because it was there, at the Faculte
des Sciences, that the IARU was born.
The distinction of those gathered
matched the surroundings. Present for this
unique occasion were the presidents of several national member-societies of the IARU,
including Jim Haynie, W5JBP, ARRL;
Shozo Hara, JA1AN, Japan Amateur Radio
League; Karl Vögele, DK9HU, Deutscher
Amateur Radio Club; John Devoldere,
ON4UN, Union Belge des AmateursEmetteurs; Milos Prostecky, OK1MP, Czech
Radio Club; and Noel E. Donawa, 9Y4NED,
Trinidad and Tobago Amateur Radio Society. Representing the Radio Society of Great
Britain was Past President Hilary
Claytonsmith, G4JKS, and the Guayaquil
Radio Club, Leticia Estrada, HC2PM. Ake
Alseus, SM5OK, who had attended the 25th
anniversary celebration in the same location
50 years earlier, came to Paris from
Stockholm for the event. Also present were
the members of the IARU Region 1 Executive Committee, who had just completed
their annual three-day meeting, and the
IARU Administrative Council, who were
just beginning a two-day meeting to prepare
for the 2000 World Radiocommunication
Conference. Several other amateurs from
France and neighboring countries were
present to share the moment.
The ceremony was opened by Elisée
Bismuth, F6DRV, President of REF-Union.
REF-Union was first constituted as the
French Section of the IARU in 1925 and
thus was celebrating its own 75th anniversary. Next to speak was IARU Region 1
Chairman Lou van de Nadort, PA0LOU,
who has presided over the region for 25
years. He observed that Region 1 was
founded in Paris in May 1950, the first of
the three regional IARU organizations to
be formed, and thus was celebrating its 50th
anniversary.
IARU President Larry E. Price, W4RA,
traced the contributions of radio amateurs
to the art and science of radio. He noted
that the Nobel Prize in Physics has been
awarded to two radio amateurs, Sir Martin
Ryle, Ph.D., G3CY, in 1974, and Dr. Joseph
Taylor, K1JT, in 1993. In both cases it was
their pursuit of Amateur Radio that provided them with the insight that led to their
breakthroughs. President Price expressed

JOHN DEVOLDERE, ON4UN

Sorbonne Hosts IARU 75th Anniversary

The ornate Salle des Comisions at the
Sorbonne in Paris provided a splendid
setting for the IARU 75th anniversary.

REF-Union President F6DRV opens the
ceremony. (l-r) A41JT, 6W1KI, F6DRV,
PA0LOU, W4RA.

the hope that he would be able to return for
the IARU centennial in 2025!
IARU Secretary David Sumner, K1ZZ,
read messages of greetings and congratulations, including one from ITU Radiocommunication Bureau Director Robert W.
Jones, VE3CTM (see inset). Region 1 Executive Committee member Hans van de
Groenendaal, ZS5AKV, described the 1925

meeting that led to the founding of the
IARU and the early history of the organization. There followed the presentation of
plaques and gifts to each of the organizations observing anniversaries, a reception,
and a celebratory dinner cruise on the Seine.
It was a memorable day, marked by reverence for the past and anticipation of the
future.

OLD RADIO

The Silver-Marshall “Round the World” Four
There are many photos of ham stations
in the early 1930s QSTs and I’ve always
enjoyed reading those station descriptions.
One receiver that showed up in many photos was the Silver-Marshall model 730 series “Round the World” Four.
First advertised in the September 1928
QST, the “Round the World” Four quickly
became popular. The ad declared, in part,
“9BBW, receiving on the ‘Round the World’
Four,” worked in one evening stations in
Germany, France, England and Italy. Lowpower amateur code stations over the U.S.

and Canada are received regularly on the
730. And for television work, it’s ideal.”
The rig covered all the active short-wave
ham bands, 17.4 to 204 meters.
The 730 was a four-tube receiver consisting of one stage of screen-grid RF amplification, a regenerative detector and two
stages of extremely high-gain audio amplification. It was available three ways: a basic kit, the model 732, which sold for
$16.50 (just essential parts); the model 731,
an intermediate kit with an RF amplifier,
detector, adapter plug, cabinet and four

The Silver-Marshall “Round the World”
Four. The left-hand vernier dial controls
the tuning, the right-hand vernier dial
controls regeneration. The small lower
knob regulates the detector filament
voltage and at the extreme anticlockwise position turns the entire set
off. Four different plug-in coils cover
from 17.4 to 204 meters.

plug-in coils for $36; and the full kit, model
730, which was available for $51. This variable pricing structure made it very affordable and hams were quick to respond.
These sets are hard to find in good condition. I have only seen two for sale in the last
four years, one of which I purchased. This
radio would be a good candidate to replicate
today with old parts. The components were
fairly standard and the cabinet was assembled
with small sheets of aluminum. If anyone
has already done this, I would like to hear
from you. For anyone planning to build one,
I have more information, schematics and photos of this radio on my Web site at: http://
www.eht.com /oldradio/arrl/index.html.

Collector Profile
“Start early and don’t stop,” is the motto of Tom Anderson,
K5HPF. Tom started at the age of three when his dad built him
a crystal receiver. The crystal set didn’t last long, but the
radio bug had bitten. At age five Tom built his own crystal set
and at six he learned to solder. By the time he was seven
years old, Tom had built a one-tube radio. A superregen shortwave receiver followed three years later.
After a couple of years as a short wave listener, Tom was
licensed as a Novice as KN5HPF and later upgraded to General. His first station consisted of the superregen he built at
age 10 and Knight Kit 50-W transmitter, Knight VFO and a
home-brew modulator. A Speed-X key and JT-30 Astatic
microphone rounded out the collection.
Tom went on to get an engineering degree and worked at
NASA and IBM. He now owns an engineering firm in Corpus Christi, Texas.
He says, “Vintage radio is my mid-life crisis! I can now afford to own the rigs I always wanted as a child.”
All that is left of the original station is the JT-30 microphone. Tom enjoys his Viking Valiant transmitter and a Hammarlund HQ-170A receiver.
He also has a Heath SB-10 SSB adapter for vintage SSB operation. As backup, and for portable operation, he has a Multi-Elmac AF-68 with the
PMR-8 receiver and the matching M-1070 power supply. On 2-meter AM he enjoys using his Gonset Communicator with his JT-30 microphone.

John Dilks, K2TQN

 125 Warf Road, Egg Harbor Township, NJ 08234-8501
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AMATEUR SATELLITES

The Field Day Satellite Bonus
You can grab 100 bonus points and get
some of the thrill back into Amateur Radio
by chasing satellites on Field Day. Everyone is curious about spacecraft, so a Field
Day satellite station is usually a strong crowd
pleaser. If you’re operating in an area that is
open to the public, you can announce your
upcoming passes on large signs. (“Hear signals relayed by Amateur Radio satellites.
Next demonstration at 11:05 AM.”)

The FM Birds
On a normal day you can work the FM
repeater satellites with minimal equipment,
but Field Day is not a normal day! You can
count on hearing dozens of stations struggling to work satellites that can only relay
one signal at a time. The result is unadulterated chaos, and thanks to the FM capture
effect, only the strongest signals “win.”
Does this mean you should scratch the
FM satellites from your Field Day list? No,
but you’ll need to prepare to meet the challenge. A little advice goes a long way.
 Make your calls short, but frequent.
Long “CQ Field Day” calls are a waste of
time. You’ll simply be lost in the crush of
signals. Instead, make short calls such as
“CQ Field Day W1AW,” or simply announce your call sign and nothing more.
Pause to listen for a couple of seconds. If
there is no response, call again.
 Use the right gear. A dual-band H-T
and a J-pole antenna may be adequate for
normal FM satellite operating, but they
won’t cut the mustard on Field Day. You’ll
need a beam antenna such as the Arrow II
reviewed in “Short Takes” in this issue. If
you have the electric power available, consider using a dual-band mobile rig with
higher output (25-50 W), or add an outboard “brick” amp to boost your H-T.

UO-14
UoSat-OSCAR 14 will probably be the
numero uno FM bird on Field Day because
it is available both day and night. The uplink frequency is 145.975 MHz and the
downlink is 435.070 MHz. Remember to
compensate for Doppler shift by listening
at about 435.075 MHz at the beginning of
the pass. Step down to 435.070 at the midpass point and 435.065 for the second half
of the pass.

AO-27
AMRAD-OSCAR 27 will be a close runner up to UO-14 as the most popular Field

The coverage area of OSCAR 10 at 2031
UTC on June 24, 2000 as predicted by
Nova tracking software. Notice that the
footprint covers all of the United States,
including Alaska and Hawaii.

Day satellite. The catch is that OSCAR 27 is
only available during daylight passes. The
uplink frequency is 145.850 MHz and the
downlink is at 436.795 MHz.

SO-35
When this column went to press, the lateJune FM transponder schedule for SunSatOSCAR 35 was unavailable. You’ll find the
latest schedules on the Web at http://
sunsat.ee.sun.ac.za/. This satellite functions as an FM repeater in our area of the
world only for short periods of time, usually during passes that take it over the central US. This makes OSCAR 35 a somewhat
difficult shot for hams on the east and west
coasts because it may only rise to about 10º
above their horizons. Still, it is worth a try.
The OSCAR 35 uplink is 436.290 MHz and
the downlink is at 145.825 MHz.

RS-13, RS-15 and the Fujis
Among the multiple-signal linear-transponder satellites, RS-13 will be “Field Day
central.” All you need is an HF transceiver
(and a 2-meter all-mode rig if you want to
uplink on VHF) along with simple wire
antennas. As with the FM birds, chaos will
be the order of the day on RS-13, but for a
different reason.
RS-13 listens for SSB and CW signals
between 21.260 and 21.300 MHz, and
145.960 to 146.000 MHz, and repeats
everything it hears (and I do mean everything) between 29.460 and 29.500 MHz. In

Steve Ford, WB8IMY
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addition to signals intentionally sent to the
satellite, RS-13’s 15-meter uplink will also
be filled with non-satellite signals. Imagine how many stations will be on the air
between 21.260 and 21.300 MHz on Field
Day, and imagine their signals being picked
up and repeated by RS-13. Get the picture?
My recommendation would be to try
RS-13 in the late evening after the 15-meter
band “shuts down.” Call “CQ RS-13 Field
Day” or “CQ satellite Field Day” so that
others will know that your signal isn’t being relayed accidentally.
With its crippled power system, RS-15
is marginal as a Field Day bird. You may
find some activity, but I suggest you avoid
wasting time and resources on this satellite
unless you have no other options. RS-15
uplinks on 145.858 to 145.898 MHz with a
downlink at 29.354 to 29.394 MHz.
Fuji-OSCARs 20 and 29 are outstanding satellites, but you probably won’t hear
a lot of Field Day activity on them. This is
because their CW/SSB downlink is 435.800
to 435.900 MHz and not many Field Day
groups have the equipment necessary to receive at these frequencies. However, if you
can dig up a 70-cm receive converter and
couple it to a receiver (HF or 2 meter), these
satellites can become part of your Field Day
arsenal. Of course, you’ll need a 2-meter
all-mode rig to send CW or SSB on
their uplink frequencies of 145.900 to
146.000 MHz.

What About AO-10?
OSCAR 10 will be in position to cover
all of North America between approximately 2005 UTC June 24 and 0100 UTC
June 25 (peaking over the central US at
2031 UTC), but whether it will be operational is the question. The satellite was
active at press time, and with luck it may
remain that way. Thanks to radiation damage, however, the bird’s behavior tends to
be unpredictable.
For solid OSCAR 10 communication
you’ll need long-boom Yagi antennas on both
the uplink (435.030 to 435.180 MHz) and
downlink (145.825 to 145.975 MHz) frequencies. A 150-W amp on the 70-cm uplink and a receive preamp on the 2-meter
downlink are also good ideas. OSCAR 10
requires more effort and expense, but the
payoff is substantial. You may find yourself
working stations for hours on this bird, rather
than just the 10 or 15 minutes common with
the low-Earth orbiters.

QST Managing Editor

YL NEWS

YLs at the Helm at USECA
When Debbie, KB8YYB and Nancy,
KB8QMS, get together once a month, it’s
not just for socializing. Together with
Marianne, N8TMJ, Ann, KG8IF and
Delphine KC8JSH, they are probably talking about club business, running meetings
or performing many of the other tasks necessary in their position as club officers.
What YL club do they belong to? You
won’t see their club on any listing of YL
groups, because even though the officers
are all women, their club is not a YL organization! It’s the Utica Shelby Emergency
Communication Association, a 230-member ARRL Special Service Club in southeast Michigan. “We are a very active club,”
treasurer Delphine, KC8JSH, said. “It just
happens to be an all-YL leadership crew
this year. Elections were in December and
we’ve had an all-YL board since we took
office on January 1. We get a lot of support
from the membership.”

A Very Active Group
USECA is one of most active ham clubs
in the metro-Detroit area. They support
many types of events and have a very active repeater and a membership roster that
includes a large number of women. At
USECA meetings there are always YLs in
attendance! Their 2-meter repeater system
on 147.180 MHz (+600 kHz input, 100-Hz
PL) is known as the “friendliest repeater in
town” and you’ll often find many of the YL
members there.
The women enjoy participating with
their families in many different club activities. One of the biggest events for them is
ARRL Field Day. They traditionally set up
a large number of stations (this year they
are trying for 19!) and encourage members
and visitors to come down and participate.

Diane P. Ortiz, K2DO

STRAYS
MOBILE COMMAND/
COMMUNICATION CLUB
◊ Hams are invited to join a new on-line club
set up for people who are interested in mobile
command/communication vehicle design and
equipment. On our Web site at http://clubs.
yahoo.com/clubsmobilecommpostdesignclub
you will find a message board, chat room and a
links page.—Robert Long, N8UAN

Last year, club president Debbie, KB8YYB,
ran the Novice/Technician station and the
YLs were kept busy planning, setting up
and operating.

The “Couples” Club
USECA also has another claim to fame:
27 “ham couples” where both the husband
and wife are licensed. Some YLs met their
husbands in the club. Betty, N8SIH, met her
husband Jerry McGinn, K8CFY, at a club
meeting, and Dina, N8YJI, married Ken
Gradzinski who subsequently became
KB8HMI after being introduced to ham radio by Dina. Some of the ham couples have
found particular areas of the hobby that they
especially enjoy. Ann, KG8IF, and her husband Phil, W8IC, like to present fox hunting demonstrations; Marianne, N8TMJ, and
her husband Jim, N9OKW, enjoy road
rallyes. But the one activity everyone seems
to enjoy the most is the social get-togethers.
“USECA really should stand for ‘United
Social Eating and Camping Association’ because of all the camping and pot-luck dinners we have,” Delphine quipped. “That’s
how most of the women get into it. They
come to the social events with their husbands and next thing you know they become interested in the radios.”
But don’t get the idea this club is just a
social group. Their members are very active in public service. They provide communications for the March of Dimes
WalkAmerica, local parades and other
events. Many of their members are part of
SATERN (Salvation Army Team Emergency Radio Network) and they work
closely with the Mt Clemens chapter of the
Salvation Army during times of emergency.
“We also enjoy Field Day and have a preField Day meeting and picnic in May where
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QST CONGRATULATES WA9BXB

◊ Richard Breckinridge, WA9BXB, was recently
elected to membership in Who’s Who International
in Public Service. He is the Deputy Chief of
Police in LaGrange Park, Illinois, near Chicago.

DEADLINE LOOMS FOR
2000 NEWSLINE YOUNG HAM
OF THE YEAR NOMINATIONS
◊ Nominations close May 30 for the 2000
Newsline Young Ham of the Year award. The
award is presented annually to an Amateur
Radio operator 18 or younger living in the 48
contiguous states who has provided outstand-

we go to a state park. Everyone brings whatever equipment and antennas they have on
hand and we share lots of food and radio
fun,” Delphine, KC8JSH, said. USECA was
also one of the many clubs across the country that held a “paper only” VE session last
April 15. The VE session started at 12:01
AM, preceded, of course, by a potluck supper at 10:30 PM. With 89 applicants the
session lasted until 2 AM and continued
with another VE session at 7:30 PM.
Club treasurer Delphine Wrone, KC8JSH,
is one of the many members who became
interested in ham radio later in life. She said
her husband Richard, KB8WTH, wanted to
be a ham since he was a little boy. “His uncle
was a ham and radio always fascinated him,”
Delphine said. “When he retired in 1992 he
decided to go ahead with it and has gone all
the way to Extra.” She said that after attending the many club social and ham radio
events she got tired of identifying herself as
“no call.” She concentrated her efforts and
used a computer program and the Now You’re
Talking! book to help pass the exam. Now
they are having a wonderful time enjoying
the many different aspects of the hobby.
Richard, KB8WTH, is very proud of his
wife Delphine and all the YLs in USECA.
“It’s kind of unique and different,” he said.
“Usually it’s the men who are the active
hams, but this is something that the gals
have done for themselves.”
Congratulations to all the members and
officers of USECA! For more information
about this club, go to their home page on
the Web at http://www.members.home.net
/dougk/useca.htm. You can also listen to
their 2-meter repeater audio over the at that
URL.
33 and good luck to everyone at Field
Day!—Diane, K2DO
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ing service to the nation and community, or to
the betterment of the state of the communications art through Amateur Radio. Nominations
must be submitted on an official application and
accompanied by verification materials. Applications forms are available by sending an SASE
to 2000 Young Ham of the Year award, c/o
Newsline, 28197 Robin Ave, Santa Clarita, CA
91350. Applications and details also are available at http://www.arnewsline.org (scroll to
“Young Ham of the Year Award”). The award
presentation takes place in August at the Huntsville Hamfest in Alabama. For more information, contact Bill Pasternak, WA6ITF, newsline
@arnewsline.org.
Next Stray
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SILENT KEYS
It is with deep regret that we record
the passing of these amateurs.
W1BRG, James H. Viele, Burlington, VT
WA1CUH, David W. Dunham, Vineyard Haven, MA
W1EBT, William G. Deuring, Pittsfield, MA
AD1I, William J. Kenefick, Chelsea, VT
N1KQI, Douglas J. Terman, Warren, VT
K1LVK, Robert Shaw, Colrain, MA
W1NEL, Robert M. Sylvester, Scituate, MA
WA1NXS, Richard J. Owens, Eliot, ME
K1TQY, Dawn M. Cummings, Keene, NH
K2AJV, Joseph L. Hartmann, Newport, NH
W2ECA, Allen P. Haase, Mentor, OH
K2IAT, Richard A. Colangelo, Batavia, NY
KB2JCU, Duffy E. Hoyt, Horseheads, NY
W2MKG, Edward Deutsch, Delray Beach, FL
*K2MSO, Stuart Nattboy, Staten Island, NY
W2RUY, Charles T. Grigg, Melbourne, FL
K2VR, Vere W. Russell, Hastings On Hudson, NY
NT2Y, Joseph G. Washco, Lewiston, NY
WB2ZSW, John Hartos, Roosevelt, NY
W3BKN, Wilbur T. Haight, Milford, DE
NN3B, Francis G. Blasdel, Silver Spring, MD
W3BOL, Harry M. Hackerty, Temple, PA
W3EQO, Melvin P. Hixson, Clinton, MD
*W3HFI, Leonard E. Peterson, Bethlehem, PA
WA3HMJ, Clyde E. Jones, Lancaster, PA
W3HQ, Edward Ramos, Washington, DC
K3KKO, Ralph C. Hoyt, Birdsboro, PA
K3LPI, Arthur M. Lieberum, Mc Keesport, PA
W3LVC, Cliffird H. Campen, Elkridge, MD
K3LYK, George F. Brantlinger, Altoona, PA
WA3MBR, Paul H. Brobst, Reading, PA
KA3OCH, Charles F. Boettcher, Reading, PA
WA4AUR, James R. Erskine, Bowling Green, KY
WV4B, Glenn R. Jennings, Lexington, SC
W4CDW, James L. Spann, Birmingham, AL
W4CJG, George B. O’dell, Louisville, KY
W4DHZ, Haywood N. Perry, Norfolk, VA
KA4DTU, Comer A. Gentry, Pinson, AL
*K4EDS, Ralph E. Quinn, Birmingham, AL
KG4EOT, Lori D. Owens, Nashville, TN
W4GBQ, Otis R. Holmes, Talladega, AL
WB4ITH, Walter F. Hoettels, Pt Charlotte, FL
W4JPY, Matthew B. Cartwright, Norfolk, VA
KA4KIR, Mitchell L. Pearson, Chattanooga, TN
K4KSI, Charles C. Kissinger, Henderson, KY
KD4LFP, Theron A. Smith, Russellville, AL
K4MLO, James N. Mansfield, Chattanooga, TN
W4NXF, Melvin J. Schutz, Hallandale, FL
N4OBQ, Robert W. Kelly, Miami, FL
K4QNI, Joyce H. Lawson, Chattanooga, TN
WA4RNP, Joseph E. Smith, Bessemer, AL

KC4SGI, Jerry Kaley, Jasper, FL
WA4SWE, Lester S. Anderson, Issaquah, WA
WB4SXM, John C. Criner, Thomas, WV
*KA4SXY, Charles A. Hutcheson, Fishers, IN
KE4TLQ, Bobby A. Broadbent, Milan, TN
KF4UFR, James D. Jennings, Glencoe, AL
WB4VHK, Margaret A. Raines, Cowarts, AL
KM4WE, Thomas J. McNeish, Middleburg, FL
WB4WOU, W. N. Tunnell, Andalusia, AL
K4WYR, George Chilman, Roanoke, VA
K5ACT, Murrell N. Sewell, Pineville, LA
KC5BAP, James B. McGinnis, Fort Smith, AR
W5CAM, Arthur L. Ideker, Benton, AR
WB5MYM, Gerald Caldecote, Vilonia, AR
KB5PB, Andrew W. Bell, Greenville, MS
W5SW, Edmund J. Billingsley, Monticello, AR
W5ULR, Hilary J. Albarado, Gretna, LA
KC5UXO, Leonard B. Handly, Monticello, AR
K6AHC, Stanley A. Meyers, Clovis, CA
KB6AJM, Willard A. Hall, Sausalito, CA
WA6AKQ, Bjorn F. Vaage, Adelanto, CA
KF6AWD, Dan W. Lynch, Pleasanton, CA
W6BIP, Wilbur E. Bachman, San Francisco, CA
K6EMS, Verdery M. Chester, Gold Beach, OR
K6HPB, Ferdinand W. Schor, Goleta, CA
W6JSB, Cecil W. Woods, Suisun City, CA
K6RA, Roy W. Ferren, Los Angeles, CA
KD6SN, Joe E. Milde, Platteville, WI
KK6WI, William B. Chaney, Granada Hills, CA
K7ARZ, William H. McGarvey, Tucson, AZ
WL7AW, Eva C. Stevens, Anchorage, AK
*WB7BOF, James Q. Smith, Corvallis, OR
*AL7EV, Robert A. Clapp, Livonia, MI
KA7GCT, Clarence L. Davenport, Ocean Park, WA
K7GE, Leland J. Larsen, Vancouver, WA
W7GEY, Ward Weiland, Seattle, WA
W7HVQ, James F. Roth, The Dalles, OR
NS7J, Thomas J. Woodward, Sequim, WA
N7RLN, Charles W. Baity, Hillsboro, OR
WL7SW, John T. Bailey, Fairbanks, AK
N7TJE, Richard V. Hedlund, Mercer Island, WA
W7TVK, James S. Anderson, Casper, WY
KI7XX, Mark E. Lundgren, Salt Lake City, UT
N8DIQ, R. T. Horsfall, South Euclid, OH
WA8IJV, William B. Greenberger, Elyria, OH
KC8JKQ, Ronald D. Rouse, Jasper, FL
W8KFC, Irvin Rineer, Centerville, OH
W8KOO, Louis M. Lang, Miamisburg, OH
W8LQF, Albert E. Kelly, N Canton, OH
KB8NN, James P. Bolin, New Carlisle, OH
W8RCM, Richard W. Kowitz, Dearborn, MI
N8RYC, Walter L. McTague, Stevensville, MI
KA8TKX, David H. Archer, Akron, OH
WB8TSQ, Margaret Hill, Union Lake, MI

Kathy Capodicasa, N1GZO

NEW PRODUCTS
XEPHEM ASTRONOMY, GRAY-LINE
AND SATELLITE TRACKING
PROGRAM FOR X WINDOW SYSTEMS
◊ XEphem is an interactive astronomy software
tool that is designed for UNIX-like operating
systems including Linux, FreeBSD and Solaris.
Although the software is primarily intended as
a tool for astronomers, it can also generate
Earth map images in spherical or cylinderical
form and display sunlit and dark regions—perfect for investigating gray-line propagation.
Input Keplerian data, and XEphem will
also provide satellite pass times. Drivers for
controlling telescope tracking systems are
included, so adaptations for use with satellite
antenna-positioning hardware should be
possible.
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KE8UH, Peter Bezpiaty, Valley View, OH
WB8WAF, Gary J. Kulka, Brunswick, OH
NF8W, W. G. Jordan, Vero Beach, FL
W8ZTJ, William Moehring, Steinhatchee, FL
W9AND, Wesley E. Marriner, Lutz, FL
W9BC, Lambert B. Howard, Evansville, IN
KA9DIG, Charles J. Vance, South Bend, IN
AA9EF, Robert A. Stockfish, West Bend, WI
KC9EZ, Daniel J. Smies, Cedar Grove, WI
N9JWR, Marshall Gillenwater, Carthage, IL
W9RGH, Russell M. Planck, Morton, IL
W9UBG, Clifford C. Hatcher, Tucson, AZ
KA0AKC, Elmer Braun, Arkansas City, KS
W0CFY, Xenophon P. Smith, Great Bend, KS
KL0DU, Foster E. Leng, Anchorage, AK
W0DZM, John S. Dick, Coon Rapids, MN
*K0ECB, William F. Abbott, Boulder, CO
W0FBK, Carl V. Gerdes, Saint Louis, MO
*W0GE, Leo W. Honea, Fort Collins, CO
KD0IL, William B. Lee, Chesterfield, MO
NK0O, Chester E. Knoll, Eckert, CO
‡*W0QL, Fred W. Lagerholm, Rockford, IL
W0RFE, Robert N. Croden, Fort Dodge, IA
N0RNQ, Robert A. Nyman, Colorado Spgs, CO
W0TEC, Jack D. Herndon, Medicine Lodge, KS
N0UTM, Darrell L. Stock, Wichita, KS
KF0XI, Leonard R. Becker, Grand Forks, ND
G0CSF, F. C. Stewart, Kent, Great Britain
VE4HJ, Harry D. Johnson, Winnipeg, MB,
Canada

*Life Member, ARRL
‡Call sign has been re-issued through the
vanity call sign program.
Note: Silent Key reports must confirm the death
by one of the following means: a letter or note
from a family member, a copy of a newspaper
obituary notice, a copy of the death certificate,
or a letter from the family lawyer or the executor. Please be sure to include the amateur’s
name, address and call sign. Allow several
months for the listing to appear in this column.
Many hams remember a Silent Key with a memorial contribution to the ARRL Foundation. If you
wish to make a contribution in a friend or relative’s
memory, you can designate it for an existing youth
scholarship, the Jesse A. Bieberman Meritorious
Membership Fund, the Victor C. Clark Youth Incentive Program Fund, or the General Fund. Contributions to the Foundation are tax-deductible to
the extent permitted under current tax law. Our
address is: The ARRL Foundation Inc, 225 Main
St, Newington, CT 06111.

Silent Key Administrator

For additional information see http://
www.ClearSkyInstitute.com or contact Ian
Stirling, AB2GR/G4ICV, 294 Pleasant Grove
Rd, Long Valley, NJ 07853.
Amateurs who are interested in a wide variety of Linux and FreeBSD ham radio-related
software should visit http://wuarchive.wustl
.edu/systems/linux/sunsite/apps/ham/.

TIMEWAVE ACQUIRES THE ANC-4
NOISE CANCELLER FROM JPS
◊ Timewave Technology Inc has secured the
rights to manufacture the ANC-4 Antenna
Noise Canceller, previously produced by JPS
Communications.
The ANC-4 employs null-steering technology to virtually eliminate noise from power
lines, electric motors and home electronic devices. The ANC-4 can also be used to null strong
interfering radio signals and to peak weak signals by combining the inputs from two antennas.

The ANC-4 complements Timewave’s
DSP-599zx post-detection signal processor
nicely. The ANC-4 can handle line noise and
other local interference while the DSP-599zx
reduces random noise, heterodynes and adjacent channel QRM.
Timewave will provide service and support for ANC-4s that were manufactured by
JPS in past years.
Note that the ANC-4 is the only JPS product that Timewave now offers. JPS withdrew
from the Amateur Radio market in 1999, but
remains actively involved in the commercial
and government land mobile and telecommunication markets.
For additional information visit your favorite Amateur Radio products dealer or contact
Timewave Technology Inc, 2401 Pilot Knob
Rd, St Paul, MN 55120; tel 612-452-5939;
fax 612-452-4571; rgawtry@timewave.com;
http://www.timewave.com.

Next New Product

75, 50 AND 25 YEARS AGO
June 1925
◊ The cover drawing by
Clyde Darr, 8ZZ, shows
the neatly laid out front
panel of a ham transmitter. The editorial, “Shall
We Change?”, addresses the League’s
name, wondering if it
should be changed, perhaps, to the North
American Radio Relay
League, since it covers
Canada as well as the
USA, and closes with
“Comments are cordially invited.” Another topic is covered under the
title “Rank Yank Rudeness”—US hams seem to
be getting a reputation for being very bad at replying to incoming QSL cards!
K. B. Warner reports “International Amateur
Radio Union Formed!”, with 23 nations unanimously agreeing of the formalization of the organization. League President Maxim becomes the
IARU president, with IARU HQ in Hartford.
QST’s S. Kruse talks of “Giving the Coil and the
Condenser a Rest” in his discussion of simplifying receivers and their controls and front panels.
Another new receiver name appears, with Turner
Lewis telling of “The Radiodyne Receiver.” John
Clayton provides a thorough discussion of
“Adjusting the Transmitter.” Ed Handy reports on
the “NRRL-A.R.R.L. Contact,” with NRRL operated from USS Seattle as the US Navy Fleet
sails to Australia. “RCC” announces the formation of the Rag-Chewers’ Club to encourage
longer chats among hams, and lists the first 31
members. “The Navy-McMillam Expedition”
announces that Commander McMillan will once
again sail the Bowdoin, along with two other ves-

sels, into arctic waters, with short-wave equipment on board the Bowdoin and long-wave shipboard radio equipment on board the Neptune,
skippered by Commander Eugene MacDonald,
president of the Zenith Radio Corporation. S.
Kruse writes about “Steadying our Notes,” based
on ideas submitted by 4GL, 1BHW, 5ZA, 2EB,
and ops JN and ML at 2UD. In the “Experimenters Section Report,” Greenleaf Pickard discusses
a variation of the Zeppelin antenna. In the Zeppelin airships, the two wires of unequal length
hung down vertically from the gondola. In
Pickard’s variation for ground stations, the antenna is inverted, with the two wires going up vertically.

June 1950
◊ Gil’s Field Day cartoon shows the Podunk
Hollow gang busy getting their FD setup
ready to go. The editorial, “Getting the
Most…” tells that a series of articles beginning next month and
written by the HQ gang,
will tell the reader how
to get the most out of
ham radio.
Ed Tilton, W1HDQ,
writes about “Amateur Television—A Progress Report.” Stew Perry, W1BB, tells about “An All-Band
Mobile Antenna System” for 2 to 160 meters.
Charlie Ammerman, W3MLN, addresses the problem of “So You Don’t Get Out Very Well!”, giving
antenna suggestions and lots of good operating tips
to help the hams who, like Charlie, run low-power
crystal-controlled phone and CW. Wallace Linn,
W9LHF, reports on “A Four-Tube Bandswitching

Circuit for Mobile Rigs.” A funny letter in “Correspondence,” written by W2PYD, proposes an organization called “Kilowatts Anonymous” for those
who have tried high power, have learned of its problems, and are ready to swear off!

June 1975
◊ The excellent cover
photo shows a soothsayer looking into “The
DXer’s Crystal Ball.”
The editorial discusses
“Field Day—An Amateur Potpourri,” making
the point that FD brings
together many of the
various interest groups
in Amateur Radio into
a united effort.
Paul
Horowitz,
W1HFA, tells about his
“Compucoder,” a buffered Morse/RTTY keyboard
with advanced features. Steve Maas, W3WJQ,
explains “The Meaning of Sensitivity,” telling
how to apply the noise figure concept to VHF
and UHF reception. Ed Tilton, W1HDQ, presents
Part I of the cover article, “The DXer’s Crystal
Ball,” giving a look at the tools of the trade. J. F.
Sterner, W2GQK, describes “A Hybrid Ten-toTwo Converter.” Bunky Botts, K4EJQ, tells about
his antenna, “A Four Element Vertical Beam for
40/15 Meters.” D. K. Siemer, K0JYD, in the
“Beginner and Novice” column, presents “The
Mavti-40,” a simple QRP 7-MHz CW transceiver.
For the QRPer who occasionally wants to be heard
very well, Cecil Cope, W7HHF, writes about his
big final, “The LKA-1 Linear Amplifier,” which
can be driven to between 500 and 800 watts with
the typical QRP rig.—Al Brogdon, W1AB
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W1AW’s schedule is at the same local time throughout the year. The schedule
according to your local time will change if your local time does not have seasonal adjustments that are made at the same time as North American time
changes between standard time and daylight time. From the first Sunday in
April to the last Sunday in October, UTC = Eastern Time + 4 hours. For the rest
of the year, UTC = Eastern Time + 5 hours.
 Morse code transmissions:
Frequencies are 1.818, 3.5815, 7.0475, 14.0475, 18.0975, 21.0675, 28.0675
and 147.555 MHz.
Slow Code = practice sent at 5, 71/2, 10, 13 and 15 wpm.
Fast Code = practice sent at 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 13 and 10 wpm.
Code practice text is from the pages of QST. The source is given at the beginning

of each practice session and alternate speeds within each session. For example,
“Text is from July 1992 QST, pages 9 and 81,” indicates that the plain text is from
the article on page 9 and mixed number/letter groups are from page 81.
Code bulletins are sent at 18 wpm.
W1AW qualifying runs are sent on the same frequencies as the Morse code
transmissions. West Coast qualifying runs are transmitted on approximately
3.590 MHz by W6OWP, with K6YR as an alternate. At the beginning of each
code practice session, the schedule for the next qualifying run is presented.
Underline one minute of the highest speed you copied, certify that your copy
was made without aid, and send it to ARRL for grading. Please include your
name, call sign (if any) and complete mailing address. Send a 9×12-inch SASE
for a certificate, or a business-size SASE for an endorsement.

 Teleprinter transmissions:
Frequencies are 3.625, 7.095, 14.095, 18.1025, 21.095, 28.095 and
147.555 MHz.
Bulletins are sent at 45.45-baud Baudot and 100-baud AMTOR, FEC Mode B.
110-baud ASCII will be sent only as time allows.
On Tuesdays and Fridays at 6:30 PM Eastern Time, Keplerian elements for
many amateur satellites are sent on the regular teleprinter frequencies.
 Voice transmissions:
Frequencies are 1.855, 3.99, 7.29, 14.29, 18.16, 21.39, 28.59 and
147.555 MHz.
 Miscellanea:
On Fridays, UTC, a DX bulletin replaces the regular bulletins.
W1AW is open to visitors from 10 AM until noon and from 1 PM until 3:45 PM
on Monday through Friday. FCC licensed amateurs may operate the station
during that time. Be sure to bring your current FCC amateur license or a
photocopy.
In a communication emergency, monitor W1AW for special bulletins as follows: voice on the hour, teleprinter at 15 minutes past the hour, and CW on the
half hour.
Headquarters and W1AW are closed on New Year’s Day, President’s Day,
Good Friday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving
and the following Friday, and Christmas Day.
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COMING CONVENTIONS
ATLANTIC DIVISION CONVENTION
June 2-4, Rochester, NY
The Atlantic Division Convention (66th annual
Rochester Hamfest and Computer Show), sponsored by the Rochester ARA, will be held at the
Monroe County Fairgrounds, Rte 15A and Calkins
Rd in Henrietta, NY. Outdoor flea market runs continuously for the entire weekend beginning Friday at 6 AM; indoor exhibits open Friday noon to
5:30 PM, Saturday 8:30 AM to 5:30 PM, Sunday
8:30 AM to 1:30 PM. Features include outdoor flea
market with 1200 vendors, indoor flea market with
80 exhibitors, 150 indoor commercial exhibitors
with up-to-date radio and communications equipment, complete computer systems (components,
software, shareware), awards banquet (Friday,
6:30 PM at the Marriott Thruway Inn), full day
and a half of programs (Friday and Saturday at
the Dome Center), VE sessions (Saturday afternoon, Monroe County Social Services Building,
111 Westfall Rd; walk-ins accepted). Talk-in on
146.88. Admission is $7 in advance, $9 at the door,
under 12 free. Outdoor flea market tailgate 10-ft
x 20-ft spaces are $10 each; indoor flea market
10-ft x 10-ft spaces are $50 each (advance order
only by May 15); bring your own tables. Contact
Harold Smith, K2HC, 300 White Spruce Blvd,
Rochester, NY 14623, 716-424-7184, fax 716-4247130; info@rochesterhamfest.org; http://
www.rochesterhamfest.org.

DELTA DIVISION CONVENTION
June 11, Knoxville, TN
The Delta Division Convention, sponsored by the
RAC of Knoxville, will be held at the National
Guard Armory, 3330 Sutherland Ave; I-40, Exit 383
(Papermill Rd); adjacent to West High School,
between I-40 and Kingston Pike. Doors are open
9 AM to 4 PM. Features include the Knoxville
Hamfest/Electronics Flea Market (“Exploring New
Technologies”), indoor dealers, manufacturers,
forums, clinics, exhibits, demonstrations, tailgating (free space with each paid admission), CW contests, VE sessions (registration must be completed
before 1:30 PM, exams begin 2 PM; test fee $6.65
payable to WCARS/VEC, exact cash or check),
handicapped accessible, free parking, refreshments.
Talk-in on 147.3, 224.5, 444.575. Admission is $5
in advance, $6 at the door. Tables are $15 in advance (by May 15), $20 (after May 15). Contact
David Bower, K4PZT, Box 50514, Knoxville, TN
37950-0514, 865-670-1503, rack@korrnet.org;
http://www.korrnet.org/rack.

UTAH STATE CONVENTION
July 7-9, Bryce Canyon
The Utah State Convention, sponsored by the Utah

May 27-28
Wyoming State, Casper*

July 14-16
Montana State, East Glacier

June 2-3
Georgia Section, Marietta/Atlanta*
Midwest/Dakota Division, South Sioux City, NE*

July 28-29
Oklahoma State, Oklahoma City
South Texas Section, Austin

June 2-4
Northwestern Division, Seaside, OR*

July 28-30
Arizona State, Flagstaff/Ft Tuthill

June 9-10
Texas State, Arlington*

August 5-6
Eastern Washington Section, Spokane

June 10
Eastern Pennsylvania Section, Bloomsburg*

* See May QST for details.

Hamfest Committee, will be held at Ruby’s Inn;
follow signs for Bryce Canyon from I-15, best
route is Hwy 89 to Hwy 12. Doors are open Friday 2-8 PM, Saturday 8 AM to 4 PM, Sunday
8 AM to noon. Features include dealers, tailgating ($5 per space), seminars, VE sessions, transmitter hunt, QLF contest, Wouff-Hong ceremony,
guest speakers, special event station. Admission
is $7 in advance, $10 at the door. Tables are $5
(limited, first-come, first-served). Contact Kathy
Rudnicki, N7JSH, 306 N 1500 E, Layton, UT
84040-4558, 801-547-9218; http://www
.utahhamfest.org.

GEORGIA STATE CONVENTION
July 8, Gainesville
The Georgia State Convention, sponsored by the
Lanierland ARC, will be held at the Georgia Mountain Center, 301 Main St; I-85 N from Atlanta to
I-985 N, Exit 5 turn left to Jesse Jewell Parkway,
turn right, Mountain Center is 3 blocks on left.
Doors are open 8 AM to 3 PM. Features include
indoor air-conditioned facility, covered tailgating,
ARES meeting, ARRL forum, VE sessions, GA
Baptist disaster relief show and tell. Talk-in on
146.67. Admission is $5 in advance, $6 at the door.
Tables are $12 each. Contact Ken Johnson, NZ4Q,
91 Mountain View Ln, Danielsville, GA 30633,
706-335-9658, nz4q@aol.com; http://www
.mindspring.com/~w4tl/hamfest.htm.

CENTRAL DIVISION CONVENTION
July 8, Indianapolis, IN
The Central Division Convention, sponsored by
the Indianapolis Hamfest Association, will be held
at the Marion County Fairgrounds, 7300 E Troy
Ave; at the I-74 and Southeastern Ave exits off
I-465. Doors are open 6 AM to 4 PM. Features

include ham radio, computer, and electronics
show; commercial exhibits; indoor and outdoor
flea markets; forums; T-hunts; homebrew contest;
VE sessions; overnight camping; free parking.
Admission is $5 in advance, $7 at the door, under
12 free. Contact Rick Ogan, N9LRR, 5329 Lester,
Indianapolis, IN 46208, 317-257-4050; oganr@in
.net; http://www.indyhamfest.com.

Attention Hamfest and Convention Sponsors:

ARRL HQ maintains a date register of scheduled events that may assist you in picking a
suitable date for your event. You’re encouraged
to register your event with HQ as far in advance
as your planning permits. Hamfest and convention approval procedures for ARRL sanction are separate and distinct from the date
register. Registering dates with ARRL HQ
doesn’t constitute League sanction, nor does it
guarantee there will not be a conflict with another established event in the same area.
We at ARRL HQ are not able to approve dates
for sanctioned hamfests and conventions. For
hamfests, this must be done by your division
director. For conventions, approval must be
made by your director and by the executive
committee. Application forms can be obtained
by writing to or calling the ARRL convention
program manager, tel 860-594-0262.
Note: Sponsors of large gatherings should
check with League HQ for an advisory on possible date conflicts before contracting for meeting space. Dates may be recorded at ARRL HQ
for up to two years in advance.

HAMFEST CALENDAR
Attention: The deadline for receipt of items for
this column is the 1st of the second month preceding publication date. For example, your information must arrive at HQ by June 1 to be listed
in the August issue. Hamfest information is accurate as of our deadline; contact sponsor for possible late changes. For those who send in items
for Hamfest Calendar and Coming Conventions:
Postal regulations prohibit mention in QST of
prizes or any kind of games of chance such as
raffles or bingo.
(Abbreviations: Spr = Sponsor, TI = Talk-in frequency, Adm = Admission.)

† California (Ferndale)—Jun 24-25. Spr:
Humboldt ARC. Ferndale Fairgrounds, 512 5th St;
located off Hwy 101, S of Eureka. VE sessions.
TI: 146.85, 147.09 (103.5 Hz). Adm: advance $3,
door $4. Tables: without electricity $15, with electricity $20, with phone $25. Marcy Campbell,
KE6IAU, 1633 Mike Ln, Eureka, CA 95501, 707442-3866; marcidon@quik.com.
† California (Santa Maria)—Jun 18; set up
7:30 AM; public 9 AM to 2 PM. Spr: Satellite
ARC. Newlove Picnic Grounds, just S of Orcutt

†ARRL
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off Hwy 101; 1.7 miles S of Clark Ave, 4.5 miles
N of Palmer Rd. Vendors, swap tables, T-hunts,
QLF contest, displays of government communications vans, ATV demos, Santa Maria-style BBQ
(11 AM), handicapped accessible. TI: 145.14.
Adm: $1. Tables: $10 per space (advance reservations recommended). Eric Lemmon, WB6FLY,
4416 Titan Ave, Lompoc, CA 93436-1027, 805733-4416, wb6fly@arrl.net; http://www
.SatelliteARC.com.
† Connecticut (Goshen)—Jun 17; set up 6 AM
(drive into building); public 8 AM to 1 PM. Spr:
Southern Berkshire ARC. Goshen Fairgrounds, Rte

Convention Program Manager

63, 1/ 2 mile S of Rte 4 traffic circle. Vendors (bring
your own tables at $5 per table space), tailgating
($5 per vehicle, includes 1 admission), VE sessions, free parking, refreshments. TI: 147.285.
Adm: $3, under 12 free with adult. Tables: $10
(first 12-ft table, $5 each additional, power $2 in
advance, bring your own chairs). Lee Collins,
K1LEE, 5 White Hollow Rd, Lakeville, CT 06039,
860-435-0051; lee@leecollins.com.
Florida (Ft McCoy)—Jun 3. Tom Bench,
W4BTB, 352-546-2448.
Georgia (Gainesville)—Jul 8, Georgia State Convention. See “Coming Conventions.”
†Georgia (Statesboro)—May 27, 10 AM to 3 PM.
Spr: Statesboro ARS. Ogheechee Technical Institute, US 301 S. Forums (ARRL, ARES), VE sessions. TI: 147.105. Adm: $5. Tables: $5. Thomas
Evans, KF4YLF, 1367 Goloid Chur ch Rd,
Sylvania, GA 30467, 912-863-4970; tevans
@planters.net.
† Illinois (Chicago)—May 28; set up 6 AM; public 8 AM to 2 PM. Spr: Chicago ARC. DeVry
Institute of Technology, 3300 N Campbell. Indoor/
outdoor flea market, commercial exhibitors, free
parking, refreshments. Adm: advance $4, door $5,
under 12 free. Tables: indoor table space $1.50 per
foot, outdoor flea market space free. George
Sopocko, WA9JEZ, 5631 W Irving Park Rd,
Chicago, IL 60634; 773-545-3622.
† Illinois (Peotone)—Jul 9; set up Saturday
6-8 PM, Sunday 6 AM; public 8 AM to 3 PM. Spr:
Kankakee Area Radio Society. Will County Fairgrounds; I-57 to Exit 327 E. Air-conditioned building, vendors, electronics, computers, handicapped
accessible, overnight parking ($10 with electricity), 35 acres of free parking, refreshments. TI:
146.94. Adm: advance $4 (double stub), door $5
(single stub), under 12 free. Tables: $10 (reserve).
Send SASE and check made payable to KARS to
Chip Moore, K9IOC, 289 S Euclid Ave, Bradley,
IL 60915, 815-933-1323, karsfest@yahoo.com;
http://www.w9az.com.
† Illinois (Wheaton)—Jun 11; gates open 7 AM,
buildings open 8 AM. Spr: Six Meter Club of
Chicago. DuPage County Fairgrounds, 2015
Manchester Rd, N of Roosevelt Rd (Rte 38), E of
County Farm Rd. Ham Radio/Electronic Flea
Market, antique and vintage radios, ARRL and
dealer displays, VE sessions (9-11 AM; preregister), limited overnight RV parking with electrical
hookup ($10, advance registration required), free
parking, handicapped parking (use E gate), refreshments. TI: 146.97 (107.2 Hz), 146.52. Adm:
advance $5, door $6. Tables: $15 (8-ft commercial with 110 V, Main Bldg, air-conditioned), $12
(8-ft, indoor flea market, no electricity). Joseph
Gutwein, WA9RIJ, 7109 Blackburn Ave, Downers
Grove, IL 60516-3925, 630-963-4922 or 24-hr
InfoLine 708-442-4961, wa9rij@mc.net; http://
cyberconnect.com/orion/smcc.html.
† Indiana (Crown Point)—Jun 18; set up 6 AM;
public 8 AM to 1 PM. Spr: Lake County ARC.
Lake County Fairgrounds Industrial Arts Building, 889 S Court St. Hamfest/Computer Show,
commercial vendors, indoor flea market, VE sessions (walk-ins), refreshments. TI: 147.0, 146.52.
Adm: $5. Tables: $6. Jim Harney, KF9EX, 2600
W 61st Place, Merrillville, IN 46410, 219-9801798; kf9ex@arrl.net.
Indiana (Indianapolis)—Jul 8, Central Divison
Convention. See “Coming Conventions.”
† Indiana (Wabash)—Jun 11, 6 AM. Spr: Wabash
County ARC. Wabash County 4-H Fairgrounds, St
Rd 13N. Hamfest/Computer Show, indoor flea
market, outdoor flea market space (free), major
vendors, free overnight camping with electrical
hook-up, refreshments. TI: 147.03, 442.325. Adm:
advance $5, door $6. Tables: $10. Ralph Frank,
KB9PLV, 4010 N 700 W, Wabash, IN 46992, 219563-8487 or 765-833-7372, fax 219-563-8489;
wial@netusa1.net.
† Kentucky (Independence)—Jun 11, 7 AM to
2 PM. Spr: Northern Kentucky ARC. Summit View
Middle School, 5002 Madison Pike/KY Rte 17;
Exit 80 off I-275, go S 5 miles on KY Rte 17.
Outside flea market ($2 per space plus adm), vendors, forums, foxhunt, refreshments. TI: 147.255,
147.375. Adm: advance $4 (prior to Jun 1 with

SASE), door $5, under 14 free. Tables: $15 (each
table includes 1 admission). Robert Blocher,
N8JMV, Box 1062, Covington, KY 41012, 513797-7252; nkarc@juno.com.
† Maryland (Frederick)—Jun 18, 8 AM to 3 PM.
Spr: Frederick ARC. Frederick County Fairgrounds, 797 E Patrick St; from Baltimore, I-70
W to Exit 56, straight onto Rte 144 (Patrick St),
go through 1 traffic signal, 1 block on right. VE
sessions. TI: 146.64, 146.52. Adm: $5. Tables: $10
(6-ft). Carolyn Moroney, N3VOK, 13597 Old
Annapolis Ct, Mt Airy, MD 21771, 301-831-5060;
n3vok@erols.com.
Massachusetts (Cambridge)—Jun 18. Nick
Altenbernd, KA1MQX, 617-253-3776.
† Massachusetts (Falmouth)—Jun 10; set up
7-9 AM; public 9 AM to 2 PM. Spr: Falmouth
ARA. Barnstable County Fairgrounds, Rte 151, E
Falmouth; from the N take Rte 495 S to Rte 28 S
to the Rte 151 Exit, go E on Rte 151 approximately
3.5 miles to Fairgrounds; from the E take Rte 28
W to the Mashpee Rotary, take Rte 151, go approximately 2.5 miles to Fairgrounds. Flea market, vendors, Amateur Radio display table, VE
sessions. TI: 146.655. Adm: $3. Tables: 8-ft space,
advance $7, door $8. Ralph Swenson, N1YHS, 99
Fox Run Ln, E Falmouth, MA 02536, 508-5486405, depsher911@aol.com; http://www
.falara.org.
† Michigan (Chelsea)—Jun 4; set up 6 AM; public 8 AM. Spr: Chelsea ARC. Chelsea Community Fairgrounds, 12875 Old US 12; I-94 between
Jackson and Ann Arbor, take Exit 159 N to old US
12, then 1 block W. Trunk sales ($5), refreshments.
TI: 146.98. Adm: advance $4, door $5. Tables: $8.
Don Wilke, WW8M, 4725 Sylvan Rd, Grass Lake,
MI 49240, 734-475-2359, wd8iel@hotmail.com;
http://www.chelsea-mi.net/hamswap/.
† Michigan (Midland)—Jun 17; set up 6:30 AM;
public 8 AM to 1 PM. Spr: Midland ARC.
Gerstacker Fair Center on Midland County Fairgrounds, 6905 Eastman Ave; US-10 to Eastman
Rd Exit, enter Fairgrounds from Airport Rd entrance. New and used amateur electronics and
computer equipment, trunk sales ($5 per space),
VE sessions, Friday night camping ($8), free parking, refreshments. TI: 147.0. Adm: $4. Tables:
advance $6, door $10. Send SASE to MARC
Hamfest, Box 1049, Midland, MI 48641-1049; Del
Lafevor, WB8FYR, 517-636-5097 (days) or 517689-3477 (eves), lafevordel@aol.com; http://
www.qsl.net/w8kea/MARCSWAP.htm.
† Michigan (Monroe)—Jun 18; set up 6 AM; public 7:30 AM to 1 PM. Spr: Monroe County Radio
Communications Assn. Monroe County Fairgrounds, 2 miles W of Monroe on M-50, at
Raisinville Rd. Trunk sales ($6, 8-ft space), indoor vendors, computers and equipment, distributors, VE sessions, overnight camping ($15), free
parking, handicapped parking, refreshments. TI:
146.72. Adm: advance $6 (with 2 stubs), door $6
(with 1 stub). Tables: $15 (8-ft, with 1 ticket);
additional tables $10 each. Fred VanDaele,
KA8EBI, 4 Carl Dr, Monroe, MI 48162-9319, 734242-9487 after 5 PM, ka8ebi@arrl.net; http://
www.mcrca.org.
† Michigan (Petoskey)—Jul 8, 8 AM to noon. Spr:
Straits Area ARC. Emmet County Fairgrounds
4-H Building, US 31, 2 blocks W of 131. Swap
and Shop, commercial displays, VE sessions
(1 PM, American Red Cross Building; Floyd,
KG8CS, 231-526-5503), refreshments. TI: 146.68.
Adm: $4. Tables: $5. Tom Sorrick, W8IZS, 231539-8459; or Dirk Esterline, KG8JK, 231-3485043; kg8jk@qsl.net.
† Missouri (Houston)—Jun 17, 8 AM to 3 PM.
Spr: Ozark Mountain Repeater Group. Texas
County Fairgrounds; from Springfield go E on
Hwy 60 to Cabool, then N on Hwy 63 to Houston,
then 1 mile N of Houston. TI: 146.85. Adm: $3.
Tables: inside $15 each, 2 or more $10; outside
space $5. Blanche White, N0FLR, 628 Cleveland
Rd, Houston, MO 65483; 417-967-3000.
† Nebraska (Chadron)—Jun 4, 9 AM. Spr: Pine
Ridge ARC. Dawes County Fairgrounds 4-H
Building, N end of Main St. Picnic (Saturday, Jun
3, 5 PM; Wilson Park, near hospital), model airplane fly-in nearby. TI: 147.36. Adm: $5. Tables:

Free. Phil Cary, WA0PZA, 227 Lake St, Chadron,
NE 69337, 308-432-3956; philcary@bbc.net.
† New Jersey (Dunellen)—Jun 17, 7 AM to 2 PM.
Spr: Raritan Valley RC. Columbia Park, near intersection of Rtes 529 and 28. TI: 146.625 (141.3
Hz), 442.25, 146.52. Adm: buyers $5, sellers $10.
Fred Werner, KB2HZO, 20 Woodcrest Ln,
Greenbrook, NJ 08812, 732-968-7789, wb2njh@
aol.com; http://www.w2qw.org.
† New York (Bethpage)—Jun 11; set up 6:30 AM;
public 8:30 AM to 2 PM. Spr: Long Island Mobile ARC. Briarcliffe College, 1055 Stewart Ave;
from Long Island Expressway take Exit 44S
(Seaford Oyster Bay Expressway-Rte 135S), go
to Exit 9 (Broadway/Bethpage), make right turn
onto Broadway, bear right onto Cherry Ave, go past
Bethpage High School, make right turn at light
onto Stewart Ave, go past flashing light (Bethpage
Fire Dept), college is on left. Ham Radio/Computer Flea Market, Amateur Radio equipment,
computers, accessories, commercial dealers, vendors ($15 per space; each space admits 1 person),
dealers, tailgating ($15 per space), ARRL and
LIMARC information, VE sessions (10 AM sharp,
all classes), VHF tune-up clinic, free parking, refreshments. TI: 146.85 (136.5 Hz). Adm: $6, children under 12 and sweethearts free. Ed Muro,
KC2AYL, Box 392, Levittown, NY 11756-0392,
516-520-9311 or 516-387-5888, hamfest@limarc
.org; http://www.limarc.org.
New York (Rochester)—Jun 2-4, Atlantic Division Convention. See “Coming Conventions.”
† North Carolina (Salisbury)—Jul 8; set up Friday 3-9 PM, Saturday 7 AM; public 8 AM to
1 PM. Spr: Rowan ARS. Salisbury Civic Center,
315 S Boundary St; I-85, Exit 76B to Salisbury,
turn right at ramp intersection with E Innes St, turn
left on S Boundary St, go 2 blocks to Civic Center
on left. Flea market, tailgating (included in ticket
price), dealers, VE sessions (walk-ins), refreshments (including free coffee). TI: 146.73
(94.8 Hz). Adm: advance $4, door $5. Tables: $5.
Ralph Brown, WB4AQK, Box 593, Salisbury, NC
28145, 704-636-5902, rbrown@salisbury.net;
http://homestead.juno.com/w4clm.ham/
club2.html.
† Ohio (Bowling Green)—Jul 9, 8 AM to 1 PM.
Spr: Wood County ARC. Wood County Fairgrounds, Poe Rd and State Rte 64; I-75 to
Exit 181, go W through downtown Bowling Green,
follow Rte 64 to Poe Rd, turn right to Fairgrounds
entrance. VE sessions, handicapped parking, refreshments. TI: 147.18, 444.475 (77 Hz). Adm:
Free. Tables: $5. John Lagger, AA8XS, Box 534,
Bowling Green, OH 43402, 419-662-9686,
aa8xs@arrl.net ; http://bravais.bgsu.edu/
~boughton/hamfest.html.
† Ohio (Canfield)—Jun 11, 8 AM to 3 PM. Spr:
Twenty Over Nine Radio Club. Mahoning County
Joint Vocational School, 7300 Palmyra Rd; 2 miles
W of Square on US Rte 224. Flea market, ARRL
activities, VE sessions (10 AM, walk-ins accepted). TI: 147.315, 443.225. Adm: $5, under 12
free with adult admission. Tables: $10 (8-ft, inside, first-come, first-served). Don Stoddard,
N8LNE, 55 S Whitney Ave, Youngstown, OH
44509, 330-793-7072; N8LNE1@juno.com.
† Ohio (Hilliard)—May 28; set up 6 AM; public
8 AM. Franklin County Fairgrounds, just W of
Columbus; I-270 to W side of Columbus, exit at
Cemetery Rd (Hilliard), go 1.5 miles W on Cemetery Rd to Norwitch St, turn right (just before
R/R overpass), go 0.5 mile (look for Fairgrounds
signs), turn right onto Columbia St, proceed to
Fairgrounds entrance. Amateur Radio Operators’
Flea market, electronic equipment, computers, free
parking. TI: 147.24. Adm: $5. Tables: inside $5
each (outdoor seller space $5 per 4-wheel vehicle).
Chris Lind, KC8BUO, Box 14281, Columbus, OH
43214, 614-267-7779; fax 614-263-7934.
† Ohio (Macedonia)—Jun 18; set up 6 AM; public 8 AM to 1 PM. Spr: Cuyahoga ARS. Nordonia
High School, 8006 S Bedford Rd; State Rte 8 to
State Rte 82 E, turn S onto S Bedford Rd. Hamfest/
Computer Show, outdoor flea market ($4 per
space), indoor vendors, free parking. TI: 146.82.
Adm: advance $4, door $5. Tables: $11 (first table,
includes admission), $8 (each additional table).
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Rich James, N8FIL, c/o CARS 2000 Hamfest, 526
W Aurora Rd, Box 133, Sagamore Hills, OH
44067, 800-404-2282 or 330-468-6021,
n8fil@aol.com or hamfest@cars.org; http://
www.cars.org.
† Ohio (Milford)—Jun 17. Spr: Milford ARC. Live
Oaks Vocational School, Buckwheat Rd; I-275 to
Rte 28, right on Buckwheat Rd. Commercial vendors, tailgating, VE sessions, refreshments. TI:
147.345. Adm: $5. Tables: $5. Chris Reinfelder,
KB8SNH, 3691 Charter Oak, Amelia, OH 45102,
513-753-5066; kb8snh@cs.com.
† Ohio (Suffield/Akron)—Jun 11; set up 7 AM;
public 8 AM to 3 PM. Spr: Goodyear ARC.
Wingfoot Lake Park, near Suffield, 10 miles E of
Akron; entrance is from State Rte 43, 1 mile S of
Rte 224. Flea market ($5 plus admission), vendors,
VE sessions. TI: 146.985, 146.52. Adm: advance $4,
door $5 (1 ticket admits ham, spouse, and children).
Tables: advance $8, door $10 (Pavilion). Make
checks payable to GARC and mail to Fred Mealy,
KC8BQX, Box 1264, Bath, OH 44210; 330-6654563; fmealy@earthlink.net.
† Pennsylvania (Bressler)—Jul 4; set up 6 AM;
public 8 AM. Spr: Harrisburg RAC. Emerick
Cibort Park. Flea market, dealers, tailgating ($5
per space), VE sessions (9 AM), refreshments. TI:
146.76. Adm: $5 (nonham spouses and children
free). Tables: $12 each (before Jun 1), $15 each
(on or after Jun 1). Tom Hale, WU3X, Box 418,
Halifax, PA 17032, 717-232-6087; thale@state
.pa.us; http://hrac.tripod.com.
† Pennsylvania (Pittsburgh)—Jul 9. Spr: North

NEW BOOKS
THE BEST OF BEASLEY
ON AMATEUR TELEVISION
First edition, copyright 2000 by Harlan Technologies, 5931 Alma Dr, Rockford, IL 61108;
tel 800-557-9469; ATVQ@hampubs.com.
Softcover, 6 × 9 inches, 59 pages. $8.95.
Reviewed by Steve Ford, WB8IMY
QST Managing Editor
◊ Bob Beasley, K6BJH, has established a
reputation as the best-known Amateur
Radio cartoonist of the late twentieth (and
early twenty-first!) century. His cartoons have
appeared in QST and many other ham publications. You may not automatically recognize
the name, but you’ll know the style the moment you see it. Beasley’s humor chronicles
the trials of the “everyham” with more than a
bit of amusing absurdity. He is the cartoon
spokesperson for the amateur community.
Although this little collection is titled
The Best of Beasley on Amateur Television,
not all of the cartoons focus on ATV exclusively. The targets of Beasley’s sharpened pen
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Hills ARC. Northland Public Library, 300
Cumberland Rd, Town of McCandless; Rte 19 to
Cumberland Rd. Tailgating (first space free, additional spaces $10 each). TI: 147.09. Adm: Free.
Tables: $15. Keith Ostrom, KB3ANK, 205 Poplar
Dr, Pittsburgh, PA 15209, 412-821-4135; http://
www.nharc.pgh.pa.us.
† Pennsylvania (Wilkes-Barre)—Jul 2; set up
6 AM; public 8 AM to 3 PM. Spr: Murgas ARC.
Luzerne County Fairgrounds, from I-81 take Exit
47B to Rte 309 N to Rte 415 to Rte 118 W (Lehman).
Hamfest and Computerfest, flea market, exhibitors,
dealers, equipment, computer hardware and software, electronics, tailgating (1 free space with
admission), ARRL table, VE sessions (10 AM,
570-779-2981; jcaffrey@microserve.net), refreshments. TI: 146.61, 146.52. Adm: advance $4, door
$5, nonham spouses and under 16 free. Tables: $14
(8 ft, indoors, with electricity). Make check or
money order payable to Murgas ARC and send to
Bob Michael, N3FA, 15 Valley View Dr, Pringle,
PA 18704, 570-288-3532; wb3faa@aol.com.
Prince Edward Island (Summerside)—Jul 8.
Ella McCormick, VE1PEI, 902-886-2280.
Tennessee (Knoxville)—Jun 11, Delta Division
Convention. See “Coming Conventions.”
† Tennessee (Nashville)—Jun 17; set up Friday
noon to 11 PM, Saturday 5-7 AM; public, 8 AM.
Spr: Nashville ARC. McGavock Comprehensive
High School, 3150 McGavock Pike; from I-24 or
I-65 N of Nashville take Briley Parkway (Hwy
155) past the Opryland Exit to Two Rivers Parkway (Exit 10). High speed CW and Left Foot CW

contests, 2-Meter Transmitter Hunt, VE sessions
(9 AM, preregistration preferred; Murray Jones,
K4ANH, 615-824-7216; mj80917@aol.com),
parking for self-contained RVs near Hamfest site
(free), free parking, refreshments. TI: 145.47.
Adm: $5. Tables: $10. Bob Malone, WB5ZDS, 241
Lanier Dr, Madison, TN 37115, 615-865-6225;
bmalone5@juno.com.
Texas (Sulphur Springs)—Jun 3. Steve Heller,
WA0CPP, 903-945-3659.
Utah (Bryce Canyon)—Jul 7-9, Utah State Convention. See “Coming Conventions.”
Virginia (Franklin)—Jun 17. Ralph Atkinson,
WB4ZNB, 757-562-5710.
†Wisconsin (Oak Creek)—Jul 8, 6:30 AM to 4 PM.
Spr: South Milwaukee ARC. American Legion Post
434, 9327 S Shepard Ave; from I-94 to Ryan Rd
(Highway 100), E on Ryan to Shepard Ave, go N on
Shepard Ave approximately 1 mile. Overnight camping available, refreshments. TI: 146.52. Adm: $5.
Verne Teske, W9RYA, 3260 Carol Ct, Oak Creek,
WI 53154-4116; 414-762-3235.

range from the never-ending “spouse complications” to battle royals with ham-hating
neighbors.
Beasley’s cartooning talents are showcased to good effect in this book. You can
easily appreciate his ability to create the familiar expressions and body language that
make his characters more than just
two-dimensional pen and ink drawings. Like
the work of any master cartoonist, Beasley’s
creations almost compel you to look at them.
His wit is often keen, with a firm grasp
of what makes a cartoon truly entertaining.
Several of the cartoons are laugh-out-loud
funny. One of my personal favorites is a cartoon of two amateurs quickly exiting the station of a fellow ATV enthusiast who happens
to be a vampire. “Wow, he really is just various shades of gray—I thought he was using a
black and white camera!”
I only have a couple of very minor nits
to pick with The Best of Beasley on Amateur
Television. I wish the cartoons were dated.
Beasley has such a long history in the Amateur Radio media, it would be interesting to
know the years in which various cartoons were
created. Most of the cartoons are reproduced
clearly, but there are a few puzzling exceptions where the cartoons look like they were
picked up from copies sent by fax (jagged
lines and all). Finally, it would be nice to include a brief biography of the man himself.
That’s what subsequent editions are for,
though.
Nine dollars may seem like a lot to pay
for a book of cartoons, but thanks to the skyrocketing cost of paper, it is really a bargain.
Besides, where else can you find a collection
of Beasley cartoons? We’ve all paid a lot more
for things that have brought us significantly
less pleasure.

NEW PRODUCTS

Attention All Hamfest Committees!
Get official ARRL sanction for your event and
receive special benefits such as free prizes,
handouts, and other support.
It’s easy to become sanctioned. Contact
the Convention and Hamfest Branch at ARRL
Headquarters, 225 Main St, Newington, CT
06111. Or send e-mail to giannone@arrl.org.

ALINCO RELEASES
“CLEAR” DJ-V5 MODELS
◊ Alinco USA has introduced “see-through”
versions of their DJ-V5 dual-band handheld
FM transceiver.
The material that makes up the enclosures
of the new models is essentially clear—with a
slight blue tinge—and reveals the interior placement of the circuit board, display, lighting,
speaker, keypad, switches and more.
Two different packages, featuring different
power source options, are available. The DJV5TDC is a transparent radio powered by a transparent dry-cell battery pack. The DJ-V5DCH
transceiver also has a transparent case, but a black
EBP-46N high-power NiCd battery pack and a
wall charger are substituted for the dry cell case.
For those not yet ready to join the ranks of the
avant-garde—Alinco will continue to offer a more
demure version of the DJ-V5T, conservatively
shrouded in traditional black plastic.
The DJ-V5s are compact 2-meter/70-cm
handhelds that feature 200 alphanumeric memories, 5 programmable scan banks, automatic internal temperature protection, CTCSS, tone burst,
autodial memories and more. Expanded receive
range—76 through 999.995 MHz (cell blocked)
is included on all of the recently released versions.
For additional information visit your favorite Amateur Radio products dealer or contact USA
Alinco Branch, 438 Amapola Ave, Suite 130, Torrance, CA 90501; tel 310-618-8616; fax 310-6188758; http://www.alinco.com.

OP-ED

All The World Is Going Digital. What About Ham Radio?
By Bob Bruninga, WB4APR
115 Old Farm Ct
Glen Burnie, MD 21060-7425
I was driving home late one evening and
for the entire 30 minutes I listened to an
emergency exercise on our local repeater.
The net control was reading and spelling
many of the words in a backlog of text messages. In 30 minutes he passed about the
same amount of traffic as my H-T with its
built-in packet TNC could do in 5 seconds.
I found myself wondering why, in the
year 2000, our Amateur Radio response to
the loss of public telephone service in an
emergency is to use 100 year-old voice
technology? Why do we find ourselves
reading messages over a radio that is fully
capable of sending the same messages 100
to 1000 times faster—and without errors?
Instead of training our public service
volunteers to read and spell messages,
wouldn’t that time be better spent teaching
them how to plug a packet TNC into a
serial port and use software to pass message traffic? Manufacturers are now introducing transceivers with built-in TNCs,
which makes the readiness task that much
easier. (In fact, I am going to make sure
that a serial port cable is included in my
car glove box, so that anytime, anywhere,
I can establish serial data communication
using any available PC, laptop or other
gizmo with a serial port.)
The original goal of packet radio was to
create a nationwide, if not global, packet
network that would allow hams to exchange
messages and files with ease. We accomplished that goal to a large degree, but the
Internet quickly rendered our efforts obsolete. Today a few pockets of traditionl
activity exist, but the dreams of universal
connectivity have gone up in smoke.
So, packet radio as we knew it is essentially dying. But due to the mobile applications of the Automatic Position Reporting
System (APRS) packet is undergoing a
moderate revival and TNCs are beginning
to show up as integrated components in the
latest mobile transceiver designs. In this
new climate there is no reason why amateur packet radio could not thrive as a
primary means of local or regional public
service communication.
There is so much we can do with a
radio and a digital link. Why do we often
ignore it in our emergency response drills?
Yes, we still need voice training, but we

should not rely on voice for passing written message traffic until after we have tried
to establish a digital link. I am not knocking voice communication, but I think we
are overlooking an intermediate step in
emergency preparedness.
At a recent marathon the net control
operator looked at our APRS station and
made the comment, “I have a complete portable packet station, but there is no more
use for it.” He said this while pulling his
hair out because he could not communicate
with one of the checkpoints using his voice
gear. He watched with amazement as our
1-W APRS tracker provided perfect copy
through a mobile digital repeater parked on
a nearby hill. The mobile digipeater instantly provided a link into the valley for
error-free data, yet there is no simple way
he could do that on voice…and so quickly.
He soon realized that his unused portable
packet station could have been used to link
through that same digipeater and he would
have had perfect communications. Remember, with APRS every mobile rig with a
TNC is a digipeater.
How can we motivate hams to use digital
communications effectively? Every ham
should know how to hook up a packet TNC
between a radio and the serial port of a
PC, and establish at least a crude ASCII text
link. Maybe Amateur Radio license exams
should require every operator to demonstrate
this ability? (After all, CW was digital!)
Just like we standardize on the NTS or
ARRL Radiogram format for passing message traffic, we need to assure that all operators can establish a minimal digital communication link. I think ARRL and TAPR
should form a committee to come up with
the fundamental basics that all hams should
learn so that anytime, anywhere, they can
use a radio to establish a digital link with
any PC nearby—not just their own. Every
operator should then know how to:
(1) Establish a connection, or communicate with a group using only UI (unconnected) packets.
(2) Edit a plain ASCII text message or
file.
(3) Conduct a QSO via keyboard or send
a file.
(4) Set up a digipeater path.
Some will say this suggestion is archaic
and that we should be working on 56 kbps
data links, advanced software and elaborate
networks. That’s fine, but this should not
be the goal for fundamental come-as-you-

are emergencies. There is reliability in
simplicity. Some of the amateur emergency
packet systems I have seen are so complex
that they are just as vulnerable to outages
as the phone systems they are trying to
replace.
Yes, my idea is half-baked. And, no, I
am not pushing APRS as the solution. But
Amateur Radio has had digital technology
for 22 years and we are not even close to
tapping its potential. Consider the uses
packet has for efficient public service applications. More transceivers with built-in
TNCs will be appearing on the market soon.
Let’s put them to good use!
Bob Bruninga, WB4APR, is the inventor
of the Automatic Position Reporting System.

QST Op-Ed Policy
The purpose of Op-Ed is to air
member viewpoints that may or may
not be consistent with current ARRL
policy.
1) Contributions may be up to twothirds of a QST page in length
(approximately 900 words).
2) No payment will be made to
contributors.
3) Any factual assertions must be
supported by references, which do
not necessarily have to be included
in the body of the article to be
published.
4) Articles containing statements
that could be construed as libel or
slander will not be accepted.
5) The subject matter chosen
must be of general interest to radio
amateurs, and must be discussed in
a way that will be understandable to
a significant portion of the membership.
6) With the exception that the
article need not be consistent with
League policy, the article will be
subject to the usual editorial review
prior to acceptance.
7) No guarantee can be made that
an accepted article will be published
by a certain date, or indeed, that it
will be published at all; however, only
articles that we intend to publish will
be accepted, and any article we have
decided against publishing will be
returned promptly.
8) Send your contributions to
ARRL Op-Ed, 225 Main St,
Newington, CT 06111
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CONTEST CORRAL
Feedback
In the 1999 ARRL International DX Contest,
phone, a re-scoring of the W7FP log results in
234,546 points based on 806 QSOs and 97 multipliers as a Single-Band 15-meter entry in the
Oregon section.
W1AW Qualifying Runs are 10 PM EDT
Thursday, June 1, and 7 PM EDT Friday, June
16. The K6YR West Coast Qualifying Run will
be at 9 PM PDT on Wednesday, June 7 with 1040 WPM runs. Check the W1AW schedule for
details.

June
3
QRP TACtical Contest, The EPA QRP Club,
1800-2359Z June 3. CW QRP. 80 40 20 15 10.
Exchange call, RST, name and TAC (Telephone
Area Code) or DX area code. DX countries may
use their prefix. Pennsylvania stations will send an
X after the prefix. There are 5 categories: QRP—
5 W or less; QRPp—less than 1 W; Tactical—portable using temporary antennas; Homebrew—you
built a kit from scratch; Newbie—this is the first
contest you have ever entered. You may enter up to
4 possible combinations of categories. Score 5 pts/
QSO, 10 pts/ QSO with Pennsylvania stations and
500 points with each contact with N3EPA. Work
stations on each band. Score equals QSO points ×
TACs plus 1000 pts for every category entered.
Awards. Send logs by July 8 to Ronald J. Polityka,
WB3AAL, 1155 Robeson St, 2nd Floor, Reading,
PA 19604-2151. n3epa@ talon.net; http://www
.n3epa.org/Pages/TAC-Contest.htm.

10-12
ARRL June VHF QSO Party . See your May
QST page 83.
TOEC WW Grid Contest, sponsored by the Top
of Europe Contesters. SSB 1200Z June 10 to 1200Z
June 11. (CW 1200Z August 26 to 1200Z August
27.) Work any station once per band, 160 80 40 20
15 10 meters. Mobiles may be worked again if in

George Fremin III, K5TR

another grid field (EM, FN, etc). Exchange signal
report and grid field. Entry classes: Single operator (no packet); All band; Single band; Low power
(100 W, all bands only); Multi-operator (all bands
only); Single transmitter (10-minute band change
rule applies); Multi transmitter. Mobile single
operators (all band only) may contact stations once
per grid field operated from and must show grid
fields operated from in log. Maritime and maritime mobile (/M and /MM) stations permitted.
Scoring: Fixed-station QSOs with other continents
= 3 points; QSOs with your continent (and country) = 1 point. All mobile QSOs (and contacts with
mobiles) = 3 points. Multipliers: Each grid field
worked per band. Multiply QSO points × grid
fields for total score. Send entries with a signed
summary sheet to TOEC, Box 178, SE-83122
Ostersund, Sweden. Logs may also be submitted
via e-mail to TOEC.contest@pobox.com. All
submissions must be e-mailed or postmarked
within 30 days of the contest. For additional info,
see http://www.qsl.net/toec/grid.htm.
ANARTS WW RTTY / Digital Contest, sponsored by Australian National Amateur Radio Teleprinter Society. All digital modes, 0000Z June 10
to 2359Z June 11 (48 hours). 80 40 20 15 10 meters.
Single operator, one transmitter; multi-operator,
one transmitter; and SWL. Single operator and
SWL may only operate 30 hours. Exchange RST,
CQ zone and Time (UTC). Multipliers are each
ARRL DXCC country and each call district of VK
(1-8). JA, VE, and W count as separate countries
on each band. Each continent counts only once as
an additional multiplier. Contacts with one’s own
country or call area counts for QSO points, but not
for multiplier credit. Final score is total QSO
points × total multipliers × number of continents
worked. Awards. Send logs by Sept 1 to Contest
Manager, VK2BQS, Jim Swan, PO Box 93,
Toongabbie, NSW 2146, Australia; ctdavies@
one.net.au.

16-18
Kid’s Day Operating Event, 1800-2400Z
June 17. See the announcement elsewhere in this
issue.



SMIRK 2000 QSO Party, sponsored by the Six
Meter International Radio Klub. 0000Z June 17
until 2400Z June 18. Six meters only. All phone
contacts within the lower 48 states and Canada
must be made above 50.150 MHz; only DX QSOs
may be made between 50.100 and 50.150 MHz.
Exchange SMIRK number and grid square. Score
2 pts/QSO w/SMIRK members and 1 pt/QSO w/
nonmembers. Awards. Send entries by August 1 to
Pat Rose, W5OZI, PO Box 393, Junction, TX
76849. For more information see http://www
.smirk.org/.
All-Asian DX Contest, CW, sponsored by the
Japan Amateur Radio League. 0000Z June 17 until
2400Z June 18. (The phone contest will be Sep 23). 160 80 40 20 15 10 meters. Single op single/
multi band; multi-op multi-band. Work Asian stations only. No crossband QSOs. Single ops may
have only one transmitted signal at any given time.
Multiops may have a maximum of one signal per
band. Send RS(T) and a two-digit number denoting the operator’s age. YL stations may send 00.
Score 1 pt/QSO w/Asian stations on 7 through 28
MHz, 2 pts on 3.5 MHz and 3 pts on 1.8 MHz. Final
score is QSO pts × different Asian prefixes (WPX
rules) worked per band. Awards. Mail logs to arrive by Sep 30 (Nov 30 for phone) to JARL, AllAsian DX Contest, PO Box 377, Tokyo Central,
Japan.
West Virginia QSO Party, sponsored by the West
Virginia State ARC, from 1800Z-2400Z June 17.
Work stations once/band/mode, no repeater QSOs.
160 80 40 20 15 10 6 2 meters. WV stations send
RS(T) and county; others send RS(T) and state/
province/DXCC country. Score 1 pt phone, 2 pts/
CW QSO, and 50 bonus pts for working W8WVA.
Final score is QSO pts × WV counties (max 55);
WV stations use WV counties + states/provinces/
DXCC countries. Add bonus pts to final score.
Awards. Mail logs by Jul 20 to WV QSO Party,
Richard Fowler N8FMD, Rt 3 Box 52, Clarksburg,
WV 26301; n8fmd@neumedia.net.

24-25
ARRL Field Day. See your May QST, page 84.

624 Lost Oak Trail, Johnson City, TX 78636
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STRAYS
N8KLX FIELD DAY SOFTWARE
◊ The N8KLX Field Day logging software
is designed to run under Windows 95/98/NT.
All bands are recognized from 160 meters to
23 cm and all three Field Day modes: phone,
CW and digital. The program can log a maximum of 10,000 contacts. Dupe checking is
done on call signs by both band and mode
to prevent duplicate calls from being logged.
For sections, a list is provided automatically
during the entry of the section to help in
sure accurate information. The software is
available in two versions: a freeware version
that has full logging capability (but the keyer
and analysis modules are disabled) and a
full-featured shareware version. The freeware version is available on the Web by visiting http://www.useca.org and going to the
link for the logging software. The shareware version is available from N8KLX via
e-mail at n8klx@arrl.net.
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WAKE TECH MOBILE
◊ The Wake Technical Community College Amateur Radio Club, WB4TOP, decided to celebrate
last February’s North Carolina QSO Party on the road by turning a Ford Windstar van into a mobile
shack. Their contest expedition toured much of the state, making contacts from as many counties as
time allowed. Shown with the station van, left to right: Bert, W4FMN (station trustee, standing);
Herb, KG4AWE; Juliet King (school secretary); Zack Pierce, KG4DPW (club president); Bruce
Howell (college president); Daniel Estaviez; Walt Bryan and Joe, KB4VTJ (club advisor).

SPECIAL EVENTS
Monterey, CA: Bay ARC, N6M, 0000Z June 2
to 2400Z June 4, for the 230th anniversary of the
City of Monterey. 14.250 21.350 28.350 7.250.
QSL. Will Costello, WC6DX, PO Box 1332,
Monterey, CA 93942.
St. Louis, MO: The Greater St. Louis Area Council, Boy Scouts of America Amateur Radio Group,
K2BSA/0, 2200Z June 2 to 1700Z June 4, as more
than 25,000 Scouts gather for Xtreme Scouting.
14.290 21.360 28.350. QSL. Richard A. Grady,
N0JYU, 5976 Keith Place, St. Louis, MO 631093446.
Pittsburgh, PA: The Butler County American
Radio Public Service Group, K3PSG, 1300-2000Z
June 3, for the Air Force 911 Airlift Wing’s
“Wings Over Pittsburgh.” 7.240 14.240 21.340
28.440. Certificate. BCARPSG, PO Box 141, Prospect, PA 16052.
Roanoke, VA: Roanoke Valley Amateur Radio
Club, W4CA, 1300Z-2100Z June 3, during the
Festival in the Park Celebration (31st anniversary).
7.250 14.250 28.470. QSL. RVARC, PO Box 2002,
Roanoke, VA 24019.
Ruskin, FL: West Central Florida SKYWARN
Group, WX4TBW, 1200-2200Z June 3, for the
start of the 2000 Hurricane Season. 28.350 21.350
14.250 MHz and APRS. QSL. Hurricane 2000, PO
Box 8734, Seminole, FL 33775.
Fairview, KY: Pennyroyal ARS, K4DMW, 13002100Z June 3, during the Jefferson Davis Birthday Celebration. 3.990 7.227 14.290 28.360.
Certificate. PARS, PO Box 899, Hopkinsville, KY
42240.
Olathe, KS: Johnson County ARES, KS0JC,
1800Z June 3 to 2200Z June 4, honoring code
teacher Marshal Ensor, W9BSP. 10.125 14.250
18.150 28.400. QSL. Dan Reed, 29545 West 152nd
Ter, Gardner, KS 66030.
Woronoco, MA: Pioneer Valley Council Boy
Scouts of America, W1W, 0000Z June 3 to 1200Z
June 4, during Webelos Woods Weekend. 7.270
14.290 21.360 28.375. Certificate. John J Pise Jr,
KX1X, 195 Willimansett St, South Hadley, MA
01075.
Hot Springs Village, AR: Hot Springs Village
Amateur Radio Club, W5HSV, 1300Z June 3 to
2359Z June 4, celebrating the 30th anniversary
of Hot Springs Village. 7.245 14.245 21.335
28.445. Certificate. Bill Harper, K9IW, 3 Sanchez
Cove, Hot Springs Village, AR 71909.
Hutchinson, KS: Reno County Kansas ARA,
W0C, 1500Z June 3 to 0300Z June 4, operating
from the Kansas Cosmosphere—home of Apollo
13 and Liberty Bell 7. 14.400 21.350 28.400.
Certificate. RCKARA, PO Box 273, Haven, KS
67543.
Grosse Ile, MI: Motor City Radio Club, W8MRM,
1400Z June 3 to 2200Z June 4, during the annual spring island festival, US Island #MI005R.
7.244 14.244 18.150 21.375. Certificate. Motor
City Radio Club, Islandfest, PO Box 337, Wyandotte, MI 48192.

George Fremin III, K5TR

STRAYS
PRIZES PLEDGED IN FREQUENCY
PROMOTION COMPETITION
◊ An ICOM IC-746 HF/VHF transceiver is
among the prizes pledged by manufacturers for
the club that does the best job of promoting
Amateur Radio at a local theater screening
the movie Frequency. The ham radio-related scifi thriller debuted April 28.
Other prizes and donors—to date and in no
particular order—include a Heil Sound
Goldline studio microphone from Heil Sound;

Streetsville, ON: Mississauga Amateur Radio
Club, VE3MIS, 1400Z-2000Z June 3 and June
4, during the 28th Streetsville Founders Bread and
Honey Festival. 7.230 14.240 28.340. Certificate.
MARC, c/o Michael Brickell, 2801 Buckelpost
Crescent, Mississauga, ON, L5N 1X6, Canada.
Baltimore, MD: Historical Electronics Museum
ARC, W3GR, 1400Z June 3 to 2100Z June 4, to
commemorate the D-Day Invasion of Europe.
7.115 14.240 21.245 28.440. Certificate. W3GR
at Historical Electronics Museum, PO Box 746,
MS 4015, Baltimore, MD 21203.
New York, NY: NYC ARES and US Postal Service Morgan P&DC, KE2UN, 1400-1900 June 4
for Family Day at USPS Morgain P&DC. 14.275
21.325 144.200 (SSB) 144.210 (SSB). Certificate.
John Kiernan, KE2UN, Special Event Station
KE2UN, 110 Cabrini Blvd, New York, NY 100333401.
Omaha, NE: The Heartland DX Association,
N4B, 0000Z June 4 to 2400Z June 18, to celebrate
the College World Series in Omaha, Nebraska.
28.380 21.320 14.280 7.280. QSL. Todd LeMense,
KK0DX, 3603 South 89th St, Omaha, NE 681243931.
Parsons, KS: Parsons Area Amateur Radio Club,
N0WS, 1400Z June 8 to 2400Z June 10, during
the National Sporting Clays Association US Open
2000. 14.200 21.275 28.475. QSL. Robert Wintle,
2712 Morton, Parsons, KS 67357.
Peterboro, NY: Madison-Oneida ARC, W2MO,
1400-2000Z June 10, during the 8th annual Civil
War reenactment weekend. 7.275 14.275 28.375
146.55. Certificate. MOARC, PO Box 241,
Verona, NY 13478.
Meredith, NY: Oneonta Amateur Radio Club,
W2RGI, 1500Z June 10 to 2000Z June 11, to celebrate the bicentennial and Dairyfest of the Town
of Meredith. 7.280 14.280 21.380 28.380. Certificate. Bill Holland, PO Box 63, Meridale, NY
13806.
Virgin Islands: American Archives Amateur
Radio, K8C, 1200Z June 10 to 2400Z June 17,
commemorating the Pirates of the Caribbean.
14.040 14.240. Certificate. Robert Laundra,
N8RGF, PO Box 4, Northville, MI 48167.
Muskegon, MI: Muskegon Area Amateur Radio
Council, W8ZHO, 1400Z June 16 to 2300Z June
18, during the Miss Michigan Pageant. 7.275
14.275 21.375 28.375. Certificate. MAARC, PO
Box 691, Muskegon, MI 49443.
Hillsborough, NC: Orange County Radio Amateurs, N4C, 1300-2200Z June 17, for the
Hillsborough Hog Days celebration. 7.210 14.280
21.340 28.380. Certificate. Russ Nixon,
KF4WXD, 102 Winston Ridge Dr, Chapel Hill,
NC 27516.
Minden, NE: Hastings Amateur Radio Club,
W0WWV, 1400Z June 17 to 1700Z June 18, for
the 47th anniversary of Pioneer Village. 3.950
7.250 14.250 28.350. QSL. Hastings ARC, 907
Jefferson, Hastings, NE 68901.



Atkinson, NH: Atkinson Amateur Radio Club,
K1D, 1800Z June 17 to 0400Z June 26, celebrating Kid’s Day and Amateur Radio Awareness.
28.380 21.380 14.280 7.230. Certificate. Peter
Schipelliti, WB1GEX, 7 Dearborn Ridge Rd,
Atkinson, NH 03811.
Fresno, CA: Breakaway Amateur Radio Club,
W6WDR, W6R, 0000Z June 17 to 2359Z June
30, saluting Fun in the Sierra-Nevada Mountains
from a camp at 6800 feet. 28.400 14.250 7.275
3.950. QSL. BARC, PO Box 27322, Fresno, CA
93729.
Denison, IA: Nishnabotna River ARC, W0W,
1700Z June 18 to 1700Z June 24, during the
Donna Reed Festival for the Performing Arts.
28.390 21.290 14.290. Certificate. Dick Jugel,
K0DG, 5005 South 181st Plaza, Omaha, NE
68135.
McDade, TX: Naturist Amateur Radio Club,
NU5DE, 1800Z June 22 to 2400Z June 24, during the Southwestern Sunbathing Association Convention. 7.265 14.265 21.365 28.465. QSL.
Naturist Amateur Radio Club, PO Box 200812,
Austin, TX 78720.
Toronto, ON: Adventist Amateur Radio Association, VC3SDA, 0000Z June 26 to 0000Z July 8,
during the 57th General Conference of Seventhday Adventists. 3.972 7.270 14.328 21.405. QSL.
Jim Hoffer, KW8T, 58 Byron Dr, Smithsburg, MD
21783.
Ellwood City, PA: Ellwood City Amateur Radio
Association, N3EC, 1400Z June 30 to 2200Z
July 2, during the 2000, Ellwood City Festival.
28.435 21.350 18.145 14.330. Certificate.
ECARA, P O Box 25, Ellwood City, PA 16117.
Smiths Falls, ON: VB3SF, 1600Z June 30 to
2000Z July 2, during Smiths Falls Old Home Week
2000. 14.260. Certificate. Bob Calver, 419 Bates
Rd, RR 3, Jasper, ON, K0G 1G0, Canada.
Certificates and QSL cards: To obtain a certificate from any of the special-event stations offering
them, send your QSO information along with a 9×12
inch self-addressed, stamped envelope to address
listed in the announcement. To receive a special
event QSL card (when offered), be sure to include
a self-addressed, stamped business envelope
along with your QSL card and QSO information.
Special Events Announcements: For items to be
listed in this column, you must be an Amateur
Radio club, and use the ARRL Special Events Listing Form. Copies of this form are available via
Internet (info@arrl.org), or for a SASE (send to
Special Requests, ARRL, 225 Main St, Newington,
CT 06111, and write “Special Requests Form” in
the lower left-hand corner. You can also submit your
special event information on-line at http://www.arrl
.org/contests/spevform.html. Submissions must
be received by ARRL HQ no later than the 1st of
the second month preceding the publication date;
ie, a special event listing for Jan QST would have
to be received by Nov 1. Submissions may be
mailed to George Fremin III, K5TR, at the address
shown on this page; faxed to ARRL HQ at 860-5940259; or e-mailed to events@arrl.org.
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a KT-36 tribander from M2; an AR-147+ 2meter mobile transceiver and PMC-100 desk
mike from ADI; coaxial cable from Cable XPerts; a Delta 4C desktop console coax antenna switch and video/book, Basic Technology for the Amateur Radio Enthusiast from
Alpha Delta; a 40-meter double bazooka antenna from International Antenna Corp; and
a DJ-V5TDC (clear-blue) dualband H-T from
Alinco.
The ARRL will donate the choice of
a 2000 ARRL Handbook for Radio Amateurs or
2000 Handbook CD-ROM to each participating
club.
Winners will be selected based on each club’s
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written description of its promotional activity.
Prize awards will be determined by a panel consisting of representatives of the manufacturers
and suppliers who donated to the prize pool. The
League has agreed to receive submittals for the
competition. Activity descriptions must be submitted no later than 5 PM Eastern Time on June
30, 2000, to Marjorie Bourgoin, KB1DCO, Field
and Educational Services, ARRL, 225 Main St,
Newington, CT 06111. Clubs are encouraged to
include a letter from their local theater attesting
to how many people may have been reached
through the promotion, but this is not an absolute requirement. Decisions of the awards panel
are final.
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By Dan Henderson, N1ND
Contest Branch Manager

1999 ARRL November
Sweepstakes CW Results
With apologies to Edgar Allan Poe…
“Once upon a midnight dreary, while I
pounded (brass), weak and weary,
High above my noise threshold crashing,
came the sound of multipliers rapping,
Just like sounds of some one tapping, tapping at my ham shack’s door,
Only this, and nothing more…”
Just like Poe’s poetry, the November
CW Sweepstakes is a cacophony of sound
to some, a symphony to others. It also invokes a wide range of images with generous helpings of various emotions to inspire,
sometimes frustrate, but always challenge
the participant.
Sweepstakes 1999 saw the addition of a
new operating category that brought about
a change in the contest exchange. A
station’s entry category is now reflected by
the precedence they send. Single-operator
stations now identify as Q, A, B or U (for
unlimited/packet assisted) while multi-operator stations now all send the precedence of M during their transmission. Also,
you will hear the precedence S being sent
by schools that choose to participate in the
newly defined School Club competition.
Participation continued to hold in the
same range as the past 5 years. It is exciting
to note that the mean average number of
QSOs per log topped over 400—a first for
CW Sweepstakes. Once again over 1000 stations qualified for the 1999 SS CW pin for
attaining over 100 QSOs for the contest. CW
Sweepstakes continues to be a vibrant, exciting and challenging operating event.
“Ah, distinctly I remember, searching
through November’s splendor,
Trying for the clean sweep venture. Scouring airwaves with my Bencher.
In hope of adding my name to the distinguished Sweepstakes lore,
Wanting this, and nothing more…”
The elusive “clean sweep” was even
more elusive in 1999, as activity was down
in the Caribbean, due in part to Mother
Nature taking her frustrations out in the
forms of several late-summer and fall hur106
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ricanes. Many hams owe a tip of the “clean
sweep mug” to the hard work of KP2N—
the only Virgin Islands station that submitted a log. Only 72 clean sweeps remained
after log checking.
Seventy-five percent of the logs received
came in electronic format—a record high.
Many thanks go to these participants. Their
efforts made the work of the log checkers
easier. This also allowed the contest team
the time to more accurately deal with the
hand-written paper logs. These entries are
essential to our contests and hand-written
logs will always be accepted. Remember: if
you use a computer to log, send in your log
file as required by the rules.
The Single Op-QRP category led the
way in 1999 with the tightest finish. A total of 191 QRP entries were received—up
about 10% from last year. Our 1998 win-

Top Ten
Single Operator, QRP
W4PA
125,768
K1TR
124,740
N0AX
116,220
W2CS
105,924
N0UR
104,104
N6MU
99,560
(at N6NB)
W6JTI
97,636
N7OU
94,800
K9AY
93,756
W8RU
91,504

N2IC
212,668
W4AN
209,976
(K4BAI, op)
WX0B
206,348
(K5GA, op)
K6LL
205,400
W0SD
204,666
(WD0T, op)
N5KO
204,204
N5RZ
203,736
K4VX
201,450
(AG9A, op)

Single Operator, Low
Power
NT1N
178,620
K0EU
175,656
K4WX
173,010
WQ5L
168,902
KY7M
168,270
VA3UZ
165,110
K9TM
162,740
K5WA
162,640
W4OC
161,460
N0AT
160,468
(N0KK, op)

Single Operator,
Unlimited
K3WW
166,216
W0GJ
163,488
(AA0BY, op)
W4MYA
160,370
W0CG
144,924
AA8U
142,200
K6ZM
140,600
(WA6O, op)
K6ANP
127,680
K6ZH
122,928
K6RIM
117,040
K5HP
116,280

School Club
Competition
(top two)
W5YM
149,688
W4ATC
102,256
Single Operator,
High Power
WP3R
222,780
(KE3Q, op)
W5WMU
215,038
(N6TR, op)

Multioperator
K2TW
187,704
N6VR
177,060
W3PP
175,222
K4OJ
175,032
W3GH
172,378
K6NO
168,902
K0WA
167,388
K7IR
166,012
N5YA
165,426
KO7X
165,048

ner Scott, W4PA, held off a stiff challenge
from Ed, K1TR, to hold on to his title. Ed
logged 24 more QSOs but Scott worked the
clean sweep to win. Scott’s score of
125,768 also is a Delta division record for
the QRP category. Third place finisher,
Ward, N0AX, also recorded a new record
for the category in the Northwestern division.
Many people claim you can’t win
Sweepstakes with only a triband antenna
and you can’t win from New England.
Dave, NT1N, stood up to both challenges
and won the Single Op-Low Power category from his new home in Connecticut,
setting a New England division mark of
178,620 points in the process. Dave edged
out Randy, K0EU, by 19 QSOs after the log
checking was finished. Also in the category,
K9TM tied the existing Great Lakes division record.
The Caribbean wasn’t completely silent
during the contest as Rich, KE3Q, operating WP3R, continued his string of outstanding contest finishes winning the Single
Op-High Power category with 222,780
points. Rich’s strongest challenge was from
Tree, N6TR, operating at W5WMU, who
finished 49 QSOs behind. No division
records were set during this year’s contest
in this category.
All of the division leaders in the new
Single-Operator Unlimited category established records for this new entry class in
1999. Chas, K3WW, holds the distinction of
being the first overall record-holder with his
score of 166,216 followed closely by Larry,
AA0BY, operating at W0GJ, and Bob,
W4MYA. Look for hot competition as this
new category grows in the upcoming years.
The operators at K2TW led the charge
in the multi-operator category, setting the
only new division record (Hudson) of
187,704 points. The crew at N6VR held on
for second place against the challenges
from W3PP and K4OJ.
Finally, there was good competition in
the new School Radio Club Collegiate category. The University of Arkansas and
North Carolina State University battled it
out for the Mark Smith, KD4JLC, Memo-

Top Five
Boxes list call sign, score and class (Q = QRP, A = Low Power, B = High Power, U = Single Unlimited, M = Multioperator)
Northeast Region
(New England, Hudson and
Atlantic Divisions; Maritime
and Quebec Sections)
K1TR
124,740 Q
N1RL
84,700 Q
W1EAT
84,208 Q
K1NU (at K1OA) 83,622 Q
K3WWP
78,292 Q
NT1N
K1VUT
W2TZ
KM1X
NY3A

178,620
145,684
144,924
140,756
137,368

K5ZD
198,290
K1ZZ
192,760
K3CR
172,068
(KB3AFT, op)
K3ZO
168,784
N2CU
164,010

A
A
A
A
A

B
B
B
B
B

Southeast Region

Central Region

(Delta, Roanoke and
Southeastern Divisions)
W4PA
125,768
W2CS
105,924
K9AY
93,756
NA4CW
75,922
N4IR
73,320

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

(Central and Great Lakes
Divisions; Ontario Section)
W8RU
91,504 Q
N9NE
85,932 Q
K9OM
85,800 Q
WA8RJF
84,300 Q
N8BC (K8BL, op) 76,284 Q

K4WX
WQ5L
W4OC
NA4K
W4ZW

A
A
A
A
A

VA3UZ
K9TM
W8MJ
N9CK
K9IG

WP3R
(KE3Q, op)
W5WMU
(N6TR, op)
W4AN
(K4BAI, op)
N4BP
N4AO
(WC4E, op)

173,010
168,902
161,460
156,312
150,890

222,780

B

215,038

B

209,976

B

189,072
178,224

B
B

N4GN
K9DX
K4AO
KE9I
WI9WI

165,110
162,740
154,440
143,464
133,194

165,204
160,468
158,384
157,092
154,462

A
A
A
A
A

B
B
B
B
B

Midwest Region

West Coast Region

(Dakota, Midwest, Rocky
Mountain and West Gulf
Divisions; Manitoba and
Saskatchewan Sections)
N0UR
104,104
KG5U
89,700
N0SS
86,140
KE0Z
83,354
AF5Z
83,160

(Pacific, Northwestern and
Southwestern Divisions;
Alberta, British Columbia and
NWT/Yukon Sections)
N0AX
116,220 Q
N6MU (at N6NB) 99,560 Q
W6JTI
97,636 Q
N7OU
94,800 Q
N7IR
90,440 Q

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

K0EU
K5WA
N0AT
(N0KK, op)
K0DI
(at K0GND)
N0NR

175,656
162,640
160,468

A
A
A

158,158

A

156,000

A

N2IC
WX0B
(K5GA, op)
W0SD
(WD0T, op)
N5KO
N5RZ

212,668
206,348

B
B

204,666

B

204,204
203,736

B
B

KY7M
K7BG
VE7CC
K7QQ
W7ZRC

168,270
152,760
149,760
143,528
141,180

A
A
A
A
A

K6LL
205,400
K5RC
197,340
K6LA
193,866
W6EEN
192,128
(N6RT, op)
W6AX
190,232
(N6IG, op at W6GO)

B
B
B
B

140,600

U

127,680
122,928
117,040
104,874

U
U
U
U

177,060
168,902
166,012
158,948
158,948

M
M
M
M
M

K3WW
K3DI
K5KG
W2HCA
K2QMF

166,216
109,178
101,868
101,868
94,168

U
U
U
U
U

W4MYA
NT4D
WA4QDM
K4PB
N5UE

160,370
81,158
51,898
44,496
20,088

U
U
U
U
U

W0CG
AA8U
K9NR
AA9RR
K9OSH

144,924
142,200
103,428
34,128
23,546

U
U
U
U
U

W0GJ
(AA0BY, op)
K5HP
W5ER
WA0SXV
N5ZC

163,488

U

116,280
104,676
103,174
95,480

U
U
U
U

K6ZM
(WA6O, op)
K6ANP
K6ZH
K6RIM
N6RO

K2TW
W3PP
W3GH
K2UG
WR3L

187,704
175,222
172,378
124,020
121,976

M
M
M
M
M

K4OJ
W4RM
NR4M
W4ZYT
W4AQL

175,032
145,548
111,034
87,780
67,452

M
M
M
M
M

K8CC
W8AV
KU8E
K9ZO
W8EDU

164,636
159,738
155,220
137,280
135,722

M
M
M
M
M

K0WA
N5YA
KO7X
K0OU
NA5B

167,388
165,426
165,048
163,332
161,854

M
M
M
M
M

N6VR
K6NO
K7IR
N6KI
W6YX

rial Plaque, which will be awarded annually to the top scoring school that enters in
the School Club category. This special
plaque has been sponsored in memory of
Mark Smith, KD4JLC, by his dad to promote activity among college and university
student Amateur Radio clubs. Congratulations to the W5YM crew at the University
of Arkansas for winning the inaugural competition in this category.
The 2000 ARRL November CW Sweepstakes will be held November 4-6, 2000.
Participants are reminded, as they begin to
make their preparations, that all electronic
logs must use the Cabrillo file format starting November 1, 2000. Hand-written paper logs are eligible, but any computer-generated log users (i.e. a log that was created
using one of the commercial logging programs, or user-produced output from a word
processor, database or spread sheet program) are required to submit an electronic
file with their entry. Remember to review
the “General Rules for all ARRL Contests”
(they are printed annually in the November issues of QST) as well as the rules for
each specific contest (printed in QST the
month before the event). Log Checking
reports for all electronic logs may be
requested by sending an e-mail to
n6tr@arrl.org. Include in the subject your
callsign and “1999 SS CW” report request.

“As we stare, results perusing, all our
skills we have been using,
Waiting for the sounds arising, from east
to west upon our shore.
Come November, hear the musing, ‘CQ
contest’—Work it slow or work it fast,
‘Til it comes, at long last, the magic
melody we adore,
Praise the Sweepstakes, evermore!”

Soap Box
Best moment was working VY1JA on 15m on the
third call. Timing is everything (AA4LR)… I had
fun giving the school’s solar-powered station a
little bit of a workout. My key was walking all
over the desk; I’ll have to get some sandpaper or
an old mouse-pad to get it under control
(AA8UP)… How about half a coffee cup for getting close to a clean sweep? (AE7EE)… It was
tough go for this QRP station, a minnow swimming in a sea of sharks. Working KH7R on 40 with
5 W was big highlight. (AE9K)… Missed the clean
sweep by 3. SS is the premier contest of the year!
(AJ4F)… First SS since 1964. My old call was
K1SOP. Short call was worth +6dB (K1GU)… My
hat is off to KH7R and VY1JA for hearing my QRP
signal into a wire tossed over the roof of my
townhouse (K3AN)… Ten meters being open is a
mixed blessing from the Midwest. Missed KP2
and VE1 (K4FXN)… The best effort QSO-wise
I’ve ever made, but very disappointed to miss four
multipliers. I would like to thank all the people
who came in Sunday night to make a few QSOs.
Kept me busy between checking stations I’d already worked (K4IE)… Murphy rode in on a
broom. Consequently, no clean sweep (K4IX)…
Had to laugh when a QRP station took my run

B

frequency away from me (K5VG)… It was worth
the time I spent putting up a lower quad. I found a
whole new group of QSOs, but missed three sections (K5WA)… I am sure glad 10 meters was
open, as I had a fun time operating on a band I
normally do not touch. It was search and pounce
all the way (KB9IUA)… My first Sweepstakes on
CW as a General Class. Sure made a difference!
(KC8HYI)… I haven’t entered a CW Sweepstakes
in over 13 years. Even though I didn’t have much
operating time, it was still a lot of fun! (N3BAO)…
What a blast! Conditions were outstanding on 15
meters again and I love the new K2 transceiver
(N3OIE)… Had S9 line noise on 20 meters Friday
before the contest. We were very lucky and got the
power company to respond within hours and it was
fixed (W5WMU)… Sweepstakes is an excellent
way to increase your code speed. I really need to
retire my straight key (N8VEN)… My favorite
contest, especially since the CW speed isn’t too
high like DX contests (NJ2DX)… Great contest as
usual. Everyone should try QRP just once
(VE7CA)… Heard KP2N but couldn’t break the
huge pileup (VE7CYT)… Aurora again this year,
only 10 Qs below 20 meters. Hope I helped you
get your sweep. (VY1JA)… The last time I operated SS, month and day of birth were part of the
exchange. Am I getting old, or what? Still had fun
(W1CSM)… Great Sweepstakes. Much more
mannerly than usual (W4DEC)… K7EW came
over so that I could help him with his computer.
Thirty hours later, we still hadn’t worked on his
computer. Sweepstakes is addicting (W7NX)…
First clean sweep in 45 years as a ham (W7QF)…
First CW contest in 36 years of hamming. Can’t
wait till next year’s SS (WA3DUR)… My best CW
score ever, and a close race with my friend Rod
W7ZRC. I’ll have to hope I did my logging carefully on this one (WO7Y)… Darn that elusive VI
(WR4I).
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Plaque Winners
Listed are all of the plaque category winners. Only plaques that show a sponsor will be awarded. If you have won an unsponsored plaque, you may purchase it for $60.
If you, your club or business is interested in sponsoring any of the unsponsored categories, call Dan Henderson N1ND at ARRL Headquarters at 860-594-0232.
Winners denoted with an asterisk (*) are second place division finishers and have been awarded the division plaque because the division winner has won their overall
category in the contest.
Category
Overall Single Op High Power CW

Winner Sponsor
WP3R
N5KO and W0UA
(KE3Q, op)
Overall Single Low Power CW
NT1N
Overall Single Op QRP CW
W4PA
MI QRP Club
Overall Single Op Unlimited CW
K3WW ARRL Contest Branch
Overall Multi-Op CW
K2TW
Overall School Club College Division CW W5YM Mark Smith KD4JLC Memorial
Atlantic division High Power CW
K3CR
North Coast Contesters
(KB3AFT, op)
Atlantic division Low Power CW
W2TZ
Atlantic division QRP CW
K3WWP Gary Hembree, N7IR
Atlantic division Single Op Unlimited CW K3DI*
Atlantic division Multi-Op CW
W3PP
North Coast Contesters
Central division High Power CW
K9DX
In Memory of Richard Harper, W9RE
Central division Low Power CW

N9CK

In Memory of Mike Corke, N9AEJ

Central division QRP CW
N9NE
W9QOX Memorial
Central division Single Op Unlimited CW K9NR
Central division Multi-Op CW
K9ZO
Don Haney, W9WW
Dakota division High Power CW
W0SD
Minnesota Wireless Association
(WD0T, op)
Dakota division Low Power CW
N0AT
Minnesota Wireless Association
(N0KK, op)
Dakota division QRP CW
N0UR
Tod Olson, K0TO
Dakota division Single Unlimited CW
W0GJ
Minnesota Wireless Association
(AA0BY, op)
Dakota division Multi-Op CW
KT0R
Minnesota Wireless Association
Delta division High Power CW
W5WMU,
(N6TR, op)
Delta division Low Power CW
K4WX
Delta division QRP CW
N4IR*
Delta division Single Unlimited CW
N5UE
Delta division Multi-Op CW
KI5EE
Great Lakes division High Power CW
N4GN
North Coast Contesters
Great Lakes division Low Power CW
K9TM
Great Lakes division QRP CW
W8RU
Great Lakes Single Operator Unlimited CW W0CG
Great Lakes division Multi-Op CW
K8CC
David Smith, ND4Y
Hudson division High Power CW
N2NC
Hudson division Low Power CW
W2LK
John Golomb & Andy Blank,
N2NC & N2NT
Hudson division QRP CW
K2DW
Hudson division Single Op Unlimited CW K5KG
Hudson division Multi-Op CW
K2UG* Stuart Silverstein, K3UEI, Memorial
Midwest division High Power CW
K4VX
(AG9A, op)
Midwest division Low Power CW
K0DI
Johnson County Contest Club
(at K0GND)
Midwest division QRP CW
N0SS
Midwest division Single Operator
K0CA
Unlimited CW
Midwest division Multi-Op CW
K0WA
New England division High Power CW
K5ZD

Category
New England Low Power CW
New England division QRP CW
New England division Single CW
Operator Unlimited
New England division Multi-Op CW
Northwestern division High Power CW

Winner Sponsor
K1VUT*
K1TR
K1TWF
W1NRG
KL7Y
(WA2GO, op)
K7BG
N0AX
NX7K

Northwestern division Low Power CW
Northwestern division QRP CW
Northwestern division Single CW
Operator Unlimited
Northwestern division Multi-Op CW
Pacific division High Power CW
Pacific division Low Power CW
Pacific division QRP CW
Pacific division Single Operator
Unlimited CW
Pacific division Multi-Op CW
Roanoke division High Power CW
Roanoke division Low Power CW
Roanoke division QRP CW
Roanoke division Single Operator
Unlimited CW
Roanoke division Multi-Op CW
Rocky Mountain division High Power CW
Rocky Mountain division Low Power CW
Rocky Mountain division Low Power CW
Rocky Mountain division Single
Operator Unlimited CW
Rocky Mountain division Multi-Op CW
Southeastern division High Power CW
Southeastern division Low Power CW
Southeastern division QRP CW
Southeastern division Single
Operator Unlimited CW
Southeastern division Multi-Op CW
Southwestern division High Power CW
Southwestern division Low Power CW
Southwestern division QRP CW
Southwestern division Single
Operator Unlimited CW
Southwestern division Multi-Op CW
West Gulf division High Power CW

K7IR
K5RC
K7NV
Robert A. Wilson, N6TV
N6MU (at N6NB)
K6ZM
(WA6O, op)
K6NO
W4MR
(AA4NC, op)
W4OC
W2CS
W4MYA
W4RM Tidewater Morse Code Society
N2IC
K0EU
K6EIL
WA0SXV
KO7X
W4AN
(K4BAI, op)*
W4ZW Southeastern division QRP CW
K9AY
Bill Harding, K4AHK
K4OJ
K6LL
KY7M
N7IR
K6ZH

Larry Serra, N6NC
Ray and Donna Day, N6HE & N6HTH

N6VR
WX0B
(K5GA, op)
K5WA
KG5U
K5HP

West Gulf division Low Power CW
West Gulf division QRP CW
West Gulf division Single
Operator Unlimited CW
West Gulf division Multi-Op CW
Canada High Power CW

N5YA
VE6JY
(W8UE, op)
VA3UZ Don Haney, W9WW
VE7YU
VE6AO

Canada Low Power CW
Canada QRP CW
Canada Multi-op CW

Scores
CW scores are listed first, followed by phone. Within each Section, scores are listed in descending order by entry category, with single ops followed by
multi-operators. Line scores list call sign, score, QSOs, multipliers, hours, class (Q = QRP, A = Low Power, B = High Power, U = Single Unlimited, M =
Multi-operator, S = School Club).
CW
1
Connecticut
W1QK
48,020
343
70 12 Q
W1VT
13,000
130
50
3 Q
NT1N
178,620 1145
78 24 A
W1EQ
121,056
776
78 23 A
NX1Q
41,328
287
72
8 A
K1JN
37,488
264
71 16 A
W1AW (N1ND, op)
28,600
220
65 12 A
K1RO
24,056
194
62
3 A
WB8IMY 14,448
129
56
5 A
K1LEE
12,688
122
52 12 A
K1STM
2,160
40
27
1 A
K1KI
1,184
37
16
2 A
KA1VMG
608
19
16 10 A
K1ZZ
192,760 1220
79 24 B
W1WEF 159,738 1011
79 21 B
K1WB
56,392
371
76 10 B
N4XR
25,160
185
68
6 B
N1XS (at KB1H)
26,656
196
68
8 U
W1NRG (W1KKF,WY1U,W1FD,WA1TRY
N1RMA, N1YGL,K1EC,N1JEO,N1TNX
ops)
53,130
345
77 20 M
WS1F (+WA1PMA)
46,332
297
78 20 M

Eastern Massachusetts
K1NU (at K1OA)
83,622
K1RC
77,000
W1MK
23,424
K1QM
14,960
K1VUT 145,684
K1HT (at K1VR)
131,508
W1MA
111,450
WA1OLV 71,764
WZ1K
59,472
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543
500
192
136
946
843
743
466
413

77
77
61
55
77
78
75
77
72
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K1NTR
54,020
370
73
K1TH
51,264
356
72
K1GU
40,936
301
68
K1MC
24,232
233
52
W1MV
20,414
173
59
KR1B
15,184
146
52
W1SR
10,200
100
51
WA1WFH
880
20
22
K1UCA
32
4
4
W1AF (KO1O, op)
124,278
807
77
WR1P
55,748
362
77
K5MA
41,814
303
69
K1TWF
79,200
528
75
WO1N
28,288
208
68
W1KBN/P (NK1L,N1RFA, ops)
1,880
47
20

12
11
24
14
7
11
4
13
1

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

22
10
5
11
6

B
B
B
U
U

3

S

Maine
KX1E
NX1T
NY1S
AA1SF
N1WJ
K1YCS
N1MHB
W1LIC
K1KF
W1AO
K1PQS

75,260
72,124
67,488
37,296
25,212
15,688
10,780
9,800
9,568
87,300
83,776

530
494
444
252
191
148
110
100
104
582
544

71
73
76
74
66
53
49
49
46
75
77

22
24
24
24
24
11
13
4
24
11
24

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B

810
424
100
865
417
456
418
358
326
186

77
76
43
78
79
70
73
72
75
58

24
22
7
24
12
24
15
6
10
8

Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

New Hampshire
24
22
24
11
24
24
20
23
20

Q
Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A

K1TR
124,740
AA1CA
64,448
W1XV
8,600
WA1S
134,940
WA1T
65,886
KZ1O
63,840
WA1JVV 61,028
KC1F
51,552
AE1T
48,900
K1WD
21,576

WB6BIG 13,952
WC1M
152,628
NM1W
37,814
KD1LZ
10,044

109
966
259
81

64
79
73
62

22
24
24
24

A
B
U
U

145
914
259
203
170
857
413

61
77
68
57
63
79
79

4
24
7
18
11
24
12

Q
A
A
A
A
B
U

550
554
853
668
624
415
11

77
76
79
73
71
68
10

21
24
24
22
23
7
24

Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A

Rhode Island
K1ZE
KM1X
K1VSJ
AB1BX
K2MN
N1SW
KI1G

17,690
140,756
35,224
23,142
21,420
135,406
65,254

Vermont
N1RL
W1EAT
W1ECH
N0ICI
AA1SU
W1SA
KK1L

84,700
84,208
134,774
97,528
88,608
56,440
220

Western Massachusetts
W1CSM
37,100
KZ1M
82,634
W1TO
45,504
K5ZD
198,290

265
523
316
1255

70
79
72
79

9
13
10
24

Q
A
A
B

470
150
35
767

77
58
18
78

22
24
4
21

Q
Q
Q
A

688
311
300
203

75
75
64
74

24
23
13
24

A
A
A
A

2
Eastern New York
K2DW
72,380
K7TL
17,400
K2REB
1,260
K2UF
119,652
AB2CE (at N2SA)
103,200
W2ENY
46,650
AA2Y
38,400
AA2WQ
30,044

K2YR
22,784
178
64
5 A
WB2SPN 13,700
137
50
5 A
KW2D
10,304
112
46
4 A
W2NRD
9,828
78
63
8 A
WD2K
7,592
73
52 16 A
K2RI
4,588
62
37
3 A
N2SQW
39,220
265
74 20 B
K2SX
56,248
356
79 10 U
K2UG (WA2JQK,W2XL,KY2J, ops)
124,020
795
78 24 M
K2POF (W2WC,KZ5P, ops)
15,392
148
52 24 M
N2POS (+N2PEN,WB2FOB,KC2DZB)
12,600
126
50
9 M

Northern New Jersey
N2JT
66,066
KF2HC
59,128
N2ZW
42,976
N2NO
27,202
NA2AA
61,138
K2WA
32,480
N2LK
24,056
WA2HZC 23,400
W2TI
22,932
W2LRO
20,178
W2DEN
17,328
KG2MV
9,936
WB3CRB
9,898
WA2ASQ
8,000
W2UDT
5,920
KC2EEQ
988
N2NC
62,496
W2GD
12,240
K5KG
101,868
W2HCA 101,868
N2ED
91,200
N2BIM
84,372
N2KJM
58,828
W2NO
30,488
K2TW (+W2GD)
187,704

429
389
316
203
397
232
194
180
234
171
152
108
101
100
74
26
434
120
653
653
608
534
382
206

77
76
68
67
77
70
62
65
49
59
57
46
49
40
40
19
72
51
78
78
75
79
77
74

18
20
22
14
15
14
11
14
21
8
24
8
9
3
10
7
9
2
14
20
15
17
17
15

Q
Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
U
U
U
U
U
U

1188

79

24 M

AB2DE (N2KPB,KC2AVE,KB2IZB, ops)
82,950
525
79 22 M

Northern New York
WZ2T
63,360
440
72
K2NNY (K2DB,W2LB, ops)
104,258
677
77

24 Q
22 M

NYC-Long Island
N2TO
12,402
117
W2LK
125,452
794
N2GA
52,256
368
W2HLI
47,424
304
WA2VZQ 38,304
266
KG2BI
37,940
271
KA2D
36,432
264
W2KTF
35,140
251
WA2MAV 28,024
226
K2QMF
94,168
596
WO2N
22,176
154
W2IW (+N2OX,N2ZN,K2FD)
14,950
115

53
79
71
78
72
70
69
70
62
79
72

8
24
9
17
11
11
14
8
10
15
24

Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
U
U

65

24 M

48
79

6 Q
23 A

76
75
72
72
71
76
61
43

24
24
12
24
14
14
9
7

67

23 M

73
75
64

21 Q
19 Q
24 Q

Southern New Jersey
K2HPV
12,000
125
N2MM
131,614
833
W2MMD (W2LYL, op)
95,912
631
W2ESX
80,400
536
KD2P
49,536
344
K1JT
36,720
255
N2RF
36,210
255
WA2VQV 30,400
200
K2MK
19,886
163
NJ2DX
8,514
99
K2VT (+K2VS)
37,922
283

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Western New York
AE2T
W2EB
N2VPK

73,292
32,400
25,600

502
216
200

KF2JC
11,088
126
44 19 Q
KG2NO
6,992
76
46 12 Q
NQ2RP
6,862
73
47
9 Q
W2TZ
144,924
929
78 24 A
W2KA
79,350
529
75 14 A
WA2RZJ 45,406
311
73 24 A
AA2AD
43,194
313
69 17 A
W2FE
34,310
235
73 18 A
WB2ABD 31,284
237
66
6 A
WB2WPM 20,536
151
68
8 A
K2CJ
12,348
126
49 10 A
K2CF
8,272
88
47
6 A
N2CU
164,010 1065
77 24 B
K2UA
162,624 1056
77 24 B
K2ZJ
161,700 1050
77 24 B
W6XR
123,450
823
75 24 B
K2FU
117,348
762
77 20 B
AA2EQ 117,078
741
79 24 B
K8FC
96,096
624
77 24 B
W2LC
84,212
569
74
8 B
W2EZ
66,304
448
74 19 B
N2UM
19,312
136
71 24 U
NG2P
6,728
58
58
5 U
W2SEX (K2ZR,K2YW,N2OSL,KG2DE,
N2RHL,WB2AIV,K2SM, ops)
79,404
509
78 24 M
K2YF (N2DEM,KA2CDJ, ops)
34,650
225
77 11 M
W2RW (+WB2KAO)
27,820
214
65
5 M

3
Delaware
N8NA
72,900
486
W3DA
10,658
73
NY3C
7,372
97
W3PP (+NW3Y,N4MO)
175,222 1109
K4IX/3 (+KT4P)
113,400
756

75
73
38

12 Q
11 A
5 A

79

24 M

75

24 M

49
21
77
76
78
79
69
68
69
69
65
76
73
56
54
55
50
46
40
78
75
78
68
74
79
77

24
3
24
24
24
20
9
12
19
14
10
7
10
4
7
15
4
9
7
24
23
24
24
15
24
24

Eastern Pennsylvania
N3RN
W2JEK/P
NY3A
K3WU
WY3A
KC3M
WF3M
W3KM
N3NZ
AG3G
N3GUK
N3RM
N3FA
W3SD
N8LXR
W3SSS
N2EY
N3BAO
KE3MX
AA3B
AA3TT
K3SV
K3TX
WY3T
K3WW
KB3MM

13,622
1,386
137,368
134,064
130,104
121,976
47,058
37,400
32,706
31,602
21,710
21,584
19,564
18,144
15,552
12,210
10,900
9,384
8,640
155,376
142,650
137,124
47,056
24,864
166,216
42,966

139
33
892
882
834
772
341
275
237
229
167
142
134
162
144
111
109
102
108
996
951
879
346
168
1052
279

Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
U
U

Maryland-DC
K3AN
64,676
437
WD3P
49,236
373
N3GM
22,032
162
N3WK
21,798
173
W6TOY/3 14,688
108
N3XRV
14,036
121
WA3DUR 11,280
120
K4JSI
8,960
112
KB3WK
364
14
K1HTV 120,688
794
N1WR
99,840
640
NC3Y
91,022
641
K3TM
73,408
496
N3OC
73,312
464
NY3M
69,000
460
W3UJ
67,950
453
N3II
66,144
424
WB4FDT 61,060
430
W3CB
57,750
385
N4LF
56,940
390
W3CP
50,078
343
W2GG
46,656
324
K3KU
45,880
310
W3UT
41,472
288
WN3C
27,430
211
W3EE
25,200
200
K3APM
21,868
154
W3DAD
12,200
122
WD3A
4,292
58
W3KX
1,242
27
W3FQE
544
17
K3ZO
168,784 1096
K3MM
144,096
948
K2PLF
143,528
932
K3SA
128,612
814
WR3Z
109,356
701
W3HVQ 104,676
671
N3AM
101,080
665
W3MC
83,622
543
W3AZ
44,436
322
W3GN
9,024
94
K3DI
109,178
691
N3HUV
6,840
60
WR3L (+K3FT,AA3SC)
121,976
772
W3CU
55,204
373
W3LJ (+K3NCO)
50,078
343

74
66
68
63
68
58
47
40
13
76
78
71
74
79
75
75
78
71
75
73
73
72
74
72
65
63
71
50
37
23
16
77
76
77
79
78
78
76
77
69
48
79
57

24
17
9
11
24
18
24
8
2
22
23
23
18
15
18
18
15
14
24
14
13
24
15
24
13
12
10
4
5
14
20
24
16
24
19
22
24
12
12
16
4
23
12

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
U
U

79
74

24 M
24 M

73

21 M

Western Pennsylvania
K3WWP 78,292
W3BBO
56,356
AA3GM
14,250
WA3HAE 125,096
WA3SES 112,574
W7LPF/3 74,536
KS1F
62,352
W3HDH
50,616

529
386
125
823
731
484
433
333

74
73
57
76
77
77
72
76

24
21
8
23
22
18
15
9

Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A

NB4J
23,584
176
K3JHT
8,772
102
K3TG
4,560
57
AA3II
2,960
37
K3CR (KB3AFT, op)
172,068 1103
K3MD
16,100
161
AD8J
3,600
50
W3GH (+W9XR)
172,378 1091

67
43
40
40

7
8
5
11

A
A
A
A

78
50
36

24 B
24 B
2 B

79

24 M

Alabama
W4DEC
59,888
KS4L
52,128
KC4TEO 107,008
W4NTI
86,640
W4UTI
38,916
N4QB
25,480

394
362
704
570
282
182

76
72
76
76
69
70

21
16
24
20
16
24

Q
Q
A
A
A
A

78
68
67
77
75
63
66
46
9

24
13
20
24
24
24
13
3
1

Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A

78
77

24 B
19 B

77

24 M

69
48
77
75
70
62
57
53
35
78
76
75

19
24
21
24
24
24
13
6
14
24
24
8

Georgia
K9AY
93,756
601
AE4SS
43,656
321
W4ED
22,780
170
K4OGG 136,290
885
N8LM
77,850
519
W4WA
28,224
224
WB4AYN 26,532
201
AA4LR
7,452
81
W4SAS
180
10
W4AN (K4BAI, op)
209,976 1346
K4SB
58,674
381
W4AQL (+W4ATL,KU4WJ)
67,452
438

Kentucky
51,612
7,488
118,272
111,000
56,560
18,352
15,618
10,070
6,440
165,204
158,384
36,750

374
78
768
740
404
148
137
95
92
1059
1042
245

Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B

North Carolina
W2CS
105,924
679
78 24 Q
AE4EC
13,000
125
52 12 Q
KE4QZB 10,656
111
48
5 Q
AA4S (N4QS, op)
130,260
835
78 24 A
K4QPL
119,350
775
77 24 A
WJ9B
118,580
770
77 24 A
N2NFG 111,872
736
76 24 A
K4MA
106,568
692
77 24 A
W4IDX
54,320
388
70 24 A
KW4DA
32,568
236
69 24 A
KQ2V
28,860
185
78 12 A
KZ2I
27,972
189
74 12 A
K7GM
26,288
212
62 24 A
KF4OAD 17,732
143
62 18 A
K4HA
16,188
142
57
6 A
KG4AZU 14,800
148
50 15 A
N4AA
14,500
125
58
2 A
W4SI
14,268
123
58 13 A
W4AGI
8,428
98
43
5 A
AD4IE
8,096
88
46
6 A
K4EYE
8,008
91
44
4 A
KS4S
6,930
99
35
5 A
AC4ZO
6,480
81
40
3 A
W2VMX
3,500
50
35
2 A
W4MR (AA4NC, op)
174,564 1119
78 24 B
N4AF
170,170 1105
77 24 B
N4CW
134,472
862
78 19 B
K3KO
110,916
711
78 16 B
K2AV
108,528
714
76 16 B
K4TP
13,624
131
52
7 B
NT4D
81,158
527
77 17 U
K4PB
44,496
309
72 15 U
W4ZYT (+W4SD,KC4VZK,AF4CD,
KU4EC,N8CH,KF4ZAD)
87,780
570
77 24 M
N4ARW (KA4APA,KU4JD, ops)
10,622
113
47
9 M
W4ATC (KF4ARS,NA4G,KO4PY, ops)
102,256
664
77 24 S

Northern Florida
N6CHV
2
NU4Y
100,936
N4GI
70,810
WB9IHH 55,176
KB4N
30,228
W2EJG
29,678
W0EBA
26,600
WB4IHI
19,200
KA4HHM
352
N4AO (WC4E, op)
178,224
N4EC
87,552
W7QF
61,308

1
682
485
363
229
209
190
160
16

1
74
73
76
66
71
70
60
11

24
19
18
15
9
24
13
7
24

Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

1128
608
393

79
72
78

24 B
12 B
23 B

Puerto Rico
WP3R (KE3Q, op)
222,780 1410
NP3G
128,700
825

79
78

24 B
23 B

South Carolina
W4OC
N1CC
WA8OJR
K0COP/4
K4VV/4
W4BTZ

215
121
104
92
26
26
1212
937

67
54
52
49
28
23
78
76

12
2
16
9
24
2
24
12

A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B

1122

78

24 M

Tennessee

4

KC4WQ
KB4DJR
K4FXN
K4IE
KG4BIG
KO4OL
KE4LIA
KF8VS
K4PXW
N4GN
K4AO
N4XM

N4RP
28,810
N4TO
13,068
WA2CPP 10,816
WX0G
9,016
W8RTU
1,456
N4ET
1,196
N4BP
189,072
K1TO
142,424
K4OJ (+N4KM)
175,032

161,460
72,808
17,340
4,514
1,452
121,506

1035
479
170
61
33
789

78
76
51
37
22
77

24
16
5
24
3
21

A
A
A
A
A
B

77
71
50
79
79
78

22
18
13
24
24
24

Q
Q
Q
A
A
A

Southern Florida
NA4CW
75,922
N2PK
30,672
N3OIE
10,400
W4ZW
150,890
K1PT
137,776
WD4AHZ 133,224

493
216
104
955
872
854

W4PA
125,768
796
N4IR
73,320
470
KT4OR
9,630
107
N5NW
56
4
K4WX
173,010 1095
NA4K
156,312 1002
W4CAT (K1KY, op)
149,448
958
N4DW
113,806
739
W4TYU
49,580
335
W4DAN
41,860
299
AC4ZD
31,624
236
WO4O
23,548
203
K4BX
21,432
188
W4HZD
18,724
151
N4KN
17,442
153
W4YGE
14,040
130
W4NI
12,064
116
N4USG
9,702
99
KE4OAR
7,144
76
W4TDB
1,944
36
AD4F
1,050
25
K4RO
168,784 1096
W9WI
145,160
955
K4LTA
135,564
869
W4NZ
115,884
783
K3CQ
110,100
734
K4AMC
81,104
548
N4ZI
48,714
353
K0EJ
29,568
231
N4PQV
5,032
68
W4OGG
1,440
30

79
78
45
7
79
78

24
19
13
24
24
24

Q
Q
Q
Q
A
A

78
77
74
70
67
58
57
62
57
54
52
49
47
27
21
77
76
78
74
75
74
69
64
37
24

24
23
24
15
24
5
12
24
24
17
10
24
9
5
4
24
24
24
17
19
24
24
3
24
2

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

Virgin Islands
KP2N

12,444

122

51

9

A

W4PRO
58,216
383
76 14
N4ROA
27,202
203
67
7
K4GEL
24,644
202
61 13
WB4JJJ
11,856
114
52
8
W4IM
7,216
88
41
9
W2RIA
3,968
62
32
6
KC4GIA
3,444
41
42
9
KC4ATU
640
20
16 11
K4MX
125,112
802
78 24
W4YE
120,744
774
78 19
K4IQ
98,496
648
76 16
KB4CG
93,450
623
75 23
K4BAM
70,518
483
73 20
K5VG
64,372
418
77 18
K4FPF
50,700
325
78 13
W4VG
48,990
355
69 16
K4JK
27,280
220
62 13
N4MM
26,100
174
75 17
N4ST
24,400
200
61 10
K4ZW
20,400
170
60 24
N4GU
18,816
168
56
4
W4DC
18,744
132
71
8
WD4ELJ 16,770
129
65 11
K4ORD
15,892
137
58
8
W4PW
13,056
128
51 11
K4UK
11,100
74
75
6
KE4UKX
9,328
106
44
9
K4RDU
7,920
110
36
4
KD2VC
2,914
47
31
4
N4EL
1,728
36
24
3
WB4BLJ
552
23
12
4
W4AU
126,400
800
79 22
AL7HW/4 85,650
571
75 24
W3YY
55,216
406
68 24
K4OAQ
55,188
378
73
8
N6MW
16,786
109
77 12
W4RX
11,858
121
49
3
AI2C
8,184
66
62 24
W4IF
5,760
72
40
5
W4MYA 160,370 1015
79 24
WA4QDM 51,898
337
77 18
W4RM (+ops)
145,548
933
78 24
NR4M (+K7SV,K4GMH,K1SE,K4EU)
111,034
721
77 23
WR4I (+NG3K)
52,052
338
77 24
NB3O (+WA1LWS)
39,780
255
78 24

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
U
U

Virginia

M
M
M
M

5
Arkansas
K5OY
50,764
343
WA5BDU 41,752
307
W0LK
26,130
195
W5ON
8,910
99
K5JH
7,920
90
K5GO
143,988
923
KM5G
134,142
849
AB5SE (at N5ZS)
112,632
722
WA5ZKE 51,800
370
KJ5WX
47,952
333
W5RZ
17,792
139
K5XK
5,840
73
W5HUQ
60,882
417
W5KL
41,406
223
W5YM (KB5ZYC, op)
149,688
972

74
68
67
45
44
78
79
78
70
72
64
40
73
65

17
24
11
4
12
12
21
22
19
17
4
2
10
10

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B

77

23 S

72
64
78

9 Q
23 Q
24 A

72
74

17 A
20 A

79

24 B

Louisiana
KC3N
35,712
248
N5IB
23,296
182
K5MC
123,708
793
W5DDX (K1DW, op)
72,432
503
WA5JWU 41,884
283
W5WMU (N6TR, op)
215,038 1361

KI5EE (+WB5AYW)
5,852

77

38

7

M

1069
947
254
162

79
79
69
62

24
24
8
24

A
A
A
U

Mississippi
WQ5L
168,902
W5XX
149,626
KB5IXI
35,052
N5UE
20,088
N5ZJ (+KD5EZN)
1,728
New Mexico
K5OI
12,744
K5TQ
142,116
N5UL
94,720
NA5S
15,330
N6ZZ
152,304
W5JOV
15,008
WA0SXV 103,174

32

27

12 M

108
911
640
105
1002
134
653

59
78
74
73
76
56
79

24
24
16
15
24
3
18

Q
A
A
A
B
B
U

359
154
112
86
82
49
814
653
607
354
294
241
235
197
141
105
101
86
50

71
49
52
51
42
35
78
77
72
73
71
69
65
69
61
53
46
39
35

24
3
9
24
7
6
24
24
10
11
24
16
14
18
11
5
24
24
24

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

1306
1220
981

79
78
78

24 B
24 B
20 B

956
817
687
55
671
618
601

79
78
77
42
78
77
76

22
24
19
13
15
24
18

392

79

24 U

1047
158

79
65

24 M
24 S

K5DP
14,250
125
KE5TC
286
13
N5NA
61,050
407
N5XE
59,250
397
K8FU
48,580
347
W5FBO
35,358
249
N5DY
27,820
214
WD0GTY 24,426
177
N5PJ
15,912
153
AB5FS
308
14
K5KA
148,610
965
K2BA
138,292
898
K5HP
116,280
765
AB5I
78,386
509
NA5B (+W5AO)
161,854 1051
N5KK (+K5CM,N5KW)
55,200
368

57
11
75
75
70
71
65
69
52
11
77
77
76
77

5
2
11
24
23
14
15
13
10
1
24
24
24
21

North Texas
WA8ZBT 50,978
KR5V
15,092
NR3E
11,648
W5RYA
8,772
W5TB
6,888
N4ELM
3,430
WD5K
126,984
W0UO
100,562
W5MYA
87,408
NN5T
51,684
W5IX
41,748
N5TY
33,258
W5RYV
30,550
WK5K
27,186
AA5WE
17,202
WA5MS
11,130
WB5KAU
9,292
K6AZA
6,708
KC5NT
3,500
WX0B (K5GA, op)
206,348
K5MR
190,320
K5OT
153,036
N5NJ (at AA5NT)
151,048
K5RX
127,452
W5FO
105,798
N5KB
4,620
W5ER
104,676
N5QQ
95,172
W5GN
91,352
N5TJ (+packet)
61,936
N5YA (+K8IT)
165,426
WA5BU
20,540

B
B
B
B
U
U
U

Oklahoma
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
U
U

77

24 M

75

11 M

South Texas
KG5U
89,700
575
78 17
AF5Z
83,160
540
77 23
NO5W
28,990
223
65 24
K5ZTY
24,024
182
66 24
WA8GHZ 15,004
121
62
7
N5IW
12,432
111
56 11
K5GQ
3,900
50
39
9
K5WA
162,640 1070
76 24
AD5Q
152,256
976
78 24
N5TU
145,704
934
78 24
K5HDU
47,596
326
73 14
WC5D
31,144
229
68
7
KA5KLU 28,968
204
71 11
AJ4F
25,830
205
63
6
N5AF
25,296
186
68
9
KK5KX
11,368
116
49 12
W5MJ
11,024
104
53 24
N5KO
204,204 1309
78 24
K5GN
185,262 1203
77 24
K5NA
179,330 1135
79 24
W5ASP 145,518
921
79 24
N5CQ
137,864
907
76 24
W5RQ
131,298
831
79 23
K5NZ
114,900
766
75 13
W5XD
31,992
258
62 24
K4NR
10,224
71
72
8
W5NR
456
19
12
1
N5XU (K5PI,KT5I,AA5BT,W5JLP,
KM5FA, ops)
106,236
681
78 24

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
M

West Texas
N5DO
N5RZ
N5ZC

134,596
203,736
95,480

874
1306
620

77
78
77

24 A
24 B
21 U

925
681
635

76
77
75

24
14
24

U
U
U

Los Angeles
W6LX
31,672
214
74 24
WA6UYB 25,172
203
62 15
W6RCL
8,532
79
54
8
W6KC
125,136
792
79 24
W6G (WA6BIL, op)
68,036
466
73 24
KQ6ES
62,900
425
74 23
N6GL
54,896
376
73 22
N6TW
44,880
330
68 24
KN6DQ
42,000
300
70 24
N7KFL
24,448
191
64 10
K6ZCL
23,432
202
58 24
K6LA
193,866 1227
79 24
W1HIJ (at K6CBS)
97,800
652
75 24
N5BF
85,424
562
76 24
W6UE (W4EF,W1EEL,VU2DXC,
KA6SAR,N6VI,W6GRV,N5OT, ops)
147,576
946
78 24

Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
M

Orange
W6TKV
16,188
142
57
KI6SN
9,476
103
46
AA6PW 122,208
804
76
N6CMF
51,408
357
72
W6ZL
29,056
227
64
KF6I
14,410
131
55
WA6GFR 12,540
114
55
W6EEN (N6RT, op)
192,128 1216
79
N6HC
143,622
909
79
K6HRT
59,276
406
73
W6HT
7,828
103
38
K6NX (KI6X,N4EA,N6ER, ops)
120,582
783
77

18
7
24
18
24
7
9

Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A

24
24
19
7

B
B
B
U

24

M

1
77
45

1
18
9

Q
A
A

78

24

B

66
58

17
18

Q
Q

78
77
75
76
67
59
51

24
23
20
24
24
10
5

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

79

24

B

78
79

24
24

B
B

Pacific
KH6B
2
1
N0KE/KH6 84,700
550
WH6DGA 6,930
77
KH7R (KH6ND, op)
180,648 1158

Sacramento Valley
WO3B
27,984
212
NA6E
17,516
151
WX6V (at KI6CG)
124,956
801
KU6J
93,016
604
K6KYJ
59,850
399
W6NKR
57,000
375
W6RKC
26,398
197
K6BPB
22,538
191
KJ6CA
11,526
113
W6AX (N6IG, op at W6GO)
190,232 1204
K6KM (N6TV, op)
186,420 1195
K6AW
171,904 1088
K6NO (+K6RC)
168,902 1069
N6ZS (+W6/G4VPM,K6GV)
150,304
976
W6UT (+K6GV)
140,868
903
K6SG (+K6NO)
107,030
695

79

24

M

77

24

M

78

24

M

77

21

M

97
815
716
330
273
201
92
532
210
788

41
76
76
78
70
66
55
76
60
78

7
24
24
18
24
8
14
24
24
21

Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
U

1006

79

24

M

634
668
307
291
189
163
119
28
545
840
760

77
74
73
70
60
58
47
22
73
76
77

24
22
9
10
17
24
8
2
22
23
24

Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
U
U

76
52
62
53

21
6
20
12

Q
Q
A
A

78
74
75
70

24
24
24
12

B
B
B
B

77

24

M

W6GL
67,298
437
77
KQ6NO
1,218
29
21
WA6FGV 76,200
508
75
W6TK
82,390
535
77
W7CB/6
71,896
473
76
N6VR (+AC6T,AD6C,W6KNB)
177,060 1135
78

21
24
18
11
24

Q
Q
A
B
B

24

M

24
20
8
17
19

Q
Q
Q
A
A

San Diego
W6JXA
7,954
N7CW/6 123,880
WN6K
108,832
W6JVA
51,480
K6VWL
38,220
AA6EE
26,532
AB6NE
10,120
W6MVW 80,864
K6NOF
25,200
K6ZH
122,928
N6KI (+K6AM)
158,948

San Francisco
W6JTI
97,636
N6ZFO
98,864
WB6IYS 44,822
K6UM
40,740
AD6G
22,680
WW6D
18,908
W6GZ
11,186
KQ6NN
1,232
K6LRN
79,570
K6ANP 127,680
K6RIM
117,040

San Joaquin Valley
N6MU (at N6NB)
99,560
655
KD7S
11,232
108
NT6K
25,048
202
K6CSL
13,886
131
W6RU (KR6X, op)
171,288 1098
WC6H
127,132
859
KA6BIM
56,400
376
W6UDX
33,880
242
KR6RF (W6XK,N6EE, ops)
117,810
765

Santa Barbara

6
East Bay
W6RGG 104,520
W6GKF
93,000
K6XV
87,600
N6PN
78,440
KF6RIP
50,400
K6AUC
34,860
WB6DSV 33,600
K6DF
12,240
N6BV
170,820
NF6S
84,546
K6SRZ
57,936

K6ZM (WA6O, op)
140,600
N6RO
104,874
W6BSY
95,250

670
620
584
530
350
249
240
120
1095
549
426

78
75
75
74
72
70
70
51
78
77
68

21
22
16
24
24
16
10
9
24
24
12

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B

Santa Clara Valley
N3ZZ
W6IO
AD6GI
N6NF
N6TU

77,700
49,202
5,250
85,500
79,040

525
337
75
570
520

74
73
35
75
76

June 2000

109

N6DE
59,200
400
74 23
N6CY
49,640
340
73 24
W6PLJ
49,350
329
75 20
W9MAK
36,778
259
71
9
N6PT
36,156
262
69 13
W6ISO
29,700
225
66 12
K6PUD
29,510
227
65 14
N6YD
28,304
232
61 18
K6EP
20,480
160
64 24
W6PRI
13,530
123
55 20
K6III
8,500
85
50
3
N6NZ
8,316
99
42 24
NU6S
1,488
31
24 16
W6WS
720
20
18 24
K6JMB
8
2
2
1
W0YK
155,844
999
78 24
K6XX
151,476
971
78 24
AE6Y
138,446
899
77 22
AJ6V
131,362
853
77 22
N6XI
131,196
841
78 24
W6IXP
129,876
822
79 23
NI6T
126,672
812
78 23
AB6WM 122,928
788
78 21
N6IJ (AE0M, op)
107,850
719
75 23
K6GT
103,488
672
77 20
KA6W
91,784
596
77 21
W6NL
88,764
569
78
9
AA6W
71,248
488
73 18
K6RB
36,096
282
64
5
AD6A
24,400
200
61 10
W6CF
10,672
116
46
2
K6GL
64
8
4
2
W6OAT 100,016
658
76 24
W6ISQ
37,128
273
68
5
W6YX (W6KNS,W6LD,N7MH, ops)
158,948 1006
79 24
AD6E (+DL4JLM)
129,300
862
75 24
AK6L (+W6CT)
87,096
573
76 24

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
U
U
M
M
M

7
Alaska
KL0PT
384
16
KL7FAP
96
8
KL7Y (WA2GO, op)
165,204 1059

12
6
78

2
1

A
A

75

24 M

544
99
70
878
315
212
89
466

76
45
52
76
73
66
41
75

22
4
9
24
18
24
14
16

1058

78

23 M

Utah
K6EIL
82,688
N7XJ
8,910
WW7Y
7,280
N7VM
133,456
W7HS
45,990
KE7NS
27,984
AA7TR
7,298
K8EI
69,900
KO7X (+W7CT)
165,048

Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
U

Western Washington
N0AX
116,220
745
78 24 Q
KX7L
36,294
263
69 12 Q
NW7DX
33,132
251
66 18 Q
N7RVD
15,600
150
52 16 Q
W7/JR1NKN
12,700
127
50 22 Q
K7QQ
143,528
932
77 24 A
N7WA
115,194
789
73 24 A
K7FU
71,040
480
74 24 A
AE7EE
65,250
435
75 22 A
W7LKG
60,006
411
73 18 A
AB7RW
59,640
426
70 19 A
KN7T
54,460
389
70 24 A
W7POE
45,828
342
67 15 A
W7QN
45,114
309
73 13 A
K1LKR
39,600
275
72 18 A
KI7OT
23,632
211
56
7 A
W7RGL
17,400
150
58 15 A
N7LOX
14,768
142
52 24 A
NA7R
12,192
127
48 24 A
AD7U
10,492
122
43
3 A
KB7N
8,736
91
48
7 A
K7GDN
4,636
61
38 10 A
N4SL
109,186
709
77 21 B
K6KR
54,670
385
71 11 B
N7DOE
11,328
118
48
9 B
NX7K
68,400
475
72 10 U
N7PP (W7BUN,KA2YMZ,N7DOE, ops)
50,424
382
66 21 M

595
416
310
269
225
166
152
129
47
1065
576
337
308
300
192
134
152
139
126
1300
1039

76
77
71
72
66
66
53
58
40
79
76
76
73
74
67
74
56
56
52
79
78

24
24
21
17
16
19
13
24
17
24
18
16
6
10
8
24
8
12
7
24
24

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B

1014
956
215
637

78
78
67
72

24
23
20
24

B
B
B
U

69
32
56

10 Q
1 Q
5 A

67
23

24 A
1 B

77

24 M

295
206
905
930

69
61
78
75

20
6
24
24

Q
Q
A
A

1005
66
35
643
391

76
39
28
77
72

23
10
2
24
17

A
A
A
B
B

KU7Y
84,804
573
K7NV
133,692
857
WK2T
16,416
152
K5RC
197,340 1265
K6GNX
89,550
597
W7UNR (WA2FDK, op)
330
15

74
78
54
78
75

24
24
13
22
24

Q
A
A
B
U

11

2

S

75
74
75
75
77
74
71
58
59
31
78

22
21
22
24
24
15
18
7
12
13
24

Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B

Eastern Washington
NU7F
19,458
141
W7GB
3,200
50
W7WMO 22,624
202
K7TJ (WS7I, op)
13,802
103
W3AS
1,472
32
K7IR (K7LXC,WA0RJY, ops)
166,012 1078

Idaho
40,710
25,132
141,180
139,500

Montana
K7BG
152,760
KC7MZT
5,148
W7LR
1,960
KS7T
99,022
K7LTV
56,304

Nevada

Oregon

W7CA/M
W7GS

8,200
56,550

100
377

41
75

3
8

A
B

Michigan
W8RU
91,504
K8DD
63,448
K8CV
32,240
WA8RXI 26,572
N8CQA
7,050
KD8WV
432
KI8GR
8
W8MJ
154,440
K8BZ
99,996
K8SB
87,408
K8RDJ
79,424
WD8S
62,900
N8IA
59,598
W8TJQ
48,750
K8GT
47,570
N8EA
45,016
K8IR
43,654
NX8K
43,026
WA8YPY 42,642
W8EGI
40,880
KE3K
39,420
N8MR
36,636
K8SIA
33,930
K8KU
31,892
KC8GMT 24,064
W8KZM
21,472
N8ZFH
21,376
K8AE
21,080
KC8FXR 20,496
N8VEN
18,526
K8GA
18,172
W8EO
17,100
N8NX
17,052
WB8HBJ 14,336
K8LJG
14,016
N8XMS
13,568
KB8PGW 12,250
K8LKC
11,424
WA8FRD
9,288
AB8CI
9,180
N8JM
9,120
WB8GUS
8,800
W8IMP
7,980
KB8SLD
1,728
K8VFR
1,054
AA8UU
512
KC8KAK
60
K8TEM
50
KC8KAM
8
KA8KGW
4
KT8X
65,688
N8KR
38,198
AA8U
142,200
ND5S
20,440
K8CC (+ WX3M)
164,636

602
412
248
182
75
18
4
990
641
607
544
425
387
325
335
331
299
303
309
280
270
258
261
238
188
176
167
170
168
157
154
150
147
128
146
128
125
112
108
90
95
88
105
32
31
16
6
5
2
2
483
269
900
140

76
77
65
73
47
12
1
78
78
72
73
74
77
75
71
68
73
71
69
73
73
71
65
67
64
61
64
62
61
59
59
57
58
56
48
53
49
51
43
51
48
50
38
27
17
16
5
5
2
1
68
71
79
73

24
15
24
24
14
24
4
24
19
24
22
22
16
15
20
24
24
19
16
13
16
19
6
9
18
15
19
18
12
16
24
6
5
11
6
10
18
12
9
15
6
12
16
24
4
5
2
2
3
1
9
8
22
5

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
U
U

1042

79

24 M

562

75

24 Q

489
300
196
140
122
80
75
1030
692
639
618
587
421
339
236

78
73
65
59
51
45
28
79
76
78
76
74
77
75
74

19
12
24
6
13
3
7
24
22
24
24
21
14
13
8

Ohio

N7OU
94,800
K7FD
60,680
W7YAQ 124,350
W7WHO 106,950
K4XU
95,326
N7NS
51,356
K7PJT
48,706
K7KJ
19,488
W7SIR
13,924
KC7ZFP
3,224
W7GG
163,956
K7RAT (K7NT, op)
158,928
W2VJN 145,860
W7TQ
51,100
W7HWR 34,438

632
410
829
713
619
347
343
168
118
52
1051
1032
935
350
257

77
78
73
67

June 2000

24
23
24
9

B
B
B
B

N8CPA
33,634
251
67 24 A
W8VE
32,736
248
66 24 A
K8NU
24,656
184
67 24 A
KF8UN
19,256
166
58 23 A
KB8GAE 18,120
151
60
7 A
W8DHG
16,642
157
53
6 A
N8ATT
16,124
139
58
9 A
N8CO
14,800
148
50
7 A
WA3GSB 14,000
125
56
7 A
AA3SL
11,100
111
50 24 A
W8FAX
10,710
105
51
3 A
W8XS
9,696
101
48 11 A
AF8C
7,548
74
51 10 A
K8KR
3,100
50
31
3 A
K8DX
145,080
930
78 24 B
W8AJ (K8MR, op)
43,384
319
68
4 B
K8MR
40,880
292
70
4 B
K8RM (K8MR, op)
32,830
245
67
4 B
W0CG
144,924
929
78 24 U
K8MFO
12,482
79
79
8 U
K8BL
11,858
77
77
7 U
W8AV (+ K4LT)
159,738 1011
79 24 M
KU8E (+K9NW,N8VW)
155,220
995
78 24 M
W8EDU (AF8A,W8RZ,W8WTS, ops)
135,722
859
79 24 M
K8EE (+KC8IOO,N8JR)
104,932
709
74 23 M
KC8HYI (+N8RLW)
9,918
87
57 24 M
AA8UP
29,808
216
69
8 S

West Virginia
W8DL
48,150
WA8WV 133,000
KG8GW
66,150
K8SX
23,718
WA8KAN
1,426
K3JT
153,976
N4ZR
151,008
K8KFJ
35,658
W8ZA
25,760

321
875
441
177
31
1013
968
283
184

75
76
75
67
23
76
78
63
70

16
24
15
17
2
24
24
22
10

Q
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B

Wyoming

8

N7IR
90,440
K7QO
64,064
AB7ZU
44,020
W5VBO
38,736
N7JXS
29,700
NQ7X
21,912
W0YHE
16,112
AC7A
14,964
KI7MN
3,760
KY7M
168,270
W7YS
87,552
W9CF
51,224
N7MAL
44,968
NN7A
44,400
NE7I
25,728
K7HP
19,832
W7ON
17,024
WE6G
15,568
W2HTX
13,104
K6LL
205,400
KN5H
162,084
KC7V (K9PG, op)
158,184
W1XT
149,136
N7IX
28,810
K7ON
91,728

110

831

22 B

Arizona

WX7G
KK7A
W7ZRC
WO7Y

W7NX (+K7EW)
124,650

WA8RJF 84,300
N8BC (K8BL, op)
76,284
WA8RCN 43,800
N8IE
25,480
K8OUA
16,520
WB8ZWW 12,444
AA8BV
7,200
W8XU
4,200
K9TM
162,740
WA8YRS 105,184
N8BJQ
99,684
W8UPH
93,936
KV8Q
86,876
K8CI
64,834
W8PN
50,850
NS8O
34,928

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

9
Illinois
K9OM
85,800
572
75 19
N9UC (WO9S, op)
70,500
470
75 16
N9HH
68,376
444
77 19
NA9I
26,532
198
67 13
W9NJP
17,278
163
53
4
WB9HFK 15,300
170
45 14
AA9KH
12,862
109
59 12
NW9S
4,752
66
36
4
WB9MII
1,472
32
23 24
K9UIY (at WB9Z)
129,656
853
76 24
WA9TPQ 125,704
827
76 24
K9XD (K9YO, op)
108,108
693
78 24
N9IJ
107,640
690
78 24
W9OF
107,440
680
79 18
N9JF
106,106
689
77 17
K9CS
92,554
601
77 18
W9YK
82,536
543
76 21
K9QVB
74,382
483
77 24
K9KM
54,416
358
76
8
W9SZ
54,150
361
75
9
WD9CIR 35,108
262
67 11
KY0Q
34,190
263
65 12
K9XE
32,340
245
66
9
W9LNQ
30,646
199
77
7
W9ILY
30,228
229
66
8
N9NT
29,532
214
69 24
K9UQN
28,892
233
62
6
K9PPW
28,676
214
67
7
AA9F
26,180
187
70 10
W9EBY
25,870
199
65
8
W9ZEN
25,472
199
64 12
W9MYY
24,552
198
62 14
AA9IV
21,350
175
61
7
K9MS
18,666
153
61
8
AK9Y
18,368
164
56
5
N9LGP
18,240
160
57
6
WB9UGX 18,172
154
59
9
N9MSG
17,784
156
57 24
W9QFV
17,110
145
59 11
AA9NF
13,888
112
62 24
K9AHH
13,818
147
47
7
WA9WXC 13,260
130
51 14
W9YS
9,118
97
47 24
AA9LS
8,112
104
39 10
K9HS
7,600
100
38 15
W9AX
5,332
62
43 24
AD4OS
4,880
61
40
8
KC9MZ
1,360
34
20
4
K9DX
160,468 1042
77 24
N9CO
114,450
763
75 24
KI9A
109,824
704
78 20
K9HUH
34,188
222
77 18
K9BGL
26,550
225
59
3
KG9N
18,056
148
61 24
K9NR
103,428
663
78 24
K9ZO (+K7BV)
137,280
880
78 24
K9MMS (+K9LU,K9JE)
133,224
854
78 24
K9MOT
(K9PW,K9RR,K9SA,N9EP,WD9GPQ,
ops)
117,496
773
76 24
K9KJ (+W9YYG)
104,052
667
78 24
W9DA
(KB9KTC,W9YO,KC5OEF,WB9LAV,
ops)
56,826
369
77 20
WA9AQN (+WA9RNE)
43,920
305
72 22

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
U
M
M

M
M

M
M

Indiana
N9DD
K9IG
KJ9C

60,532
133,194
124,644

409
843
799

74
79
78

18 Q
24 A
24 A

W9AU
102,296
673
WT9U
100,100
650
K9BG
71,780
485
K9JWI
64,350
429
K9WX
63,072
438
WA0JTL 19,592
158
K9RU
12,240
120
W4WQD 10,152
108
KE9I
157,092 1007
W9UR (+N9FD,K4AT)
133,380
855

76
77
74
75
72
62
51
47
78

19
24
14
18
18
9
7
9
24

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B

78

23 M

77
67
65
63
79
75
75
74
77
72
71
68
69
67
62
59
57
49
47
77
78
76
75
78
72
61

22
24
15
9
24
24
21
18
9
8
16
5
24
11
9
24
24
10
9
24
24
23
24
24
19
24

Wisconsin
N9NE
85,932
KB9S
40,334
AF9J
28,080
AE9K
20,790
N9CK
143,464
WA1UJU 112,950
W9LO
91,500
AF9T
65,268
N9CIQ
65,142
N9XX
57,312
W9WUU 46,008
KA9FOX 38,760
W9XT
33,120
N9TD
32,294
W9KHH
25,296
WA9IRV
19,116
WA9GON 14,250
W9FBC
9,800
KB9KEG
6,768
WI9WI
154,462
WT9Q
150,384
W8LQ
130,112
K0SN
64,350
NE9U
53,352
AA9RR
34,128
K9OSH
23,546

558
301
216
165
908
753
610
441
423
398
324
285
240
241
204
162
125
100
72
1003
964
856
429
342
237
193

Q
Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
U
U

K0KGS
9,996
WA0WOV 9,810
WA0OTO
9,360
K0AD
150,024
K0HB
136,188
K0MX
133,056
KM0O
101,616
K0CAT (K9WIE, op)
81,648
W0GJ (AA0BY, op)
163,488
KI0F
21,546
K0XQ
19,096
KT0R (+K0OB)
124,800
AC0W (+KA0RMP)
41,472

98
109
104
987
873
864
696

51
45
45
76
78
77
73

16
5
7
24
24
24
14

567

72

10 B

1048
171
154

78
63
62

24 U
24 U
24 U

800

78

24 M

288

72

16 M

Missouri

0

N0SS
86,140
590
73
N0OCT
40,848
296
69
WN0X
75,776
512
74
K0HW
64,446
467
69
N9HDE
34,036
254
67
N0EA
27,720
231
60
K0BX
23,496
178
66
KB6JHP 18,240
160
57
N0EG
14,760
123
60
KA0P
12,880
115
56
NS0B
12,272
118
52
K0LWV
8,400
100
42
K4VX (AG9A, op)
201,450 1275
79
K0DEQ 151,690
985
77
W0TT
24,180
195
62
KS0M
13,824
128
54
K0CA
38,552
244
79
K0OU (+K0VBU,KB0RTH)
163,332 1047
78
W0EEE (KC9UMR,KI0MI,KI0QB,
KB0QQF,KI0PX,KB0VLG, ops)
40,186
283
71

Colorado

Nebraska

K0RI
WB0GAZ
AE0Q
AB0GO
N0TK
WU0L
WB0HZL
N0RC
KI0II
KI0G
KR0U
K0EU
N0NR
W0ETT
K0MF
W0ZA
AD0A
W0CAR
KA0N
WA0ZTI
NY0Q
K0UK
N2IC
KJ0G

77,672
73,584
63,048
39,732
27,520
17,346
8,624
7,744
7,104
6,240
924
175,656
156,000
101,400
63,420
58,504
55,896
17,556
13,338
12,744
7,144
684
212,668
53,700

511
504
444
301
215
147
88
88
74
78
22
1126
1000
676
453
412
411
154
117
118
94
19
1346
358

76
73
71
66
64
59
49
44
48
40
21
78
78
75
70
71
68
57
57
54
38
18
79
75

19
22
17
18
9
17
9
24
17
12
24
24
24
20
10
17
8
7
24
15
7
24
24
24

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B

KB9IUA/0 9,682
103
NU0V
1,426
31
N0AV
119,922
759
NU0Q
113,036
734
K0IO
78,000
520
NE0P
60,214
391
W0OF
58,350
389
KC0XK
46,816
308
KE0FT
42,912
298
N0GD
30,888
234
WB0B
9,494
101
N0HD
1,584
33
W0EJ
158,184 1014
K0RX
151,008
968
N0AC (at WA0ROI)
127,224
837
N0DY
72,416
496
K0INR
29,792
196
KE0BX
476
17

47
23
79
77
75
77
75
76
72
66
47
24
78
78

9
1
19
24
21
24
24
24
12
15
5
10
23
24

Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B

76
73
76
14

24
14
17
2

B
B
U
U

KI6DY
73,500
525
70 14
WB0YJT 31,808
224
71 18
K0RY
27,300
210
65 17
W0YRN
23,528
173
68 12
KB0GUS 22,244
166
67 24
N0NB
9,990
111
45
8
K0WA (AB0S,K0BJ,W0CEM, ops)
167,388 1073
78 24
KA0BHO (+KA0BAT,N0LJK)
14,080
128
55 12

A
A
A
A
A
A

Iowa

Kansas

M
M

Minnesota
N0UR
104,104
W0ZQ
48,162
KB0R
5,680
N0AT (N0KK, op)
160,468
NA0N
141,804
N0IJ
123,880
W0PI
110,504
WA2MNO 99,600
K0PC
96,496
K0OB
85,824
K3WT
69,580
W0UC
68,870
AA0ZZ
63,788
N0XB
57,270
N0BM
56,516
WA0RBW 49,248
K0TK
24,050
W3FAF
21,230
K0JA
19,008
K0IHG
17,172
K0JE
15,500
K0TG
14,456
K0NY
13,552
K0QB
12,626
WA0WWW 12,168

676
349
71

77
69
40

24 Q
11 Q
24 Q

1042
909
815
727
664
652
596
490
485
431
415
398
342
185
193
144
162
125
139
121
107
117

77
78
76
76
75
74
72
71
71
74
69
71
72
65
55
66
53
62
52
56
59
52

24
23
24
20
22
18
24
14
10
22
24
13
11
7
5
10
3
9
5
13
10
7

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
B
B
B
B

K0DI (at K0GND)
158,158
W8TM
58,646
KG0KR
46,136
K0IL
42,450
K0NC
38,654
AB0FX
20,064
WD0EGK 7,802

22
21
24
19
10
18
24
14
7
5
24
8

Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

24
22
3
9
15

B
B
B
B
U

24 M
24 M

1027
413
316
283
251
132
83

77
71
73
75
77
76
47

24
16
21
18
14
17
6

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

North Dakota
K0VX
12,768
KE0A (+N0FW)
120,588

114

56

24 A

773

78

24 M

587

71

24 Q

1329
81

77
49

24 B
9 B

South Dakota
KE0Z
83,354
W0SD (WD0T, op)
204,666
K0JV
7,938

Canada
Newfoundland-Labrador
VO1GO
VO1HE
VO1MP

49,400
10,080
92,648

325
84
626

76
60
74

16 A
9 A
16 B

90,750
13,416

605
129

75
52

12 A
5 A

VE3WZ
8,924
VE3ZT
6,150
VE3FAO
1,440
VA3UZ
165,110
VE3IAY
85,162
VE3GFN 74,752
VA3TEE 62,604
VE3RZ
36,024
VE3EJ
13,090

97
75
30
1045
553
512
423
237
119

46
41
24
79
77
73
74
76
55

5
24
5
24
24
15
18
24
2

814
95

76
44

16 A
4 A

825
396
224

76
72
65

23 A
24 A
14 B

Quebec
VE2AWR
VE2FFE

Ontario
Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A
A

Manitoba
VE4GV
VE4YU

123,728
8,360

Saskatchewan
VE5SF
125,400
VE5MX
57,024
VE5CPU 29,120

Alberta
VE6BF
18,212
157
58
8
VE6EX 128,898
837
77 23
VE6JY (W8UE, op)
128,928
816
79 24
VE6AO (VE6RTL, VE6IC, VE6KC,
VE6CIZ, VE6JO, ops)
7,544
82
46 22

Q
A
B
M

British Columbia
VE7YU
57,312
VE7CTW 41,020
VE6BIR/7 33,540
VE7CA
24,816
VE7CC 149,760
VE7XF
85,956
VE7XB
51,120
VE7RCN 22,066
VE7IN
4,232

398
293
258
188
960
551
360
187
46

72
70
65
66
78
78
71
59
46

23
24
19
24
24
22
21
24
7

Q
Q
Q
Q
A
A
A
A
A

686

77

24 A

Yukon
VY1JA

105,644

Checklogs:
K2HVN, W4CU, W4FCR, W5CDX,
N6CHV, W7UQ, KR0I, WA0OTV

SECTION NEWS
The ARRL Field Organization Forum
ATLANTIC DIVISION
DELAWARE: SM, Randall Carlson, WBØJJX—For those of
you that have recently upgraded under the new license restructuring, congratulations and welcome to your new privileges. For those of you that are new to HF, I would like to
invite you to drop in on the section traffic nets and become
a part of the National Traffic System. The NTS is Amateur
Radio’s long line communication network, and the mechanism by which amateurs pass emergency traffic around the
county. The section traffic nets meet as follows. The
Delaware Traffic Net meets M-F at 18:30 local time on 3.905
MHz. The Delaware Emergency Phone Net meets Sat at
18:00 local time on 3.905 MHz. Please feel free to stop by.
The folks there will be willing to answer any of your questions. Traffic: March DTN: QNI 189 QTC 14 in 23 sess. DEPN
QNI 27 QTC 2 in 4 sess. SEN: QNI 32 QTC 5 in 4 sess.
K3JL 44. 73, Randall.
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA: SM, Allen R. Breiner, W3TI—
SEC: WB3FPL. ACC: Steve Maslin. OOC: Alan Maslin, N3EA.
STM: Paul Craig, N3YSI. TC: N3HTZ. SGL: Allen Breiner,
W3ZRQ. ASMs: Ron Creitz, KB3CFV, Paul Craig, N3YSI,
Vince Banville, WB2YGA, Dave Heller, K3TX, George Law,
N3KYZ, J. Yogi Bear, WB3FQY, Harry Thomas, W3KOD.
While recovering from surgery during January, February and
March, the business end of your Section Manager was being handled by Allen Breiner, W3ZRQ, SGL, and Ronald
Creitz, KB3CFV, ASM. We apologize if some of your correspondence may not have been answered. There is a possibility it may have been misplaced or fell through the cracks.
Please try again. The office of your SM is back in full swing
again. The resignation of Max, KJ6NJ as PIC was accepted
at the April meeting of the EPA Section Cabinet. Anyone interested in the PIC appointment is welcome to make application. Y2K officers of the Susquehana Valley ARC are
N3CVQ president, N3VDP VP, K3SI secy, N3VTE treasurer.
The comment we hear regarding the new license restructuring seems the majority of us are not to pleased. There seems
to something missing in the fine print, but there is nothing
that can be done about it. One probability and result will be
an influx of inexperienced and untrained operators entering
the amateur bands. It will be up to those experienced “Old
timers” to teach and train. Explain to them the proper operating technique. Instead of griping or complaining, pitch in
and help them. Don’t forget there was a time when we all
had to go through that period after we first got our license.
It’s never too late to become an “Elmer.” How many have a
“Harvey?” In the Chester Co ARES/RACES, Harvey brings
the tools to the Tek Rally, cuts holes to run the new hard line
to the new EOC, keeps the net roster and files of the new
members. He is “Harvey,” KB3DU. If you haven’t noticed,
hamfest season is in full swing. Don’t forget Riley
Hollingsworth will be one of the guest speakers at the Eastern Pennsylvania Section Convention in June 10. From the
following club bulletins, mention is made that indicate early
plans are being made for the main event of the year, Field
Day Marple Newtown ARC, Penn Wireless Assn. Del-Lehi
ARC, Susquehanna Valley, Carbon ARC, Penn-Mar RC, RF
Hill ARC, Holmesburg ARC, and Tamaqua Wireless Assn.
Tfc: N3YSI 469, W3IPX 394, N3EFW 129, W3IVS 129,
K3AEB 121, W3HK 107, N3SW 77, K3KOD 60, W3UAQ 57,
W3JKX 57, KB3CKD 32, N8JSO 23, W3NNL 22, W3TWV
19, K3ARR 12, W3DP 11, KB3BBR 9, N3AO 8, KA8LVP 8,
N3KYZ 8, N3AT 8, W3AQN 6, N3IRN 6, W3DAB 6, KB3CEZ
5, N3ZXE 5, W3TI 4, W3BNR 4, W3ROQ 2. Net Reports:
EPA 225, EPAEPTN 225 PFN 58, PTTN 47, SEPPTN 23,
MARCTN 5, LCARES 3, D4ARES 1 Milton ARC.
MARYLAND/DC: SM, Bill Howard, WB3V, 410- 551-6775
wb3v@arrl.org—/. ANAR EC N3QXW reports 38 members,
no change since last report period; 4 ANAR ARES Net sessions on 147.805 with liaison to EPA, NCAC, MEPN, WVA,
BTN, and MDD. Two training sessions which include a packet
training session and the monthly RACES COMEX. Brian met
with the ANAR School Board and the Director with regards
to mounting antennas on the roofs of several ARC shelter
sites (school buildings). Approval was given, and work is in
progress to outfit 4 area schools. OES reports received from:
N3QXW 7 net check ins, 1 on emergency power, 1 piece of
traffic handled, NU3D 4 net check ins, W3CA 6 net check
ins, 1 piece of traffic handled. HOWA RO WA1QAA reports
that ARES/RACES members participated in county provided
training sessions to familiarize them with the county’s Central Communications operations and Fire and Police dispatch
procedures. This training was provided to give insight into
the procedures used so that our members would be better
equipped to assist or supplant the normal county communications network should it become overloaded or disabled.
Participants in these sessions were: WB3GNO, W1TRT,
K3OUD, K3EF, KF3BO, N3ZPL, W8AJR, WA3WZX, W3GJN,
WA1QAA, N3RER, KB3EAF, and W3CCI. It was good to see
many of you at the BARC sponsored ARRL Maryland Convention! Comments I have received from members so far,
oppose the ARRL position on Kenwood. How do you feel?
73 - Bill WB3V, and with the nets: Net/Net Mgr/QND/QTC/
QNI: MSN/KC3Y/31/68/329, MEPN/N3WKE/31/544/154,
MDD/WJ3K/no report, MDD Top Brass/no report, BTN/
AA3LN/31/72/369, SMN/KE3OX/no report, Tfc: KK3F 2729,
KJ3E 528, N3QA 419, AA3SB 176, AA3GV 175, N3WKE 170,
KB3AMO 135, W3YVQ 92, KC3Y 92, N3WK 91, N3KGM 86,
W3CB 61, W3VK 30, WJ3K 28, K3CSX 21, W3YD 18, N3ZKP
17, WA3GYW 15, N3EGF 14, WA1QAA 13, WA3WRT 7,

KE3FL 5, Feb N3QA 293. PSHR: KK3F 241, KJ3E 200,
W3YVQ 148, N3WK143, KB3AMO 136, AA3SB 135, AA3GV
131, W3VK 121, W3CB 114, N3WKE 101, KC3Y 100, N3ZKP
100, WJ3K 88, WA1QAA 80, K3CSX 72, KE3FL 72.
NORTHERN NEW YORK: SM, Thomas A. Dick, KF2GC —
http://www.northnet.org/nnyham E-mail: kf2gc@arrl.org.
ASMs: KD2AJ, WB2KLD, N2ZMS,WA2RLW, KD2AJ. ACC:
WZ2T. BM: KA2JXI. OOC: N2MX. PIC: N2SZK. SEC: WN2F.
STM: N2ZGN. TC: N2JKG. I attended our Division Cabinet
Meeting in Wilkes-Barre PA. This has been a very informative few weeks as I have gotten my bearings straight and
meeting the Director & VP’s and Section Managers really
helped …thanks. Everyone has been so supportive since I
took over for Chuck Orem – KD2AJ, and I will do my best to
carry on the work that so many have entrusted to me to
make our section even greater. I am pleased to announce
that Darry Roberts will be taking over as SEC-NNY. TLARC’s
Roland Patnode, WA2RP, is now an EC – NNY. We are all
looking forward to Field Day 2000 here in Northern New
York. All of our clubs & amateurs have made Field Days so
successful. Many of our ARES events will take place now
that the weather is getting better and less chance of flooding like this spring. The Ironman 2000 in Lake Placid is soon
approaching, and I know that the amateurs will again respond to make this July’s a successful one. Last year we
had 38 amateurs involved in it from all different NNY-clubs,
states and countries. 73, Thomas Dick, KF2GC.
SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY: SM: Jean Priestley, KA2YKN
(@K2AA) e-mail: ka2ykn@arrl.org—ASM: W2BE K2WB
W2OB N2OO. SEC: N2SRO. STM: WB2UVB. ACC:
KB2ADL. SGL: W2CAM. OOC: K2PSC. PIC: N2YAJ. TC:
W2EKB. TS: W2PAU. W2BE WB2MNF KD4HZW WB3IJB
N2QNX N2XFM WA2NBL AA2BN. Entering June, we think
lazy summer days, barbeque and friends. You can get these
all at a Field Day. Another nice activity for this time of year
is Fox-hunting. We still need them. It was a pleasure to
present the Jersey Shore Amateur Radio Society with their
25th year award for ARRL affiliation. I have presented individual awards but this is the first to a club. On a sad note for
JSARS, Ocean County mourns the passing of Pat Burns,
N2REJ, Ocean County RACES Comm Officer. Again I want
to stress the importance of getting registered with the FCC.
Please don’t wait until your license is due. Change in nets
of any kind need registering at ARRL to insure that updates
are made in the net directory each year. All changes are
important. Net Manager rpts QNI: NJ Morning 154 NJ EARLY
235, NJ Late 182, NJ Slow 165, SJVN 362. Tfc: WB2UVB
219, K2UL 193, K2UL-4 136, WA2CUW 131, KB2RTZ 107,
AA2SV 89, N2VQA 30, W2AZ 29, N2WFN 27, KA2CQX 11,
KE2EH 7, KB2YJD 4, N2AYK 3, KB2VYZ KB2VSR KC2ETU
KB2YBM N2ZMI ea 1.
WESTERN NEW YORK: SM, Scott Bauer, W2LC— Please
welcome our new EC for Broome County John KB2YEN.
HAMFESTS: June 2, 3, 4 Rochester Hamfest Atl Div Conv;
June 10 Cortland; July 16 Batavia; July 22 Utica at
Frankfort; Aug 5 Ithaca Hamfest, at Tompkins Cty Airport; Aug
12 Rome Hamfest, at Westmoreland; Aug 13, Greater Buffalo Summer Hamfest, at Depew. Silent Keys: Mike AA2EV
of BARA, Norm KD2KK of the STARS Net.Net Summaries:
Net

NM

Net

NM

BRVSN

WB2OFU

31

279

4

CHN

W2EAG

CNYTN

WA2PUU

Sess QNI QSP
31

333

76

EBN

WB2IJZ

23

474

0

ESS

W2WSS

31

396

99

NYPHONE N2LTC

31

196

381

WB2QIX

31

336

216

KA2GJV

Sess QNI QSP
31

174

54

NYPON

N2YJZ

31

357

278

NYS/E

NYS/L

W2YGW

31

239

269

NYS/M

30

227

NYSCN

W2MTA

4

18

5

NYSPTEN KD2V

31

285

45

OCTEN/E KA2ZNZ

31 1674

253

OARCN

N2KPR

OCTEN/L KA2ZNZ

5

40

6

31

615

311

OMEN

K2DYB

2

17

104

1

STAR

N2NCB

30

374

22

STTHN

N2WDS

9

42

14

WDN/E

N2JRS

31

679

118

WDN/L

W2GUT

31

552

66

WDN/M

KB2VVD

31

707

85

Tfc (Mar): * indicates PSHR, # for BPL: N2LTC#* 1303,
KA2ZNZ#* 661, KA2GJV#* 534, KF1L* 409, W2MTA* 397,
NN2H* 331, WB2QIX* 208, WI2G* 205, NY2CQ* 168,
W2FR* 163, N2KPR* 131, KB2VVD* 127, K2GTS* 121,
W2PII* 120, KG2D* 118, KA2DBD* 88, NY2V* 82, KC2EOT*
69, N2CCN* 67, KB2WII* 52, AA2ED* 51, W2LC* 51, AF2K*
47, W2GUT* 44, N2WDS* 39, KB2ETO* 30, K2DN* 18,
KA2BCE* 16, W2RH 10, WA2UKX* 6. Digital; Stn Rx/Tx:
N2LTC 401/193, KA2GJV 46/11, K2DN 4/0, NY2V 0/4.A
proud dad and SM would like to announce: on April 8th my
son Alex passed his novice theory and 5WPM code, to become the “last” novice in WNY! One of the last? Alex is 13
years old and went from 0 to 5WPM in about 6 weeks, with
only part time practice! Call sign KC2GFA. I have one more
local kid interested too. Thanks to Viv, WA2PUU, and crew
for a fine test session. The Kernan Magnet School ARC
(Utica) operated in the school club roundup. The Kids enjoyed contesting, and had contacts in 14 states and 2 countries. Highlight was working K3FBI, the FBI club in VA. Nice
job kids and Don N2ZWO! Any new young hams at your
latest test session?
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA: SM, John Rodgers, N3MSE—
ASM-ARES: WB3KGT. ACC: open. SEC: N3SRJ. ASMPacket: KE3ED. ASM-Youth & Education: KE3EE. OOC:
KB3A. PIC: W3CG. STM: N3WAV. TC:WR4W. DEC-SO:
KD3OH. DEC-N1: N3QCR. DEC-N2: KA3UVC. DEC-S1:
KA3HUK. DEC-S2: N3BZW. DEC-Rapid Response: N3HJY.

Steve Ewald, WV1X



Congratulations to the Ellwood City Amateur Radio Association. They recently have completed the requirements and
have been designated as a special services club. Welcome
back to the Penn State Amateur Radio Club as an ARRL
affiliated club. I hope some of the other clubs in the section
will look at becoming a special service club. For details on
the requirements please contact me. I recently attended the
Atlantic division cabinet meeting and one area of discussion was the new certification program that the League is
looking at. I encourage those of you with Internet access to
visit the ARRL home page at http://www.arrl.org and read
some of the discussion regarding this matter. It is a good
opportunity to provide your input on the subject. While at
the site, take a moment and register for the Members’ Only
services and especially for the e-mail forwarding service in
order to use your callsign@arrl.net to receive e-mail. The
members only page also provides some very interesting
articles. I have seen an increased interest in operating QRP
and encourage operators to explore this facet of our hobby.
There are many inexpensive kits on the market today and
they provide a good opportunity to build a rig and put it on
the air. Try out some of the contests designed for the low
power mode. I hope to work you with the rig I am building.
Remember to share your enthusiasm for Amateur Radio with
someone new. 73, John Rodgers, N3MSE, WPA-SM.
n3mse@arrl.org

CENTRAL DIVISION
ILLINOIS: SM, Bruce Boston, KD9UL—SEC: W9QBH. ACC:
N9KP. STM: K9CNP. PIC: N9EWA. TC: N9RF. OOC: KB9FBI.
DEC-Central: N9FNP. DEC-S/W KB9AIL. The Sangamon
Valley RC has formed an education group to assist in the
presentation of an Amateur Radio class in schools, as well
as for the Boy Scout merit badge fulfillment. The club is also
discussing the possibility of having a publicly listed phone
number to help raise community awareness about the group.
SVRC plans to operate Field Day at Chatham Glenwood
High School. According to Ham Rag, the newsletter of the
Rockford ARA, a CW FISTS group is being formed within
the club. DeKalb Co ARES EC W9ICU reports the team plans
to begin use of magnetic ARES signs during SKYWARN and
other public service activities. The Peoria Area ARC hosted
the course, Introduction to Disaster Services during Red
Cross month for its members. The local chapter has provided meeting facilities to the club for many years. Twelve
members of the Six Meter Club of Chicago provided communications for the American Cancer Society during their
round robin charity basketball tournament, “Hoops for Life”
held in February. SMCC has started an informal slow scan
net Wednesday evenings on 144.36 FM simplex. According
to the Hamfesters RC newsletter Hamgab, there was a large
turnout for the club’s annual White Elephant sale. The club
was making final plans for their special event station from
U-505 at the Museum of Science and Industry. Several ARES
groups throughout the section reported on their participation is the state tornado drill during March. Congratulations
to W9BNR who took first place spot in Illinois for ARRL’s
International Contest for 20-meter phone, single operator
category. The Metro AC has been approached about communications for the American Lung Association Big Rid
Across America bike-a-thon. The Western Illinois ARC is
considering the donation of ARRL books to the public library.
The club has also started a design contest for a new walletsized membership card. The Egyptian RC has been asked
to provide communications for the annual Walk America
event. March traffic: K9CNP 190, WB9TVD 35, NC9T 16,
KA9IMX 8, W9FIF 7, WA9RUM 6. ISN de WB9TVD QNI227, QTC-65, Sessions-31. 9RN de KF9UBX sessions 62
traffic 175 average per session 3.92 percent representation
IL 80% W9HLX N9PLM NN9M. W9VEY Memorial Net report de K9AXS 6 with 200 check-ins.
INDIANA: SM, Peggy Coulter, W9JUJ—SEC: K9ZBM.
ASEC: WA9ZCE. STM: N9ZZD. SGL: WA9VQO. TC:
W9MWY. BM: KA9QWC. ACC: N9RG. Sympathy extended
to the families and friends of Silent Keys: Jan 27, Michael L.
McCauley, WN9NDU, Syracuse; Mar 9, William J. Voors,
K9YLR, Fort Wayne; Mar 14, John M. Foxworthy, W9QAL,
Waynetown; and Mar 17, Paul A. “Bud” Wilson, KA9TTE,
Greencastle. They will be missed. We want your VHF net
reports. If you are a net manager of a VHF net why not send
your monthly report to N9ZZD via ITN or the Internet
(rmitch@iquest.net). You don’t have to belong to any organization. Send in your reports. Governor Frank O’Bannon
declared the week of March 12-18 as severe wx awareness
week in IN. Many VHF nets were held. The largest amount
of man-hours reported came from the Central IN SKYWARN
EC N9GDR. He reported 130 base stations and 86 mobiles
in the first session at 1345 hour and 166 base and 106 mobiles at the 1845 hour session. Brown Co. ARES held an
Earthquake training recently at the Co. Office Bldg in
Nashville. All hams, emergency personnel and interested
persons were invited. Congratulations to David Pifer, N9YNF,
receiving this yrs Brentlinger Award at Wabash Valley ARD,
Inc for his exceptional leadership in many public service and
promotional activities and recognition by community leaders, civic groups and the general public. In addition he now
serves as EC for Vigo County. Congrats to Tom Lubrick,
KU4VG for receiving the Amateur of the Year award from

Continued on page 118.
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Clark Co ARC also to Mitch Harl, N9YXY, receiving the Elmer
of the Year award. Don’t forget to send in your award winners to the IRCC for the IN Amateur of the Year Award. You
can mail them to me and mark on your envelope Amateur of
the Year Award. This year the award will be presented at the
Fort Wayne Indiana Convention in November. NM’s ITN/
W9ZY, QIN/N9PF, ICN/K8LEN, WN/AB9AA, VHF/N9ZZD.
Net
Freq
Time/Daily/UTC
ITN
3910
1330/2130/2300
QIN
3656
1430/0000
ICN
3705
2315
IWN
3910
1310
IWN VHF Bloomington
IWN VHF Kokomo
IWN VHF Northeast
Hoosier VHF nets (8 nets)

QNI

1159

QTC
526
41
22
—
—
—
—

503

42

2761
78
95
226
500
919

QTR

620

Sess
93
21
28
31
31
31
31

746

40

1723
224
478
210
465
155

D9RN total QTC 175 in 62 sessions IN 91 % represented by
W9UEM, WB9QPA, K9GBR, KA9UBY and WB9NPU. 9RN
total QTC 355 in 62 sessions represented by K9PUI, KO9D,
AA9HN, N9PF, WA9QCF, WB9UYU, and W9FC. Tfc: W9FC
323, KO9D 134, W9ZY 121, WB9QPA 106, K9GBR 95, K9PUI
74, W9UEM 55, KA9EIV 48, AB9AA 46, W9JUJ 42, AA9HN
39, KB9NPU 36, N9ZZD 23, W9EHY 9, K9ZBM 9, WB9NCE
8, K9RPZ 6, AB9A 6, K9CUN 4, K9OUP 1.
WISCONSIN: SM: Don Michalski, W9IXG—BWN 3985 0600
W9RCW. BEN 3985 1200 KE9VU. WSBN 3985 1730
WB9WHQ. WNN 3723 1800 KB9OCZ . WSSN 3645 1830
N9BDL. WIN-E 3662 1900 WB9ICH. WIN-L 3662 2200
W9UW. It is with deep regret that I inform you of the passing
of Sherman Carr, W9NGT, age 83. ARRL member for 40
years, he was the SEC in the 60’s, originated WARN (weather
amateur radio network), then SKYWARN. Also, Hank Hiett,
WD9FCQ, 75, is a SK. Hank was founder of Windpoint Lighthouse Chapter of 10-10. David Ensley, WB9GQQ, 62, recently passed away. At the annual BWN luncheon, Rick
Elsener, W9RCW, received the Special Service Award from
the NWS and Special Recognition Award with the imprint of
the mythical Weather Burro. Congratulations, Rick! Also, Jim,
AA9BB, and Bob, N9UAR, have received ORS appointments.
Reed, N9TVT, was awarded the Certificate of Merit for his
many hours of work on the BWN. Thanks, Reed! March 9RN
traffic report again shows 100% participation from Wisconsin. Keep up the good work! Wis. ACC, KF9ZU, reports there
are 41 active clubs in the state and 34 inactive (no report for
over two years). If you belong to a club and want to know its
affiliation status, go the affiliated clubs section of the ARRL
Website. Updating information can be filed electronically.
Contact with inactive groups will be made by the ACC in the
near future. Don’t forget the financial benefits-your club can
retain $5 for each NEW regular and senior membership submitted and $2.00 for each regular and senior membership
RENEWAL handled through the club. All a club needs is 51%
of its members as ARRL members. I encourage every club
to get with the Program! 73, Don, W9IXG. Tfc: K9JPS 908,
W9RCW 730, W9IHW 624,W9YPY 561, W9CBE 464, K9GU
458, WZ7V 416, N9TVT 409, N9CK 152, W9UW 123, K9FHI
115, W9YCV 104, K9LGU 101, N9KHD 98, N9BDL 89,
K9RTB 75, KG9B 60, AG9G 58, KE9VU 53, WB9ICH 39,
W9BHL 38, AA9BB 36, KB9ROB 35, WD9FLJ 31, KA9FVX
25, KB9QPM 24, W9ODV 21, KN9P 12, W9PVD 1.

DAKOTA DIVISION
MINNESOTA: SM, Randy Wendel, NØFKU—The city of
Faribault is footing the bill for the installation of two new
Cushcraft ARX-270N dual band antennas and a BWD 1.830 HF antenna to be placed atop the fire station for emergency operations. This was made possible because of the
outstanding cooperation of local ARES ops during the Y2K
event and fire chief Mike Monge’s enthusiastic support of
ARES. Now with new license structure in place, we must
thank our VEs who had their hands full a few months back
with all those trying to upgrade. It is because of their dedication that we have opportunity to take our tests. JOB openings exist in the MN field organization. We seek dedicated
and motivated volunteers to serve as Official Observer Coordinator, Affil Club Coordinator, Technical Coordinator, Bulletin Manager, and Public Information Coordinator. Contact
me (p 12) for more details. Want to give something back to
the Amateur Radio service? Now’s your chance. Our appointed DX Card Checker has not been determined as of
mid-April but hope to have announced the candidate by this
QST. Field Day is around the corner, get ready to put up
those antennas, break out the grill and fry up some
contacts...and some steaks (yummy). Let’s encourage those
new upgrades to get on the air! New APRS node in SE MN
this past spring, NØQKG-1. Let’s GPS away! 73, from
www.pclink.com/rwendel.
Net
Freq
Time
QNI/QTC/Sess
Mgr
MSPN/E 3860
5:30 P
808/95/31
WØ*WVO
MSPN/N 3860
12 P
450/107/31
WAØTFC
MSSN
3710
6P
N/A
VACANT
MSN/1
3605
6:30 P
237/121/31
WØHPD
MSN/2
3605
10 P
133/44/31
KØ0PIZ
PAW
3925
9A-5P
2718/119/95
KAØIZA
Tfc: WOØA, KBØAII, WØLAW, WØGRW, KØPIZ, WAØTFC,
KBØOHI, W3FAF, WØHPD, KN9U, KØWPK, WDØGUF,
KØPSH, KØOGI, NØJP.
NORTH DAKOTA: SM, Bill Kurtti, WCØM—The Stanley picnic will be held on June 11 at Wilson park in Stanley. Peace
Garden Hamfest July 7, 8, 9 at the International Peace Gardens. Ham Dealers, Flea market, Testing, Meetings,
Women’s & children’s activities Saturday Night Dance,
Sunday morning Breakfast, VE4IHF hamfest station will be
active. The restructuring of ham licenses had been generally well received in our Section with many Hams impatiently
waiting for April 15 to use their new privileges. Fargo Hamfest
was a success again with attendance exactly the same as
last year. I am always looking for news. If you have anything
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of interest, please let me know about it. Traffic: NØRDJ 12.
Sess/QNI/QTC Mgr. Goose River, 1895 kc 8:30 AM Sun 4 /
48 /0 KEØXT; DATA 3937 kc 6:30 PM daily 52/1018/79
KEØXT; WX Nets 3937 kc 8:30 AM 12:30 PM 31/700/31
KEØXT. Storm Net 3937 kc continuous as needed during
storms.
SOUTH DAKOTA: SM, R. J. Cory, WØYMB— I hope to see
most of you at the Midwest/Dakota Division convention at
the Marina Inn at South Sioux City, NE, on June 2 and 3.
Also, don’t forget to make plans to attend the Sioux Empire
Hamfest at Sioux Falls on Sept 30. They also have an
Internet Web site www.qsl.net/w0zwy. Sioux Falls now has
a second ham club called the TRI-STAR ARC. They have a
weekly net on 147.075 and a tone of 136.5. Lake Area ARC
at Watertown is planning communications for an air show
that will be held there in July. They also report that hosting
last year’s Dakota Division reversed a 3-year negative cash
flow in their club’s treasury. The Mobridge ARC will host the
Dakota Chapter 102 QCWA on Field Day weekend that will
be held at Indian Creek Campground east of Mobridge. Club
secretaries may e-mail me items they would like to have in
this column. Remember that there is a 60-day delay when
information is received by the 5th of the month. My e-mail
address is w0ymb@camwal-net.com. Total traffic reported
for March was 916.

DELTA DIVISION
ARKANSAS: SM, Roger Gray, N5QS, e-mail n5qs@arrl
.org—By now, the upgrade rush should be over and Field
Day is upon us. Novices and Tech Plus operators could be
hard to find this year. Think about using your Novices and
Tech Pluses as control operators and open the station up for
visitors and guests to give them a feel for the hobby. Maybe
we can recruit some new operators for next year. I plan to
make announcements at the local schools before they take
their summer vacations and invite the kids out to participate.
We have found that schools are a good place to set up operations and expose the local administration to radio operations. I always explain that Field Day is a contest designed
to simulate a disaster and get a lot of interest this way. I
hope everyone has a fun and safe Field Day. Tfc: K5BOC
219, KC5TMU 180, K7ZQR 91, AB5AU 24, W5RXU 22,
K5DEL 18, W5LRA 14, N5SAN 11, W5HDN 9, AB5ZU 8,
KC5UEW 5, ARN 116, AMN 26, APN 24, OZK 21.
LOUISIANA: SM, Lionel A “Al” Oubre, K5DPG—It is said
that all good thing come to an end. This is the end of eight
great years in the Louisiana Section. During this time, we
have gone to the Louisiana Legislature successfully twice.
On the first occasion was to restore ham radio license plate
fee to an acceptable level. The second was to codify PRB-1
in Louisiana. Both of these actions were possible because
we worked as a team, but in each instance there was a
member leading the effort. The license plate issue found JB
N5CPE organizing and coordinating attendance at the hearings. For the PRB-1 issue happened because Dan K5IQZ
saw to it that the bill was introduced into the legislature by
an effective Legislator. Thanks to Mark WA9 and Ron
WB5CXJ for spearheading the OO program at a time when
malicious interference was abound. The Affiliate Club program is the strongest it has ever been due to Carolyn’s,
KA5IJU, hard work. Thanks to Frank, W4DLZ, Wads,
W5CDX, and Doug KK5WG for reviving the CW nets. To
Chuck KG5GE thanks for getting Station Activity reports and
overseeing the nets. To Leon for managing LTN. To all that
made DRN5 day in and day out, Danny K5ARH for the years
getting bulletins to the masses. It has been a grand time,
but now it’s time to say 73 and thanks. The following were
presented ARRL Certificates of Merit for services to the Louisiana Section: Chuck Cox, KG5GE.Baton Rouge May 5-6,
Slidell July 15, Shreveport August 12. Go out and support
your area hamfest events. Is the C’est Tout!
MISSISSIPPI: SM, Malcolm Keown, W5XX—Section Web
Site: www.arrlmiss.org. Make your plans for Hamfest 2000
at the Jackson County Fairgrounds in Pascagoula May 2627. Contact N5XGI for information. KB5NMB and K5XQ have
organized an “Introduction to Ham Radio Class” in the Tupelo area. Need to have your QSLs checked for ARRL
awards? Contact W5EHM for WAS/VUCC and K5VV or
AE5DX for DXCC. Congratulations to K5VV, N5JCG,
K5DMC, and W5XX for being awarded the Public Service
Honor Roll Commendation Certificate. Regret to report the
passing of KM5NG. PIO Rpt: W5KWB. OO Rpt: K5XQ. EC
Rpt: KD5CKP, K5DMC, KD5FUO, WB5OCD, W5PES,
KC5TYL, KB5ZEA N5ZNT. Net Reports: sessions/QNI/QTC.
MSPN 31/2975/87, MTN 31/140/69, MSN 31/953/11, Jackson Co ARES/RACES 31/618/29, MSSN 23/104/2, Hancock
Co ARES 14/148/8, MAEN 6/99/0, Lowndes Co 4/73/0,
MCARES 4/42/0, Stone Co ARES 4/41/0, JARCEN 4/90/0,
Attala Co ARES 4/40/0, MBHN 3/17/0, DeSoto Co ARES 1/
7/0. PBRA 31/1127/25. PSHR: KB5W 144, N5XGI 141,
K5DMC 129, K5VV 124, W5XX 100, KD5P 94. Traffic: KB5W
537, N5XGI 157, K5DMC 135, K5VV 31, W5XX 8.
TENNESSEE: SM., O.D. Keaton, WA4GLS—ACC:
WA4GLS. ASM: WB4DYJ. PIC: KE4CES. SEC: WD4JJ.
STM: WA4HKU. TC: KB4LJV. According to all reports, the
number of applicants has increased greatly since the FCC
change in license classification, mostly upgrades. However,
it is gratifying to learn of lots of hams still going for the 20
wpm code qualification. KE4RKJ presented a program on
“Radio Astronomy,” to the BSFARC at its last meeting. I bet
that was an interesting program. “Two Radio,” by Bill Price,
W4CZ, on the ARRL RTTY Roundup Contest as published
in ZERO BEAT was very interesting and informative. WAVES
reported, “At that1999 Christmas party, President Charles
Wheaton presented Ray Bowman with prestigious “Big Jon”
Jon Anthony Ferra Award.” BARC officers are W4CZ, pres;
KT4SQ VP, W3YAE Sec, W4JH treasurer. The following were
mentioned as officers of DARC: W4GMM, KD4SKT &
KA4BLL, co-directors of the ARES /RACES program. Anyone who wants to become a member of this dedicated group
in West Tennessee should contact KA4BBL at NSSavage
@avage or NSSavage@juno.com or KE4BUU atr
abramsb@aol.com. RACK has been one of our leaders in
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civic activity over the past years, and its activity still exists.
Net Sess/QTC/QNI: TMPN 31/43/2144; TEMPN 23/42/736;
TEPN 27/171/2787. Tfc: N4PU 198, KE4GYR 151, W4SQE
94, WB4DYJ 51, WA4HKU 39, W4SYE 38, WA4GLS 20,
WD4JJ 14, KI4V 12, KD4BAM 2.

GREAT LAKES DIVISION
KENTUCKY: SM, Bill Uschan, K4MIS—ASM: Tom Lykins,
K4LID. SEC: Ron Dodson, KA4MAP. SGL: Bill Burger,
WB4KY. STM: John Farler, K4AVX. TC: Scotty Thompson,
KI4AT. PIC: Steve McCallum, W2ZBY. BM: Ernie Pridemore,
KC4IVG. ACC: Todd Schrader, KF4WFZ. Coming up is the
Northern KY Hamfest on June 11, 2000, and the Central KY
Hamfest on August 20, 2000. Then on September 9, is the
Greater Louisville Hamfest held in Bullit County. All of us need
to support the local hamfests held in the Section, and to do
this we need to attend more of them. Legislation, as reported
from the SGL, that would have aided Amateur Radio in the
Section never made it out of committee. However, there is a
next time. Bill Burger, WB4KY, worked hard during this legislature. It is with deep regret that we mention that Damon
Kinser, W4NVE, of Danville, became a SK. I have received
no word on the Bowling Green hamfest as far as dates. This
is big news! At the annual Governor’s Emergency Management Workshop in June, Ron Dodson, SEC, has been given
permission from KY EM to teach a course on the use of ARES
and NTS during disasters and other emergencies. This is
great news for Amateur Radio in Kentucky and a new day for
ARES in KY. Field Day is June 24-25, and most ARCs and
ARES groups are busy making plans for this event. Hopefully, the weather will cooperate like it did last year. Net QNI/
QTC/Sess: KRN 833/23/23; KSN 207/46/31; CARN 325/28/
27; 4ARES 564/35/32. Tfc: K4YKI 15, WB4ZDU 33.
MICHIGAN: SM, Dick Mondro, W8FQT (w8fqt@arrl.org)—
ASM: Roger Edwards, WB8WJV, (wb8wjv@arrl.net). ASM:
John Freeman, N8ZE, (n8ze@arrl.net). SEC: Deborah
Kirkbride, KA8YKK (ka8ykk@arrl.net). STM: James Wades,
WB8SIW (wb8siw@arrl.net). ACC: Sandra Mondro, KG8HM
( kg8hm@arrl.net). OOC: Donald Sefcik, N8NJE
(n8nje@arrl.net). PIC/SNE: David Colangelo, KB8RJI
(dcolangelo@ameritech.net) SGL: John LaRock, K8XD
( k8xd@voyager.net ). TC: Dave Smith ( DSmith@
smithassoc.com). Youth Activities: Carl Hillaker
(carln8zdw2@juno.com). BM: Thomas Durfee, Jr. WI8W
(wi8w@arrl.net). Are you ready for Field Day 2000? Let’s
not forget to publicize the local events with newspaper articles and an information table to let the public know what
we do for our communities and to exhibit our capabilities.
Invite some local school or youth groups or scouts to come
out and learn about radio communications. Let them talk to
someone across the country or in a foreign country. What a
great way to kindle an interest in our hobby. By now our
severe weather season is well under way. Let’s all remember to support our SKYWARN Nets and if you have not attended a training session this year, try to familiarize yourself with the proper net procedures. Is your club interested
in adding $1000 to their treasury for equipment and other
club needs. Check out the Club 2000 Contest being sponsored by ARRL Headquarters for clubs of all sizes. It simply
requires notification of your activities and the contest ends
at year’s end. Check out the details on www.arrl.org/field/
club/club-awards If you are not sending me your club newsletter, I would appreciate receiving a copy to me informed
about your activities. 73, Dick. Traffic reports for March 2000:
AA8PI 553, KB8ZYY 498, K8GA 332, W8RTN 302, KA9EIZ
232, N8FPN 226, WX8Y 161, K8LJG 158, WB8SIW 78,
AA8SN 51, W8RNQ 46, K8ZJU 41, WR8F 30, KC8GMT 28,
K8UPE 23, K8XD 18, N8OSC 18, WA8DHB 17, KB8EIW 17,
KI8GR 15, K8AI 12, K3UWO 12, N8EXS 5, N8JGS 4,
WB8TPM 4, KA8LAR 2. Please support the following Section Traffic Nets: March 2000 NTS Net Reports.
Net

QNI QTC

QMN

671

Sess

309

65

Freq

Time

Day

WB8SIW

NM

3.663

6:30&10 PM

Daily

MACS

235

109

29

W8RNQ

3.953

11 AM

MITN

442

180

29

N8FPN

3.952

7 PM

Daily

UPN

1198

45

35

AA8SN

3.921

5 PM

Daily
(Noon Sun.)

GLETN

495

111

31

VE3SCY

SEMTN

424

96

31

WI8K

33

WSSBN 1368

3.932
146.640

31

K8JRE

3.935

K8LAT

145.130

33

0

4

VE3EUI

VHF Nets 593

22

44

ARAHH
D8 ARES

No Report

3.932

Daily
(1 PM Sun.)

9 PM

Daily

10:15 PM

Daily

7 PM

Daily

8 PM

Wed

7:30 PM

Friday

KB8ZYY Various

OHIO: SM, Joe Phillips, K8QOE, Fairfield, (to contact me,
see page 12)— Congratulations to all upgrades and new
members of this hobby. Now to learn its traditions and there
is none more social than Field Day, because this is our big
public display, which this year is June 26-27, weekend. It is
the one time we ham operators have on public display the
skills which define our public image - the ability to send and
receive messages under extreme (no commercial power and
emergency conditions.) But we must all participate and make
sure each Field Day Operation is truly on public display. Send
out the press releases; invite the media; invite those who
live close to your Field Day effort. Yes, you’ll have to answer a lot of simple questions asked over and over. That’s
the point of having it on public display. Newsletter editors please make sure the SM, the ACC and your area ASM is
on your newsletter mailing list. It is to your advantage to get
your news out. And make sure your newsletter is entered in
the 9th annual Ohio Section Newsletter Contest. Great time
to remind Ohio Hams to check out the Web Page of the Division and also Ohio Section. Available at www
.mrrace.com. Glad to see Fox Hunting throughout Ohio. Fox
Hunting brings back the operating enthusiasm to the hobby.
OHIO SECTION CONGRATS TO: (A) Eric Neiheisel, N8YCL,
of Cincinnati, for distinguished service to the US in Kuwait
with his Army reserve unit for three months and (B) Officers
of Marietta ARC, pres., Ralph Matheny, K8RYU; veep,
Bob Eddy, KB8ZMU; sec. David Paskawych, KB8UGD;
and treas, Barb Jett, N8RMZ. Remember September 16 for
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the Annual Ohio Section Conference at the State EMA Center (Columbus). All are invited to participate. June Ohio
hamfests are; Medina 2Meter Group (Medina) June 4; Amelia
ARC (Amelia) June 11; Twenty Over Nine ARC (Canfield)
June 11;Goodyear ARC (Akron) June 11; Milford ARC
(Milford) June 17. de K8QOE. . Now for our March traffic
reports.
Net
QNI
QTC QTR
BN (E)
176
74
339
BN (L)
BNR
OSN
207
69
740
OSSBN 2092
667 2627
OH Section ARES Net

Sess
31

Time
Freq
1845
3.577
2200
3.577
1800
3.605
31
1810
3.708
93 1030, 1615, 1845 3.9725
1700 Sun
3.875

Mgr
WD8KFN
NY8V
W8LDQ
WB8KQJ
KF8DO
WD8IHP

Tfc: N8IXF 381, WD8KFN 274, KD9K 192, N8FWA 150,
KD8HB 149, KF8DO 132, WA8SSI 117, WD8MIO 115,
WA8HED 92, KC8HJL 89, KC8DWM 80, N8YWX 70, N8DD
65, N8TNV 60, N8CW 59, NS8C 56, W8BO 50, KB8SBK 43,
KI8IM 42, KA8VWZ 41, N8RRB 41, WD8KBW 40, WA8EYQ
39, WB8HHZ 38, K8JMP 29, WB8PMG 28, KC8HTP 24,
KC4IYD 23, N8WLE 18, KF8FE 15, KI8O 13, N8YXL 12,
N8IBR 11, W8RPS 10, N8GOB 8, KC8KYP 8, N8RAK 8,
KB8TIA 6, KC8HFV 4, N8DYF 3, K8QIP 3, KB8ESY 2, KE8FK
2, N8HIA 2, KC8JKE 2, K8WC 0. (Feb) K8WC 2.

HUDSON DIVISION
EASTERN NEW YORK: SM Rob Leiden, KR2L—STM: Pete
Cecere, N2YJZ. SEC: Ken Akasofu, KL7JCQ. ACC: Shirley
Dahlgren, N2SKP. SGL: Herb Sweet, K2GBH. PIC: John
Farina, WA2QCY. BM: Ed Rubin, N2JBA. OOC: Hal Post,
AK2E. TC: Rudy Dehn, W2JVF. ASM: Tom Raffaelli,
WB2NHC. ASM: Bob Chamberlain, N2KBC. ASM: Andrew
Schmidt, N2FTR. ASM: Richard Sandell, WK6R. ASM: Phil
Bradway, KB2HQ. Net Reports (March 2000) Check-ins
(QNI)/Traffic handled (QTC+QSP): AES 34/6, CDN 336/159,
HVN 527/254, SDN 416/139, NYPHONE 169/764, NYPON
357/558, NYS/E 336/446, NYS/M 227/212, NYS/L 239/549,
Section News: Field Day is coming! Are you ready? Hope to
CU all on the annual Tour! Congrats to Ken, KL7JCQ, on
nearly 2 yrs. of ENY Emerg Services Net ops. Please write
your state legislators in support of A.9947 and S.7324. The
tower you save may be your own! PSHR: N2YJZ 242, N2JBA
156, W2AKT 141, KC2DAA 129, WA2YBM 126, W2JHO 113,
WB2ZCM 101. Tfc: N2YJZ 496, KC2DAA 73, N2TWN 73,
N2JBA 68, WB2ZCM 36, W2AKT 32, W2JHO 30, N2NMF
23, WA2YBM 10, WA2BSS 2, K2AVV 1, KL7JCQ 1.
NEW YORK CITY / LONG ISLAND: SM, George Tranos,
N2GA. ASM: KA2D, N1XL, K2YEW, W2FX, KB2SCS. SGL:
N2TX. SEC: KA2D. ACC: K2EJ. PIC-East: N2RBU. PICWest: K2DO. TC: K2LJH. BM: W2IW. OOC: N1XL. STM:
WA2YOW. Field Day is this month - June 24 & 25. The NLI
staff would like to visit YOUR Field Day site! Please e-mail
or call me with info on location and directions. Also, notify
Tom, KA2D, the NLI Webmaster, so it will be included on
the NLI Webpage! Next HRU 2001 planning meeting is July
17 at Babylon Town Hall, contact Phil Lewis, N2MUN,
(lewisp@hazeltine.com) for more info. Contact Sid, K2LJH,
if you need technical assistance at 516-379-2861 or
sidk2ljh@prodigy.net. Please write or e-mail your NY State
Assemblyman to support A9947 and Sentator to support
S7324, the NY State PRB-1 Bills. Check the NLI Webpage
at www.arrlhudson.org/nli for more information on upcoming events. NYC/LI VE exam list follows: Bears VE: ABC
Bldg Cafeteria, 125 West End Ave at 66th St. Call Hotline
212-456-5224 for exact dates & times, Jerry Cudmore,
K2JRC. Grumman ARC (W5YI) 2nd Tues 5 PM. NorthropGrumman Plant 5 S Oyster Bay Rd via, Hazel St Bethpage,
NY. Bob Wexelbaum, W2ILP, 516-499-2214, LIMARC, 2nd
Sat 9 AM NY Inst of Tech, 400 Bldg Rm 409, Northern Blvd.
Old Westbury, Al Bender, W2QZ, 516-623-6449. East Village ARC, 2nd Friday 7 PM, Laguardia HS, Amsterdam Ave
and West 65 Street, Manhattan. Robina Asti, KD2IZ, 212838-5995. Great South Bay ARC, 4th Sun 12 PM, Babylon
Town Hall, ARES/RACES Rm 200 E Sunrise Hwy N
Lindenhurst, Michael Grant, N2OX, 516-736-9126. Hellenic
ARA: 4th Tues 6:30 PM; Pontion Society, 31-25 23rd Ave,
Astoria, NY, George Anastasiadis, KF2PG, 516-937-0775.
Larkfield ARC, Huntington Town Hall, room 114, 2nd
Saturday in Feb, May, Sep, Nov, Contact Stan Mehlman,
N2YKT, 631-423-7132. Columbia U VE Team: 3rd Mon 6:30
PM, Watson Lab 6th.floor 612 W 115th St NY, Alan Crosswell,
N2YGK, 212-854-3754. PARC: exams held every three
months at Southold School Oaklawn Ave, Southold, NY, on
next to last Friday of the month.6:30 PM all classes of
licenses. For info contact Ralph Williams/N3VT, 631-3233646. Mid-Island ARC, Last Weds of each month at 7 PM at
36 Drew Flag Rd, Ridge, NY 11961, Contact Mike, W2IW,
at 631-924-3535. HOSARC, 3rd Saturday at Queens Hall of
Science, 9:30 AM. Pre-registration requested (for free admittance to the Hall), Lenny, W2LJM, 718-323-3464. Report all changes to N2GA before the 12th of the month. Tfc:
WB2GTG 596, W2RJL 165, N2AKZ 149, KB2KLH 95,
N2XOJ 65, K2GCE 64, WA2YOW 26.
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY: SM, Jeff Friedman, K3JF—Net
reports and traffic summary submitted by STM WB2FTX.
Net Sess/QNI/QTC: NJM 31/154/65; NJPN 35/151/50; NJSN
30/155/10; NJN/E 31/235/118; NJN/L 31/182/61; CJTN 31/
291/63; NJVN/E 31/404/62; NJVN/L 31/284/37. Tfc: N2XJ
183, W2MTO 173, KC2AHS 74, N2OPJ 50, K2PB 47,
KB2VRO 47, N2RPI 37, N3RB 33, N2GJ 32, W2CC 18,
N2TTT 12, KB2VVB 5.

MIDWEST DIVISION
IOWA: SM, Jim Lasley, NØJL— The NIARC is having a sign
listing local rptr frequencies posted at the northern most I35 rest stop. The NIARC program for April was by KØAL and
on CW keys. TSARC has acquired a 60-ft tower, and they
are trying to put it on wheels for use with their emergency
van. Note that SUMMERFEST 2000 will be held August 13
at Amana. I regret to report the loss this month of KØKTO,
KØTXA, and WØFDA. DMRAA had a February program
sched on rocketry and ham radio and were expecting an
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April program by the head of the Iowa Highway Patrol. I see
that CVARC has been active with the School Club Roundup
2000 and has generated a class from the activity. It is almost Field Day time again. If your plans aren’t set, you about
missed it. Again, let me know just where to find you and I
will try to make it. I need to do make some changes at work
first. (I’m on call... on FD!) Probably the easiest way to let
me know is by email through HQ at n0jl@arrl.org. What
have you done for ham radio lately? I need an STM, an OOC,
and a TC. None are a tough job, but need to be done. Let
me know if you qualify and would like to help the League,
and Amateur Radio (and me!). KEØBX is working FM satellites. OARC is still having a monthly breakfast. I find that
the FMARC group is unique, judging by their newsletter.
Looks like KUØA is to become a RTTY DXer. His first RTTY
QSO was FOØAAA! The Siouxland ARES/SKYWARN group
now has a written Operations Plan. Newsletters were received from NIARC, CVARC, TSARC, DMRAA, SEITS,
OARC, FMARC, EIDXA, SA/SW, SARA. Traffic: WØSS 347,
KAØADF 123, NØJL 52, WBØB 8.
KANSAS: SM Orlan Cook, WØOYH—ASM/ACC/OCC: Robert Summers, KØBXF. SEC: Joseph Plankinton, WDØDMV.
STM: Ron Cowan, KBØDTI. SGL: Marshall Reese, AAØGL.
PIC: Scott Slocum, KCØDYA, and TC: Frank Neal, N8FN.
ARRL KS State Convention August 27 at Salina. TC and
KAR Web master Frank, N8FN, is fighting a staph infection
and not winning at this time. The bug is resistant to all drugs.
ASM KØBXF’s mother is failing and has taken all of Bobs
time for many weeks. Keep them in your prayers. The new
licensing goes into effect in 3 days, and there should be lots
of new HF stations. I am hoping for a station or two in every
Kansas community. Communities are isolated from the rest
of the state and country when all normal communications
are knocked out. Nets & members, please welcome all in
and show them the ropes. ARES, do recruit them for communications outside your repeaters. Let’s help them serve
their communities. Feb Kansas Nets: sess/QNI/QTC:
KSBN29/1277/83; KPN 20/291/21; KMWN29/581/459; KWN
29/1027/722; CSTN 25/1785/91; QKS 58/356/72; QKS-SS
11/21/7; SEC 58/542/15. Tfc: NØJK 712, WBØZNY 75,
WØOYH 46, WØWWR 45, KBØDTI 35, NBØZ 28, KXØI 20,
KCØGL 10, ACØE 9, NØRZ 6, NØZIZ 3, KØBJ 2.
MISSOURI: SM, Dale Bagley, KØKY—ASM: John Seals,
WRØR. ACC: Keith Haye, WEØG. BM: Brian Smith, KIØMB.
OOC: Mike Musick, NØQBF. PIC: Dennis McCarthy, AAØA.
SGL: E.B. DeCamp, KDØUD. STM: Charles Boyd, KEØK.
SEC: Patrick Boyle, KØJPB. TC: Wayland McKenzie,
K4CHS. The Ararat Shrine Hamfest in Kansas City, MO, was
outstanding. 128 individuals participated in the VE Testing
Session. Roger Bessmer, KBØIIG and Steve Dowdy, WJØI,
did a great job running Hambash 2000. April 1st the
Lebanon ARC held its first Hamfest in several years and the
VFW building was packed. Herb Maddux, KBØYBZ, Lebanon ARC President has the club on the right track for a successful year. Karen Thorpe, NØTDW, of Springfield, MO, was
appointed Local Government Liaison for Green County. Paul
Minor, AAØXG, of Rocky Mount, MO is the latest Amateur to
be appointed as an Official Observer. I presented a program
at the Boeing Employees Amateur Radio Society in St Louis
on the ARRL and MO Section. B.E.A.R.S. President Bruce
Taylor, AEØT and the membership had many important questions concerning Amateur Radio and the ARRL. Dave
Propper, K2DP, Club Trustee gave a tour of the B.E.A.R.S.
communications trailer and tower site. They have an emergency and contest set-up that is outstanding. Gary Meissner,
WØGOM, Club Secretary edits the B.E.A.R.S. excellent
newsletter. I will be attending the North Central MO Hamfest
in Macon, MO, on June 10th and the Ozark Hamfest in Houston, MO, on June 17th. Hope to see you there. Net sess/
QTC/QNI: WAARCI 4/0/107; Rolla Billboard 30/5/291; MTN
31/77/575; QCWA #35 5/0/96; Jackson Co ARES x/0/65;
MON 62/64/182; Paul Revere 4/0/370; Macon Co ARES 5/
0/62; Audrain ARC 5/2/60. Tfc: KGØIV 115, KEØK 82,
WAØYJX 22.
NEBRASKA: SM, Bill McCollum, KEØXQ—ASMs –WØKVM,
NØMT, WYØF, WBØULH & WBØYWO. 45 members from Midlands ARES participated in the annual Douglas County siren test in preparation for the severe weather season. Congratulations to LARC member John Ragsdale, NØOFR for
placing 5th in the US in the CQWW WPX contest in the “band
restricted” category. Congratulations to those of you who
upgraded recently. Thanks to all of the VE teams across the
state for doing such a good job during these last few months.
The Bellevue ARC is now a Special Service Club. There
have been a few incidents of malicious interference in the
Lincoln and Omaha areas in the last few months. Ignore the
perpetrators. Eventually they will be identified and dealt with.
Net reports: NE 40 meter net: QNI 466, QTC 19 & 31 sessions. Lincoln/Logan ARES: QNI 161, QTC 2 & 13 sessions.
Midlands ARES: QNI 223, QTC 2 & 4 sessions. WØIRZ Mem
Net: QNI 71, QTC 2 & 4 sessions. MID NE ARES: QNI 307,
QTC 7 & 4 sessions. NESN: QNI 877, QTC 38 & 31 sessions. NCHN: QNI 290, QTC 19 & 29 sessions. ENE 2 Meter
Net: QNI 516, QTC 2 & 31 sessions. NECW Net: 185 QNI
QTC 4 & 23 sessions.

NEW ENGLAND DIVISION
CONNECTICUT: SM, Betsey Doane, K1EIC— BM: KD1YV.
OOC: WA1TJT. PIC: W1FXQ. SEC: WA1D. SGL: K1AH.
STM: K1HEJ. TC: W1FAI. Doug, KA1PQB, is looking for
volunteers to help with Opsail 2000 to be held in New
London. He has started up a new list for the 4-day event
July 12-15. Anyone wishing to sign up either as a communications op or to pull duty for the special event station please
send mail to ka1pqb@99main.com. Congrats to the following recently-elected club presidents: Mark, WA1ZEK,
Middlesex ARS; Perry, WY1O Wireless Operators of Winsted
(WOW); and Al, K1TMW, Stratford ARC. Tnx for taking a
much-needed leadership position! Members of WOW and
the formerly active CQ Radio Club had a banquet togethergreat idea to encourage activity! The Greater Norwalk ARC
has a nifty URL for their Web site: http://www.gnarc.org—
check it out! They will be helping out with comms for the
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Bloomin’ Metric Race in May. Sure was nice to see some of
you at the well-attended ham fest in Southington. The
Meriden ARC and Middlesex ARS are working hard on the
Nutmeg Hamfest which once again will be held in October.
Watch for further details. Many thanks to those who helped
out at the many MS Walk-a-thons on a snowy April Sunday!
We’re glad to see Walt WA4QXT back from his training with
a new seeing eye dog-we wish you the best of luck and lots
of joy! Net Sess/QNI/QTC: WESCON 31/337/113. NVTN 30/
173/192; ECTN 30/253/65; CPN 31/227/114; CN 29/99/61;
NCTEN 4/184/28; BOMN 27/390/423. Tfc: NM1K 2176,
KA1VEC 484, KB1CTC 283, KA1GWE 252, KE1AI 136,
K1STM 83, N1VXP 70, WA4QXT 24, KB1ETO 9.
EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS: SM, Joel Magid, WU1F—
Traffic report submitted by Bill Wornham, NZ1D—
Net
Sess
QTC
QNI
QTR
NM
EMRI
62
214
229
712
K1SEC
EMRIPN
31
97
159
480
WA1FNM
EM2MN
31
140
319
463
N1LKJ
HHTN
31
86
220
395
N1IST
CITN
31
75
346
608
N1SGL
WARPSN
4
9
48
NA
K1BZD
NEEPN
3
2
11
NA
WA1FNM
CHN
31
54
174
394
W2EAG
Tfc: W2EAG 318, WA1TBY 242, NZ1D 206, WA1FNM 137,
NG1A 79, K1SEC 77, N1LKJ 65, N1AJJ 55, KY1B 45, N1TDF
45, N1LAH 43, K8SH 39, N1IST 37, KD1LE 30, N1BNG 24,
KB1EB 23, N1TPU 22, K1BZD 19, N1XQC 7, WA1VRB 4.
MAINE: SM, Bill Woodhead, N1KAT—ASMs: WA1YNZ,
KA1TKS. STM: NX1A. BM: W1JTH. SGL: W1AO. ACC:
KA1RFD. OOC: KA1WRC. PIC: KD1OW. SEC: N1KGS. Asst.
Dirs: W1KX, KA1TKS, K1NIT. Web Site: N1WFO.
TC.N1BOK. The Maine State Convention was a great success, due in part to the hard work of N1OXA, N1WFO, and
KD1OW, along with all the hard working members of the
Androscoggin ARC. Also a special thanks to all the people
who gave up time to enlighten amateurs on their special interests: W9WBA, K1GAX, K1TOL, KD1OW, N1RWY, W1ME,
K1DY, & N1WTQ. Also, special thanks go to Dave Sumner,
K1ZZ, Tom Freneye, K1KI, and Mike Raisbeck, K1TWF, for
their support from headquarters. Although this was the first
snowless State Convention, good weather didn’t encourage
more to attend. If you have any comments or input to help
increase attendance, please e-mail N1WFO@arrl.net, or
N1OXA@arrl.net. The date for next year’s convention will
be Mar 30-31, 2001.
NEW HAMPSHIRE: SM, Mike Graham, K7CTW — ASMs:
WW1Y, WB1ASL, W1NH. TC: WA1HOG. STM: WA1JVV.
PIC: KA1GOZ. OOC: WS1E. SGL: K1KM. BM: KH6GR. ACC:
AA1QD. SEC (acting): WW1Y. I’m pleased to report that the
new New Hampshire Web Site is up and running. While it is
still under construction, there are already useful features in
place for your use. The URL for the site is http://
www.arrlnh.org. Many thanks to Webmasters, Mark and
Matthew Wagner, N1ZYZ and N1ZYY, for their excellent
work. Mark assures me that lots of new features are still to
come. If you have additional suggestions, be sure to drop
him an e-mail. I am also pleased to announce that the new
e-mail reflector is functioning, thanks to the hard work of
ASM Rich Force, WB1ASL. To subscribe, go to URL http://
www.qth.net and follow the directions. The Reflector is
called, appropriately enough, “nh-arrl”. If you require assistance, drop Rich a note at e-mail bhabooks@together.net.
Still looking for a permanent SEC. If you feel you are qualified and would like to apply for the position, drop me a note.
By the time you read this, another “Deerchester” will have
come and gone. Hope to have seen most of you there. And
with Field Day just around the corner, I’m making plans to
visit as many clubs as possible that weekend. For now, best
73. Net Sess/QNI/QTC: GSFM 29/244/26; GSPN 28/122/
22; VTNH 29/145/170. Tfc: W1PEX 1048, WA1JVV 143,
N1NH 105, W1ALE 35, N1CPX 11, KA1OTN 8.
RHODE ISLAND: SM, Armand Lambert, K1FLD—This month
the Field Day Magic continues and you can take part by
supporting this popular club contest activity. This is your
chance to take part in a local dxpedition without the perils of
traveling abroad. Many enchanting magical events occur
during the Field Day weekend. Our famous Joe, KB1CMD,
DEC for PVD county was featured in a full-page article in
the Valley Breeze, a local paper. Joe displayed his emergency communications vehicle for reporters’ inspection. A
fine example of our amateur radio volunteer efforts on behalf of local public safety, ARES/RACES. In RI PRB-1 gathers momentum favoring Amateur Radio operators as Sen.
Jon Oster inserts a minimum antennae structure height
clause of 50'. And now with solemn thoughts, we log the
final transmission of K1JZN, Victor St Laurent of
Cumberland, RI. His love of Amateur Radio extended well
into the art of homebrewing much of his own equipment. His
legacy is carried on by five of his six sons, W6AQC Roger,
ND5S Ronald, W3HFL Raymond, N1CWT, Richard and
KV1O Roland. Amateur Radio enables them to keep in touch
regularly. Ham Radio - don’t leave home without it! 73 ‘till
next time, Armand, K1FLD.
VERMONT: SM, Bob DeVarney, WE1U—Well, the restructuring move by the FCC has certainly made life interesting
for anyone who is a VE. I have seen roughly a quadrupling
in the amount of traffic at every VE session I’ve been a part
of, which, to my mind is a darn good thing. Still seeing lots
of new hams coming in too. Mother Nature has hopefully
thrown her last April Fool’s joke in the form of snow... I came
back from a school in Chicago for work to almost 14 inches
of snow in the yard. I darn near hopped back on the plane!
Springtime means antenna time, and Field Day is just around
the corner!! 73 de WE1U.
WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS: SM, William C. Voedisch,
W1UD, w1ud@arrl.org— West MA will have its first DXCC
QSL card checker in the near future. Paperwork is underway at the present time. For the first time ever, certification
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of QSL cards will be done here in WMA. MARA had a show
and tell night for their meeting. John, WA1NAQ, and Waldo,
W1LUG, had two tables full of home-brew gear of yesteryear. All functioning and useable. W1UD brought a keypad
and antenna tuner. The keypad was for the 706 and other
ICOM rigs. It was from an article in QST . N1QDX displayed
a mobile/portable short loaded vertical of his own design.
WN1F had a Foxfinder kit and demonstrated its operation.
Now is the time to start Field Day planning, if you haven’t
done so already. Remember, FD is not a contest. If you listen on the bands, you might think it was. It is an exercise to
demonstrate the preparedness of Amateur Radio in an emergency. Try to set up where the public can observe the operation and emphasize in your advertising that the public is
invited. Judging from the number of upgrades and new licensees at VE sessions, we will be having a large number of
new amateurs. Invite them to your Field Day event. 73, Bill.

NORTHWESTERN DIVISION
ALASKA: SM, Kent Petty, KL5T — Welcome new field organization members: Fairbanks ASM Eric Nichols (KL7AJ).
Anchorage DEC Mike Borer (WL7CKB). Mat-Su DEC Woody
Duncan (KLØTS). Section ACC George Meacock (NL7RD),
Cordova EC James Vansant (AL7G), Anchorage LGL Billy
Capers (AL7BB), Bush Net NM Marium Clare (WL7CFA),
MARA Net NM Tim Comfort (NL7SK), Big City Simplex Net
NM John Lynn (KLØCY), Anchorage QCWA Net NM Jimmie
Tvrdy (KL7CDG), and Anchorage ORS Pete Marsh (AL7PI).
Contact Rob Wilson (AL7KK) for input to state PRB-1 effort.
Encourage section-wide check-in to HF nets: Sniper’s Net
3920 daily 1800 AST, bush Net 7093 daily 2000 AST, Motley Group 3933 daily 2100 AST, and Alaska Pacific Net 14292
M-F 0830 AST. Please report communication drills and exercises, emergency communication activations, and public
service activities on FSD-157 to KL5T.
EASTERN WASHINGTON: SM, Kyle Pugh, KA7CSP—
Spokane County EC Gordon Grove, WA7LNC, spoke at a
regional REACT meeting along with Walt Mabe, KC7SCU,
Spokane County REACT president, and they told their story
about how REACT and ARES/RACES has worked together
on projects. “We have found that REACT and ARES have
their own particular niches of service and can cooperate quite
effectively.” Hamfests: SEAPAC NW Division Convention at
Seaside OR on June 2-4; Rathdrum ID on June 10;
Wenatchee hamfest is June 9-11 at the Dryden Gun Club;
KBARA campout at Farragut SP on June 30-July 2. 9 out of
12 OO Stations reported monitoring activity in March. Net
Activity: WSN: QNI 864, tfc 254; Noontime Net: QNI 8473,
tfc 297; WARTS: QNI 3456, tfc 128. Tfc: K7GXZ 392, W7GB
244, KA7EKL 74, KK7T 33. PSHR: W7GB 138, K7GXZ 120.
IDAHO: SM, M.P. Elliott, K7BOI — OOC: N7GHV. SEC:
AA7VR. STM: W7GHT. By the time this is published two of
Idaho’s largest hamfests will be history for 2000. Both the
Eastern Idaho UHF Society and the Caldwell Hamfest were
held in May. Each was a big success! Many thanks to those
that go to the effort each year to produce these events. June
is Field Day month! If you haven’t made arrangements to
participate yet, please do so. This is an excellent opportunity for those that upgraded through license restructuring to
get active and find out more about the wonders of Amateur
Radio. Remember, awards will be given for high club and
individual scores. 73 — Mike, K7BOI. Tfc: W7GHT 436,
WB7VYH 59, KB7GZU 50, and N7MPS 40. PSHR: W7GHT
122, WB7VYH 92, and N7MPS 81. Net (Sess/QNI/QTC/Mgr.):
FARM - 31/2495/39/ W7WJH; NWTN-31/1192/67/KC7RNT;
IDACD-22/ 557/16/K7UBC; IMN-31/458/291/W6ZOH.
MONTANA: Darrell Thomas, N7KOR—A very nice Mini
Hamfest was held in Stevensville, MT, on March 8th. Approximately 50 amateurs from around took advantage of the
opportunity this event provided for meeting with friends and
taking part in swap meet activities. This is the second of these
to be held, and due to the interest it will probably become an
annual event in March each year. Up-coming is the Fathers
Day Picnic which is the traditional hamfest held each year in
Eastern Montana on Fathers Day weekend. This year’s event
will be held on the shore of Fort Peck Reservoir near
Glasgow. The Capital City Amateur Radio Club in Helena
completed a 10 week Novice/Technician Class. They had 14
students complete the course who will be among the many
new hams earning licenses in the section during the month.
Net/QNI/QTC/NM MSN 100/2 W7OW; MTN 2136/57 N7AIK;
IMN 458/291 N7MPS. PSHR: N7AIK 123.
OREGON: SM, Bill Sawders, K7ZM—ASM: KK7CW. ASM:
KG7OK. SEC: WB7NML. STM: W7IZ. SGL: N7QQU. OOC:
NB7J. STC: AB7HB. ACC: K7SQ. Ready for SEAPAC? The
Northwest’s largest ARRL sponsored hamfest is the weekend of June 2-4 at Seaside. Once again, Assistant Section
Manager, Marshall Johnson, KK7CW, will be providing lots
of interesting seminars. He’s an “antenna expert,” and these
seminars can be the answer to lots of your antenna questions. The Saturday night banquet always features great
programs. And, don’t forget, bargains galore will be found
on the weekend’s swap tables. Swapfest begins Saturday
morning, and concludes Sunday afternoon. Another fun
hamfest, for the DXer, will be held July 28-30 in Vancouver,
BC It’s the Pacific Northwest DX Convention, being held at
the Hilton Vancouver Metrotown. Getting ready for Field
Day? Better hurry! Time is running out, and your local club
can use your talent as an operator, or for just “setting up”.
Why not get involved this year? It makes ham radio a lot
more fun. NTS traffic totals for March: N7DRP 206, K7OVK
201, N7YSS 168, KC7SRL 113, K7NLM 96, KA7AID 52,
W7VSE 51, KC7ZZB 45, KK1A 4.
WESTERN WASHINGTON: SM, Harry Lewis, W7JWJ—
ASM/ACC: W7QGP. OOC: AA7KE. STM: W7ZIW. This via
SEC: N7NVP. Does your team have enough members? Medical services DEC Marina, N7LSL, didn’t think so. She put up
a booth at the Puyallup Hamfest and recruited 15 potential
members. Perhaps you can do as well at you local Hamfest.
Marina’s team also participated in the NDMS exercise held
in the South and North Puget Sound regions. McChord AFB
played in this year’s even in south Puget Sound, complete
with a C-117 and Blackhawk helicopters adding some real-
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ism. North Puget Sound venue was Pier 91, with victims arriving on a simulated troop ship from a military conflict in
Asia. As usual, some equipment problems were discovered
in several areas. They will be resolved in the next few months.
A total of 52 radio operators volunteered about 230 hours,
across Snohomish, King, Pierce, Kitsap and Thurston counties. Marina says, “I am very proud of their professionalism
and volunteer spirit. I have a great team.” This exercise was
conducted during the week and volunteers who contributed
to its success deserve much more recognition than is possible in this column. An unfortunate sign of the times saw
the Cowlitz team supporting a school shooting exercise in
Kelso. The exercise tested police activities and the school
response plan. It went well and was observed by the school
officials from neighboring Longview. In the world of NTS traffic
the nets are looking good with QNI as follows: NTN 8473,
WARTS 3456, NWSSB 672, CCAIN 91, PSTS 34, WSN 864.
Isn’t there someone out there in radio land that can surpass
the monthly traffic totals of K7BDU? As usual George qualified for BPL in March. Also qualifying for the Public Service
Honor Roll these stations: K7BDU, W7LG, K7MQF, W7NWP,
KJ7SI, W7TVA, KA7TTY, N7YSS and W7ZIW. Traffic totals:
N7AJ 13, K7BDU 1040, W7LG 108, K7MQF 473, W7NWP
217, N7PIP 8, KJ7SI 30, KA7TTY 4, W7TVA 146, KE7XX
48, N7YSS 168, W7ZIW 199.

PACIFIC DIVISION
EAST BAY: SM: Andy Oppel, KF6RCO— EB Web Page at
http://www.pdarrl.org/ebsec/. SARS has a display at the
Fire Museum, Main and Pearl Sts, Napa, CA. MDARC welcomes new members KF6GYM, WA6ZAP, KAØCZW,
WA6DPJ and K6XC and now totals 316 members. CCCC
welcomes new member KE6KUK and mourns the loss of
longtime member and former board member WA6FKS.
ORCA welcomes new members KF6YQZ, KF6YRA, KF6YZF
and KF6VOG, and has a program to visit and inspect all
Oakland fire station ECHO stations. LARK congratulates
WB6ETY for upgrading to Extra (including 20 wpm CW test);
their Klutz of the month went to KQ6DI for trying to use WD40
for flux remover. VVRC organizes “Hams Helping Hams”
projects for those big jobs like tower dismantles. EBARC
congratulates KG6AEE for going from “wannabee ham” to
Extra in 38 days! WOW! NALCO held it’s annual “Earthquake
Meeting” with the Disaster Planning Coordinator for the City
of Berkeley as speaker — it was a sobering reminder of
what we face with “the big one” and what it takes to be prepared. March tfc: W6DOB 1130, WB6UZX 39. PSHR:
W6DOB. BPL: W6DOB. Tfc nets: NCN1/3630/7PM; NCN2SLOW SESSION/3705/9PM; NCN-VHF/145.21/7:30PM;
RN6/3655/7:45 PM & 9:30 PM; PAN/3651/7052/8:30 PM.
NEVADA: SM, Jan Welsh, NK7N—SEC: Paul, NN7B. TC:
Jim, NW7O. ACC: Jodi, N7FFP. STM/SGL: Bruce, N7CPP.
PIC: George, WW7E. OO: Steve, N7ELV. Hello to all, and
I’m glad to say I know a few more of you than I did last
month after attending the RACES officers meeting in Carson
City. Stan Brokl, N7YQ, was appointed as NV State RACES
officer. We also had a change in SECs this month. Joe,
N7JEH, resigned due to his job schedule and other commitments. A job well done and thanks, Joe. Congratulations to
Paul Cavnar, NN7B, who I talked into taking on the job. He’s
been DEC and doing it well. I thank the club’s talented newsletter editors throughout the state for helping to inform on
their activities. The SNARS, RARA, SIERA, FARS, LVRAC
and NELLIS ARC contributed greatly. WA6TNW, SIERA,
SNARS and COMSTOCK ARC exam sessions have been
in full swing along with the rest of the country, and paperwork only sessions are planned throughout the state. National Assoc of Broadcasters convention with the ARRL in
attendance is in Las Vegas this week. Callsigns from around
the world are being heard around the valley. Get well Sam,
WA7JUO. Thanks to all for the good luck wishes. Hope I
can fill the bill. 73, Jan. Tfc: W7VPK 30, N7CPP 8, K7OK 6.
PACIFIC: SM, Ron Phillips, AH6HN— It is with deep regret
that I report the passing of Wayne Canevali, KH6BFB, on
March 2, 2000. He will be missed by all. Lee Wical reports
the passing of Julius Vetter, KH6YU, at the age of 91. He
was chief engineer for KGMB-TV for many years as well as
the repeater freq. coordinator for the Hawaiian Islands. He,
too, will be missed. PacSec DXers Rick, KH7RS, and Harry,
KH6FKG, were both recognized by ARRL when they made
it to the ARRL DXCC #1 Honor Roll list. Congratulations to
you both. A new Hawaii DX Association is being formed and
is dedicated to those amateurs interested in DX. Mr. Francis
Blatt, KH6KH, an Amateur since he was 10-yrs old, and now
in his 89th year, yesterday passed his EXTRA Class license
in one try. With his many bouts of cancer plus other problems, many kudos to you, Francis. Tnx, Lee, for that info.
The Larsen family from Anchorage, AK, visited the group at
the Hilo Jack in the Box. Jim, AL7FS, Nancy, KL7NY, Julian,
WL7MP, and Jeanette, KAØNMO. The Hamfest at Waimea
was a huge success due to efforts Stu, NH6DR, who did the
organizing and to all those other members of BIARC and
HWARS. Many thanks to all who contributed the info for this
report. Mahalo & 73, Ron, AH6HN.
SACRAMENTO VALLEY: SM, Jerry Boyd, K6BZ—A reminder that Field Day is the last full weekend in June. A
radio club near you has great plans for this operating event
and would really like you to join them. Many clubs are making a concerted effort to involve newly licensed amateurs in
the fun and excitement of Field Day. Congratulations and
welcome to the Section’s newest ARRL affiliated Club—the
SOJOURNERS. SOJOURNERS covers Southern Oregon
and Northern California (the area included in the once proposed “State of Jefferson”). Info may be obtained via P O
Box 99, Macdoel, CA 96058. The Golden Empire Amateur
Radio Society urges support for CA Senate Bill 1714 related to amateur radio antenna structures. The Nevada
County ARC mourns the loss of its Secretary, George Carter
KF6AQH (RIP OM). No. CAL., So OR, Western NV ARES
HF net on Wednesdays at 1900L 3987 kHz . El Dorado ARC
has a new Website at www.edcarc.tripod.com. The YubaSutter ARC Newsletter recently contained an excellent clarification of upgrading under the new rules. Finally, all
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Section Appointees have been “renewed” unless they have
contacted me requesting replacement or because the ARES
reorganization has eliminated a couple of positions. Description of new Section ARES structure is on the Section
Website. W6BJH is newest DXCC field card checker in northern portion of Section. Perhaps I will see you at Field Day.
Until next month 73 de K6BZ.
SAN FRANCISCO: SM, Len Gwinn, WA6KLK—ASM:
KH6GJV. SEC: KE6EAQ. Please note that a change has
been made in section staffing. Welcome to Bill and Lee as
the new ASM and SEC. We are working on contacting all
appointees and updating the data base, plus finding out what
we can do for section members. Thanks to Valley of the
Moon, San Francisco Radio Club, Willits ARC, and Southern Humbolt (SHARC) for hosting me at their meetings. All
preparations should be in place for the summer fire season
by now. Much activity is proposed for the summer so pass
the word to ALL of the section. Start planning for Pacificon
now and plan to attend. All clubs have interesting newsletters, please share with your neighbors. Be sure to continue
to “Elmer” the newcomers and recent upgrades, as well as
introduce them to ARES. Have a safe summer.
SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY: SM, Donald Costello, W7WN —
Local SJV hams launched a DXpedtion to St Croix in March.
Chet Jensen, W6XK, Mike Heenan, W7MH and Dean Wood,
N6DE, arrived in St Croix, VI on March 23rd and worked the
WPX contest. The fellows racked up a score of 19,174,399
for what appears to be third place world wide. They did not
get much sleep, but very much enjoyed there ham endeavors. While in the Virgin Islands the fellows lunched with the
Section Manger for the Virgin Islands, John Ellis, NP2B and
his lovely wife Jeanette, NP2C, Lou, KV4JC, Jerry,
WB6RCN. Thanks John, for hosting our SJV DXpeditionaries. Those of you who worked the fellows, callsign
WP2Z may QSL via KU9C. Eighteen SJV hams who, on
March 18th and 25th, attended a special class focusing on
Emergency Response to Terrorism. This was the first time
such a class has been made available to civilian ham emergency service workers. The class took place in Modesto,
California and all eighteen passed the course. The course
was given by Paul Owens, W6UHF and Lou, KF6NGP who
are both Police Officers in Stanilaus County. M2 antennas,
Mike Staal, K6MYC hosted a weak signal get together and
hamfest on March 11, 2000, at the M2 factory and quite a
few of the weak signal workers in the Section got to compare notes and break bread.
SANTA CLARA VALLEY: SM, Glenn Thomas, WB6W—
SEC: KM6GE. BM: WB6MRQ. TC: WA6PWW. OOC:
KB6FPW. Many folks are ramping up for license restructuring. Keep in mind that a newbie on HF is no different than
any other newbie on HF. Patience and forbearance are keywords for Elmers! Speaking of forbearance, Field Day is
coming up and many clubs are busy planning. After Field
Day, I will list all calls from which I receive FD messages
(worth 100 bonus points) in this column. Don Carlson,
KQ6FM, DEC for Monterey county ARES/RACES, reports
that they participated in the statewide earthquake drill on
April 4. Special thanks to Salinas EC, Bob, W6HMC (formerly N6IBO) for a fine job as NCS from Monterey County
OES. Checkins included: W6HMC, KK6CS, KN6FR,
WB6FDO, N6LP, KQ6FM, KR6ML(manned by WV1B),
N6HRX, KF6EBA, KF6OZN, WZ1X, W6OPI, N7NFL, K6CJ,
KD6FXQ and KO6RS. Communications were established on
VHF, UHF and HF between many agencies with very positive results Palo Alto Amateur Radio Association has one of
the best club newsletters around. In addition to listing the
time, place and subject of their next meeting, (the main reason to have a club newsletter IMO) they also manage to
have articles from club members about what they are doing
and even include a list of other area clubs meetings and
contact points! Congratulations to PAARAgraphs editor
K6URO and his staff (KF6JMQ and AB6SO) for a superior
newsletter. The Foothill Flea Markets are in full swing. Remember, second Saturday each month at Foothill college in
Los Altos. The West Valley ARC heard from SJSU Students
who are designing and building a “microsat”. Sounds like
fun. WVARC meets the 3rd Wednesday. See http://www
.wvara.org for details. 73 de Glenn, WB6W. Feb tfc: W6PRI
2, (Mar) W6PRI 4.

ROANOKE DIVISION
NORTH CAROLINA: SM, John Covington, W4CC—SEC:
KE4JHJ. STM: NØSU. PIC: KN4AQ. TC: K4ITL. OOC:
W4ZRA. BM: KD4YTU. NC ARRL Web Site: http://
www.ncarrl.org. My first three weeks as Section Manager
were very busy, with visits to the Down East Hamfest in
Kinston, RARSFest in Raleigh and the Catawba Valley
Hamfest in Morganton. It was great to see hams from across
the state at these events, and if you missed them you missed
a great time. Hamfests aren’t just a buying opportunity, they
provide an opportunity to exchange ideas and meet fellow
hams. I won’t be able to attend every single hamfest but I
will attend all that I can. Some changes in the section cabinet: your ACC is now SM (and seeking a replacement ACC),
and after almost 8 years as STM, Will, K4IWW is stepping
down. We were very fortunate to have Will as our STM, and
I am happy to report that he will remain as NM of the
Carolinas Net (3573 kHz, 7PM/10PM daily). Will’s replacement is Don Negus, NØSU, of Bryson City. Don is also the
NM of the NC Evening Net and is active on all of the section
level nets, and I’m sure he will be an outstanding STM. I
would also like to thank Reed Whitten, AB4W, for his twelve
years of service as SM. Congratulations to the Brightleaf
ARC in Greenville on becoming our 11th ARRL Special Service Club. Ask your club officers if the ARRL Annual Reports have been filed yet. We need this information so we
will be able to contact the right people in your club. Has
your club made plans for Field Day yet? Sad to report that
Walter, KB4ZII, of Gatesville became a Silent Key in April.
Walter was an EC and is fondly remembered for his cooking
at ham events in Northeastern NC. Upcoming hamfests:
Winston-Salem June 10; Salisbury July 8. March Traffic:
W4EAT 759 (BPL), AB4E 471, NC4ML 208, N4AF 152,
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KI4YV 150, W2CS 141, K4IWW 138, AA4YW 123, W4IRE
90, KE4JHJ 89, K4AIF 74, AC4DV 66, W3HL 59, KE4AHC
37, AD4XV 24, N0SU 22, WD4MRD 20, WA4SRD 20, W4CC
17, WA2EDN 17, KF4OZF 16, KL7NL 13, KF4OCU 9, NT4K
8, KR4ZJ 8, KB8VCZ 8, AC4ZO 8, KT4CD 6, W4DYW 6,
KF4YHG 5, KF4KZD 4, KR4OE 2.
SOUTH CAROLINA: SM, Patricia Hensley, N4ROS—
History was made at the recent Charlotte Hamfest. Emmie
Patience, KA4LRM, was awarded the Roanoke Division Service Award for 1999. Congratulations Emmie; we all know it
was well deserved. Remember that Lee Patience, W4DRF,
earned the same award several years ago. All SC amateurs
should be very proud of this outstanding husband and wife
team. An ARRL seminar was held in conjunction with the
BRARS Upstate Hamfest. Many amateurs stopped to talk
with me concerning volunteer positions. These positions
need to be filled by persons who wish to further amateur
radio in SC. All interested amateurs are encouraged to contact me ASAP. The annual SC ARES/RACES Emergency
Seminar will be in Columbia, SC on 10 June. It will begin
promptly at 9:30 AM at the Red Cross Building. This session is open to all amateur operators who are interested in
serving SC citizens during emergencies. Governor James
Hodges has proclaimed 19-25 June as Amateur Radio Week
in South Carolina in recognition of the many contributions
that SC Amateur Radio operators have provided in times of
emergencies. Copies of the Proclamation can be obtained
from me with a large SASE. Emergency procedures are practiced annually during Field Day each June. Good Luck to all
who are participating in their local Field Day activities. Tfc:
KT4SJ 218, K4JMV 135, W4DRF 101, KA4LRM 74, AF4QZ
70, KA4UIV 60, WA4UGD 39, WD4BUH 19, W4NVO 18,
W4CQB 13, K4BG 8, W4VHZ 7.
VIRGINIA: SM, Lynn Gahagan, AF4CD—SEC: K4EC. ASM/
A: KE4NBX. ASM/B: W4TLM. ASM/C: TC: W4IN. ASM/D:
KC4ASK. PIC: W2MG. ASM/DSEC: OOC: KR4UQ. ACC:
STM: AF4CD. For quite some time now I have been carrying out the roles of STM and the ACC. I sure could use some
help from a couple of responsible and dependable Hams to
step up and take over these two important positions. It
doesn’t require a whole lot of time, and is very rewarding.
To keep the section moving forward with the many programs
your leadership is providing for you, we simply need more
help. I would like to announce that as of April 11th, our
ARESVA Web site space has been increased to 100mb from
the previous 25mb. This extra space will be used for additional training materials kept on just our site. This will keep
us from relying on links to other sites. It will also allow for
District Home pages of 5mb each, for each District that elects
to maintain their own home page. We currently have the
ability to reduce gifs and jpgs for quick loading for those
Districts that do not have the sophisticated software to do
so. The Va. Section also has a new Webmaster, Chris
Kinsler, K4CGK- AEC Hanover/Henrico County. Thanks
Chris for stepping up! Chris will review each district page
for inclusion and make size and format changes to allow
effective page presentation and quick browser loading. However the buck of the work must be done on a local level. We
cannot generate District pages for the Districts. We will help
maintain them, but the District Webmaster must do the work.
The effective date of the new Webmaster taking over is mid
May. The priority is to get all the pages re-formatted and the
names and e-mail of Officials corrected, then on to the new
features. There is also a need to update the Club site links.
Our new Webmaster has the time, energy, and experience and will bring a new dimension to the quality and service
the site will ultimately demonstrate again. As I have stated
before, this news column is for the service of our section. If
your club or group would like to inform the section of what
you are doing, please send me the information.
af4cd@aol.com Please allow at least 2 1/2 months lead
time. Don’t forget to attend the Hamfest in Manassas coming up shortly. I hope to see a fine turnout and looking forward to seeing everyone there. 73 de Lynn AF4CD. Tfc:
WA4DOX 315, N4ABM 306, KR4MA 163, KR4MU 163,
WB4ZNB 92, K4YVX 74, W4UQ 65, KØIBS 63, KD4FUN 60,
W4CAC 57, AA4AT 53, AF4CD 46, W4MWC 19, WB4UHC
16, W4YE 15, W4VIC 10, W4JLS 8, K4JM 7, W4TZC 6,
KF4HJW 5, N4FNT 4, KB4CAU 4.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION
COLORADO: SM, Tim Armagost, WBØTUB—ASM: Jeff
Ryan, NØWPA. SEC: Mike Morgan, N5LPZ. STM: Mike
Stansberry, KØTER. ACC: Ron Deutsch, NKØP. PIC: Erik
Dyce, WØERX. OOC: Karen Schultz, KAØCDN & Glenn
Schultz, WØIJR. SGL: Mark Baker, KGØPA. TC: Bob
Armstrong, AEØB. BM: Jerry Cassidy, NØMYY. The Colorado
Council of Amateur Radio Clubs (CCARC) held its annual
meeting and elections on March 25th. New officers and a new
frequency coordinator were elected: Bud Saum, KØGS as
chairman, Glenn Cascino, WNØENE, as vice-chairman, Tony
Ferris, NAØUS, as secretary, Mike Wisch, WBØLGC, as treasurer and John Thompson, N5EHP, as frequency coordinator. Congrats to the new team, and best wishes as you start
your tenure. Attendance at VE sessions around the section
continued to be very high as the April 15th demarcation between “old rules” and “new rules” loomed near. There were
some delays in processing new licenses and upgrades
through the ARRL VEC to the FCC due to the large volumes,
but hopefully, by the time you read this, they will be back to
normal. Once again, the MS-150 will be a large, multi-jurisdictional public service event-the ride will start in Highlands
Ranch, stop overnight in Colorado Springs, then continue the
next day to the Royal Gorge Bridge. This is a great event,
and all help is welcome. Contact Jerry, NØMYY, if you wish to
participate. If you have items for this column, e-mail them to
me at n0wpa@arrl.net . 73, de NØWPA. NTS traffic: KØTER
87, NØUOD 16. CAWN: WØWPD 972, KØHBZ 660, NØDKK
606, WØLVI 432, WBØVET 375, NØNMP 365, NØJUS 319,
AAØZR 312, KIØND 292, WØNCD 279, K4ARM 137.
NEW MEXICO: SM, Joe T. Knight, W5PDY—ASM: K5BIS &
N5ART. SEC: K6YEJ. STM: N7IOM. NMs: WA5UNNO &
W5UWY. TC: W8GY. ACC: N5ART. New Mexico Roadrun-
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ner Net handled 112 msgs with 1143 checkins. New Mexico
Breakfast Club handled 217 msgs with 1014 checkins. Yucca
Net handled 39msgs with 695 checkins. Caravan Club Net
handled 5 msgs with 53 checkins. SCAT Net handled 13
msgs with 630 checkins. Four Corners Net handled 0 msgs
with 430 checkins. GARS Net handled 0 msgs with 16
checkins. Rusty’s Net handled 90 msgs with 719 checkins.
Valencia Co Net handled 6 msgs with 58 checkins. Well, the
lights went out about 4:30 PM MS, Mar 18, in most of New
Mexico, a small part of southern Colorado and part of El
Paso, TX. Needless to say, it was an exciting time as ARES/
RACES responded and provided communications for about
the next four hours. Of course there were no cell phones
working. However, power to most major hospitals was maintained by emergency generators. The EOCs were quickly
activated and reserve police were called in. We commend
all for the fine job they performed. Again, we have had six
more SKs: AC5RM, K5SDF, W5POR, KB5OPN, KC5DER
and K5ISJ. They will certainly be missed! Ft Tuthill (Flagstaff) Hamfest July 28-30. PVARC (Roswell) Hamfest Aug
5-6, with the NM State Hamfest in Albuquerque on Aug 2627. Alamogordo Hamfest Sept 2. Best 73, W5PDY.
WYOMING: SM, Bob Williams, N7LKH—Guest columnist
this month is new STM Duane Shillinger, NN7H. Wyo hams
are active in the National Traffic System, using both HF SSB
and CW. QNI cycle 1 or cycle 4 TWN, PAN, or TCC skeds
and find WB7S, KK7UG, KD7HH, W7MZW, K7YE, WA7QNS,
KØDJ, KJ7IM, AB7BJ, KB7FGN, K7VWA, and NN7H.
Wyoming’s state nets, such as the Cowboy, Jackalope, and
ARES/RACES are well used by Wyo hams. Of interest, the
Colorado/Wyoming CW net is beginning to show some life.
Even though CW requirements for licensing have been
downgraded, such hams as KB8RWI, KD7HAR, and N7RON
(all of Rawlins) are actively pursuing higher CW speeds.
Good luck, guys. Have a great summer, join a traffic net
and good hamming. Net QNI/QTC/Sess: Jackalope Net 439/
0/26; Wyoming Cowboy Net 927/3/23. Tfc: NN7H 216.
PSHR: NN7H 194.

SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION
ALABAMA: SM, Bill Cleveland, KR4TZ — June is Emergency Communication month in the Alabama Section.
Emergency Communications is a very important aspect of
Amateur Radio, and we shouldn’t take our responsibility
lightly. Please prepare your station for emergency operation by stocking up on batteries, NTS traffic forms, and other
emergency supplies. Crank up your generator, and make
sure it’s in running condition. Become active in your local
ARES group, and help your ARES Emergency Coordinator
develop a plan on what needs to be done during a local
emergency. Let’s protect our reputation for being dependable during an emergency by planning ahead. You can test
your group’s preparedness by operating during Field Day
on June 24-25. Don’t forget to use Field Day to educate the
general public on Amateur Radio’s role during an emergency.
June also means the beginning of Hurricane Season. It may
appear that only the southern portion of Alabama needs to
worry about Hurricanes, but nothing can be farther than the
truth. Severe weather associated with a hurricane can travel
into the northern half of the state and cause severe damage
to property and threaten lives. Not to mention, the southern
half will be looking to the north for help. Please prepare yourself to help by participating in the Alabama Emergency Net
(AEN). The AEN operates every Tuesday night at 7:30 PM
on 3965 kHz, and is the official emergency net of the Alabama Section. All area emergency operations will operate
on 75 meters at 3965 kHz, or if band conditions warrant 40
meters at 7243 kHz. (Both frequencies are +/- 5 kHz). You
can find more up-to-date information about what is going on
within the Alabama Section at www.qsl.net/al-arrl. 73, Bill
Cleveland, KR4TZ.
GEORGIA: SM, Sandy Donahue, W4RU—ASM/South Ga:
Marshall Thigpen, W4IS. ASM/Legal: Jim Altman, W4UCK.
SEC: Tom Rogers, KR4OL. STM: Jim Hanna, AF4NS. SGL:
Charles Griffin, WB4UVW. BM: Eddie Kosobucki, K4JNL.
ACC: Bob Lear, K4SZ. OOC: Mike Swiderski, K4HBI. TC:
Fred Runkle, K4KAZ. PIC: Matt Cook, KG4CAA. If it’s June,
it must be Field Day. Most folks like Field Day for the fun,
comraderie and the opportunity to show off their operating
skills. I like Field Day for the FOOD! Once again I will be
doing a culinary tour of FD sites in the Atlanta area. Can
any club compete with GARS for the FD food title? ARRL
HQ has hired NTS regular and Ga Tech grad, Brennan Price,
N4QX, to work in the Field and Educational Services Dept.
He will specialize in OO and frequency coordination matters. Hate to lose a good Georgian to those yankee rascals,
but it is a good career move for him. The Statesboro hamfest
has moved to May 27. Don’t forget the venerable Atlanta
Hamfest June 2-3 and the Gainesville Hamfest July 8. Regrettably the Albany Hamfest has been cancelled. Our hearts
go out to the family of Warren Sherman, KB4AQI, Roswell,
SK. Also passing in April was Diane Floyd, KD4MJB,
Savannah. She is survived by her husband Joe, AD4AU.
Alford ARC officers this year Pres W4EPI, V Pres KF4OKA,
Sec KA4BNG, Tres KA4IAO, Trustee NZ4A. Atlanta ARC
Prez John Talipsky, KA4VQH, is now a new father. At 8lbs
14 oz, young John Hunter will be the third generation of
ham Talipskys. CU FD. 73. Tfc (Mar): WB4GGS 449, K1FP
209, AF4NS 145, WU4C 93, KA4HHE 69, K4WKT 29,
WB2NYM 27, K4BEH 24, K4JNL 10, K4BAI 6.
NORTHERN FLORIDA: SM, Rudy Hubbard, WA4PUP—
ASM-WPAN: KO4TT. ASM-APRS: WY8O. ACC: WA4B. BM:
N4GMU. OOC: AF4EW. PIC: KF4HFC. SEC: WA4NDA. SGL:
KC4N. STM: WX4H. TC: KO4TT. PACKET: N4GMU. The
biggest news in the Section was the TV Weather Channel
crew sent four vehicles, six people to invade the home of
Kent Hutchinson, KC4TOC, DEC for the Capital District, to
shoot from the hip, producing ham emergency operations
dealing with the NWS. The EC of Leon County, Matt May,
KC4WCG, dressed up in foul-weather gear and drove around
TLH looking for someplace that had experienced foul
weather. They (TV crew) re-arranged the shack of KC4TOC,
and discussed ham radio in support of the NWS operations
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and why it is important. This operation or should I say experience will show up on the TV Weather Channel, and by the
time you read this, it may have already been shown. Which,
by the way, you should be well aware by now we are approaching the Hurricane Season. The NFL Section has a new
DEC in the W Central District, Ed Franklin, AB4OG. Ed’s
responsibilities also include the principal contact with the
Ruskin NWS, Walt Zaleski. Now the W Central District will
be in direct contact with the NWS. Mr Zaleski has been informed by letter of the contact for NWS and the NFL Section
for the four counties in Northern Florida Section. The Sections’ OOC program is performing an outstanding function.
Many operators have been notified by the FCC of violations,
and have sustained fines, and other notifications. March has
been busy with upgrading of hams as the new FCC procedures and rules go into effect April 15th. Tfc: WX4H 3602,
NR2F 414, AF4PU 202, KE4DNO 189, K1JPG 140, KE4PRB
116, KF4NFP 96, W5MEN 87, W4KIX 87, K8KV 81, AF4GF
60, WB8NER 54, KF4TM 54, WB2FGL 53, KF4EZQ 49,
K4JTD 44, N9MN 42, KC4FL 36, KB4CDR 32, KM4WC 30,
WB2IMO 25, AB4PG 22, WA4EYU 14, K4JHS 12, WB9GIU
10, W8IM 6, WX4J 6, NØZO 4, N4JAQ 4, KF4YHK 3.
PUERTO RICO: SM, Víctor Madera, KP4PQ—Se celebró
una jira playera por el grupo que compone la red de “La
Arandela”. Un nutrido grupo compartió en la playa de
Salinas donde disfrutaron de infinidad de actividades. La
sesión de exámenes del ARRL/VEC para hacer “upgrades”
administrativos concluyó exitosamente. Ya esta funcionando
el nuevo sistema de exámenes bajo los cambios
establecidos por la FCC efectivo el 15 de abril del 2000.
Fred Maia-W5YI visitó la isla para evaluar sus equipos de
examinadores. Luego de reunirse con sus examinadores,
decidió desertificar todos sus VEs para comenzar una nueva
etapa para su organización. El PRARL está trabajando
arduamente en la preparación de una actividad
conmemorando la instalación de la primera línea telegráfica
en Puerto Rico por Samuel Morse. Orlando Mercado,
KP4UN estará trabajando con la Junta para hacer esta
actividad una exitosa. Más detalles próximamente. Se
pueden comunicar conmigo vía e-mail a kp4pq@arrl.org.
SOUTHERN FLORIDA: SM, Phyllisan West, KA4FZI— Following his orchestration of the rescue of four missionaries in
Guatemala, Ed Petzolt, K1LNC, became involved in the rescue of Willem van Tuijl. Ed used his phone patch capabilities
to allow discussion of Willem’s medical condition. He appealed
to the White House to expedite medical aid and teamed with
other hams to help. His TV interview focus will be the benefits
of amateur radio to the public and incredible bonding together
by hams to facilitate the rescue as he ensures that credit is
given to all involved and to the greater ham community. Another SFL member, Dr. Jim Hirschman K4TCV, gave medical
aid to Willem via Amateur Radio. Jim advised Willem’s mother,
a nurse, on emergency medical assistance from 7:00 PM to
2:00 AM until the Coast Guard arrived to transport W illem to
the Honduran hospital. Doctors at the hospital stated that Jim’ s
efforts had definitely saved Willem’s life. Highest accolades
to all the hams involved in this crisis. Ken Johnson, N4ZEB,
received the Life Saving Award from the Palm Bay Police
Department on March 8, for saving the life of an injured motorcyclist. As a result of his response, the police department’ s
VCOP will continue night patrols. Congratulations, Ken! Dade
County is reviewing it’s emergency plan with an eye to upgrading equipment and organizing a closer working relationship between the English and very large group of Spanish
speaking hams. The Indian River club has developed an excellent way to promote interest in amateur radio by young
people. The club set up the Joe Rubino Scholarship Fund.
This fund is supported solely by contributions and an annual
auction of “neat stuff” that is no longer useful to the current
owner (no junk). This year’s winners of the $1,000 scholarships go to Stacey Anderson, KA1ZXF, and Jasz Richards,
KE4PGB, both of central Brevard. Congratulations to the
young hams and a special tribute to the club for their educational support of young hams! The club newsletter reports that
NA4CW placed number one in the world in the 15-meter SSB
QRP category in the 1999 CQ WPX SSB contest. Congratulations, Frank. Okeechobee’s EC, Al, AD4RZ, reported that
the special event station for the “Speckled Perch Festival” held
in March logged over 200 contacts from their station in the
public park with many visitors observing the display, mostly
non-hams. Nine members of the Palm Beach County ARES
provided communications for the annual “Shamrock Run” on
March 18. Their APB repeater, 147.135 MHz, is sporting an
new 4 bay antenna array providing improved range and reliability. The Broward County ARES/RACES team had a great
exercise at Markham Park Observatory constructing 300 ohm
twinlead antennas and working the ARRL DX contest as
W4MOT. Contacts from 75-10 meters were made with
Australia, and the SW Pacific. ARES/RACES will provide communications in Ft Lauderdale for the MS Walk-a-Thon. SET is
planned next month with KD4GR. They plan to have slow scan
TV from the exercise site to Broward County EOC, which will
be manned. Thanks to the efforts of ACC, Jeff Beals, WA4AW,
the Southern Florida DX Association has become re-affiliated
with ARRL. Welcome back. Jeff also reports that the Stuart
Hamfest, sponsored by the Martin County ARA, in March was
a huge success. The Dade Radio Club’s Miami Hamboree has
received Mr. Butler’s approval for February 3-4, 2001. We always look forward to this great hamfest. Traffic by KJ4N, STM:
W7AMM 994, WA9VND 656, KC4ZHF 284, KB4WBY 280,
KA4FZI 239, KD4GR 208, KD4HGU 194, KJ4N 173, WB4PAM
134, WA4EIC 122, K4FQU 113, W8SZU 99, WA4CSQ 67,
AA4BN 62, W4DWN 62, KT4XK 45, KE4UOF 32, KD4WBI
31, KG4CHW 23, KV1S 16, W4WYR 14, W6VIF 11, AF4NR
10, WA8EXA 8, K4OVC 6, W3JI 4, K4ENA 1. (Jan) W4DWN
35. (Feb) W4DWN 44. 73 de KA4FZI.
VIRGIN ISLANDS: SM, John Ellis, NP2B, St Croix— ASM:
Drew, NP2E. St Thomas. ASM: Mal, NP2L, St John. SEC:
Duane, NP2CY, St Thomas. PIC: Lou KV4JC, St. Croix. ACC:
Debbie, NP2DJ, St Thomas. NM: Bob, VP2VI/WØDX, Tortola.
Sad to report the passing of accomplished single handed
sailor Duncan McGregor, NP2DH on Saturday April 8. Virgin Islands Team RITTY (KP2D) participated in the BARTG
contest, turned in a respectful score but were out done by
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the Russians. Virgin Islands Team RTTY members are
KP2N, NP2E, NP2W, NP2DJ, and the occasional guest.
They also set a new North American record in the WPX RTTY
contest. Again, they were only out done by the Russians!
(come’on guys...!) Lots of activity on the upgrade program
before the April 15 deadline. Welcome back on island to
Cleo, NP2BW, after 8 years on Guyana as 8R1CJ. Congratulations to Eric, NP2CV, on his upgrade. Repeaters in
the VI 146.63 St John, 146.81 St Thomas & 147.25 St Croix.
73, John, NP2B, np2b@atthehelm.com.
WEST CENTRAL FLORIDA: SM, Dave Armbrust, AE4MR,
ae4mr@arrl.org—WCF Section Web Page at: http://
www.wcfarrl.org. ASM NA4AR, ASM-Web KR4YL, ASMLegal K4LAW, SEC KE4MPQ, TC KT4WX, BM KE4WU,
OOC W3BL, STM AB4XK, SGL KC4N, ACC AC4MK. Join
me in welcoming the following new cabinet members: PIC,
Scott Havens, AB2V. Field Day is a time honored amateur
radio tradition that takes place on June 24 and 25 this year.
Please take part you will not regret it. It is a lot of fun. I also
look forward to visiting all the Field Day sites in the section.
The week of May 22- 26 is the Governor’s Hurricane Conference. The WCF Section will have a booth manned all five
days of the Conference. There will be a SKYWARN Special
Event on June 3 to kick off Hurricane season 2000 which
starts on June 1. March:
Net/NM
QNI QTC QND Sess UTC
Freq
AIN/WA4ATF
78
6
144
4 0230 3.940
ARES/KE4VBA
97
0
42
4
SPARC/KF4FCW 505
34
842
31
Turtle/KT4TD
436 204
560
32 1330 146.685
WCFIN/KR4YL
–
–
–
– 0030 3.9725
Be sure to check in to the WCF Section Net at 8:30 PM
Sundays on 3.9725 MHz . Joe Pirkle, AD4IH again reports
an impressive PSHR total of 1,077 and SAR total of 2,075,
well done Joe. PSHR: AD4IH 1,077, K4SCL 163, KT4PM
143, K4RBR 140, W4AUN 121, AB4XK 114, KT4TD 112,
KF4KSN 104, AA4HT 92 SAR: AD4IH 2,075 (BPL), AB4XK
505 (BPL), K4SCL 300, KT4PM 141, AA4HT 50, W4AUN
44, K4RBR 39, KT4TD 31, KE4VBA 28, KF4KSN 23,
KG4DUF 7, K9EHP 4. 73, Dave, AE4MR.

SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION
ARIZONA: SM, Clifford Hauser, KD6XH—It is already the
middle of the year 2000, and I am not sure what happened to
the first half of the year. I finally passed my exam for Extra
Class at a test session on 7 April 2000. Have you updated to
the level you want to obtain? I hope that the easing of the
code speed will bring in new people. Fort Tuthill is coming
(July 28, 29, 30) and I am already for this state convention. I
have my motel reservations and all necessary paperwork
ready to go. How about you, are you ready? We will have a
new vendor this year. MFJ will have a big display that will
take up the whole north room. Also Kenwood and Yaesu will
be back. Our State Convention (Fort Tuthill) is starting to become a well know and attended hamfest. Special thanks to
the ARCA officials who spend many hours of their time to plan
for this event. The year’s 2000 Southwest Division Convention will be held at the Ramada Inn in Scottsdale on 6-8
October. We need to show the rest of the division that
Arizona can put on a good division convention. How was Dayton? Due to money and work I was not able to go. This was
also the ARRL national convention, and I was told it was very
well done. The summer community service events are in full
swing. I hope you are either participating or helping with the
planning of these events. Remember that we keep our frequencies because Amateur Radio is a public service organization. I was not able to attend the DeVry hamfest because of
the DX convention, but the people I talked with stated that is
was a well-attended event. Thanks to all the people who took
the time to plan, organize and put on this event. Please keep
your news letters coming so I can keep up with the activities
around the state. My e-mail address is kd6xh@arrl.org, and
my home telephone number is 520-744-9095. If you call and I
am not home, please leave a message and I will call you back.
73, Clifford Hauser, KD6XH. Net: ATEN 791 QNI, 117 QTC,
31 sess. Tfc: K7VVC 1020, W7EP 115.
LOS ANGELES: SM, Phineas J. Icenbice, Jr., W6BF —Public Service is one good way of thanking the public for Amateur Radio. Every sentence that we use on the air is an indication of wisdom or ignorance. One of our greatest gifts is
our thinking mind. It has been reported that (your built in
computer) can even work when you are on the air. Speaking of public service, AD6HR, Barry reported a total of 197
for the QTR and a Total of 80 for the month of March. - RF
safety information is available on the Internet. (www.fcc.gov
/oet/rfsafety) You can e-mail questions to the FCC at:
www.rfsafety@fcc.gov- DX has been very good during the
last few months and my contacts with Chesterfield and East
Timor, put a bit of excitement back into Ham Radio. I had
just talked to “Mauritius”(3B8) on the 15 meters so I ran
outside to tell the xyl. I was expecting to hear, “Is that near
Chesterfield Island,” but instead she said, Who is that, do I
know her?” Expectations and reality are often different. The Sheriff’s Emergency Operations Bureau and Disaster
Communications Service has announced the passing of Mr.
Jerry Kunz, W6BVG. Jerry was a great promoter for Amateur Radio. Jerry was called, “The VOICE OF K6CPT repeater.” It seemed that he was always there to help everyone. Jerry will be missed by thousands of Hams in the LA
area. Jerry exhibited and outstanding memory for voices,
names and call signs. His cheerful attitude radiated friendship and provided a great personal boost to all of the fellow
Hams who knew him. - Looking forward to chatting with all
my old friends at the Southern California DX Club, on June
10, 2000. (see SCDX Club web site for details) - Yes, I did
work Chesterfield Island and East Timor using low power. I
congratulated Marty, OH2BH, on his selection as the “Dayton Hamfest Amateur of the Year.” In my book, Marty is one
of the World’s greatest in several categories. It is always a
pleasure to chat with him where ever he is on a new DX
location. Al, our ASM, W6UBM, is almost always available
to help solve your telephone problems, unless he is busy
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repairing antennas. Vy 73, & good DX, Phineas.
ORANGE: SM, Joe Brown, W6UBQ—Let’s make Field Day,
June 24 -25, a team effort. We look forward to another tremendous event. Participation from each of you will help
make this a successful Field Day. Year 2000 Field Day pins
are offered by the ARRL; contact your FD chairman for info.
From San Gorgonio Pass Smoke Signals. Officers for 2000
are Ron, WB6MSS, Pres; Glenn, AB6Pa, VP; Charlene,
KQ6HG, sec; Fullerton ARC- will have the Antennas in the
Park on May 6. Joe, KØOV, will be there with his “Hidden
Ts” and WARA has been invited to join this activity. BCWSNotes FCC policing is back with enforcement enjoying an
increased priority, a positive step for those of us who want
the ham bands to be courteous and a wholesome place to
practice our hobby. Words of wisdom from Jim, K6IYK, of
the 220 SMA- Service is what we are all about both as a
Spectrum Management organization and as a Frequency
Coordinator. To serve the Amateur community, we must be
a viable organization, but our shrinking ranks and lesser
involvement by hams suggest a merger of the 220 MA
TASMA and SCCRRBA might better utilize our limited resources; a study of this is now in progress. From SOWP
world Wireless Beacon— Good and bad news for CW buffs.
The good news: Canada will still guard 500 kHz in arctic
waters. Ice breakers will have radio officers during the arctic summer cruise. The bad news: the CW station in VCO in
Sidney tapped its last message July 28, 1999, using the
historic call VAS. Though this service is discontinued, Morse
code will live on through Amateur Radio operators worldwide. Tfc: W6QZ 263, KO6RZ 158, KC8SKK 123, N6GIW
27, KD6EYI 6. PSHR: W6QZ 161, KO6RZ 109, KC6SKK
109. Digital - N6GIW NTS Mailbox 217, W6QZ BBS 140.
SCN/V NM KO6RZ reports - 31 sessions, QNI 198, QTC
72. From the SM. - Amateur operators, listen up. The recent problems in New Mexico, tornadoes in Texas, medical
assistance at sea all highlight the need for Amateurs to be
prepared with training and participation in ARES/RACES
activities. When normal radio communications fail in an
emergency, local government and the public needs your
equipment immediately. Join ARES now or encourage them
to.
SAN DIEGO:SM, Tuck Miller, K6ZEC, 619-475-7333—
Listen to the sounds. Birds a chirping, hamburgers frying,
generators buzzing. What could it be? Aah, must be one of
the great operating events of the year. A time where club
members get together and work together. Putting up temporary towers, installing antennas, and feedlines, and of
course assembling various radio stations on many different
bands. What could this be? You know, I bet it is Field Day
2000. Now is the time to order Field Day pins for your club.
They are only $5 and each individual who works at Field
Day, whether it be setting up, logging, talking, cooking, or
tearing down, is eligible. Order yours today! Mark your calendars for September 23, when once again we will have
the Ham Radio Roundup at the Kearney Mesa Rec Center,
Mesa College Dr at Armstrong St Time, from 10 AM until
about 3 PM. Not only will our monthly training session be
incorporated into this time, but our annual SET exercise as
well. Kenny, WA6BCC, is looking for some more communicators for the San Diego Special Olympic Greater Games.
Need about 20 people for Saturdays event, the 1st Sat of
June. Join the excitement. Contact Ken at wa6bcc1@juno.com or give him a call at 858-453-1829 for further
info. After many years of meeting at the La Mesa Church of
Christ, the Amateur Radio Club of El Cajon is changing locations. As of this writing, looks as if it will be at the La
Mesa Masonic Lodge. The meetings will be on the 2nd
Wednesday of each month at 7 PM. On a sad note, we have
lost Harry, N6LSP who suffered a massive heart attack in
late March. Our condolences to Carol, KF6EFN, for her great
loss. John Tyler, N6URW, tnxs for your many years of public service with RACES. Traffic: KT6A 915, KD6YJB 119,
KD6IVF 10,WA6IIK 1 BPL: KT6A 915 PSHR: KT6A 144,
KD6YJB 78.
SANTA BARBARA: SM & STM, Rob Griffin, K6YR 805-5433346 & k6yr@arrl.org —SEC: Jack Hunter, KD6HHG
(kd6hhg@arrl.net ). AAC: Michael Atmore, KE6DKU
(jatmore@telis.org ). OOC: Howard Coleman, W6HQA
(w6hqa@pacbell.net). PIC: Jeff Reinhardt, AA6JR (jreinh@
ix.netcom.com). TC: Warren Glenn, KM6RZ (wglennrz@ix
.netcom.com). ASM-Ventura, Don Milbury, W6YN (w6yn@
juno.com ) ASM- Internet, Jack Bankson, AD6AD
(jackbankson@jps.net). DECs: Santa Barb-Dave Lamb,
WA6BRW (dlamb@silcom.com). SLO-Bill Peirce, KE6FKS
(ke6fks@arrl.net) & Ventura-Dave Gilmore, AA6VH (aa6vh
@arrl.net). Tony, KC6NBI, in Nipomo, is new Official Relay
Station & active on SCN/SB. Join the Section Reflector: Send
a blank e-mail to this address: arrlsb-subscribe@groups
.com and be automatically added to the SB Section “Insiders” Info Hotline. Receive instant updates on Section news FREE! Jug, WA6MBZ, is on top of all the VE Sessions planned
across the Section. VE liaisons may contact Jug via e-mail
at: wa6mbz@arrl.net. SB Sec Web: wwww.qsl.net/arrlsb.
Join in our Section traffic nets: SCN slow speed NTS Net, MF, at 1915 local on 3598 kHz & SCN/SB at 2100 local on
147.000+(131.8), 224.90- (131.8) & 448.875-(100). PSHR/Tfc:
K6YR 170/211, KF6OIF 130/75, KE6MIW 99/49, KC6NBI 97/
32, KM6RZ -/22 & KF6UMU 123/-. That’s 30. Rob, K6YR, SM.

WEST GULF DIVISION
NORTH TEXAS: SM, Don Mathis, KB5YAM—STM: KC5OZT.
BM: KC5OZT. SEC: K5MWC. SGL: N5GAR. OOC: WB5UDA.
AAC: WN5PFI. ASMs: KX5K, K5RE, KK5QA, KK5NA, N5JZ,
KB5LWZ, KD5HIS, AD5X, W5GPO. Visit the section Web
page at (http://www.lsic.net/net/ntexas.html) for the most
current information. If you would like to be on the Section
Newsletter mailing when issued, send me an e-mail:
dmathis@lsic.net. I would like to extend my personal thanks
to all hams for the excellent efforts that were given on behalf
of the organizations and people involved with the Fort Worth
and Arlington area tornadoes. A special thanks to the group
from Denton (and the many others that I did not know about)
that were called in from outside to support that Monday night.
Everything that I observed was handled in a calm profes-

sional manner. It could have easily have been a whole lot
worse. A formal, experienced, trained group is very important at a time like this, be it ARES, RACES or other. We will
be making the HamCom in Arlington in June the major section activity for the year. There will be introductory sessions
on traffic handling, emergency communications, and general
section activities. We will also be active at the ARRL booth.
Come by and see us. There will be a Section Headquarters
Site at my QTH for field day. We will be active on the air and
will try to contact as many section members and clubs as
possible. If you are interested in working with us, contact me
or Jim Dye, N5JZ. March SAR: KC5OZT 600, N5JZ 446,
K5NHJ 428, K5AO 202, N1GG 198, K5MXQ 103, WA5I 101,
KC5VLW 93, KB5TCH 59, KC5SMC 8, KB5YAM 4, KD5AHW
2. BPL: KC5OZT, N5JZ, K5NMJ. 73, Don, KB5YAM.
OKLAHOMA: SM, Charlie Calhoun, K5TTT—ASMs: N6CL,
W6CL. SEC: W5ZTN. ACC: KB5BOB. PIC: WA9AFM. OOC:
K5WG. SGL: W5NZS. STM: K5KXL. As I mentioned last
month I attended the Tri-State AR Group’s hamfest in
Mooreland. I wanted to expound on my trip just a bit. I was
quite impressed with the hospitality afforded me and the
appreciation for my presence has been noted. I received a
personal tour of the local emergency communications facilities located in Jim Hand’s, NW5OK, shack. They cooperate very closely with the NWS in Norman to provide information from the NW part of the state. Many of us don’t often
consider what goes on in the less populated areas of the
state, but the work they do there is just as important. And it
is being done well! The Tulsa area suffered the sudden loss
of a dear ham. Little Lou Wilcoxson, KC5TRJ, XYL of Lou
Wilcoxson, N5TXA, became a Silent Key in April. Our
thoughts and prayers go out to them. Field Day is coming
up soon. My schedule is still somewhat open. I plan on touring the Eastern part of the state, but I may have the opportunity to make it over to North Central and South Eastern
Oklahoma, so be sure and let me know about your Field
Day plans, wherever you may be located. I will also be operating mobile and accepting your traffic. You can claim an
additional 100 bonus points for originating an NTS style
message to your SM. Check the Web site for my Field Day
plans, which will include route and frequency information.
http://www.busprod.com/k5ttt 73, Charlie.
SOUTH TEXAS: Ray Taylor, N5NAV—ASMs: NR5ED,
N5WSW, W5GKH, K5DG, N5LYG, WA5UZB, KK5CA,
WA5TUM, KB5AWM, WA5JYK, K5PFE, K5PNV, and
K5SBU. STM: W5GKH. SEC: N5NAV, temp. ACC: N5WSW.
TC: KJ5YN. BM: W5KLV, OOC: W5JAM. SGL: K5PNV. The
month of June is packed with activities for Hams. Ham-Com
2000 is June 9 and 10, in Arlington, Texas. I’m sure this will
be one of the best, and the first for 2000. The committee is
working real hard this year for your benefit. Be sure and
stop by the ARRL booth. Let us know what we can do for
you, as your elected officials. If you’re from out of state, I
hope you will have time to visit South Texas while you’re
here. We would love to have you. Field Day June 24 and 25
is the next great event. This year, there will be a lot of new
hams coming into the wonderful world of HF. Welcome them
in by making them feel a welcome to Field Day. Teach them
the proper way to conduct themselves on HF. Let them do a
lot of the operating and fixing the equipment. It’s also extra
points to set up in a public place, such as a mall, and introduce Ham Radio to the public. Set up a booth, and let them
send a message to a friend. Then bring the traffic to one of
the nets. Let them see the benefits of ham radio and how
we operate in an emergency. All will profit by learning about
the NTS and also the help we get from the independent nets.
Have some of the stations working in the contest, so they
can see how we can work the world. So many heard about
ham radio during Y2K, now they can see first hand what we
are capable of doing in the way of communications. Explain
how easy it is today to get a ham license. This would be a
great time to point out the benefit of having a ham station in
their neighborhood, and the fact we don’t normally cause
interference to their TV. This would help those who are having trouble in some of the housing areas to have an antenna. Ham radio got a big boost by the communications
that saved the life of the 13-year old boy, that was shot by
pirates, as they tried to take the boat, off the Coast of Honduras, and the role ham radio played in saving his life. Jim
Haynie, our new ARRL president, got him transferred Dallas Children’s Hospital for treatment. This was on 20/20,
and has had a lot of TV and press coverage. The report I
received was they tried all their other means of communications for emergencies from their boat with no luck. They finally went to 20 meters, 14.300 and got help by ham radio.
As this story unfolds, we have gotten more publicity for ham
radio, than just about anything in the past. You can thank
the net on 14.300 and Jim Haynie for a job well done. That’s
what ham radio is all about. Ham radio has sure proved itself in the last 3 weeks with the tornadoes and storms. Have
a great month of June.73 and God bless. Tfc: W5SEG 908,
KA5KLU 474, W5KLV 229, W5GKH 180, N5NAV 157,
W5TUK 118, W5NRJ 110, N5OUJ 63, KØYNW 50, W5ZIN
45, K5UCQ 37, W5ZX 34, W5OYY 8, N5JUU 2.
WEST TEXAS: SM, Charlie Royall, WB5T, 915-944-0469,
WB5T@arrl.org. ASMs: Cley, K5TRW. Ron, KB5HGM.
Jerome, K5IS. Fred, W6VPI. Sandy, W5MVJ. SEC: Alex,
N5LRH. OOC: John, KO5D. BM: Frank, N5WT. If you hold a
field position and your ARRL mbrship has expired, your appt
has also. Please check your mbrship expiration date and
renew ASAP. New appointments: DXCC Field Checker-Les
Bannon, WF5E, Midland; OO: Donald H. Smith, Jr., N5OUG,
Spearman TX. The section was well represented at the Midland Hamfest, especially the Panhandle areas of Fritch,
Borger, Amarillo, and Lubbock. Upon arriving home, there
was a message waiting that announced the death of a friend,
former EC and DEC, repeater owner, and trustee, Coleman
TX, N5RMO, Raymond Bethel, age 47. SK Friday, March
16, 2000. Raymond was well known in our area and was
liked by all. Even on his bad days, he still had that crooked
little grin and a laugh for everyone. Our thoughts and prayers
are with his XYL, Shirley, KB5SIN, and family. The world
was definitely a better place because he was a part of it!
Until next time, 73 de Charlie, WB5T.
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HamAds
l)
Advertising must pertain to products and
services which are related to Amateur Radio.
2)
The Ham-Ad rate for commercial firms
offering products or services for sale is $1.00 per word.
Individuals selling or buying personal equipment:
ARRL member 50¢ per word. Non-ARRL member $1
per word. Bolding is available for $1.50 a word.
3) Remittance in full must accompany copy since
Ham-Ads are not carried on our books. Each word,
abbreviation, model number, and group of numbers
counts as one word. Entire telephone numbers count
as one word. No charge for postal Zip code. No cash
or contract discounts or agency commission will be
allowed. Tear sheets or proofs of Ham Ads cannot be
supplied. Submitted ads should be typed or clearly
printed on an 8 1 ⁄2 " x 11" sheet of paper.
4) Send ads to: the ARRL, 225 Main St.,
Newington, CT 06111 ATTN: Ham Ads. Or via fax
860-594-0259 or e-mail: hamads@arrl.org Payment
must be included with ads (check or any major credit
card accepted).
5) Closing date for Ham-Ads is the 15th of the
second month preceding publication date. No cancellations or changes will be accepted after this closing
date. Example: Ads received June 16th through July
15th will appear in August QST. If the 15th falls on a
weekend or holiday, the Ham-Ad deadline is the previous working day. Please contact Melissa Yrayta at
860-594-0231 for further information.
6) No Ham-Ad may use more than 100 words. No
advertiser may use more than two ads in one issue. A
last name or call must appear in each ad. Mention of
lotteries, prize drawings, games of chance, etc. is not
permitted in QST advertising.
7) New firms or individuals offering products or
services for sale must check with us to determine if a
production sample (which will be returned) should be
submitted for examination. Dealers are exempted,
unless the product is unknown to us. Check with us if
you are in doubt. You must stand by and support all
claims and specifications mentioned in your advertising.
The publisher of QST will vouch for the integrity
of advertisers who are obviously commercial in
character, and for the grade or character of their
products and services. Individual advertisers are not
subject to scrutiny.
The American Radio Relay League does not
discriminate in its advertising on the basis of race,
color, religion, age, sex, sexual orientation, marital
status, or national origin.
The League reserves the right to decline or
discontinue advertising for any other reason.
QST HAM ADS ON THE WEB — UPDATED MONTHLY
http://www.arrl.org/ads/ham-ads.html

SELL YOUR RADIO TODAY! Check out
RADIOS ON-LINE on the ARRL web site:
http://www.arrl.org/ads/RadiosOnline/

CLUBS/HAMFESTS/NETS
ARIZONA STATE CONVENTION AND HAMFEST.
Largest FREE ADMISSION Hamfest in the Southwest.
July 28, 29 and 30, 2000. 1-17 exit 337 (Ft. Tuthill),
Flagstaff, AZ. Our 49th consecutive year. Manufacturers, Dealers, Exhibits, Seminars, VE Testing, Huge
Swap, Camping and more. Gordon West, WB6NOA will
present two of his famous seminars. And will be the
(TBA) guest speaker at the Sat. night BBQ. Other
speakers, seminars and forums include Dan Miller from
ARRL Headquarters, Bill Pasternak from Newsline.
AMSAT, APRS, Ten-Ten International, QRP, Ladies
programs, and ARRL Forum. For information, contact
Amateur Radio Council of Arizona, POB 312, 16845 N.
29th Ave., Suite #1, Phoenix, AZ. 85080-2003 or Email:
arcathiIl@aol.com. Voice mail 1-602-779-2722. Web
site:http://www.hamsrus.com. Enjoy cool weather and
the pines. An A.R.R.L. sanctioned event.
BICYCLE MOBILE HAMS OF AMERICA. We mix
hamming with biking! VHF and HF. 450 members in
46 states, 6 countries. 10th annual forum at
HamVention. To receive more info., sample
newsletter, e-mail your street address to
hartleyal@aol.com. Or, SASE to BMHA, Box 4009-Q,
Boulder, CO 80306-4009.
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Franklin County (Ohio) Hamfest. - Sunday May 28, 2000 8AM
(Sellers 6AM). Franklin County Fairgrounds, Hilliard Ohio (just
west of Columbus, Ohio) $5.00 to buy or sell; inside or
outside. For more info; 614-267-7779 or clind2@juno.com

FRIEND OF BILL W.?? - Join HAAM net Saturdays at
12:30 Eastern on 14.290; Sundays at 09:00 Pacific on
7.283.5; Sundays at 09:30 Pacific on 14.340/2. K6LX.
JOIN the Lambda Amateur Radio Club (LARC) since 1975,
the only open and visible public service-oriented ham club
for gay and lesbian hams. Monthly newsletter, HF skeds,
internet listserv and IRC, hamfest meetings, chapters,
DXpeditions. Write LARC, POB 56069, Philadelphia, PA
19130-6069 or e-mail: lambda-arc@geocities.com
MARCO: Medical Amateur Radio Council, operates daily
and Sunday nets. Grand Rounds: 14.308 MHz Sunday
mornings at 10:00 am Eastern time. Medically-oriented
amateurs (physicians, dentists, veterinarians, nurses,
therapists, etc.) invited to join. Inquiries to: MARCO,
2650 Head of The Tide Rd, RR 4, Belfast, Maine 049159624. Web:http://www.smbs.buffalo.edu/med/marco/

NEW JERSEY, (Augusta) Sunday, July 16, 2000.
Sponsor: Sussex County ARC. Time: 8 AM, Sussex
County Fairgrounds, Plains Rd. off Rt. 206. Free
parking. Refreshments. Admission: $5 (YLs and
Harmonics free). Tailgate space $10, indoor $15 per
space. Limited supply of tables available. Contact Dan
Carter, N2ERH, 8 Carter Lane, Branchville, NJ 07826.
Phone: 973-948-6999. Email: n2erh@email.com
QCWA—Quarter Century Wireless Association. If you
were first licensed 25 years ago and currently licensed
you are eligible. Be one of us! Write Dept. T, 159 E
16th Ave, Eugene, OR 97401-4017. Call 541-683-0987.

RAINBOW AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION - The
gay/lesbian club. Active weekly H.F. nets, monthly
newsletter, e-mail reflector, web page: www.rara.org.
Chat Room. Privacy respected. E-mail: rara@qsl.net
or P.O. Box 191, Chesterland, OH 44026-0191.
THE ARRL LETTER — The League’s news digest for
active amateurs, professionally produced and edited
and now available in a weekly electronic edition via
the World Wide Web at http://www.arrl.org/arrlletter
THE Veteran Wireless Operators Association, a 74-year
old, non-profit organization of communications
professionals invites your inquiries and application for
membership. Write VWOA, Edward Pleuler, Jr., Secretary,
46 Murdock Street, Fords, NJ 08863. Visit our web site for
activities, history, membership: http://www.vwoa.org

ANTIQUE
ANTIQUE RADIO CLASSIFIED. Free sample copy!
Antique radio’s largest-circulation monthly magazine. Old
radios, TVs, ham equip., 40s & 50s radios, telegraph,
books & more. Ads & articles. Free 20-word ad monthly.
Subscribe today. Six-month trial: $19.95. Yearly rates:
$39.49 ($57.95 by 1st Class). Foreign: write. ARC, PO
Box 802-B22A, Carlisle, MA 01741. Phone: 978-3710512, Fax: 978-371-7129, Web: www.antiqueradio.com
BROADCAST MICROPHONES and accessories (call
letter plates, stands) wanted: early carbon, condenser,
ribbon, dynamic models. Cash or trade. James Steele,
Box 620, Kingsland, GA 31548. 912-729-6106. jsteele@
k-bay106.com; http://www.k-bay106.com/mics.htm

CLASSIC RADIOS FOR SALE: Good used equipment
wanted. The Radio Finder, 11803 Priscilla Lane,
Plymouth, MI 48170. Tel/Fax 1-734-454-1890.
finder@radiofinder.com or http://www.radiofinder.com
MANUALS FOR MOST OLD HAM GEAR. Best source for
20 years and now at lower prices! Most USA made ham
gear. Our catalog “P” ($1 USA/$3 elsewhere) required to
order or get free info via internet at www.hi-manuals.com.
Hi-Manuals, Box P-802, Council Bluffs, IA 51502.
TELEGRAPH KEYS wanted by collector. Bugs and
unusual or unique straight keys or sounders, and tube
electronic keyers. Also pre1950 callbooks. Vince
Thompson, K5VT, 3410 N. 4th Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85013.
602-840-2653.

TELEGRAPH MUSEUM/COLLECTOR’S INFORMATION: http://w1tp.com
W7FG VINTAGE MANUALS AND LADDER LINE: Most
manuals in stock. SASE for catalog or call. 600 Ohm
Ladder Line. Visa/Mastercard accepted. 402731 W.
2155 Dr., Bartlesville, OK 74006. http://www.w7fg.com
(918)-333-3754 or 800-807-6146.
WANTED: Electronic estates, hi-fi, broadcasting. Cash
paid. KB8CCY, 419-782-8591.
WANTED: Electronic estates purchased. Ham radio,
tubes, broadcasting, Hi-Fi, transformers, military, etc.
Top cash paid! 800-251-5454.

WANTED: pre-1925 battery radios, crystal sets, and
vacuum tubes. Also early telegraph keys and pre-1900
electrical apparatus. Jim Kreuzer, N2GHD, Box 398,
Elma, NY 14059. 716-681-3186. wireless@pce.net

WANTED: Telegraph sounders, relays, and
apparatus. Instruments needing parts or repair OK.
John Casale, W2NI, 3 Pickering La., Troy, NY 12180.
518-272-3631.
WANTED: Western Electric audio equipment.
Amplifiers, pre-amps, tubes, speakers, parts, mixing
boards, etc. 800-251-5454.
www.interestingoldjunk.com

QSL CARDS/CALLSIGN NOVELTIES
100 QSL Cards $8.50 postpaid. ARTIST, P. O. Box
148652, Nashville, TN 37214.
AFFORDABLE QSL CARDS, available in small
quantities with lots of options. Parma Graphics, K2BKA,
5 Rondout Harbor, Port Ewen, NY 12466. 914-339-1996.
CALL SIGN NAME BADGES. Club logos our specialty.
Certified ARRL engraver. Capital Engraving, 3109 Marigold
St Longview, Washington 98632-3415 Al, WA7UQE.
capengrave@cport.com. http://www.open.org/capengrv

DOC’S QSL CARDS. Free custom design also full
color cards - send SASE for samples & price list.
10630 Lone Star Way, Knoxville, TN 37932. 865-6918288, or docs@icx.net. http://user.icx.net/~docs
ENGRAVlNG: Callsign/name badges by WØLQV.
Send for price list. Box 4133, Overland Park, KS
66204-0133. E-mail: lqveng@juno.com
FREE SAMPLES from QSLs by NØTT, 8655 Hwy D,
Napoleon, MO 64074. E-mail: n0tt@juno.com
FREE SAMPLES. QSLs by W4MPY, Box 73, Monetta,
SC 29105. Phone/Fax 803-685-7117. Email:
w4mpy@w4mpy.com. Starting our 20th year
furnishing quality and value. Check our web site at:
http://www.w4mpy.com
MARCUM’S QSLs:info/order: www.bisonweb.com/
marcumsqsls or POB 456, Forest Ranch, CA 95942.
E-mail: marcumsqsls@aol.com; 1-800-390-2220.
QSL CARDS: Fast quality service. Samples $1
(refundable with order). WordWise Services, 107
Giles Court, Newark, DE 19702.
QSL CARDS Many styles. Top quality. Order Risk
Free. Plastic cardholders, T-shirts, Personalized caps,
mugs, shirts. Other ham shack accessories. Free Call.
Free samples. Rusprint, 800-962-5783/913-491-6689,
fax 913-491-3732. http://www.rusprint.com

QSL SAMPLES $1 refundable, Bud Smith, Box 1948,
Blaine, WA 98231.
QSLKIT at home micro-perf printing on your ink jet
printer. CardBox filing systems, index cards and
more. www.HamStuff.com by W7NN.
QUALITY QSLs By WX9X from $18.95. See our
display ad in this issue.
SKYWARN, RACES, MARS patches, decals, caps,
more. Write/fax for info. CAPS Unlimited, PO Box
460118C, Garland, TX 75046. 972-276-0413.
Email:k5hgl@home.com, www.skywarnsupply.com
Train QSL’s www.bisonweb.com/marcumsqsls;
1-800-390-2220.
www.callstuff.com

HAM VACATION/RENTALS PROPERTY
ARIZONA RETIREMENT? Beautiful Sun City home, 3
br, 2 ba, 1832 sq. ft., room for shack & workshop.
$129,900. Taxes 570. See at www.arizonaroom.com.
Don Steele, VE3PFC/W7, E-mail VE3PFC@arrl.net.
Ken Meade Realty, 1-800-877-1776.
B&B WITH A HAM! Enjoy hamming from Hawaii. Join
those that have chased DX from beautiful upcountry
Maui! (Non smokers only, thanks).“SEA Q MAUI,”
KH6SQ@seaqmaui.com, 808-572-7914.
http://www.seaqmaui.com
BAHAMAS RENTAL: Abaco villa w/station. N4JQQ,
901-374-0927.
BAHAMAS, Treasure Cay Resort. Beach house/
contest station rental. Many world records. 3 BR/2
Bath. KC4SZE, 256-734-7300 or kennethh@airnet.net
BLUE RIDGE MT. of VA. - Build your vacation QTH on
a beautiful mt. top near Blue Ridge Parkway - Floyd,
VA. Info www.public.usit.net/dlarsen or
www.bfrog.com/zig/land/ E-mail: kk4ww@fairs.org.
Dave, KK4WW, phone 540-763-2321.
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Elegant four BR 4300 SF home on Greers Ferry Lake,
north central Arkansas. 20 acres on ridge overlooking
lake. Seventy foot fold-over tower with Moseley TA-53M and 40 meter add-on. $425,000. For sale by owner.
AC5DX. Email ac5dxgil@arkansas.net, 501-362-6777.
HAM VACATION: Rent 4 bedroom Chalet in spectacular
Colorado Rockies. IC-756 & Alpha 91b, 40 meter beam,
log periodic and 75 meter sloper. $500 weekly. 55¢ stamp
for brochure. Ken, WØLSD, Box 156, Buena Vista, CO
81211. 719-395-6547. Available for fall/winter contest
weekends.

MAINE BED & BREAKFAST WB3BUC Invites you to stay
at the Brewster Inn of Dexter, ME. (207) 924-3130.
brewster@nconline.net. www.bbonline.com/me/brewsterinn

P49V/AI6V’s ARUBA Cottage for rent; 2 bedrooms,
rig and antennas. For info write: Carl Cook, 2191
Empire Ave., Brentwood, CA 94513.
St. Esprit, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia. QRP (price, too) hill
acreage, sandy ocean beach and lake, Fleur d’Lis Frail.
N1XOR, Box 1164, Wellfleet, MA 02667. 508-349-3209

TURKS AND CAICOS “HAM-LET” VACATION: House
with station located Providenciales hillside above
ocean. Jody Millspaugh, 649-946-4436 or Box 694800,
Miami, Florida 33269 USA. E-mail: jody@tciway.tc

VISITING LONDON? Comfortable B&B, Ham shack.
Info: g3hjf@btinternet.com

GENERAL
#1 CALLSIGN CD-ROM. “HamCall” contains U.S. and
International callsigns with lat/long, grid square, email addresses and more. Updated monthly. Check/
Visa/MC. $50, $5 ship/handling. Buckmaster, 6196
Jefferson Hwy., Mineral, VA 23117. 800-282-5628 or
http://www.buck.com/haminfo.html
2000 CALLBOOK CD-ROM Summer Edition: $38.95.
QRZ! CD-ROM (V15): $16.95. POSTPAID. All ARRL
items discounted: Email: <AA6EE@amsat.org>,
http://www.radiodan.com/aa6ee/
2000 Callbook CD-ROM Summer Edition Distributor
“59(9) DX Report” Great price and service on genuine
“Flying Horse” CD $39 to US, $40 to VE, $41 to DX. Order
online http://members.aol.com/the599rpt/dx.htm or E-Mail:
the599rpt@aol.com; write P. O. Box 73, Spring Brook, NY
14140 Tel/Fax - (716) 677-2599. Check/Visa/MC
59(9) DX REPORT Weekly DX and Contest bulletin.
SASE for sample. P. O. Box 73, Spring Brook, NY 14140.

70 CM SIGNAL GENERATOR AN/DRM-20 BSG-19A
MINT CONDITION IN CASE, 406 to 550 MHz, Crystal
oven, 1 MHz steps, precision calibrated, from 1 to 100K
microvolts, FM 300 Hz to 80 kHz, deviations to 300 kHz,
audio frequency IRIG tone coder, 115 vac and 28.
Queries/bids to K3EE@arrl.net, all emails QSL’d.

8874’s Needed K6ZSK 760-806-7553
ALUMINUM ANTENNA/MAST TUBING - Stackable 4
foot sections, 1.78 inch diameter, 0.11 inch wall.
WWW.geocites.com/TMast Co, or The Mast Co., P.O.
Box 1932, Raleigh, NC 27602
ALUMINUM CHASSIS AND CABINET KITS. UHFVHF Antenna Parts, Catalog E-mail: k3iwk@flash.net,
www.flash.net/~k3iwk
Anderson Powerpole and OEM power connectors.
MasterCard/Visa www.powerwerx.com
ANTENNA DESIGN BOOK, 140 pages, helical, loop
yagi, beams, loops, short antennas, flat tops, and VLF
projects, $12.95. R.A.C., POB 37, Clarksville, AR 72830.
ANTENNA HARDWARE - S.S. “U” bolts, aluminum
saddles, element and boom plates, S.S. hose clamps.
Write for list to Harbach Electronics, WA4DRU, 2318
S. Country Club Road, Melbourne, FL 32901-5809.
http://www.harbach.com
APPLE I Microcomputer wanted for museum.
KK4WW, 540-763-3311.
ASTRON POWER SUPPLY, Brand new w/warranty,
RS-20m $99, RS-35m $145, RS-50m $209, RS-70m
$249, SS-25m $122, SS-30m $135. Call for other
models, 626-286-0118 or sales@aventrade.com;
www.aventrade.com
ATTENTION SB-200 & SB-220 OWNERS: Restore
and up-grade your tired old amplifier with our parts
and kits. Power supply boards, soft keys, soft starts,
new fans & motors, many more items. Write for
details. Please specify the model. Harbach
Electronics, WA4DRU, 2318 S. Country Club Road,
Melbourne, FL 32901-5809. http://www.harbach.com
ATTENTION YAESU FT-102. Expert repairs. Over
6000 hours servicing the 102. Reasonable rates. Call
evenings, Mal, NC4L, 954-961-2034.
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ATTN: CW OPERATORS - Still available! Super
CMOS III Semi-Kit, same features as Logikey K-3.
SASE for details to Idiom Press, 95441-1025.
ATV Video Test Pattern Generators with Character ID,
composite and S-video outputs, audio tone. Many options. Other video products and kits also available. Tom
Gould, WB6P, GEKCO Labs, Issaquah, WA. 888-4357221. www.gekco.com
AVVid is an authorized Kenwood and Icom service
center for warranty and non-warranty repairs.
Reasonable rates and fast turnaround. E-Mail to
clif@avvid.com or call 800-214-5779. AVVid, 222 N.
Story Road, Suite 128, Irving, TX 75061.
BATTERY: Sealed lead acid/gel cell and NiMH at
wholesale price. 0.5AH to 100AH, Nexcell NiMH AA
1400mah $2, AAA 600mah $2. 626-286-0118;
www.aventrade.com
Browse our web site and check out the “Monthly
Special” TDL Technology, Inc., www.zianet.com/tdl.
CALLBOOKS Buy-Sell-Trade. Especially looking for
any Callbooks before 1950 listing US Amateurs. Ron
Allen W3OR, PO Box 73, Bethel, DE 19931-0073.
(302)-875-1100 or e-mail w3or@delanet.com
CASH FOR COLLINS. SM-1, 2, 3; 312A-1, 2; 55G-1;
399C-1; KWM-380; 62S-1; KWM-1; 302C-3; 51S-1;
75S-3C; 32S-3A; buy any Collins equipment. Leo,
KJ6HI, ph/fax 310-670-6969. radioleo@earthlink.net
COMPUTERS - WANTED early Pre-1980 microcomputers for museum collection. Also early magazines
and sales literature. KK4WW, 540-763-3311/382-2935.
CONTEST LOGGERS. EI5DI’s Super-Duper. http://
www.ei5di.com
CONTESTER laminated keyboard overlays, QSL
return envelopes, DX Edge and more.
www.HamStuff.com by W7NN.
CQing all DXers, if E+F skip makes your day! Then
check out G+H. For a free tract about tuning in -Self
Ministries, P.O.B. 117, Bristolville, OH 44402 USA.
DIGITAL FIELD strength meters: http://www.digifield.com

DXshack FG, J6, 3W, XU, XW. TRX+kWAMP+Beam
ANTs & Bed. URL://qth.com/dxshack.
DXshack@wwdx.net
ELECTRIC RADIO Magazine in our eleventh year.
Articles on vintage ham and military gear, repair/
restoration, history, and AM operation. Large classified
section. $3 for a sample copy, ER, 14643 County Road
G, Cortez, CO 81321.
ELECTRON TUBES. Bought and sold. Large inventory
equals fast delivery. Daily Electronics, 10914 NE 39th
St. Ste. B-6, Vancouver, WA 98682. 800-346-6667, fax
360-896-5476. daily@worldaccessnet.com
“EVERYTHING FOR THE MORSE ENTHUSIAST.”
Morse Express. Keys, keyers, kits, books.
303752-3382. http://www.MorseX.com
FOR SALE: Coaxial switches MFJ-1702C two-position
$10. Heathkit HD-1234 five-position $12 Daiwa CN-520
Two-needle SWR meter 1.8-60 MHZ 200/2KW Watts SO239 Connectors $25. LES HILL, 732-542-9056.
For Sale, Realistic DX302 Communications Receiver,
Very Good, WB5GXA 903-223-8213.
FREE Ham Gospel Tracts; youth leaders needed for
national outreach. SASE, W1REZ, P. O. Box 8,
Harmony, ME 04942.
FREE: Ham Radio Gospel Tracts, SASE. KW3A, 265
West Ave., Springfield, PA 19064.
FREE IBM DISK CATALOG with Ham Radio,
shareware programs and CD-ROMS. Specify disk size.
MOM ‘N’ POP’S SOFTWARE, P. O. Box 15003-HA,
Springhill, FL 34609-0111. 352-688-9108.
momnpop@gate.net
GREAT CIRCLE MAPS computer generated for your
exact QTH, $20 ppd. worldwide. Printouts $12 ppd.
SASE for info. Bill Johnston, K5ZI, Box 640, Organ,
NM 88052. 505-382-7804.
HALLICRAFTERS Service Manuals. Amateur and
SWL. Write for prices. Specify model numbers desired.
Ardco Electronics, P.O. Box 95, Dept. Q, Berwyn, IL
60402.
HAM PRODUCTS! www.ElectronicsUSA.com
Heathkit Monitor Scope Model HO-10 Perfect
condition. Tel: 505-896-0273 or Email: guy90webtv.net
HEATHKITS WANTED: Top dollar paid for
unassembled kits. Michael Seedman, 847-831-8823
eve., or mseedman@interaccess.com
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HEATHKITS WANTED: Unassembled kits, catalogs,
manuals and older gear. Bill, WA8CDU, 616-375-7978.
billrobb@net-link.net
HEATKIT AMATEUR RADIO REPAIR by RTO Electronics,
7280 Territorial Road, Benton Harbor, MI 49022. 616-4613057. E-Mail: hamtech@rtoham.com. www. rtoham.com

HT carrying cases and dealers:
www.ThePouch.com/ham.htm
http://www.hamsearch.com
Hy-Gain Antenna DX 88 Vertical $160. Heath
Wattmeter/SWR HM-2140-A $70. Pick-up only.
W1RFQ 401-725-9887.
Invalid care for a ham in his home by a ham. I will keep
him on air and care for him full time. John Willier,
K3ESS. Mail to: k3ess@earthlink.net, 941-626-7402.

Johnson Invader 2000, new, unopened boxes, listing
ebay May 4. WE2T, nineto5@localnet.com
KENWOOD FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE:
Warranty, non-warranty. Repair most brands. Groton
Electronics, 978-448-3322. www.ultranet.com/~jacques

Kenwood TS570D $775. Astron 35A $105. MFJ 497C
$49. MFJ 949E $98. Bencher BY-1 $70. Bencher RJ-1
$67. JRC-ST3 $49. All items mint in original boxes
with manuals. U-Ship. WD8BSG, 937-698-6817.
LEARN CODE by Hypnosis, http://www.qth.com/
cweasy/ or 800-425-2552.
MACINTOSH ham logging program on CD-ROM. http:/
/www.peachtree-solutions.com
MORSE 0-20 WPM 90 days guaranteed! Codemaster
V for IBM compatible PC $29.95. Morse Express, 800238-8205. http://www.MorseX.com
”MORSE CODE DECIPHERED.” Simple, elegant,
inexpensive, comprehensive, logical, easy! E-mai:
judlind@earthlink.net.
MOTOROLA MICOR REPEATERS: 2m and 70cm,
$400. 727-463-5064 evenings, ka9rix@arrl.net
Moving Sale Drake L-4B w/ps, Drake MN-2000,
Yaesu FT-890 Original Mint, with PS, Alinco DR-1200
with 9600 bps port, original, Kantronics KPC-9612
TNC, also original, Yaesu FT-470, Icom IC-02AT with
BP-4 & BC-35, Heathkit HD-15, Full size 20 and 2
meter beams. All in excellent condition and available
for inspection at my QTH. Or I’ll ship at buyer’s
expense and risk. Bill Horne W1AC,
enhorne@banet.net or 781-784-7287.
PACE Soldering/Desoldering: Replacement parts, tips,
new systems for SMT and Thru-hole PCB repair are in
stock! Also a stocking distributor of a wide assortment of
solders, fluxes, cutters and hand tools. Technimark, Inc.
847-639-4756. www.technimark-inc.com

POCKET MINI-PADDLES! Inexpensive.
www.ElectronicsUSA.com
POWER SUPPLY For Sale - Luke S40 40Amp 13.8 V IC crowbar, line surge, over temp control. With
manual. $175.00 Gone QRP. Pick up only! WØSMY,
402-556-5625.
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS for Amateur Radio projects.
Internet: www.cl.ais.net/farcir. E-mail: farcir@ais.net. List
SASE. FAR Circuits, 18N640 Field Ct., Dundee, IL 60118.

RADIO REPAIR! Reasonable, Jim Dan Rupe, 998
Whipple, Grayland, WA 98547-0697. 360-267-4011.
Email: w7ddf@yahoo.com
Russian Telegraph Keys direct from Ukraine $18.
WB0UYO - www.qsl.net/kc0afx or jbide@lisco.net
SB220 $450, TS520 $300. Great Shape. You Ship.
805-446-1930, K2CBK.
SELLING my collection of Heath, National, ARC-5
command sets, parts, etc. Buyer must take all. Will not
separate. Bill Landis WB3BZX (717) 394-7994
STRAT (Magazine of G-QRP-Club) issues 1-100 on
CDROM. $25 include S&H. Member price $20 only!
Pay by MC, Visa, Amex, cash or check.
FUNKAMATEUR, Box 73, 10122 Berlin, Germany. Fax
++49-030-44669469 www.qsl-shop.com
SW-3 Plugin Coils, four forms, damaged but
repairable, one ceramic socket. 3X2500A3 silver
plated fingerstock set, all electrodes. Old tubes: 45,
47, 83V, 80, 10, 6B4G, 417A, 3D21A, 931A, 35T,
3B28, 6AS7G, 866A, 4-65A, UX201A, 35, 27, 71A,
2AP1, 3AP1, 902A, 930, Weco274A, 304TL. Queries/
bids to K3EE@ARRL.NET, all emails QSL’d.
SX88 HALLICRAFTERS receiver wanted. Jim, W6OU,
714-528-5652.
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TELEGRAPH KEYS wanted by collector. Bugs and
unusual or unique straight keys or sounders, and tube
electronic keyers. Also pre1950 callbooks. Vince
Thompson, K5VT, 3410 N. 4th Ave., Phoenix, AZ
85013. 602- 840-2653.
The Dxer’s Control Panel. Http://HAMDX.com
TRIBANDER COMPARISON REPORT: Find out the
real lowdown on HF antenna performance. K7LXC &
NØAX test the KT34XA, TH7, TH11, C-3 Skyhawk and
more. Over 60 pages. $17 + $3 s/h. CHAMPION RADIO
PRODUCTS, www.championradio.com, 888-833-3104.

TRYLON SELF-SUPPORTING TOWERS: Steel towers
available up to 96 feet. Terrific value and reliabilty. The
popular T-200 is 96 feet and is only $1974. CHAMPION RADIO PRODUCTS, www.championradio.com,
888-833-3104.
Tubes f/s - M/p of ge 6jb6a or 6146w & driver 38.00.
M/p 6js6c & driver 70.00. Other amateur related tubes
are available. Web site http://www.jorsm.com/~n9tew.
E-mail: n9tew@jorsm.com. Bob Bieker 219-924-0945.
TUBES for sale, all kinds. Send SASE for price
availability. K9GTK, 2932 W. 99th St., Evergreen Park, IL
60805. Phone/fax 708-423-0528. E-mail: tivas@xnet.com

TUBES WANTED: Highest prices paid or will trade for
all types of industrial, receiving and transmitter tubes.
D & C Electronics, 3089 Deltona Blvd., Spring Hill, FL
34606. 800-881-2374.
TUBES WANTED: I pay cash or trade for all types of
transmitting or special purpose tubes. Mike Forman, 1472
MacArthur Blvd., Oakland, CA 94602. 510-530-8840.

VIBROPLEX BUGS with NY address wanted for
private collection. Especially want bugs with 2.5” or 3”
wide base or S/N under 100,000. Also want Martin or
Bunnell-Martin Flash Keys, any old or unusual key or
bug, and collections from estates. Randy Cole, KN6W,
4540 Fairway, Dallas, TX 75219. 214-521-7041 or
cole@netcom.com
WANTED: 1941 Radio Amateur Call Book Johnson
Ranger II. Working, No Junk. W8VBQ, 6015 Scotch
Pine Drive, Milford, OH 45150. 513-575-5561.
WANTED: 50 Mhz Band Module for Yaesu FT-736R
Transceiver W9DKT 6323 North Cicero Chicago 60646
1-773-282-8479, agahga@juno.com
WANTED: AF-67 with power supply and PMR-6A
receiver with power supply. Michelle (402) 731-6755,
5058 South 36th Avenue, Omaha, NE 68109
WANTED: An FT7 B. Will pay cash and/or will swap a
FT7 now in possesion W6EAG. Call 916-925-2555.
WANTED: British, Commonwealth, W.S.62, W.S.22,
W.S.18, W.S.48, W.S.46. Service manuals for CU-1368/
FLR-9, CU1280/FRQ10. George H. Rancourt, K1ANX,
82 White Loaf Rd., Southampton, MA 01073. 413-5274304.

WANTED for personal use: Globe King-500,
JOHNSON Viking-500, Drake B-line; KB0W, (916)635-4994. frankdellechaie@sprintmail.com
WANTED: Hi capacity 12 volt solar panels for repeater.
kk4ww@fairs.org or 540-763-2321.
WANTED: IEEE Trans. on Communications Volume 22
No.4 Harry Weber, 4845 West 107th Street, Oak Lawn,
IL 60453-5252.
Wanted:Tube Testers: RCA WT-100A, WESTON 68610A, Hickok 539C, Triplett 3444, Tektronix 570 curve
tracer, General Radio 1661-B bridge. John Birck (801)
224-1216; fax (801) 224-6059.
WANTED: Tubes. Nobody pays more or faster than
us! Mike Forman, 1472 MacArthur Blvd, Oakland, CA
94602, 510-530-8840.
WWII Electronic Equipment. Send $2 for 40 page list
and receive $5 credit on first order. F.J. Conway, 2217
N.E. 17th Terr., Ft. Lauderdale, FLA 33305-2415.
www.interestingoldjunk.com
JOBS
Amateurs get paid to be on-line www.URGE2SURF.COM

WANTED FOR SUMMER OF 2000: Instructors in
electronics, ham radio, computers and all other
sciences. Small boys’ science camp in Pennsylvania.
Apply: Donald Wacker, P.O. Box 356, Paupack,
Pennsylvania 18451. 570-857-1401.
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